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General Summary

This is ill many respects a highly technical report which has had to he "
designedto suit a very variable readership: the specialist researcher, the
educationalist, policy-makers, parents and the interested public, and those
directly concerned with making the main policy decisions at an individual
school level. For those who want to find out what our main findings and
conclusions are, these are summarised in Chapters 10 and I I. In addition,
each chapter ends with a short summary &the main results and conclusions.
For those seeking to assess the evidence and the quality of the analysis
underlying our conclusions we indicate in Chapter 10 where in the text the
relevant evidence is provided. For those wishing to evaluate our assumptions,
the selection of the main variables in our analysis and the reliability of samples
and measurements, information provided in Chapters 1 and 2 would be
essential reading.

Objectives
]’his report provides the results and conclusions of a very detailed investi-

gation of the extent, nature and causes of sex differences in. second-level
educational provision and subject specialisation of girls and boys in Irish
post-primary sctiools. The investigation was carried out in response to a
request fi’om the Employment Equality Agency and the Department of Labour
on the basis of a proposal from the Women’s Representative Committee (Final
Report, 1978) to sponsor a research project on "the extent to which curricular

differences may. be contributing to inequality ofopportunity for girls" (ibid. p.
37).

The fnal terms of reference agreed with a steering committee appointed by
the EEA established four objectives for the study:

(1) To investigate the extent, nature and causes of differences anaongst
post-primary schools in their provision of certain subjects to male and female
pupils; in particular the provision of Honours Maths, Science, Technical and
Home Economics subjects.

(2) To investigate the extent and nature ofsex differences in the manner in
which subjects are allocated to male and female pupils within schools. Even
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where subjects are provided by a school, differences can arise in the allocation
ofsubjects to one or other sex in coeducational schools; or through systematic
differences in allocating subjects in girls’ and boys’ schools.

(3) To investigate and, as far as possible, account for the nature ahd extent
of differences in the choices made by girls and boys when given the option of
choosing the same set ofsubjects.

(4) To indicate, in the light of the results ofthe study, what would be the
most effective strategies for increasing the proportion of girls taking Maths,
Science and Technical subjects.

Data and Methods
Four main sources ofdata were used in this study:

(1) Detailed examination records for the Group, Intermediate and Leaving
Certificate examinations for the years 1965, 1968, 1972, 1975 and 1978, taken
from a national sample of 125 secondary and 58 vocational schools. In total
this gave us a sample of approximately 30,000 examination records. These
data allowed us to examine in detail how the subjects taken by boys and girls
in these examinations differed from each other as well as changed~ over this
period. By aggregating these records to provide subject-provision profiles for
schools, we are able to examine how the curricula of these schools had changed
over that period, as well as which school characteristics accounted for variation
and change in the curricula of schools.

(2) In a 50 per cent subsample of these schools (95 post-primary schools)
we interviewed the Principal and Career Guidance Counsellors. These inter-
views provided the basic information on the curricular and subject allocation
rules, etc., used within schools.

(3) In the same sample of schools we administered questionnaires to
samples of Leaving Certificate and of Inter. Cert. pupils, and all those pupils
in what the Principal identified as terminal Group Cert. classes. This gave us
completed questionnaires for a national sample of approximately 10,000
second-level pupils. This provides us with the basic information on pupils’
subject choices and on the main factors influencing pupil choices.

(4) Finally, for this same sample of schools we obtained extensive data on
the characteristics of the teaching body in each school. For each ieacher we
obtained detailed information, from official records, on his or her degree or
diploma qualifications, the identity of classes and subjects taught and other
related information.
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Our analysis of the nature and sources of sex differences in the rates of
subject take-up in the different second-level public examinations is based on
a research model which allows us to assess the relative importance of each of
the threemajor factors mentioned above:

(i) provision-differences, in the provision of subjects in schools containing
boys and girls (i.e., whether or not a specific subject is on the school’s
curriculum);

(ii) allocation-differences in the allocation of subjects taught in the school to
boys and girls;

(iii) choice-differences betweenboys and girls in their choices of those subjects
made available to them.

This model allows us to assess the relative influence of these three factors on
the relative take-up of different Science, Commerce, Technical and other
subjects by boys and girls in the main public examinations. It also allows us
to indicate where one might most effectively intervene to change that situation.

The Context of Sex Differences in Education
We need to place the extent and nature of sex differences in subject take-up

in second-level schools in the context of the overall educational and labour
market inequalities of men and women; otherwise we may misinterpret their
meaning and significance.

Girls are more likely than boys to complete second-level education. Their
participation rate in the senior cycle of post-primary schools is substantially
higher than that of boys and is also greater than most other EEC countries.
Early school leaving is much more characteristic of boys. A high proportion
of boys, however, drop out early from second-level schooling to enter appren-
ticeships, while almost no girls enter apprenticeship training or take up skilled
manual or craft occupations. Ofmale school leavers who left before or at Inter.
Cert. level, for instance, 30 per cent entered such apprenticeship or related
training compared to less than 8 per cent of females.

Moreover, ahhough more girls complete second-level education, substan-
tially fewer go oil to third level. Oftfiose who do, fewer enter applied Science
professional, technical or scientific courses in the Universities or Regional
Technical Colleges (RTCs). Girls, on the other hand, are more likely to enter
Arts, Commerce, Nursing and Teacher training and other related semi-
professional training courses. In addition, girls’ employment opportunities are
concentrated in a relatively narrow range of female dominated white-collar
occupations, their labour market opportunities being extremely constrained
(see Chapter 3). Roughly two out of three working women are in occupations
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which are dominantly female in composition (Appendix Tables 10.5 and 10.6).
This high degree of sex ’segregation of the labour market exists as part of a
more widespread social and cultural system which clearly differentiates men’s
from women’s roles in adult life. This sex role differentiation extends back to
the early learning or socialisation experiences of male and female infants and

it is also clearly represented in the cultural assumptions underlying the
provision and allocation of subjects and general teaching programmes by the
main educational institutions.

The results ofsuch life long socialisation differences are clearly reflected in
the self evaluations and attitudes ofgirls in second-level schools. Compared to
boys, girls: (i) have more negative attitudes to Science and Maths; (ii) have
significantly lower educational self images -- even at the same level of
academic performance; (iii) are significantly less competitive than boys; (iv)
are far more involved in actual household and home-making roles than boys.
But girls appear, however, to have been far more successfully integrated into
school life -- including its more academic aspects I than boys, having more
positive feedback from teachers and experiencing a more supportive teacher-
pupil environment than boys. Despite this more successful incorporation,
however, the), have, paradoxically, lower levels of educational or academic
self-confidence than boys. Girls also have verb, different educational and
occupational aspirations than equivalently educated boys I reproducing
almost exactly tile very segregated labour market position held by working
women. Those differential attitudes and expectations have verb, important

effects on subject choices.
Up to verb, recent times, around 90 per cent of young married women

retired from paid employment on marriage or on the birth of the first child,
the traditional husband-provider and housewife-mother division of labour
characterising the great majority of lrish marriages. So that considered over
tile lifetime of a woman, her labour market role was of significantly less
importance than that of a man. And the associated schooling ofgirls has been
correspondingly less concerned with the relationship between the labour
market and schooling qualifications, so that the provision and allocation of
subjects to girls tends to be quite distinct as we shall see. But over the past
decade a number of interlinked economic, technological, social and cultural
changes have effectively destabilised that pattern; and prospective future
changes in both the labour market and the work-home relationship pose a
serious challenge to the conventional girls’ education model.

Subject Take-up Differences between the Sexes
The following figure shows clearly the extent of sex diffeeences in subject

take-up at Leaving Cert. Boys tend to be disproportionately represented in
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most Science and Maths subjects (Physics, Chemistry, Applied Maths, Higher
Maths), as well as in the Technical subjects; while girls are over-represented
in modern languages, Art, Music and Home Economics¯ A similar pattern is
evident at Inter. Cert., with Science, Higher Maths and the Technical subjects
being "boys’" subjects; Languages and "Accomplishment" subjects being
"girls’" subjects. In our analysis we attempted to account for such sex

Figure I : Percentage Participation in Leaving Certificate Examination Subjects, by sex in 1980.

f--q - MALE ~ -- FEMALE
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differences in take-up in terms ofdifferences in the areas ofprovision, allocation
and choice.

Provision
Our interest in the provision of subjects concentrated on two issues -- to

what extent do schools containing boys teach a different curriculiJm from
schools containing girls, and what accounts for such differences.

There is substantially less curricular variation amongst schools at the junior
cycle than at the senior cycle. At the junior cycle all schools teach Irish,
English and Maths and .most teach French, Commerce and Science. However,
while the Technical subjects are almost universally represented in the voca-
tional and community/comprehensive schools and, to a limited extent, in
boys’ and coed secondary schools, they are absent from girls’ secondary
schools.

At the senior cycle there is much more curricular variation. We were able
to isolate, among our sample of 95 schools, six basic curricular types or
"clusters" which adequately represented that variation. One of these clusters
was made up almost wholly of vocational schools and another of commu-
nity/comprehensive schools. The remaining four comprised secondary schools,
two being made up mainly of boys’ schools, the other two of girls’ schools.
The differences between these types ofsecondary school curricula could only
partly be explained by variations in factors such as school size, age, location,
composition ofintake, and so on. We suggested that, as well as reflecting such
variations, the clusters also reflected differences in the policies pursued by
school decision-makers. In both the vocational and the commu-
nity/comprehensive schools -- with their distinctive curricula -- decisions
about the curriculum appear to be based on a common charter or general
consensus on the goals ofvocational and community/comprehensive schools.
On the other hand, secondary schools show a much less clear-cut curricular
logic, with basically four curricula types which reflect the outcomes ofdifferent
strategies of curricula growth or of specialisation pursued by school decision-
makers, or indeed of the absence of any clear curricular planning.

Taking the two most distinct school types for our purposes!- boys’
secondary and girls’ secondary schools -- they have distinct curricula, distinct
organisational characteristics and each has a distinct ethos. Boys’ schools tend
to be smaller but are more highly specialised in Science, Honours Maths and
Commerce subjects. They generally have a high achievement ethos which is
shared by parents and teachers, but where teachers are, in general, relatively
less important than parents. Girls’ schools, on the other hand, have much less
specialised curricula, with less Science and Commerce but more Languages
and Accomplishment subjects. They have generally lower levels of achieve-
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ment ethos but have teachers who are relatively more important than in boys’
schools in affecting pupils’ choices and aspirations.

Provision differences between secondary schools -- both in the size of the
curriculum and in the provision of Science subjects -- are closely related to
size of school, as one would expect. In neither case does school size explain
more than half the variance in overall provision levels and less than one-third
in the case of Science subjects. Increase in size over the decade 1968-1978 is

¯ not highly predictive of curricular growth. Besides size, the main social class
characteristic of the school’s pupil intake, whether the school was a boys’,
girls’ or coed school, as well as the religious order running the school had
independent influences on both curricular size and on curricular specialisation.
But even taking all these environmental and formal organisational character-
istics into consideration it became quite clear that a lot of freedom still existed
for individual Principals, or decision-making coalitions within schools to
determine their curricular priorities -- particularly in schools where pupil
(and teacher) numbers were increasing rapidly. It is clear from our results
that some schools used these expanding opportunities innovatively and con-
sciously, while others failed to capitalise on such resource additions.

Allocation
At the senior cycle, the most important scbool allocation policy concerns

the academic prerequisites for pupils wishing to choose particular subjects..
Such prerequisite rules for subjects such as Physics, Higher Maths, Chemistry
and so on, show little difference between boys’ and girls’ schools. But because
of the higher proportion ofgirls who have not sat for the required Inter. Cert.
subject, a much higher proportion are excluded from senior cycle subjects.
This is most marked in the case of the Tecbnical subjects but is also very
important in all Science subjects -- 80 per cent of boys, but only 20 per cent
of girls are obliged to take Science in the junior cycle; none of the boys but 13
per cent of the girls are not allowed to take the subject, and the remainder of
each sex (20 per cent of boys, 66 per cent ofgirls) are given the option.

In general, therefore, allocation practices are of greater consequence at the
junior cycle in determining rates of subject take-up; even for subject choices
at the senior cycle level. Our analysis of allocation differences in five Inter.
Cert. subjects showed major allocation differences in four of them: Science,
Mechanical Drawing, Home Economics and Commerce. Science we have
already dealt with. Mechanical Drawing is simply not allocated to the majority
ofgirls in coed vocational, community and secondary schools. Home Econom*
ics is almost universally open to girls in coeducational schools hut not usually
to boys. On the one hand, in vocational and community /comprehensive
schools, Commerce is often either not allocated to boys or placed as an
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alternative in a set of options to the Technical subjects; while, on the other
hand, in boys’ schools, Commerce may be allocated according to ability
(which less commonly occurs in girls’ sdhools) such that low and moderate
ability boys are offered or allocated the subject, while high ability boys are
not.

In general, therefore, allocation policies at junior and senior cycle level both
discriminate directly between boys and girls in coed schools and, in addition,
different rules of allocation hold in boys’ and girls’ secondary schools.

C~oi¢�

Sex difference in choice, at least for the seven Leaving Cert. subjects we
analysed are generally greater than sex differences in provision or allocation.
In the junior cycle, choice is generally less important, especially for boys, and
thus allocation differences and provision factors among the subjects we ana-
lysed are correspondingly of greater weight. However, even here the rates of
choice are clearly sex biased, particularly in Home Economics and Mechanical
Drawing.

In Chapter 9 we deal with true rates of choice at some length, in examining
factors influencing the choice of Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. Analysing what factors influenced those who chose or did not choose
each of these subjects, when offered the opportunity, we found three factors to
be common to both boys and girls. These were their level of examination
performance in the Inter. Cert, their aspirations (particularly whether or not
they aspired to a third-level Science course), and their attitudes towards the
particular subject and to Maths and Science in general. These variables had
somewhat different effects on each sex, and certain additional, variables
influenced one sex but not another. An example of the latter was the clear
effect that the level of teacher expectations and support had on the girls’
probability of choosing Higher Maths. This variable had no effect among
boys.

The crucial question from a policy point of view is whether or not schools
could influence these true rates of choice, since our research clearly indicates
that increases in the rate of take-up of such non-traditional subjects among
girls would depend very heavily on an increase in girls’ true rate of subject
choice. In the concluding part of Chapter 9 we demonstrate that schools
(specifically, aspects ofschools’ ethos) could influence those variables which,
in turn, influence the probability of a girl choosing a particular Leaving Cert.
Science subject. It was particularly clear that teachers’ expectations]support
was an important independent influence on girls’ choice of non-traditional
subjects -- and that such "teacher effects" were mediated by schools. It was
also quite clear from our study of curricular and subject take-up :changes in
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secondary schools between 1968 and 1978 that some schools -- both coed and
single sex -- did succeed in substantially increasing both the provision and
take-up ofsciencesubjects over that period.

Since the level-of performance of pupils is also influenced by such organi-
sational factors (Madaus, Kelleghan et alia, t979; Rutter et alia, 1979), and
individual performance levels are closely related to pupil choice (Chapter 9),
it is clear that schools as corporate units can have independent influences on
subject choice and performance levels.

It is clear also from many intervention programmes carried out in the USA
and Britain that the subject attitudes and expectations of pupils and teachers
are open to intervention. Some of these studies are reviewed in the final
chapter where we examine some strategies ofinte~,ention which might be put
into practice were one to attempt to change subject choice patterns.

Provision, Allocation and Choice
Perhaps the major finding to emerge from our analysis of the effects of

provision, allocation and choice in determining sex differences in the rates of
subject take-up was that, for most of the subjects analysed, although there
were often pronounced sex differences in provision and allocation they were
generally less than the sex differences in the pupils’ own rates of choice. For
example, in the case of Leaving Cert. Physics in our sample, 80 per cent of
boys but only 33 per cent of girls were in schools teaching Physics to the
1980-81 Leaving Cert. class. Of these pupils in schools teaching Physics, 70
per cent oZboys and only 58 per cent ofgirls were actually offered the subject.
However, great as these sex differences are, we find that of those offered
Physics, 53 per cent of boys but only 16 per cent of girls took it up. It is here
that the greatest sex difference lies.

For individual subjects the relative importance of provision, allocation and
choice varies widely. In some subjects, such as Biology, provision factors play
only a minor role; whereas in others like Technical Drawing, provision is of
major significance. Figure 10.1, page 293, illustrates the relative importance
of each of these factors for each sex in determining the overall rate of take-up
of six Leaving Certificate subjects among our sample. It also permits a ready
comparison between the sexes of the effects of these factors.

Policy Implications
To achieve significant gains in the proportion of girls taking up non-

traditional subjects would, therefore, require an integrated strategy of improv-
ing subject provision and changing allocation practices within schools; but
mainly increasing the organisational and teaching support for such changes
within the school, and positively changing pupils’ and teachers’ attitudes
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towards non-traditional subjects. Changes in the provision and allocation of
non-traditional subjects per se would have little impact on take-up rates unless
these changes were accompanied by such school ethos and pupiliattitude
changes. A detailed set of policy proposals are put forward in Chapte~r 11 and
summarised at the end ofthat chapter.
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CHAPTER1

Introduction: The Objectives, Design and Rationale for the Study

We have three objectives in this introductory chapter: to outline the main
objectives of the study and to briefly indicate the research procedures employed
to answer these terms of rel’erence; to provide the main rationale for the study
by indicating the nature and extent ofsex differences involved in second-level
education and the consequences resulting; and finally to provide a short review
of the main research findings on the underlying reasons for such sex differences
in the type and level ofeducation received.

Terms of Reference and Design of the Study
Up to very recently working women occupied a very particular and relatively

unchanging position in the Irish labour force. They were disproportionately
concentrated in certain "female" occupations, their average wages or salaries
were significantly below those of men in comparative employment, and they
almost universally retired from the labour force on marriage or on the birth of
the first child. After school a short period of five to ten years was spent at
work, but after marriage and childbirth up to 90 per cent of married women
concentrated on a familial-parental career. The typical mother/homemaker
-- father/provider division of labour characterised the great majority of Irish
marriages.

But over the past 20 years a series of economic, social and cultural changes
has occurred which has led to a significant shift in that pattern: the marriage
rate has increased markedly and fertility has declined, and consequently the
period of intensive child rearing has been cut by up to seven or eight years; the
proportion of younger married women staying on in the labour force has
shown a sharp increase; the level ofeducation of women particularly has risen
rapidly; a growing proportion ofolder married women has become dissatisfied
with the purely domestic role and wishes to return to paid employment -- and
the higher the level of education the greater the dissatisfaction, (Walsh and
O’Toole, 1973). In addition, the nature and level of jobs available has changed
even more radical[y for women than for men over the past two decades. And
finally if we were to project recent labour force changes and work participation
trends for married women over the coming ten years it appears to have even
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more serious implications for the education and training of women than of
men.

Although it was not specifically those considerations that led the Women’s
Representative Committee to request a study of sexual inequalities in educa-
tion in 1976 this concern formed part of a general European anxi6ty. This
concern was articulated in the resolution of the EEC Council of Ministers of
Education in February 1976: to identify the extent, type and character of
inequalities in the education and training of girls in the second level of
education.

Later in 1978 the Women’s Representative Committee (Final Report, 1978)
requested the Department of Labour to institute a study of sex differences in
subject provision and choice in Irish post-primary schools, particularly at
Leaving Certificate level. The main reason for this request was the belief that,
despite educational developments, a great deal of educational inequality still
existed, particularly in the curicula followed by girls and boys in post-primary
schools, and that this educational inequality contributed significantly to
subsequent inequalities in employment (ibid., p.37). Agreement on the final
terms ofreference for the study was reached between the Employment Equality
Agency (Department of Labour) and the ESRI in May, 1979. In this, the
EEA acted in co-sponsorship with the Departments of Labour and Education,
and with financial assistance from the EECJ The study is, therefore, a response
to national and EEC concern about sexual inequalities in educational provision
and subject choice in Irish post-primary schools.

The study was given three major objectives:

1. To investigate the extent, nature and "causes" ofsex differences in the
school provision of subjects in Irish post-primary schools at the Group
Certificate, Intermediate Certificate and Leaving Certificate levels. In sum-
mary, the main objective here could be restated as follows: given wide variation
from school to school in the range, level, nature and "packaging" of subjects
offered to boys and girls, what is the extent and nature ofsuch sex differentia-
tion in curricular provision by schools, and what are the major factors
accounting for that variation?

In 1980, for example, only 54 per cent ofgirls took Science in the Interme-
diate Certificate examination compared to over 90 per cent of boys. Girls are
barely represented in the number of pupils provided with, or taking~up, any
of the technical subjects in any second level examination. About four times
the proportion of boys than girls take up Higher Maths in the Leaving Cert.

*Directorate General V, Employment, Social Affairs and Education.
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and about eight times as many boys take up Physics. On the other hand,
Home Economics, Art and Music are equally biased as girls’ subjects.
Obviously a very high degree ofsex difference in subject take-up exists in these
examinations. But what really accounts for these differences? Are they simply
due to school provision differences, or -- an equally plausible alternative
hypothesis -- are they due to spontaneously arising differences between boys
and girls in subject choices amongst an equally available set of options put
before them? If the former is true, policy is easily, though perhaps expensively,
determined by additional subject provision. If the latter is the case then a very
different set of policy options becomes relevant.

In order to examine provision differences amongst post-primary schools,
and the extent to which an historically grounded provision differentiation by
sex actually occurs in the system, a very detailed programme of work was
agreed with the steering committee. This involved an examination of the
pattern of change in subject provision in the different types of Irish post-
primary schools over the preceding decade and a half-- a period of very rapid
change in Irish post-prlmary education.The extent of this change can be
appreciated from the fact that between 1965 and 1980, the number of pupils
in second-level schools more than doubled, while the number of candidates
taking the Leaving Certificate examination -- at the end of second-level
education -- more than trebled. If significant differences in subject provision
policy exist amongst schools catering for girls and boys -- even in 1981 only
about 20 per cent of secondary-Level pupils attended coeducational schools
-- such a study of changes in curricular provision by schools over such a
crucial period of time should allow us to determine whether certain social,
cultural and resource differences amongst schools are systematically related
to these changes.

To answer this question, a stratified random sample2 of one-fourth of all
secondary schools was selected (125 schools in all). Intermediate Cert. (IC)
exam results were extracted from the Department of Education files for half
ofall students doing the IC in these schools in 1976, 1973, 1970, 1965 and
1962. All of the Leaving Certificate (LC) records for this sample of students
were also extracted and coded. A total of around 20,000 records were extrac-
ted.This gives us a time series of linked Intermediate Certificate and Leaving
Cert. records in a national sample of boys’, girls’, and co-ed secondary schools
over a crucial 15-year period. In addition to this 10,000 Group Certificate

~’l’he I~.pulation of Secondary schools -- taken from the 1978 offic al L s of Pos ,Pr ma.~, Schoo s was
stratified bv whether the school’,...’as fee-paying or free Catholic or Protestant Girls Boys iCoed and bv
thrcesizcgroups;<300;300-.tgg;500+;andbvszcofpace "" crewere8 cc s a of’,," ich35wcr~
empty. One in four samptes were selected ra~dorniv -- using random numbers. This gave us a fu y
proportional sample of 125 schools. "
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records were also extracted for the period 1965 to 1978 from a one in four
sample (N=58) of vocational schools.

Basic information on the characteristics of these schools was subsequently
added to the file: the size of school at each stage; the religious order that
operated the school; whether a coed or single sex school; region; whether fee-
paying or not, etc. The relationship between curricular variation and change
and this set of school characteristics was then explored in detail.

r

2. The second objective is closely related to the first. Although provided
in the school, not all subjects are offered on an equal basis to all pupils in the
same year or class within a school. School managements make distinctions
amongst pupils on the basis of ability, sex, or previous performance, and
frequently allocate different sets of subjects to different categories of pupils:
e.g., girls are not allowed to take technical subjects, boys are not allowed to
take Home Economics; most boys are allocated Science, girls are given a
choice; upper streams are allocated higher level Maths in some schools but
given a choice in others; lower ability streams are not allocated French, and
so on. Such schools determined constraints on choice-- within the total set of
subjects taught by the school -- may be an extremely important source of
subject/pupil differentiation that has very little to do with "choice" by pupils.

To examine the extent and nature of such school determined subject
differentiation detailed interviews were carried out with principals and career
guidance teachers in a national sample of post-primary schools. The ~eliability
and comprehensiveness of the information on such school allocation rules --
of pupils and subjects, etc. -- was cross-checked. The information obtained
from both respondents was amalgamated with that from a detailed’adminis-
tered questionnaire study carried out with Intermediate and Leaving Certific-
ate students in the same schools.

As a result the extent, nature and significance of such "school allocation"
procedures were extensively studied; as well as the way these rules’varied by
such basic school characteristics as single sex or coed schools, vocational or
secondary schools, large or small schools, and so on.

3. Pupils can only choose within the set of subjects offered by the school.
Whether the school offers the subject or not is outside the control ofindividual
pupils. But within such school determined constraints the main’ question
becomes: to what extent do boys and girls choose differently within’the same
or similar set of subject options offered? And ifsuch student choice factors are
important -- what accounts for such sex differentiated choices?

Essentially the first two objectives deal with differences betweefi schools.
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The third focuses on differences amongst pupils within schools on their subject
choices and on the factors explaining such differences. Boys and girls bring to
post-pri:nary schools a somewhat different set of educational skills, self con-
ceptions, attitudes toward different subjects and their sex role appropriateness,
as well as different life goals and expectations -- marriage, childrearing, work
and career. What is the nature and extent of these differences? And to what
extent does such a sex differentiated culture explain sex differences in subject
choice?

Our initial hypotheses, formulated on the basis of a review of the research
literature, was that sex differences in subject choice could largely be explained
in terms of the following factors:

(i) Differences amongst pupils in educational performance in crucial
subjects.

(ii) Differences in sex role expectations: in occupational, career and mar-
riage expectations, and in some current sex differentiating roles.

(iii) Sex difl’erences in educationally relevant values, beliefs and attitudes:
(a) senses of personal competency -- particularly in Maths and

Science;
(b) attitudes toward different subjects on the curriculum;
(c) sex differences in relation to classroom interaction and learning

experiences -- particularly the distribution of rewards and sanc-
tions in the classroom;

(d) "significant other" influences on choice and aspirations -- partic-
ularly parents, teachers, peer group, etc.

(iv) The reinforcing effects of teacher and school influences on their sex
differentiated attitudes and aspirations.

To investigate these and other hypotheses a detailed national survey of the
subject choices made by pupils in the Group, Intermediate and Leaving Cert.
examination classes, and of the school determined and individual factors
related to these choices, was carried out in a random sample of post-primary
schools in 1981. A total ofaround 4,000 Leaving Cert., 5,200 Inter. Cert. and
510 Group Cert. pupils were administered detailed questionnaires in their
classes in the sampled schools, and an extensive analysis of the responses to
these student questionnaires was carried out to test the validity of a number
of alternative hypotheses purporting to explain pupil choice patterns.

This way of setting up the problem would appear to assume that the way
in which schools provide and allocate subjects is attitudinally neutral and can
be adequately represented by the formal school rules of subject allocation. In
fact there has been extensive research documenting the significance oflnformal
teacher expectations and influences on subject or level choices and perform-
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ance (Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974; Safilios-Rothschild, 1979; Kelly, 1975,
1981). However, it was our view that in so far as such informal curricular
influences operated within schools they would be adequately reflected in the
differential attitudes and expectations of male and female pupils as well as in
pupil perceptions of such teacher/school influcnces. By and large, these
expectations were confirmed by our results, but we would be the first to admit
that our approach does not fully elucidate the nature and extent of these
"hidden curricular" influences operating within schools. Given our terms of
reference, however, and the time and resource constraints under wbich we
worked, we remain confident that to a large extent these indirect measurements
of the "hidden curriculum" do adequately represent the effects, though not
the nature, of the phenomenon.

In the following section we show that substantial sex differences exist in the
subjects taken by boys and girls in the Intermediate and Leaving Cert.:
whether these differences are due to differences in provision, allocation or
choice will be explored in detail in Chapters 5 to 9.

Sex Differences and Inequalities in the Curriculum

From a position in the mid-1960s when significantly fewer girls than boys
completed the senior cycle of post-primary education, participation rates in
almost all European countries in the senior cycle of second level have become
roughly evenly balanced over the past decade (Eurostat, Education and Training,
1980). Significant differences continue to exist, however, in all countries in the
type of institution attended IWith boys being disproportionately concentrated
in technical or vocational education, girls in domestic science and commercial
subjects. Even in countries where there has been a progressive comprehensi-
visation of education, as in Great Britain, for instance, coed comprehensive
schools still exhibit significant sex differences in the type of courses being
followed. In such respects the fact of comprehensivisation and coeducation
has had very little impact on the degree of sex differentiation (Byrne, 1978 (a),
(b), (c); Kelly, 1981; Department of Education and Science (DES), 1975;
Council of Europe, 1982).

Girls then are no longer at a serious disadvantage in regard to selective
secondary education -- indeed, if anything they are over-represented in
academic type upper second-level courses. And even at third level, very
significant progress has been made in participation rates, with small differences
now remaining between the sexes in the overall participation rates in most
European countries in the early stages of third-level education.

The differential participation of the sexes in third-level educai.ion will be
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covered in detail later but the trends in Figure I indicate clearly the substantial
increase that has occurred in second-level participation rates and certification
levels over the past 20 years in Ireland.

Figure I: Percentage of boys’ and girls" cohorts who did the Intermediate and Leaving Certificate
Examinations in 1961 to 1979
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Source." Annual Statistical Reports of the Department of Education. Maximum
cohort size estimated" from nos. of male and female pupils of 12 years old 3 years
previous to year of Inter. Cert. and 5 ),ears previous to year of Leaving Cert.

In 1963 of 55,000 primary school leavers 43 per cent went to secondary
schools (including "Secondary Tops"); 29 per cent to vocational schools, and
28 per cent left full time education at that age. Significantly fewer girls than
boys dropped out at that stage, but of those who proceeded substantially more
girls went into academic secondary schools (Investment in Education Report, 1966,
p. 169). By 1980, of roughly 67,000 primary school leavers less than I per cent
dropped out of school, 65 per cent went to secondary schools, 25 per cent to
vocational schools and 10 per cent to the newer comprehensive/community
schools. Substantially more boys than girls went to vocational schools and
more girls went to secondary schools.
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Such increasing rates of participation are ver), obvious in Figure 1: a very
rapid growth in the participation of girls, particularly in the Intermediate and
Leaving Certificate examination. Now more than 80 per cent of girls do the
Intermediate Certificate and roughly two-thirds go on to do the Leaving
Certificate. The participation rate for boys at second level is significantly
lower and this sex difference has widened over the period, particularly at the
senior cycle level. This trend toward increasing participation levels for girls in
the senior cycle of post-primary schools has been true for most EEC countries
in the 1970s (Eurostat, Education and Training, 1980, p.157).

But if increasing participation rates involve only increasing proportions of
girls taking the traditionally "feminine" subjects in second- or third-level
education, changing sex differences in participation rates would have less
meaning. Indeed, in many respects, this appears to have occurred with
increasing female domination of third-level teaching, paramedical and social
science courses, with only slight improvement in the apprenticeship, manage-
merit, technical or applied science areas. (See Eurostat, Education and Training,
1980; Council of Europe, 1982). So, at second aud third level the main
distinctions between the mainly feminine and masculine disciplines remaiu,
though showing slight reductions in the male domination of Technical aud
Applied Science areas.

As we have seen, overt sex differentiation in curricular objectives and
provision exist in most European countries (Byrne, 1978 (a) (b) (c); Council
of Europe, 1982). These curricular arrangements significantly decrease the
probability of girls taking up technical and scientific subjects particularly.
They are based almost universally on historical distinctions in the career paths
and family roles of men and women, although they may only very roughly
reflect current differentials in the work and family roles of younger married
women, and in most cases do not take into consideration the considerable

¯ I
shifts that are occurring in the labour market and in adult gender roles.

Nor has the marked trend toward comprehensive and coeducatioll made
much of an impact. In the United Kingdom, for instance, despite a far
reaching movement toward coeducation, sex differentiation in subject take up
is very pronounced, in both the GCE and CSE examinations. By 1975, almost
80 per cent of secondary schools were coeducational, but within these schools,
although there was supposed to be formal equal access to all subjects, less
than 2 per cent of examinees in Technical Drawing in the GCE/CSE examin-
ations in 1975 were female, and less than 1 per cent in Woodwork/Metalwork.
The position in Physics, Chemistry, and Maths, although less male dominated,
was also dominantly male (Department of Education and Science,. 1975;
Byrne, 1978 (a), pp 114-129).

The most recent reviews ofcurricular specialisation in European countries
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(Byrne, 1978 (a) (b) (c); Council of Europe, 1982) show a very biased
.specialisation’p~ males in the,Technical, Physical and Applied Sciences, and

¯ M a~:hematics;, agd~of.girls, jn Biological L Sciences, Languages and Social
Sciences. Even in the Scandinavian countries (which,have the most developed
programmes to help equa[ise opportunities) despite a clear movement toward
reducing inequality over the past decade, subject choice at second and at third
level are still highly differentiated by sex: with Manual, Technical, Mathe-
matics, Physical Science subjects dominated by boys; and Languages, Arts,
Domestic Science by females. Specialisation in Commerce subjects show an
interesting trend -- its sex specific nature varies widely from country to
country (Council of Europe, 1982).

The following two figures illustrate the position in Ireland, more detailed
analysis being provided later. At the junior cycle, boys quite clearly dominate
the technical subjects -- Mechanical Drawing, Woodwork and Metalwork. A
mere handful of girls take Mechanical Drawing, for instance, the most popular
technical subject (see Figure 2). But even in Science and Higher Maths a quite

Figure 2: Relative proportions of boys aad girls taking different subjects in the Intermediate
Certificate Examination in 1980
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taking
subjects 1o0
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Source.- 1979/80 Department of Education Statistical Report; this base being the total
number of pupils taking the Leaving in 1980.
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pronounced male bias occurs, with over 90 per cent of boys but less than 60
per cent of girls taking Science as a subject in the Intermediate Certificate.

The reverse kind of bias occurs in Home Economics,’Music and! Art;.and to
a less pronounced extent in Modern Languages.                !

Subject bias in the Leaving Certificate is even more pronounced (see Figure
3). Almost no girls take any of the technical subjects while Higher Mathe-
matics, Physics and Chemistry show a substantially large1" sex differentiation
than do Higher Mathematics or Science in the Intermediate Certificate. As
pupils move from junior to senior cycle, greater sex differences !occur. Even
Science subjects themselves become sex differentiated -- Biology showing a
very clear female bias and Physics an even more pronounced male bias.
Interestingly, the introduction of the Home Economics course (Social and
Scientific) has resulted in a slightly less pronounced female bias at the Leaving
Certificate level.

Figu re 3: Relative proportions o f boys and girls taking different subjects in the 12aving Certificate
Examination in 1980
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Source." 1979/80 Department of Education Statistical Report, the base being the total
number of boys and girls taking the Leaving Certificate in thai )’ear.
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Quite distinct patterns of subject specialisation, therefore, occur in Irish
post-primary schools. The aim of this research report is to describe the extent
and nature of these sex differences as well as to locate tile source or "causes"

of these sex biases. In the following section webriefly review the main research
findings which bear on this question, and which form the basis of our
conceptual approach to the research carried out.

Accounting for Sex Differences

What then are the main influences bringing about such sex differences in
the educational experience and performance of the sexes? Since excellent
reviews of the research literature exist elsewhere (Maccoby and Jackliu, 1974;
Safilios-Rothschild, 1979; Kelly, 1980) our aim is simply to provide a sufficient
foundation for our assumptions and conceptual approach to the detailed
research described in the remainder of the monograph. In the following we
focus initially on that research which attempts to explain sex differences in
terms of cognitive and value differences as well as differences in social orien-
tation. In later chapters we examine the effects of schooling on reinforcing
such traditional sex role differentiation.

(a) 1 nnate vs. Learned Differences Between the Sexes
The literature is in general agreement that whatever innate differences in

personality and ability may exist between the sexes they are virtually impos-
sible to abstract from socially learned and reinforced differences. Tresemer
(1975, pp. 312-313) summarises some broad-ranging research on this topic,
and concludes that in so far as there may be such innate differences, what is
important is the significance attached to them. A large range of cultural
interpretations has arisen from the same small biological difference. For man),
of the pairs of polarised attributes associated with men and women in our
society, the opposite association has been upheld in another country. (See
Davies and Meighan, 1975, p. 168.) This suggests that "masculine" and
"feminine" characteristics are best seen as metaphors, culturally-evolved
interpretations of physiological differences, which vary over historical and
social circumstance (Lee and Gropper, 1974, p. 347).

There may be some genetic or biological basis for differences in mathemat-
ical and verbal abilities between boys and girls which is not as yet clearly
identified or understood. Astin (1975, p. 80) summarises the main findings as
follows:

1. Boys and girls do not differ systematically on measures of total or
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composite cognitive abilities -- that is, IQ measures. But gir!s tend to be
superior on verbal abilities; boys, on spatial and mathematical abilities.

2. In general, of all three aptitudes, (Math., verbal, spatial), spatial relat-
ions emerge as one of the most consistent and strongly differentiating
aptitudes between the sexes.

3. Studies that have examined genetic, hormonal, or differential brain
development differences as possible determinants ofdifferential cognitive
functioning between the sexes are, as yet, inconclusive.

These cognitive differences obviously confer some advantage on boys in
mathematics and physical science. Most of the comparative ihternational
work on this has shown a consistent advantage for boys in mathematical and
scientific ability (see Kelly, Girls and Science, 1978). These differences, however,
are rather minor compared to much larger cross-cultural differences in math-
ematics and science achievements, with girls in some countries considerably
outstripping boys in others (see Kelly, 1978, p. 106).

Therefore, ahhough cross-culturally consistent sex differences exist in cer-
tain aspects of cognition, these differences are very small when compared to
the very wide differences in actual achievement observed within countries, as
well as the even wider cross-cultural differences. Although it would, therefore,
be very unreasonable to reject the hypothesis of genetically or biologically
determined differences in spatio-visual and related cognitive abilities, these
are relatively minor when compared to the extremely wide sex differences
observed in mathematical and science performance, particularly when one
takes into account the cross-cultural differences observed.

(b) The Influence of Parents and Early Learning of Gender Roles
A highly differentiated task, authority and social-emotional pattern ofroles,

based on age and sex, has characterised family and kinship structures in
almost all societies over a very long period of time (Parsons and Bales,
1955; Goode, 1963). Cultural differentiation based on sex .-- with the
instrumental-leadership roles being taken by males and the social-emotional
by females -- might not be as functional or as determinative as proposed by
Parsons and Bales (1955), but deep seated cultural differences by sex exist in
almost all cultures and result in the socialisation of even infant boys and girls
into sex role models which are so deeply and so implicitly accepted that they
appear to be outside the reflective consciousness of even "liberated" parents.

Socialisation into gender roles begins with the identification of physiological
sex at birth, (e.g., colour-coding girls and boys). From the child’s earliest
experiences, learned gender attributes have a central place in its discover), of
what or who it is. By the age of five, most children have st(ong sex-typed
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views on appropriate behaviours and expectations, and monitor their own
behaviour in the light of these (see Hoffman, 1972; Kohle and Piliavin, 1976;
and Parsons, Ruble, Hodges and Small, 1976). Parents’ own attitudes are
influential in this process, and traditional roles are difficult to escape. Even
where parents are acting in a totally equalitarian fashion as Parson et alia
(1976) remark, "still the children may extrapolate stereotypes from their
culture. And in turn these stereotypic beliefs can influence children’s percep-
tions of expectancies of others, perceptions of their own ability and perform-
ance, attributional patterns, and, ultimately, generalised expectancies for
success" (op. cit., p. 54). Despite avowals ofegalitarian intent in the education
of the sexes two studies have shown that even "liberated" parents were often
sending their children to different kinds of schools, and did not agree with
broadening curricula to teach boys needlework or girls woodwork. Household
tasks were similarly sex-typed (Sampson, 1976).

Parents in most cases play a very direct role in shaping their children’s
acceptable gender identification (see Lee and Gropper 1974, p. 387). Very
young children showed least gender exclusiveness, playing readily, for
instance, with "boys" or "girls" toys (Sampson, 1976, p. 15). But parental
discipline and correction is administered differently to boys and girls. Mothers
treat male and female infants differently: girls are expected to be more fragile,
and are treated more protectively. Fathers especially discourage any "femi-
nine" behaviour in sons while indulging this behaviour in girls (Moss, 1967;
Davies and Meighan, 1975). Girls are less likely than boys to be given
independence or support training at an early age, and, therefore, tend not to
develop confidence in their coping ability as quickly as boys (Hoffman, 1972;
Fitzgerald and Crites, 1980).

Children recognise from an early age that their sex is central to the way
they think about themselves. The task performance by 6-8 year olds (playing
with an asexual toy clown) is markedly affected by gender attribution of the
task (see review in Davies and Meighan 1975, p. 169). By kindergarten age
(4-5 years), Kohle and Piliavin (1976) found that boys and girls knew that
their future career choice was governed by their sex. Like Looft (1971), the
authors found that the girls’ desired careers were mostly nurse or mother or
other "caring" services. Both girls and boys perceived boys’ career options to
be wider and more adventurous, and shared the estimation of men as strong
and competent and women as weak and less competent.

There is disagreement about the role of parents in shaping girls’ and boys’
ambition and independence. Manley (1977) summarises the relevant research
(pp. 230-235), on the nature of boys’ and girls’ achievement motivation, and
parents’ role in its promotion. She suggests that parents’ influence has different
consequences for achievement motivation depending on whether they show
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warmth or hostility to boys and girls, and whether warmth is shown in a
controlling or a permissive environment. Parental warmth was more often
correlated with males’ achievement orientation than with females’; parental
permissiveness or absence of maternal intrusiveness seemed to be a more
important factor for girls’ than for boys’ development orientation or ambition,
though the father-daugbter relationship may prove to be important. High
levels of maternal nurturance typically generates "femininity" in girls, i.e.,
dependency, passivity, conformity (Mischel, 1970). The more creative of a
group of doctorate-holding women mathematicians were alienated from their
mothers and identified primarily with their fathers,              i

Parsons, Ruble, Hodges and Small (1976) summarised the~evidence to
explain the subjective and relatively covert psychological sources ofdifferential
expectancies ofsuccess:

(I) Culturally determined expectancies: by age five, sex-labelling affects
children’s performance of tasks and the stereotyping of man-strong, woman-
weak, is incorporated into their behaviour. The expectations of "significant
others" (parents, teachers, best friends) appear to be more consistent for boys;
their self-perceptions are more consistent with their perception of the expec-
tations ofothers. (2) Girls perceived their abilities as lower thantboys in spite
of the fact that girls on average performed better. This appears to occur in
children as young as kindergarten age. (3) Frieze (1975) suggested that
females’ attribution ofsuccess to luck reinforces low expectationsi witb failures
seen as "normal". Girls tend to accept and perpetuate low expec!ations in this
way, attributing their failures internally, to lack ofability; and their successes
unstably, to effort or luck. Boys’ failure is attributed to lack of effort or poor
luck; success to ability.

The main conclusions flowing from this research postulate that even accept-
ing certain innate sex differences, these originating distinctions are consider-
ably magnified by early socialisation into "taken for granted" sex differentiated
roles. These differential expectations are often so deeply interna!ised, so taken
for granted, that even "liberated" mothers clearly distinguish between infant
boys and girls in their expectations, sanctioning and succouring behaviour.
These differences in expectations not only result in young boys and girls
thinking of themselves as being different but in girls tending to think of
themselves as less able in certain crucial aspects. As a result, children carry, to
school with them clear sex differentiated expectations, as well as likely differ-
ences in reactions to teachers’ expectations and the way th~ey distribute
rewards or sanctions.

(c) School Effects
The research on sex differentiated teaching has been so extensively reviewed
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elsewhere (Safilios-Rothschild, 1979, pp. 65-90; Kelly, 1975, 1981; Maccoby
and Jacklin, i974) that there is no need to repeat it here. Three aspects deserve
attention, however: (i) sex differences in school provision have been shown to
be very important -- as between boys’ and girls’ schools, as well as sex
difference in subject and resource allocation within coeducational schools
(Byrne, 1978, (a) (b) (c); Kelly, 1978, 1981). Such clear sex differenees in the
provision of subjects -- particularly in mathematics, science and technical
subjects -- are based on decisions made by school authorities. They allocate
different curricula to boys and girls and by so doing endorse and reinforce
traditional gender role differences. As Byrne ( 1978 (c)) has pointed out, Irish
post-primary schooling is highly sex differentiated in this sense. (ii) Clear sex
differences in allocation rules within coed schools have also been clearly
demonstrated, with girls being allocated to "traditional female" subjects --
Domestic Science, Art and Music, extra Languages, etc., and boys to Technical
and Science subjects (see Byrne, 1978 (c)). As we shall see, marked school
differences exist in these regards in both coed and single sex schools -- e.g.,
in single sex schools an insistence that almost all boys do junior cycle Science
while girls are given a choice, while in coed scbools there are clear sex
differences in the packaging ofoptions for boys and girls.

The exclusive provision of Home Economics to girls and Woodwork or
Metalwork to boys is widespread. The filtering of girls into arts rather than
science subjects because they are more congruent with their gender-role is
also prevalent (see Davies and Meighan, 1975; van der Bakker, 1974; Brock-
Ume, 1981; for relevant information on British, Dutch and Norwegian
schools). In many cases, the allocation of resources and subjects is decided on
grounds of sex. The British Ministry of Education had prescribed lower
standards for Science and Technical rooms in girls’ schools than were pre-
scribed for boys’ schools (Davies and Meighan, 1975, p. 170). In Ireland a
less serious Maths course was taught exclusively to girls up to the mid-1960s;
the Group Cert. curriculum is still highly sex differentiated; the design of the
Mechanical and Technical drawing syllabi is indirectly linked to other "male"
subjects.

(d) Schoo~ Textbooks/Examinations
Extensive research has been carried out in Britain (see Kelly, 1981, review),

the United States (see review in Safilios-Rothschild, 1979, pp. 72-73), France
(review by Michel, 1981; Beraud, 1975) and many other European countries
on sex role stereotyping in school textbooks. They show it to be pervasive and
in many cases quite retrograde-- with parental roles so traditionally presented
as to be out of keeping with current trends. This reinforcement of traditional
stereotypes, of what are often currently inoperable adult sex role models,
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represents a form of inbuih structural differentiation in the learding process
which legitimises and solidifies traditional sex role allocations.

Such sex-typing in textbooks, which conveys "normal" views on behaviour
to children in a non-explicit fashion -- the majority ofdominant characters ha
the illustrations, for instance, being male -- appears to be the norm; women,
when they appear at all, being portrayed as secondary characters. They are
most often engaged in domestic activities, or in "caring" or service activities;
rarely portrayed as at work outside the home, and virtually never:in an equal
capacity (in personality traits or occupational activity) to men. These role
models serve to substantially reinforce traditional stereotypes (see review in
Davies and Meighan, 1975, pp. 169--171; Council of Europe, 1982).

Examination and achievement tests have also been shown to be ~ignificantly
sex-biased -- particularly in Maths and Science. (see review by Safilios-
Rothschild, op, cit., p. 73; and Kelly, 1980: pp. 25-26). Mihon,(1958) and
Graf and Riddell (1972) find that girls did better in matfis examination
questions that referred to specifically feminine activities than on questions
which were mathematically identical but framed in masculine or apparently
neutral form. Questions using such feminine examples are extremely rare in
examination questions.

(e) The Hidden Curriculum
Most of the above refers to explicit bias in school programmes. But ",,,,hat

appears to be equally important are the implicit, taken for granted, distinctions
made by teachers between boys and girls within and outside the classroom.
The "two-tfiirds" rule as enunciated by Flouden but adapted:by Spender
(1981) dramatically, though probably exaggeratedly, indexes this: teachers
spend two-thirds of their interaction time with boys in coed classes, and two-
thirds of student initiated interaction is from boys (Spender, 1981i Wernerson,
1981; Claricoates, 1978; Kelly, 1978, 1981). Both the behaviour of pupils and
the expectations of teachers appear to reinforce traditional sex roleldisdnctions.
Boys in coed classes appear to be more assertive, compethive and 18ss accepting
of authority. Girls appear to be more compliant and accepting of authority.

Parents, whatever their implicit role-expectations for boys and girls, treat
their children as unique individuals (Parsons, Ruble, Hodges and Small, 1976,
p..5.5). Teachers, with a large number of children IO control, are more prone
to rely on stereotypes -- more willing to generafise about tile abilities of
"boys" and "girls", as social categories (Davies and Meighan 11975, p. 174).
Studies of teachers’ expectations of the ideal pupil in junior classes show that
they conform closely to the traditional female sex-role: interested, compliant
and industrious. (See, Lee and Gropper, 1974, pp. 388--390; Safilios-Roths-
child, 1979, pp. 6.5 IT.): and because of this congruence of"good-pupil" and
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female roles traditional patterns ofsex-typed behaviour are reinforced. While
teachers regarded girls as confirming more closely than boys to the model of
the ideal pupil most teachers would nonetheless prefer to teach boys. They
saw girls as more conscientious, heater, better at written work but they felt
boys had better career prospects and were easier to get on with. (See Davies
and Meighan 1975, pp. 174-~5). As a consequence of these sex role differen-
tiating processes the general tenor of research findings in this area indicates
that girls -- with their high conformity to "ideal pupil" expectation held by
teachers -- tend to be rewarded more frequently for this conformity. Even low
achieving girls, by conforming more closely to ideal classroom and sex role
behaviour norms, are much less sanctioned by teachers than equally low
achieving boys who, most research reports show, are far more disruptive and
difficult to control (Safilios-Rothschild, 1979, pp. 67-74).

However, although the level of rewards may be higher for girls the meaning
of these "rewards" may be quite different. Teachers tend to respond differently
to boys’ and girls’ performance. The achievement literature already referred
to, suggests that teachers are more prone to attribute boys’ failure to unstable
causes such as lack of effort, and girls’ to lack of ability. They also tend to
criticise girls’ work more pointedly, allowing girls to imbibe doubts about the
intellectual quality of their work and abilities, whereas criticism of boys’ work
is directed in such a way as to allow them to dismiss even substantial criticism
as not relevant to their innate abilities (Parsons, Ruble, Hodges and Small,
1976, p. 57).

(0 Effects ofcoeducation
The relative merits of coeducational and single sex schooling deserve careful

assessment, especially with the increasing importance of our newer, mostly
coeducational, community schools. This trend towards coeducation holds in
most western countries despite a lack of consensus regarding its educational
merits over single sex schooling.

One of the most influential British advocates ofcoeducation had been Dale
(1969; 1971), whose 1971 study found that in Britain both teachers and
students generally preferred coed schools. The atmosphere in coed schools
was seen as more congenial and the students perceived the teachers as
friendlier and more helpful. Single-sex schools, on the other hand, were seen
as stricter and as placing more emphasis on discipline. In a later study, Dale
and Miller (1972) found only a slight association between the type of school
attended and first year university performance but that what effects there were
tended to favour coeducated students. But most recent work (Dale, 1974;
Department of Education and Science, 1975; Ormerod, 1975; Finn, 1980)
has shown, however, that when the obvious social class differences between
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the single sex grammar or secondary schools, and coeducational comprehen-
sive schools, are controlled for, sex biases in subject attitudes, preferences and
choices still remain in coeducational schools and in many respects girls in
coeducational schools are at a distinct disadvantage. Dale’s (1974) revised
review of research on the issue, for instance, indicated that girls in single sex
schools were more likely to choose Science and Maths subjects. Ormerod’s
(1975) and Finn’s (1980) studies showed that strong sex linked choices and
levels of achievement, particularly in Science, were greater in coed schools.

A number of reasons were proposed to explain this. Boys and girls have
different learning styles (Ormerod and Duckwork, 1975) -- particularly in
Science -- and respond differently to various teaching strategies and types of
teacher and evaluation-sanctioning practices which discriminate between boys
and girls. Teachers appear to unwittingly adopt practices which encourage
and advance boys and simultaneously reinforce girls’ beliefs that they cannot
do as well as boys in Maths and the Physical Sciences (Ormerod and
Duckworth, 1975). This "polarisation thesis" in coed schools has been sup-
ported by observation studies of classroom interaction in coed schools which
indicate a significant male bias in attention seeking, information giving, and
in teacher evaluation and sanctioning bebaviour (Spender, 1978; Spender and
Sarah, 1980; reviews by Kelly, 1980; Safilios-Rothschild, 1979). As a result a
greater polarisation of subject choices occurs amongst coed pupils.

Also in coed schools the saliency of sex role identity formation processes
appears to be greater -- bringing about greater sex role polarisation, in these
circumstances (Ormerod, 1975). A study by Coleman in the United States
(1961) and a later one by Jones, Shallcrass and Dennis (1972) in New Zealand
found that in coed schools there is a greater emphasis on popularity and on
dating than in single-sex schools. Coleman argued that status in the adolescent
society of coed schools is more dependent on popularity than on slzholastic
achievement. Allen (1978) also finds that pupils in a mixed school tend to
reaffirm the traditional sex role stereotypes in their choice ofsubjects.

Overall, however, there is no universal agreement amongst researchers in
this area, many studies -- particularly American -- finding no.effective
differences between the school types on a range of variables. Many of the
individual studies, however, fail to control for very relevant variables in their
comparison ofsingle sex and coed schools -- like the social class characteristics
of the pupils -- so that results have to be interpreted very carefully. Given the
almost unanimous recent British results, however, the most reasonable hypoth-
esis appears to be that in terms of subject choice, educational achievement,
self attitudes and attitudes to Maths/Science, etc., that girls in coeducational
schools are at somewhat of a disadvantage relative to girls in single sex schools
-- once other relevant variables have been controlled for (Dale, 1974; Depart-
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ment of Education and Science, 1975; Ormerod, 1975). Coeducation schools,
therefore, although significantly advantaged in terms of curricular provision
and efficiency, do not appear to have that significant advantage in terms of
student take-up of subjects -- particularly subjects that arc clearly sex ster-
eotyped -- or in levels ofeducation achievement. Nor does it necessarily have
the advantage, for girls, ofmore spontaneous and successful socialisation into
satisfactory adult sex roles or satisfactory educational self image that was
originally claimed for it.

Although differentiated sex role socialisation has been proceeding since
childhood it may be a mistake to assume that-- even where such differentiated
primary socialisation has crystallised into rather clearcut sex role identities by
age 12/13 -- the constituents of sex role identity (particularly the extent to
which essentially sexist beliefs underlie it) have become so crystallised by
secondary school age it is not open to change. Puberty/adolescence is a
particular developmental period in which reflection upon childhood
experiences and one’s family socialisation experiences take place, that the
identity crises force at least re-conceptualisation, if not a break, with former
relationship concepts and associated patterns of thought and behaviour. It is
in this period of potential contradictory expectations/messages that girls face
far greater problems than boys -- whose traditional roles are not threatened
and are not open to such contradictory expectations about roles. For girls it
is a time in which very diffuse and unsure expectations have to be crystallised
into very concrete choices.

Significant sex differences in Mathematics and Science preference widen
markedly in adolescence (see review by Kumer and Brogan, 1976; Kelly,
1978; Safilios-Rothschild, 1979) -- precisely at a time of heightened awareness
of gender identity. However, although beliefs in the "natural" ability and
aptitude difference between the sexes is highly institutionalised in western
society, identity formation in puberty and adolescene in modern industrial
societies takes place in a much more isolated "breathing space" than was true
in previous generations (Coleman, 1961). [n this respect many schools facili-
tate change and others reinforce tradition - whether coed or single sex.

Teachers, the school organisation and peer influence connected to the
school, vary in the extent to which they create "a space" for exploration of
alternative role models. The school itself may be able to create an arena of
achievement which allows girls to construct models of themselves along
alternative lines to the traditional one but which still stay within the ideal
framework ofvalues. However, it may well be, as Bernstein (1975) has pointed
out in another context, that schools cannot "compensate for society" in this
way. Part ofthe objective ofthis study is to try to assess the significance of this
school variation.
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(g) Conclusion
The preceding briefly reviews the research available on factors explaining

sex differences in type and level of educational and occupational achieve-
ment:-- inherited and early socialisation differences, early schooling effects,
the various influences on adolescent sex role identity formation, and institu-
tional and social psychological factors likely to influence adolescent boys and
girls in their educational and occupational choices.

The main variables used in the study and the hypothesised set of relation-
ships amongst these have been briefly indicated in preceding paragraphs.
Both "structural" (family background and school factors) and social psycho-
logical factors are posited as significant in curricular provision and subject
choice. The underlying reasons for subject provision and allocation differences
amongst schools will be explored in detail in Chapter 4 and the evidence
assessed in Chapters 5 to 7. In regard to "subject choice" we have concentrated
on sex differences in such "internalised variables" as: educational serf-image;
sense of mastery over subjects; extent of "initiative-taking" in classroom;
attitudes toward own competence in maths and science; the nature of perceived
sanctioning in the classroom, etc. In our own review of the literature these
appeared to be the most important differentiating variables. And in our
extensive pretesting all of these variables showed substantial sex differences
and explanatory potential. The following, therefore, are the main hypotheses
being proposed to explain why girls differ from boys in their choice ofsubjects
-given equal chances to select a subject. Girls are hypotbesised:

(i) to have lower educational self-images, and less confidence’ in them-
selves to achieve educational goals;

(ii) to have developed more negative attitudes to Mathematics and Sci-
ence subjects and to have a lower sense of mastery over sucb difficult
subjects;

(iii) to have more positive attitudes toward school, but at the same time
to base this to a greater extent than boys on social rather than
intellectual grounds;

(iv) to be less assertive in class and to be less sanctioned/rewarded for
intellectual eflbrt/achievement than boys;

(v) to have substantially different, and primarily traditional! occupa-
tional/career and marriage/work expectations;

(vi) to have internalised relatively traditional familial/domestic rble expec-
tations and to have significantly higher levels of domestic’ responsi-
bilities than their brothers.

It is further hypothesised that such sex differences in pupils’ preceptions,
attitudes and expectations are the main factors explaining the differential
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subject choices of boys and girls within the set ofsubject options offered within
schools.

SummaTy

Having briefly stated our main research objectives we went on to describe
the type of research undertaken to answer the terms of reference set for the
study. We then gave a brief description of the type of sex differences present
in subject specialisation in the Intermediate and Leaving Certificate examin-
ations. And finally we provided a succinct summa~, of the main research
findings oil the underlying structural and social psychological factors explain-
ing why boys and girls va~, so much in their educational patterns.

In all of this, however, we have appeared to ignore the role of primary
education in the formation of sex role identities and in educationally differ-
entiating between the sexes. Our terms of reference, and time and resource
constraints meant that we could not cover this area even in a cursor7 form.
This we have left to future research. However, our review of the literature on
sex role socialisatiou in schools refers to both primary and second-level
education in both reinforcing traditional sex role socialisation within the
family of origin and in acting itself as an independent socialisation agent. It
would be very surprising if primary education in Ireland was less likely to
reinforce such sex role stereotypes than has been found to be the case in other
countries. The curriculum of primary schools, however, is much less variable
and potentially less sex differentiated than is true of the second level, and,
fi’om the research evidence available, sex differences in Maths/Science com-
petencies and attitudes are much less pronounced in primary education, or at
the pre-puberty stage, than later. As a result one would expect the schooling
process to be much more explicitly sex role differentiating at second level

This study then, deals only in the second level. It has three main objectives:
to describe and attempt to explain differences amongst post-primary schools
in the type and level ofsubjects provided to boys and girls; to isolate the main
differences between schools - whether single sex or toed - in the way they
allocate subjects to boys and girls; and finally to describe and attempt to
explain differences between boys and girls in their choices ofsubjects amongst
the set offered by the school.

There are then two main levels of analysis employed: that of the school as
an organisation, making decisions about what subjects to teach to boys and
girls - first to provide them within the school, and secondly to allocate them
differentially to boys and girls; and that of the pupil, choosing among the
subjects offered by the school. In the first case, the school management makes
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the decision, and any school differences observed indicate the presence of
generally widely shared values about the appropriateness of different subjects
and subject packages for boys’ and girls’ education; values which may or may
not be shared by their pupils. At the second, or pupil, level of analysis we are
concerned primarily with those differential attitudes and expectations ofgirls
and boys, which are the outcomes of highly differentiated socialisation proc-
esses in the family of origin, in primary school as well as in the reinforcing or
counteracting influences encountered in second-level schooling. The main
objectives of this research is to try and separate out and measure the nature
and effects of these various influencing factors. In Chapter 5 we propose a
model by which we attempt to do this. And in Chapters 5-8 we examine in
detail the curricular provision and allocation problems of school~ and how
they affect the take-up of subjects by boys and girls. In Chapter 9 we attempt
to explain why girls and boys differ in their choices of subjects amofigst the set
offered by the school. And in Chapter 11 we attempt to draw oui the main
policy implications that follow from our findings.

However, before we proceed to this analysis we need first to describe in
more detail our research procedures. This is attempted in Chapter 2, where
we also give some preliminary results of the differential attitudes and expec-
tations of boys and girls. And secondly, we need to place the whole study in
the overall context of the nature and extent of change in gender roles in
Ireland, as well as in the context of the quite differentiated second-level
educational system. This is attempted in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively.



CHAPTER 2

Research Procedures and Measurement of Pupil Attitudes

The evidence on which the conclusions of this study are based comes from
three basic data sources which were assembled, coded and analysed in the
course of the investigation: (i) Examination Records -- a sample of some
30,000 examination records from a national sample of 125 secondary and 58
vocational schools for the crucial period of change in Irish post-primary
education between 1965 and 1978; (ii) records coded from Timetable and
Teacher Registration files in the Department of Education in a subsample of
95 schools taken from the above national sample; (iii) interviews with Prin-
cipals, Career Guidance Counsellors, and samples of pupils from Group,
Intermediate and Leaving Certificate classes in the same national sample of
95 post-primary schools. Details of the samples, interviews and coding pro-
cedures are given in the following sections.

In the course of the research it was necessary to construct a number of
indices or "scales" or various kinds, particularly of pupils’ attitudes and
aspirations. Some details of these are given in the last section of this chapter.
In addition some results from our survey of the different attitudes, beliefs and
aspirations of the girls and boys surveyed are given.

Examination Records Study

There are 4 main objectives ofthe examination records study:

(i) To describe the differences amongst schools in the degree to which their
subject provision distinguishes between girls and boys in single sex and
coed secondary schools in the period from 1965 to 1978. For this purpose
it was necessary to aggregate the individual pupil records to construct
school level records of the number and type of subjects provided for
pupils, as well as the proportionate take-up of these subjects by boys
and girls within each school.

(ii) Examine the influence of certain school factors -- like size of school,
whether single sex or coed, whether the school remained as a private fee

23
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paying one after 1967 or not, etc. -- on the range and content of the
curriculum provided by schools, including the degree of sex differentia-
tion involved.

(iii) To describe the extent and nature of change between 1968 and! 1978 in
curricular provision and subject take-up rates within schools, and to try
to account for differences amongst schools in these respects; gi~’en that
their pupil number and associated resources roughly doubled ,over the
decade.

(iv) To describe the change in sex differences in subject provision and take-
up in the vocational school Group Certificate course between 1965 and
1978; as well as the extent to which pupils stayed on in schools after
Group Certificate to do the Intermediate and Leaving Certificate
Examinations.

A proportionately stratified3 random sample of 125 secondary schools was
selected from the 531 recognised schools in the Department of Education’s
1978 list. An equivalent sample of comprensive/community (11) and voca-
tional schools (58) was also selected. Within these schools the Intermediate
and Leaving Certificate and, in vocational schools, Group Certificate records
of one-half of all calldidates were extracted in each of the five sample years:
1978, 1975, 1972, 1968, 1965 for Leaving Certificate records~. For those
candidates who completed both their Intermediate Certificate (IC) and Leav-
ing Certificate (LC) in the same school within a two-year span, their linked
IC/LC records were extracted. Ninety-six per cent of those comple(ing their
Leaving Certificate in the sampled schools had, in fact, completed their
Intermediate Certificate in the same school two years previously. In total,
roughly 14,000 linked LC/IC records, and an additional c., 6,000 IC records
were extracted for the period covered. These records give us a time’ series of
linked IC and LC records in a national sample of boys’, girls’ and coed,
secondary schools over a crucial 13 year period.

In addition to this a 50 per cent sample of Group Certificate records was
extracted and coded in a one in four random sample (N=58) of vocational
schools for the years 1965, 1968; 1972, 1975 and 1978. Roughly 10,000 Group
Certificate records in all were extracted in the sample of vocational schools.
Each student’s grade on each subject examined was recorded, the accuracy of
extraction being double checked. The eventual rate of error recorded being
estimated to be less than 1 in 100,000 individual codes.

To answer our terms of reference, two levels ofanalysis are necesa/y:

(i) At a school level: to examine schools as systems of subjec//teaching

3. SIratified by religion, fee paylng or not, size of school, and whether girls’ boys’ or toed school.
4. All records of candidates with odd numbered birthdates were extracted.
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provision. For this purpose a school record was constructed by adding
or averaging all the pupils’ LC and IC results within each school. This
record included:

(a) The number and proportion of students within each school who took
each subject at Honours and Pass level. This tells us what subjects were
taken, and at what level they were taught; as well as the distribution of
pupils across the subjects offered. A minimum of 3 pupils taking a
particular subject at IC or LC level was assumed necessary hefore it
was assumed that the school actually provided the subject.~

(b) The mean and standard deviation of the grades (scored by university
entry points) received in each subject as well as the overall mean grade
per school and its standard deviation.

(c) The extent to which "Scientific/Technical" as well as "Language",
"Commercial" and other subject packages or specialities are offered by
the school; as well as the extent to which pupils spccialisc in these
subjects.

(d) Some characteristics of curricular provision peculiar to the school:
(i) the extent of concentration ofstudeuts’ choice on particular sub-

jects across the total curriculum offered; or the extent of "bunch-
ing" or scatter of pupils across the total range ofsubjects provided;

(ii) the level of distinction between Lower and Higher level students
in the school.

(e) Certain school level information -- order; size of school; its location;
whcther girls’, boys’, or coed; whether in the Free Scheme or not; and
the median social class origin of pupils (from pupil responses in thc
1981 survey) was added on to the school record. The relationship
between such school characteristics and subject provision/take-up or
performance characteristics cau be explored.

(ii) The second level ofanalysis is at the individual student level. We have,
of course, very little information on the individual student other than
sex, date of birth, type ofschool attended. However, we do havc linked
IC/LC records for almost all LC candidates. So, besides an interest in
generalising about the characteristics of, and nature of change in,
subject provision, subject take-up and subject performance at the IC
and LC by boys and girls in different kinds of schools from 1965 to
1978, we can also study the relationship between junior and senior
cycle subject choice/performance in the same schools over a rather
crucial t3-year period. In 1968, for instance, only 2.6 per cent ofgirls

5. Since a 50 per cent sample of pupils was taken a 3 pupil minimum means on average, that 6 pupils in
the year sampled took the subject -- far too great a number to be provided with the subject in another
school or on a casual basis.
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did Higher Maths at the Leaving Certificate examination, although 13
per cent of girls had got Honours in the IC two years previously. By
1978 the proportion of girls doing Higher Maths in the LC had
increased to 5 per cent, while the proportion doing higher level Maths
at the IC in 1976 was 21 per cent. The retention rates had improved
slightly. There is very wide variation amongst school types, however,
in the extent of consistency in Maths/Science choices from junior to
senior cycle. It will be possible to isolate some of these relationships in
the analysis.

The sampling frame used includes only those schools that survived to 1978.
However, where secondary schools had amalgamated between 1965 and 1978
the pre-existing set of co-operating schools was also included in the sample.
Comprehensive and community schools have only come into existence since
1965. Of vocational schools, however, 6 per cent closed between 1968 and
1980 (from 262 to 246 schools). We did not, unfortunately, sample these closed
schools so that the earlier 1960s sample of vocational schools is somewhat
biased, particularly of the small rural schools which had been closed. This
error, however, is likely to be very small.6

A comparison of sample estimates with the published population percent-
ages taking different subjects in the Leaving Certificate and Group Certificate
examinations in 1978 is given in Appendix Table 2.1. In general, thd sample
estimates are very close to the actual population figures. In the LC, the
percentages doing Higher courses in our sample are generally between 2 to 5
percentage points higher than in the population. This is to be expected because
we have only a sample of Leaving Certificate examinees in schools, compared
to published population figures for all candidates in the examination including
those not in full-time education who took one or two subjects in the. examin-
ation} The sample Group Certificate results refer only to candidates in
vocational schools, compared to the population figures for all Group Certificate
candidates. In this case the sample percentages are 12 to 16 percentage points
below the population figures taking Irish, English and Maths. This sample
obviously underrepresents the large number of Group Certificate examinees
in secondary schools, now a rather large number. The proportions, however,

6. Tbe following [ablc summariscs thc nc( changes in the number ofschools between 1967 and, 1980.

No. of Secondaff Schsols No. of permanem Vocational No. of Comprehensive/
&lwnls Cornmuni~, Schools

5i

7. The numbers doing each subjec[ arc all L C candida(cs. The denominator used, hoy/ever, is [he
number of Leaving Cert. candidalcs in fuU-dmc education (i.e., 36,539 in 1980).
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taking the practical-manual and commercial subjects are almost identical. In
both cases, therefore, tbe sample statistics are very close to the population
parameters. We can then be quite confident of the generalisability of the
results.

School and Pupil Surveys

The schools surveyed were subsampled from the original examination
records study -- every second school being systematically selected. Because
of their small number, but increasing importance, all comprehen-
sive/community schools in the original sample were selected for interviewing
purposes.

Table 2. I : School sample characteristics

SecondaO, Vocational Comprehensive and Total
Schools Schools Community Schools

Exam Record Sample: 125 (¼)* 58 (:~)* 0 183
School Surveys Sample: 6,!- (~)* 27 (~)* I I (¼)* 102
Total in which Imerviews were
carried out: 57 27 I I 95

*Sampling fractious used, comprehensive and community schools being over-sam-
pled as indicated.

Of the total sample of 102 schools sampled, two had closed down in the
previous year. We were refused access to five secondary schools -- three girls’
and two coeducational. In addition to this, one boys’ school gave us access to
the Intermediate Certificate but not to Leaving Certificate pupils. However,
the overall refusal rate of 5 per cent appears reasonable.

The procedure used in approaching the selected schools was to write an
introducto~, letter, enclosing details of the project. A phone call was then
made to the Principal of each school, to discuss the project and the possibility
of the school’s participation. Where feasible, a date was then arranged. We
tried to minimise disruption in tire schools by interviewing the Principals and
Career Guidance Counsellors while questionnaires were being administered
in the classes, and by completing the su~,ey work as quickly as possible.
Generally, the reception given to us in the schools was vet7 positive.

Of the total of 95 schools surveyed seven did not have a Leaving Certificate
class in 1980/81, and one school refused access to the senior cycle pupils. This
gives us a total of 87 schools with LC survey results. The breakdown of these
schools by school type is given in Table 2.2 below.
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Table 2.2: Breakdown of schools by sex-categoO, and type

Boys" Girls" Coed

Total
Number

of
Schools

Secondary                           19 21 16 i 56
Vocational 2 0 21 23
Community and Comprehensive 1 0 7 8
Total 22 21 44 87

In all, we inte~,iewed 95 principals and 68 career guidance counsellors,
and administered questionnaires to 9,643 pupils. Of the pupils 3,967 were in
their final Leaving Certificate year, 5,166 were about to sit for their Interme-
diate Certificate and 510 were terminal Group Certificate pupils (i.e., were
likely to leave school after the Group Certificate). Our procedure was to
interview all of the final Leaving Certificate classes and the terminal Group
Certificate classes in selected schools. When there were more than three
Intermediate Certificate classes a disproportionate sampling method was
employed to get a representative sample.°

8. The interviewers ascertained and recorded (a) the total number of Inter. Cert. classes and (b) the
number of sets of classes which are completely equivalent in terms of the subject options open to them.
Each such set of classes within the school was to be sampled. The classes within each set were ordered
by ability or other relevant variables and the class for interview selected from the following table. This
scheme means that at most five classes had to be interviewed. School and pupil level national estimates
can be obtained by weighting each category of pupil by the rele’~’ant ratio by:

No. of classes in school

No. of classes sampled                          ,~

Sampling of Classes in Inter. Cert.

Number of Classes No. to be Identity of Classes
in Set (n) Selected (5) to be Selected

1,2,3 all 1,2,3 ,
4 3 1,2,3 ’
5 3 1,3,5
6 3 1,3,5
7 4 1,3,5, 7
8 4 1,4,6,7
9 4 1,4, 7,?

l0 5 1,3,5,7,9
II 5 1,3,5,8,11
12 5 1,3,6,9,11
13 5 I, 4, 7, 10, 13
14 5 I, 4, 6,.10, 14
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Most of the interview schedules9 had been extensively pretested in the pilot
studies, but all had to go through a number ofrevisions before they were ready
for fieldwork. This started in Janua~, 1981, working as four teams. On
average, one school was completed per day by each team. Five different
schedules in all were used within schools.

(i) Principal’s Interview: this ranged from 1½ to 3 hours in length.
(ii) Career Guidance Teacher’s Interview: roughly 1½ hours.
(iii) Questionnaire administered to Leaving Certificate classes (1 hour).
(iv) Questionnaire administered to Intermediate Certificate classes (1

hour).
(v) Questionnaire administered to terminal Group Certificate classes (1

hour).

Teacher QualificationData

By courtesy of the Department of Education access was given to the school
timetable files. From these precise details of the characteristics of teachers and
of the subjects they taught were extracted for each of the 95 schools in our
sample. For each teacher mentioned in the timetable the following were the
main details extracted: registration number, position in school, whether full-
time or part-time; number and identity ofeach examination and non-examin-
ation subject taught; number of hours taught per week; identity of subjects
and number of hours spent teaching junior cycle subjects; identity of subjects
and number of hours spent teaching senior cycle subjects, etc. This information
allows us to identify teachers of all examination subjects in the junior and
senior cycle classes, ’as well as their extent of concentration on particular
subjects.

Once this information was extracted from the "timetable" file for each
school the degree qualifications of identified teachers (given their registraton
numbers) were extracted from the Teacher Registration files. Full qualifica-
tions data were available and recorded for around 85 per cent of full-time
teachers in secondary and community schools from the Department’s records.
Except in a small minority of cases it was not possible to get equivalent
qualifications data on part-time teachers. However, for the main examination
subjects in which we were interested this was not a serious problem; the
qualifications of around 90 per cent of teachers of Maths and Science, for
instance, were identified in this way.

The qualifications records for teachers in vocational schools are kept by the

S’The Leaving Certificate schedule is given in Appendix I. Copies of the other inter,’iew schedules, etc.,
will be made available to interested researchers.
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Vocational Education Committees. Again through the co-operation of the
Department of Education all the relevant committees were approached and a
roughly equivalent level ofcompleteness and reliability ofqualification records
was achieved.

For secondary schools, both the comprehensiveness and reliability of the
data appear to be high for most schools. By checking the number of teachers
on the Department’s fi[es, for which full information is available, against the
number returned by the Principal in our school interviews, the following table
provides estimates of the completeness ofthe qualification records.

For all schools, qualification data are not available on 15 per cent,of all
full-time teachers -- varying from 8 per cent of full-time teachers in vocational
schools to 23 per cent in community schools. In the latter schools thel main
reason for incompleteness was the difficulty in tracing the original registration
records for those teachers who had transferred from vocational schools.
However, for the main subjects which interest us -- Maths, Science and
Commerce -- full registration data were avai[able for over 87 per cent of
subject teachers. Part-time teachers were ofvariable importance across.school
types, as we call see from the following results (Table 2.3).

Twelve per cent of all teachers in the sampled schools are part-time.
Vocational and convent secondary schools (both girls’ and coed schools)
appear to have an above average dependence on part-time teachers.~ Most
part-time teachers, however, are in non-examination (Religion; Civics;
Elocution; Physical Education (PE, etc.) or "cultural" subjects (Art, Music)
in most schools. In many convent schools retired members of the order are
involved. However, Higher Diploma of Education student teachers were also
included here and in a small number of schools there appeared to have been
an over-dependence on their services for teaching central examination subjects.
Nevertheless, the great majority of part-time teachers are teaching the notl-
examination subjects. So, the percentage of Science or Maths teacheCs who
are part-time is less than 4 per cent.

Overall, therefore, the data appear comprehensive and accurate and should
provide a reasonably valid and reliable picture of the qualifications of te~tchers
in the sampled schools as well as the subjects they teach in the junior and
senior cycles.

Data Coding and Transformation

All of the data collected were coded in the conventional manner and data
analysis was carried out through use of the computer. Besides the straightfor-



Table 2.3: The Number of Full-time Teachers and Estimates of the Completeness of the Qualification Data on all Full-time Teacheis, as well
as o fall Maths and Science Teachers in the 94 Sample Schools*.

Total No. of FuU- No. of Full-time % of all Full-time Total No. of Maths Percentage of all
time Teachers in Teachers for whom Teachers for whom and Science Teachers Full-time Maths

Type of School School all Registration Registration (qual.) in School and Science Teachers
Data are Available Data are not with Qualification

Available Data Missing

Girls’ Secondary* 595 521 12.4 177 9.0
Boys’ Secondary * 512 422 17.6 188 14.9
Coed Secondary* 251 208 17. t 76 14.5
Vocational Schools 490 453 7.6 133 15.0
Community Schools 428 328 23.4 108 10.2

Total 2276 1932 15. I 682 12.6

¯ One secondary school was excluded because it was not possible to get the relevant data on more than half the teachers.

"l’abie 2.4: Percentage o fall Teachers in Schools who are Part-time

o
o

o

SecondaFy Schools Vocational Community
Girls’ Boys’ Coed     Schools Schools

per cent
Percentage ofall teachers*
who are part-time 14.0 7.4       13.1       19.0 4.5
Percentage of all Maths/
Science teachers who are
part-time 6.3 2.6 3.8 8.3 1.8

*of all leachers mentioned in timetable returns. "Part-lime" -- all teachers not receiving an incremental
salad’ in secondary schools.
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ward direct coding of interview or record data the resultant individual codes
were frequently combined to construct measures or indices of relevant con-
cepts: e.g., the social class of origin of pupils, the extent of restrictiveness of a
school’s pupil intake policy, the number ofsubjects of various kinds taught by
schools or taken by pupils. Most of these indices are described in detail when
first introduced in this report. The most complex of these, however --
attitudinal scales -- require more detailed treatment.

Attitude Scales: Girls’ and Boys" Attitudes

The attitude scales employed are Likert scales (see, Oppenheim, 1966, pp.
120-159). Simply stated these are summed (added) scores for an individual’s
scored responses to a series of linked or similar statements (questions) about
particular issues, to which an individual may respond that she or he "Strongly
Agrees" (Score 4); "Agrees" (Score 3); "Disagrees" (Score 2), or "Strongly
Disagrees" (Score 1). If the scored responses to a set of such questibns are
highly or moderately intercorrelated (ofa similar nature) they are assumed to
be tapping an underlying consistent attitude toward the object measured. If
there were five items involved, for instance, the final score would range from
5 (Strongly Disagree, 1 x 5 items) to 20 (Strongly Agree, 4 x 5 items). The
main use of the scales was to measure pupils’ attitudes on a nu/nber of
dimensions which we have hypothesised to differentiate boys from lgirls in
their educational role experiences (see Chapter 1 ):

(i) Attitudes toward (or "Preferences for") Mathematics or Science sub-
jects as against Language or Literature subjects ("MATHLIT").

(ii) Attitudes towards one’s own ability to achieve high standards
(achievements) in one’s own educational work relative to that,of one’s
peers ("EDIMAGE").

(iii) The relevance or salience of utilitarian values (their "usefulhess" to
oneself) in choosing subjects ("UTILVAL").

(iv) Level of satisfaction with subjects chosen in the Leaving Certificate
("SUBJEVAL"). "

(v) Level of satisfaction with teachers’ helpfulness in subject choice and
with the associated approachableness and helpfulness of teachers
("TEACHVAL").

(vi) Level of assertiveness or competitiveness of pupils in pupii-teacher
interaction in the classroom situation ( COMPETE ).

(vii) Level of experienced re~ard/sanctioniog,~ for mainly intellect~Jal work
in classroom situations ("POSCLASS" and "SCHOLAR").I

(viii) Level of experienced reward/sanctioning for mainly soEial and
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behavioural lapses in classroom situation ("NEGCLASS" and
"SOCIAL").

(ix) Extent to which pupil helps with household/housework tasks at home
("HHTASK").

The items which make up these scales were extensively pretested in the pilot
phase of this project. The scalability of the items was checked using Factor
Analysis and Likert Scaling techniques. Factor Analysis (Principal Factor
with Varimax Rotation) was used for "hypothesis testing" purposes -- to see
whether the items "loaded" in the ways hypothesised. The reliability of the
scales was tested using Cronbach’s Alpha.I° This measures the extent of
covariation amongst items in the scale. The higher the extent of covariation
amongst items in the scale, the greater the extent to which the items are
tapping the same underlying dimension. Alpha varies in value from 0.0 to 1.0.
For research purposes reliabilities over .80 are very high, those between .60
and .80 are highly acceptable, while Alpha values below .50 must be treated
with caution since the items comprising the scale may be imperfect measures
of the underlying dimension (Nunnally, 1967).

Descriptions of the most important scales resulting from our analysis of the
3,967 Leaviug Cert. interviews are given below with details of tile main sex
differences fc?und. The items included in the scales, their scoring and reliabil-
ities are given in Appendix 2.2

(i) Attitudes to Maths and Science Subjects ("MATH LIT")

"[’his scale measures the respondent’s attitude towards or preference for
Maths and Science subjects as opposed to Language and Literature subjects.
Eigbt items (described in Appendix 2.2) were used in constructing tile scale
which has an Alpha of .77. Individual scores range in value from 1.00
(preference for Maths or Science subjects) to 2.00 (preference for Language or
Literature subjects as opposed to Maths or Science). The higher the score the
less favourable the attitude towards Maths/Science.

Boys have significantly more positive attitudes towards Maths and Science
subjects than girls as can be seen in the following results. The only exception
is Biology where girls think it more interesting and more useful and less
difficult than boys.

Girls’ attitudes towards Languages, on the other band, are far more favour-
able than boys’; they are far more likely to consider them interesting, useful
and less difficult. They also have more confidence dealing with them and get
greater satisfaction out of them. As to Maths, direct questions do not reveal

I°Alpha = NF/[ I -~(N - I ) 1, where F = (he mean inler-ilcm corrclalion and, N = No. of items (Carmines
and Zeller, 1979, pA’t).
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Table 2.5: Percentage of girls and boys who think various subjects are "’interesting";
"dif~ult ’;" "’useful", in LC classes 1981 (sample of LC pupils, N=3,967)

Physics Biology Irish French
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

Interesting? % Yes:
65 56 83 89 34 61 451 63

Difficult? % Yes: 47 53 55* 58* 64 55 62 51
Useful? % Yes: 84 74 86 94 41 62 86 92

All sex differences (except*) are statistically significant at p<-01.

any significant sex difference. But when questions are phrased more!indirectly
marked sex differences appear, with girls, on average, feeling less confident
and less able to cope with more difficult mathematical problems (see Appendix
2). Average sex differences on the "MATHLIT" scale are given below for
boys and girls in 4 different school types.

Table 2.6: Averages scores of boys and girls in different school types on "MATH LIT" scale
(overall average score=l.50). Score of 1.0 indicates high preference for Maths/Science, 2.0 of

preferences for Language~Literature subjects.
:=

SingleSex

CoedSecondao’ VocationalSchoolCOmmunity/Com-

Secondaly ~rehen.vive
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Bo),s Girls

Averagescore on 1.43 1.53 1.49 1.56 1.49 1.52 1.50 1.50
"MATH LIT" scale (p<i01 )

Except for the community and comprehensive schools, boys inI all school
types have more positive attitudes towards Maths and Science subjects than
girls, with boys in single sex secondary schools the most positive of all. The
girls with the most positive attitudes are those in the community arid compre-
hensive schools, and the least positive in secondary schools; the greatest sex
difference, therefore, occurring in single sex secondary schools.

These results, therefore, lend strong support to research findings’from other
countries which have almost consistently found much less favourabie attitudes

to Maths and Science amongst teenage girls, and an almost revet~se sex bias
in attitudes towards Language/Literature subjects. However, our results do
not support British findings (Ormerod, 1981; Department of Education and
Science, 1975) on the polarisation of attitudes, preferences andl choices in
coeducational schoois when compared to those of boys and girls ~ducated in
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single sex schools. I n our case almost the exact reverse occurs with the greatest
sex din’erences occurring in single sex schools, a general finding which tends

to hold up even when the more obvious class difl~zrences between pupils
attending these schools are controlled for.

(it) Educational Self-Image ("EDI MAGE")
This measure attempts to index an individual’s self assessed ability or

confidence in one’s ability to meet high performance expectations. Using the
same procedures, and based again on the extensive pilot testing, a 5 item
Likert scale was successfully constructed to index this dimension. The overall
reliability of the scale was very high: Alpha=.73. The full details of the scale
and its construction are given in Appendix 2.2. The scale ranges from a score
of 1.0 (very high self-evaluation) to a score of 4.0 (very low self-evaluation),
with an average score of 2.40.

Girls on average have significantly lower self images than boys (p<.01),
although the variance within each sex is far more socially significant than the
ciifl’erences between them. The differences between the sexes can be illustrated

by the responses of boys and girls to 2 questions dealing with the ranking of
themselves relative to their class peers.

Table 2.7: Percentage distribution of pupils in responses to their relative class placement (leaving
cert. sample).

Question:
"In your Inter. Cert./Leaving Cert.,
class, how would you (have) place(d)
yourself?"

I. At the top ofthe class
2. Well above average
3..Just a little above average
4. Just at the average
5. A little below average
6. Well below average

%:
Total            No.:

Significance of differences between
sexes:

In Inter. Cert. In Leaving Cert.
Class Class

Boys Girls Boys Girls
per cent per cent per cent per cent

19 15 14 9
28 20 24 17
28 22 30 22
19 38 26 46
5 4 5 6
2 I 2 I

100 100 100 100
181 I 2078 1837 2096

p<.001 p<.001

Boys are far more likely to rank themselves at the top of their classes -- 38
per cent of boys rating themselves at least as "well above the average" for
their Leaving Certificate Class as compared to 26 per cent ofgirls so optimis-
tically opinionated. The girls’ distribution, however, ahhough significantly
different, is more modest than boys but is also objectively more defensible --
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if the pupils’ own current class is taken as the relevant comparison group:
with 68 and 75 per cent of boys ranking themselves above the average of their
Leaving and preceding Intermediate Certificate class compared to 48 and 57 I

per cent respectively ofgirls.
Boys in all school types have higher educational self images than’ girls do

but the difl’erence, as in "MATHLIT" is greatest in the single sex secondary
sector.

Table 2.8: Average Scores of Boys and Girls in 4 School Types on the "EDIMAGE" Scale
(Overall Average = 2.40). Scores of 1.0 Indicate a VeO, High Self evaluation, o.[3.0 or Higher

a Very Low Self-image.

Single sex Coed Vocational Comrn~niO,/
secondary SecondaO,       School Comprehensive

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys    Girls

Average scores on
"El)IMAGE"scale 2.24 2.51 2.34 2.50 2.35 2.40 2.30 ,2.50

(p<.01)

Interestingly, girls in vocational schools have higher self images relative to
their peers than girls in an)’ of the other school types, while girls in secondary
schools have the lowest. Again here there is no support for the coed pola6sation
hypothesis, with single sex education showing the greatest sex difference; boys
here being the most self-confident and girls the least.

There is no sex difference, however, in the correlation between overall
examination performance in the Intermediate Certificate Inter. Cert. Grade*
Point Average (IGPA) and one’s score on the Educational Self Image scale:
r=.50 for boys, and r=.51 for girls. In other words, the extent of under or
overestimation of one’s educational ability relative to one’s examinatio’n per-
formance is roughly the same for both sexes, although self-evaluation is
consistently higher for boys at all points of the performance scale. Here again
the results strongly support the research results reviewed in Chapter 1.; Girls
on average have significantly lower levels of educational self-confidence --
even at the same level of demonstrated performance¯

(iii) Sex Differences in Classroom, or Pupil- Teacher Interaction

Most recent observation studies of classroom interaction in coeducational
schools have shown a consistent tendency for boys to get more attention from
teachers- both positive and negative (Council of Europe 1982; Kelly, !981;
Safilios-Rothschild, 1979). This is parlly because boys are perceived to he
more demanding and more competitive while girls are more attentive, rcspon-
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sible and industrious; therefore needing less teacher time. Consequently, the
level of teacher sanctioning behaviour is reported as being higher for boys:
boys receiving both more positive and negative feedback than girls (Maccoby
andJacklin, 1974, p. 335).

In our pilot studies we attempted to measure those three dimensions of
pupil-teacher interaction: (a) frequency and nature of interaction and sanc-
tioning/reward for scholastic performance; (b) sanctioning/reward for social-
behavioural misdemeanours, and (c) the level of pupil assertiveness. The pilot
studies yielded three discernible scales along these dimensions. The most
discriminable of these items were included in the final pupil questionuaire
(Questions 26, items 1-12; and Q. 34, items I-8). However, the Factor Analysis
and subsequent scaling of responses to those 20 items yielded 2 moderately
reliable scales: level of perceived educationally rewarding classroom interac-
tion with teachers ("POSCLASS", Alpha=.63) and level of perceived negative
sanctioning received from teachers ("NEGCLASS", Alpha=.54). A third, but
poorly reliable scale ("COMPETE", Alpha=.41) was constructed which
measured the extent of pupils assertiveness and tolerance of others’ assertive-
uess in classroom interaction.

Besides the "POSCLASS" and "NEGCLASS" scales, two other pupil-
teacher interaction scales were constructed using the same items -- but
organised differently -- to tap slightly different aspects of classroom interac-
tion. The conceptual distinction is between such evaluation, sanctioning for
intellectual-performance behaviour, and for social-behavioural misdemean-
ours, etc. Research evidence indicates significant sex differences in pupil
teacher interaction in these respects. In order to examine this aspect of
classroom interaction in the context of sex differences the "SCHOLAR" and
"SOCIAL" scales were constructed. On the content of items-- "face validity"
-- these two scales (Appendix 2, Sections (vi) to (x)) are clearly more valid
indices of our concepts than ’POSCLASS’ or ’NEGCLASS’. They are, how-
ever, significantly less reliable than those latter scales, SCHOLAR having an
Alpha of .51 and SOCIAL an Alpha of .49. They are, however, very highly
correlated with their alternates (r>.80), and in the following we use the
alternate scales since they are more reliable.

(a) Perceptions of Frequency of Interaction with teachers and the Level of
Rewards for Achievement in Class ("POSCLASS").

On all of the five items included in this scale, girls’ responses indicated that
they were significantly more likely to be asked and to answer questions in
class and to be more positively rewarded for and stimulated by such classroom
participation.

C
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"Fable 2.9: Percentage Distribution of Female and Male Pupils by Responses to Six Items Dealing with Pupil-Teachtr Interaction and Rewards
for Achievement in Class

,4

(c437).* (c439)* (c442) (c444) (c440" "
"/’(C365) *

"How often have "How often have "’How often have "How often have "Have you been
"1 always tO’ to you been told that you been asked you felt stimulated you been unable to praised because o

answer questions in z

class"
your work is questions in & interested in express fully what your written work o

good?"** class? "** class?"** you mean?"**
is tidYtime?,,and done on~e

Boys    Girls Boys    Girls Boys    Girls Boys    Girls Boys    Girls Boys    Girls
r~

I. Very often 16 18 3 4
2. Often 51 57 16 21
3. Few times 28 23 61 64
4. Never 5 2 20 12

Total % 100 100 100 100
No. 1839 2084 1837 2090

p<.001 p<.001
r=-09 r=-. 11

16 20 8 10 9 8 2 4       o,
O

46 47 29 35 23 24 10 14     _,.q
35 32 48 45 49 52 38 40

3 I 15 9 19 15 50 42
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

1840 2085 1836 2080 1844 2083 1842 2084
p<.001       p<.001        p<.01        p<.001 t~
r=-.07 r=-. 10 r=-.03 r=.-09 "

*Items included in scale.                                                                                          .~
**A second Likert scale "scholar" was constructed using these items and an additional one 443 "How often.. "have you

been told that 3,’our work is poor?". This scale in our view more validly (on the basis of content) measures the underlying    .-1 r~
concept although it has lower.reliability (Alpha=.51).

"[’The numbers above each item refer to card and columns used f6r coding purposes and are found on the right _hand margin
ofthe Questionnaire Appendix I.
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In thc following tablc thc mcan final scorcs on ’POSCLASS’, for girls and
boys in diffcrcnt school typcs arc given. (See Appcndix 2.2 vii for details.)

Table 2.10: Average Scores of Boys and Girls on Scale Measuring Perceived Classroom
Participation~Rewards in 5 School Types. Range from 1.0 to 4.0, the Lower the Score the Greater

the Level of Reward.

Coed
Boys in Girls in Secondary Vocational Community

Boys’ Girls" School Coed School
Average Score Schools Schools Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

Level of Acadernic Par-
ticipation/Rewards,
("POSCLASS"): 2.72 2.58 2.73 2.56 2.52 2.37 2.68 2.59

(p<.01)

Contrary to the hypothesis girls have on average -- and consistently across
all school types -- higher levels of perceived scholastic rewards than boys. On
average, they find that classroom interaction is a much more rewarding
experience than do boys. And consistently, for both sexes, vocational school

pupils have the highest levels of perceived rewards and secondary schools the
lowest. No significant difference in mean scores occurs between single sex and
coed secondary schools -- both .have the lowest perceived level of reward. And
interestingly here also, pupils in vocational schools show the highest levels of
classroom interaction]rewards.

The research work underlying the hypothesis was based mainly on obser-
vation studies of classroom interaction in coed schools. In terms of pupils’
perceptions, however, the hypothesis does not fit Irish classrooms. We do not
know, however, what the expected standard is against which pupils are
evaluating their interaction with teachers: i.e., "often", for instance, has only
a meaning in terms ofsome expected or "normal" frequency. Boys, in general,
but particularly secondary school boys -- who tend to come from more middle
class homes than others -- may expect more rewarding interaction with
teachers. As a result, their assessment of what is a "normal" level of reward
will be higher than that of others; i.e., their lower perception of reward could
be due to higher expectations. However, in relation to their expectations, girls

feel significantly more rewarded in their educational work than bovs do in all
school types.
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(b) Perceptions of correction in classroom -- mainly for poor Work pres-

entation or misdemeanours ("NEGCLASS")              i

The three items scaled under this heading do not unambiguously tap
sanctioning for social or behavioural matters (See Appendix 2.2, viii, for

details of items). The main difference between this and the previous scale is
that the former items index positive interaction while this sc3,le indexes
negative interaction or correction by the teacher.

Table 2.1 I: Percentage Distribution of Responses by Girls and Boys in LC Classes, 3 Items
Dealing with Perception of Teacher Sanctioning for Mainly Behavioural Matters

(438) (440) (443)
"’How often have "How often have "H6w often have

Response Categories: you been blamed you been blamed for you been told that
becanse your work is misbehaving?" your work is poor?"

untidy?"

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

per cent per cent per cent per cent per cent per cent
I. Very often: 2 I 5 2 2 0
2. Often: 5 2 8 4 4 3
3. A few times: 29 15 39 29 42 37
4. Never: 64 82 48 66 52 60

Total per cenl 100 100 100 100 100 100
No. 1835 2083 1842 2081 1841 2084

p < .001 p < .001 p <. 001
r=.20 r--.20 r=.09

Sex differences here are more pronounced than in the former case. Again
boys are more "in the firing line" -- they may come less in contact with
teachers by meeting with their academic expectations but they certainly
appear to be far more in contact for not meeting expectations. The, results here,
however, could be seen to lend support to research findings in classroom
studies that girls tend to be more conlbrming, responsive, nearer and more
responsible than boys. Several studies suggest that boys tend tol be criticised
much more ferquently than girls (Safilios-Rathschild 1979, p. 74). This
hypothesis at least receives support. It may well be, of course, that boys are

being more actively policed for not meeting expectations while girls, with the
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same complaint, are being ignored. Thus, the underlying reason for the
difference in scores may be that negative sanctions are being more actively

_~.Tem.-l~loye~when I~o~s fail _.t-~mee.Qhcademic exl)ectations than in the case of
.--.;girls. These various interpretations, can only be checked,,however, through

..... ~t Ual observation’studies’. ...............
As the following table shows, there is very little difference in the average

scores of pupils across school types with the amount of negative sanctioning
experienced by boys being consistently higher.

Table: 2.12: Average Scores of Girls and Boys on the Perceived Level of Correction by Teacher
for Classroom Behaviour. The Lower the Scores the Higher the Level of Teacher Correction or

Negative Sanctioning

Boys in Girls in
Coed SecondaryBoys" Girls" Vocational Coed Community Schools

Schools Schools Schools

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys    Girls

Average
scale value 3.44 3.68 3.33 3.66 3.42 3.70 3.43 3.60

(p <.01)

(c) Assertiveness/Competitiveness in Classrooms

Research work consistently reports high levels of competitiveness and
assertiveness amongst boys in class, particularly in studies of pupil-teacher
interaction in coed schools. Four items were included in the final questionnaire
which were designed to tap this dimension -- at least in so far as pupils
perceptions about and attitudes towards their own level of assertiveness and
their tolerance of competltlvc assertiveness by others in class are reflected in
their response. However, the overall reliability of the scale is low: Alpha =
.41. The overall scale ranges from a score of 1.0, which occurs when respond-
ents are actively averse to competitiveness in classroom interaction; to a score
of 4.0 which occurs when respondents are highly competitive. The average
score is 2.33, standard deviation (sd) = .57. There are very significant
differneces between the sexes and school types as we can see from the following.
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Table 2.13: Average scores on competitiveness by sex and school type. The higher the scores the
greater the competitiveness                   ,,

Second   Single S;x ’  e ondary’Coea  :’" Vocatio, l Co,Z " Comg, u.ity CoeZ
Boys Girls ’~ "Boy,~ " G’irls’-’-- B~s: G{rl~’- B;)s Girls

Average 2.46 2.25 2.34 2.19 2.37 2.21 2.31" 2.36
Scorc

No. Pupils: 1122 1308 210 346 174 156 217 255

p "~ .001

Except for community schools where mean differences are not significant,
boys have consistently higher levels of reported competitiveness than girls --
with boys in single sex (See.) schools being the most competitive and in
community schools the least. Except for girls in community schools, which
have the highest level of assertiveness, other school differences amongst girls
are not significantly different from each other.

(d) Subject Choice and Pupil-Teacher Interaction
We asked pupils two sets ofquestions to assess: (i) their degree ofsatisfaction

with subjects chosen ("SUBJEVAL"), and (ii) their satisfaction with or
evaluation of the help they received from teachers in choosing their subjects,

as well as the general approachability and supportiveness of teachers
("TEACHVAL"). The items used were mostly adapted from Reid et alia,
(1974, pp. 91-99) and are given in Appendix 2.2 (iii, iv). In both cases scale
values range from 1.0, low satisfaction, to 4.0, very high satisfaction levels.
(Alpha= .70 for SUBJEVAL and .69 for TEACHVAL).

There are no significant differences by sex or school type in, levels of
satisfaction with subjects chosen. There is a generally higl3.].evel-ofsatisfaction
with choice, the mean score being 2.86 (on average "disagreeing" with all the
negative items, etc.) and a standard deviation of.53.

There are very significant differences, however, in terms of teacher
evaluation.

Table 2.14: Mean (Average) Score on "TEACHVAL" Scale for Each Sex and School Type.
The Higher the Score the Greater the Level of Satisfaction

Single Sex Coed Secondary Coed Vocational Coed Community
Secondary Schools Schools Schools Schools

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys i Girls

Average: 2.56 2.68 2.62 2.62 2.56 2.70 2.61 2.73
No. 1142 1328 214 354 178 159 220 262

p ~.001
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Girls on average have significantly higher leve[s of satisf~.etion than boys
with teachers. This is so even within the coeducational vocational and com-
munity schools, though not in the coeducational secondary schools. As in
some previous scales, differences amongst boys in different schools are mini-
mal. There are some differences amongst girls, with those in the community
schools being most satisfied and those in the coed secondary schools least
satisfied.

Although girls, therefore, have substantially more choice at both Inter. and
Leaving Certificate levels and are less rigidly ascribed to classes and subjects
than are boys they have roughly equivalent levels ofsatisfaction with subjects
chosen; but they have far more positive attitudes towards their teachers than
boys -- even in the same schools and the same classes. This latter finding
supports those earlier reported which showed that girls in these schools felt
more rewarded for academic effort, less sanctioned for misdemeanours and
felt that pupil-teacher interaction was more academically responsive.

So taking the 5 scales with classroom and pupil interaction we find:

(i) Girls are more positively rewarded for academic work and less
sanctioned for misdemeanours than boys.

(ii) Boys appear to be more policed for both academic and behavioural
misdemeanours; and also appear to be sanctioned to a greater extent
for poor work, poor presentation and behavioural misdemeanours.

(iii) In all schools, except the new community schools, girls are signific-
antly less assertive and less supportive ofassertiveness in classroom
pupil-pupil and pupil-teacher interaction.

(iv) Girls, on average, have significantly higher levels ofsatisfaction with
teacher supporti’eeness and with the general approachableness of
teachers.

(iv) Salience of Utilitarian Values in Subject Choice
This scale measures the extent to which pupi[s report that utilitarian values

were important in subject choice. Four items were included, with a moderate
(Alpha = .50) reliability (see Appendix 2.2, vi). There is a sex difference in
the importance of utilitarian values in subject choice but its magnitude is very
small. What difference there is tends to favour girls in secondary schools --
girls, on average, being more utilitarian in their subject choice -- and boys in
coed, vocational and community schools. The questions asked, however,
referred mainly to immediate post-school job achievement goals and the
immediacy of such goals is, in fact, as these attitudes indicate: boys in single
sex secondary schools are least likely to enter the labour market on leaving
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school, while the opposite is the case in vocational schools and to some extent
community schools (see Chapter 3).

Table 2.15: Average Scores for Girls and Boys on "’UTILVAL" Scale in 4 School Types.
Scores Range from 1.0 (High Utilitarian) to 3.0 (Low Utilitarian).

Single Sex Coed Sec. Schools
Coed Vocational Coed Community

Schools Schools
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

Average     1.79 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.45 1.50 1.67 1.73
Score

No. of
pupils 1142 1328 214 354 178 159 22! 262

.p<. 01

Low utilitarian values are characteristic of children from middle, partic-
ularly upper middle, class backgrounds who take the more academic College

or University preparatory courses. Utilitarian viewpoints are more character-
istic ofcbildren from working class backgrounds who enter the labour market
directly on leaving school. Sex as such does not appear to be that consistently
related.

(v) Socialisation into Sex Roles: Sea" Differences in Pupils" Beliefs about Appropriate
Sex Roles. and their Actual Household Roles within their Families

A number ofseparate attitudinal questions were asked of pupils about their
beliefs about sex differences in educational policies and their expectations
regarding future marriage, childrearing and economic provider roles. The
details of their expectations about future familial/work roles are reported in
the next chapter. Here two separate aspects of current roles are examined:
pupils’ beliefs and values about sex differentiated education arid the actual
household roles that, as daughters and sons, they play in their own families.

First, two very direct questions were asked (C 522, C 525 Append. ix 1).

(i) "Do you think that girls should have a different education from boys?"
yes( ) No( )
Give reason

(ii) "Do you think that girls should have different careers from boys?"
Yes ( )    No ( )
Give reason
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Table 2.16: Percentage of Girls and Boys who Respond "’yes" to Two Questions Dealing with
Beliefs about Girls’ Education and Career

Single Sex Coed Coed Coed
Seconda(y Secondary Vocational Community

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

per per per per per per per per
cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent

I. Percentage who believe that
girls should have a different 16.9 9.2 6.4 4.9 11.7 10.5 6.5 6.7
education fromboys: (34) (48) (38) (42) (30) (37) (40) (41)

2. Percentage who believe that
girls should have a different 26.7 16.3 29.4 18.4 25.2 11.9 20.3 12.3

career from boys: (26) (34) (24) (32) (27) (28) (30) (32)

Figures in parentheses refer to percentage of respondents who explained their
"reasons" by using normative statements, i.e., "should" or "should not" etc.

Although there are clearly significant sex differences in responses to the
question on education, these are not very substantial except for those in single
sex secondary schools. Around 90 per cent of all other boys and girls reject
sexist beliefs about education. Boys in single sex secondary schools are the
most sexist in their beliefs, although even here over 80 per cent reject sexist
beliefs. Interestingly, sex differences in coeducational schools are minimal in
this respect.

The nature of the reasons given for holding these attitudes is substantially
more sex differentiated than the attitudes themselves. These responses were
coded as "normative" or ideologically supported if the words "should" or
"should not", or an equivalent imperative or strong preference statements,
were used. In girls’ responses these were usually statements like "girls should
have the same rights and opportunities as boys". Girls are more likely to give
strong normatively phrased reasons for rejecting sexist beliefs and, signific-
antly, girls in single sex schools appear to be the most normatively committed
in these respects. Girls in vocational schools, on the other hand, are not only
more sexist in their beliefs but are also less likely to give normative reasons for
their beliefs.

The general pattern of views on careers for girls provides much more
conservative replies -- particularly for those in secondary schools -- although
even here around 75 per cent of both sexes rejected stereotyped views. Sex
differences are also far more marked in this case and such differences occur in
all schools. Again both boys and girls in the newer community schools have
the least sexist beliefs while both sexes in secondary schools are the most
sexist. Secondary school boys are the most sexist of all groups.
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Again here girls respond in a more normatively structured manner than
boys. This is the case in all school types but particularly in single sex schools.
There is no support in either case for the polarisation hypothesis in coeduca-
tional schools: in fact there is a slight tendency for sex differences to be less in
coed schools. Despite such sex and school differences, however, the overall
impression is of a dominant ideology of sexual equality, with around 80 per
cent of boys and 90 per cent of girls holding equalitarian views.

In their current actual task roles within the household, however, boys and
girls are quite highly differentiated. A 10 item scale (HHTASK) was con-
structed to measure this dimension from the Leaving Cert pupils’ responses
(see Appendix 2.2, xi). The items referred to daily or weekly household tasks
and asked the frequency with which the respondent helped carry them out. A
response scale of 5 responses was allowed- from "daily" (=5) to "never"
(=l).

The responses to all ten items were highly to moderately intercorrelated
and they jointly formed a highly reliable (Alpha = .83) Likert Scale, with very
high "face validity" on the basis of the commensense meaning of the individual
items. The summed scores on all items responded to were divided by the
number of applicable items to yield final scores which ranged from 1.0 where
pupils have no participation in household tasks, to 5.0 where pupils have very
high participation in housekeeping tasks. The average score was 2.56 with a
standard deviation of.81. The following shows the mean scores for boys and
girls in each school type.

Table 2.17: Average Scores and Standard Deviation, of Male and Female Pupils on Household
Tasks Scale in 4 School Types. The Higher the Score the Greater the Participation.

Single Sex Coed Coed Coed
SecondaO, Secondao, Vocational Community

Schools Schools Schools Schools

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

I. Mean (Average) score on
Household Tasks Scale 2.14 2.84 2.15 3.03 2.25 3.27 2.!0 2.99

p < .001

Sex differences are highly significant, boys on average doing tasks once or
twice in the preceding two weeks, while girls on average have carried out tasks
3-5 times over the same period. Very little difference exists amongst boys in
any kind of school. Significant differences, however, exist amongst schools for
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girls, with those in single sex secondary schools being least helpful at home
and girls in coeducational vocational schools being most helpful. Sex differ-
ences are greater in coeducational schools--being greatest in the vocational
schools and least in the single sex schools. Social class oforigin has more to do
with these school and sex differences, however, than school type.’ Secondary
schools, particularly single sex secondary schools, are predominantly middle
class schools, and vocational schools are predominantly working class or small
farmer. It appears that working class girls (in vocational schools) have many
more household tasks to do than others; while boys of all classes are equally
unhelpful in household tasks. In consequence, sex differences are least in
single sex middle class secondary schools and greatest in the coed vocational
(working class) schools.

The relationship of academic performance -- in this case measured by the
average examination grade received in the Inter. Certificate examination
(coded as in the University points system), sex role attitudes and helpfulness
in household tasks are as follows:

Sex Role Attitudes Household Task
Performance

Correlation with Grade Point Boys: +.02 -.03
Average in Inter. Cert. Girls: +.16 -.15

There is no relationship for boys, but for girls, those with higher Inter. Cert.
grades have less sexist attitudes and are significantly less helpful at house-
keeping. It may be the case that low achieving girls have possible alternative,
or compensating, roles in housekeeping and courtship in which they can
achieve when they are doing rather badly at school; rather like the alternative
achievement arena in family farming that exists for low achieving boys from
farm origins (see Hailer, 1959). Low achieving girls being more helpful at
home, accommodate themselves to a potentially more rewarding alternative
role.

Conclusions

Generally, the range, reliability and adequacy of the various surveys under-
taken -- examination records, teacher qualifications, school interviews with
Principals, Career Guidance Counsellors and pupils -- appears to be suffi-
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ciently comprehensive and accurate to meet our needs. The examination
records study has put together a large file of 30,000 examination records from
a large sample of schools and pupils from the early 1960s to the late 1970s.
The analysis of these records, at both the school and pupil level can provide
us with very detailed information on the extent and nature of curriculum
change and subject choices within schools over a crucial 15 year period in
Irish education. Analysis of the data on the qualifications and’ teaching
responsibilities of teachers in a subsample of these schools, when used in
conjunction with data from the examination records and school interviews in
the same set of schools allows us to study the relationship between teacher
qualifications, school curriculum and student choice rates and characteristics.
These relationships will be explored in detail in Chapter 8. The interviews
with Principals, Guidance Counsellors and pupils allow us to relate school
and pupil background characteristics to subject choices and performance
levels. This will be done at both the individual pupil level and at the school
level in Chapters 5-9.

The results of the attitude scales show that girls: (i) have more negative
attitudes to Science and Maths; (ii) have significantly lower educational self
images -- even at the same level of academic performance; (iii) have, however,
more positive feedback from teachers on academic performance than boys,
and have higher levels of self reported initiative taking in class; (iv) have a
lower sense of teacher policing of low performance, and lesser levels of
perceived teacher sanctions for classroom misdemeanours, and are more
satisfied with teacher helpfulness and approachableness; (v) are significantly
less competitive than boys -- except in the newer community schools; (vi) are
substantially less stereotyped or sexist in their educational and occupational
beliefs and more ideologically motivated in their rejection ofsuch stereotypes;
(vii) but are, nevertheless, far more involved in actual household or House-
keeping roles than boys. With the exception of the clear Maths/Science biases,
therefore, these Leaving Cert. girls appear to have been far more successfully
integrated into school life -- including its more academic aspects -- than
boys. Despite that more successful incorporation however, they have, para-
doxically, lower levels of educational or academic self-confidence than boys.
They also maintain significantly different attitudes towards the same subjects
than boys. The effects of these differential attitudes and aspirations On subject
choices will be explored in detail in Chapter 9.



CHAPTER 3

Gender Roles in Ireland: Family, Work and Education

Before we proceed to the main analysis we need to place it in the context of
the actual position women occupy in economic and social life in Ireland, and
make an estimate of the likely roles that the current generation of male and
female school leavers will play in adult life. We need to do this from the
perspective of what roles are now being played by young women and men in
economic and social (primarily familial) life; and to what extent the expecta-
tions of school leavers correspond with that reality.

In this chapter we attempt this by doing four things: (i) Describe the pattern
ofaduh sex role differences in Ireland in work and familial life, the extent of
change that has occurred in this respect over the past two decades, and its
relationship to the general EEC pattern. (ii) Summarise the main sex differ-
ences in educational patterns at second and third level, as well as changes that
have occurred in these respects over the past two decades. (iii) Describe the
nature of sex differences in the movement from school to work for those who
leave the educational system at different stages, and examine the job pattern
of social class and differences in these respects. The allocation of positions in
the labour market is highly sex differentiated but is also very closely linked to
social class of origin and to the type of second- and third-level education
received. The main outlines of the structure of education, work and family
roles are given in the second, third and fourth sections ofthis chapter. (iv) But
boys and girls currently in school do not necessarily reproduce the patterns of
their parents or even of their older siblings -- change is always going on. To
what extent do tile expectations of those boys and girls who are about to leave
post-primary schools correspond with the reality of the familial-occupational
roles actually played by their older peers? Some clear indications of this from
our Leaving Certificate sample are given in tile last section of this chapter.

The main data sources employed are, respectively, the official Irish and
EEC published statistics on employment by sex and marital status, the
responses of pupils surveyed in the course of this project -- their intentions
and expectations about education, work and family fife. The way differences
in their social background affect these expectations is also explored.

49
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(i) Marriage and Paid Employment
From a situation in the 1950s when the marriage rate was extremely low

-- with the highest recorded rates ofnon-marriage in the world (Walsh, 1968)
-- the rate of marriage increased rapidly over the 1960s and 1970s. By the late
1970s the Irish marriage rate had almost attained the average European level
-- with around 90 per cent of all women marrying.

Table 3. I : Percentage of females ever married in four age groups in 1961, 1966, 197i and 1979

Age Groups 1961 1966 1971 1979

20-24 21.8 25.2 31.1 33.7
25-29 54.9 62.2 68.8 72.1
30 - 34 70.4 75.9 80.6 85.5
35-44 77.3 79.6 82.5 87.7

Sources: Census of Population of Ireland, Volu me I I; 196 I, 1966, 197 I, 1979.
Table 7A in 1961, 1966 and 1971 and Table 6B in 1979.

In the early 1960s about half of younger women (25-29) were married,
rising to slightly over two-thirds of those in their early 30s; with about 20 per
cent never marrying. By the later 1970s three out offour ofthe younger women
(25-29) and almost nine out of ten of the older (35-44) were married. Only
about 10 per cent remained unmarried. A quite dramatic shift in the familial
status of younger women has occurred over the two decades. Marriage had
become increasingly popular and was occurring at a much younger age.

For most economic purposes housework and childrearing tasks in the home
are not regarded as "productive labour", in that they are not counted in
estimating the national product (Walsh and O’Toole, 1973, p. 11). Since up to
very recently, married women conventionally retired from the labour force at
marriage or on the birth ofthe first child, the "economically active" proportion
of all married women was extremely low in Ireland.

Table 3.2: Percentage of aU married women, aged 15 and over, who were "gainfully occupied" in
Ireland: 1961, 1966, 1971, 1977, and 1979

1961 1966 1971 1977    1979

Married women in the Irish labour force
as percentage ofall married women: 5.2 5.3 7.5 14.2 15.2

Source: Census of Population of Ireland, 1961, 1966, 1971; Labour Force Survey, 1977,
1979.

As Table 3.2 shows there was an unusually low and verb, stable participation
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rate of married women up to 1971, but there was substantial change after that
date; the rate doubling between 1971 and 1979.

As Walsh and O’Toole (1973, pp. 11-12) have pointed out the traditionally
low married participation rate must have been related to the traditionally high
female celibacy rates and to later average marriage ages. As the popularity of
marriage increased, and tile age of marriage declined, educational participa-
tion rates also showed a very rapid increase. These combined changes led to
a sustained decline in the supply of single female labour. And this decline,
paradoxically, increased the opportunities and the attractiveness of jobs for
married women outside the home (ibid. p.l 1 ). Whatever tile reason it is quite
clear from tile results in Table 3.2 that the Walsh (op. cit.) predictions are
borne out in many respects.

If we consider the younger age group this change is even more dramatic.
Between 1971 and 1979 married women in the early twenties (20-24) increased
their participation rate from 15 to 29 per cent; and the age group 25-29 from
II to 19 per cent (Source: Census of Population, 1971; and Labour Force Survey,
1979). If that rate of increase was sustained into the 1980s about a third of
young (20-24) married women would have been working by 1981, and some-
thing over 40 per cent by 1986. Even if the rate of increase moderates in the
1980s it will still mean a very substantial increase in participation in a very
short period.

Although participation has increased markedly it is still the lowest of all
EEC countries. At around 40 per cent of the European average it is, however,
only slightly below the position in the Netherlands, Luxembourg and haly. In
all countries the rate has been consistently increasing from the 1960s onwards.
Denmark, Britain and France have the highest participation rates, but even
in these countries the rate had been increasing up to the late 1970s.

Given the rapid increase in the marriage rate, the decline in the marriage
age, the significant increase in the costs of establishing a new household (see
NESC Report No. 62, 1981, pp. 43-52), the rather large extent to which
married women working at home wanted to return to the labour force (Walsh
and O’Toole, 1973), and the fact that the Irish participation rates are so low,
one would expect a continuing increase in the married participation rate.
Associated with this one would hypothesise a significant shift in the
occupational-familial aspirations or expectations of school girls about to enter
the labour force: tile actual social changes in adult life being reflected in their
anticipated or expected roles.

Given also that tile married participation rate is so highly related to
education, with the participation rate of those with unlversity/professional
qualifications being over three times greater than those with a primary
education only (ibid., p. 38), increasing levels of education ofyounger women
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would, one would hypothesise, lead to increasing propensities to remain in the
workforce on marriage.

Although the participation of married women in the labour force has been
increasing they occupy a very particular and to a large extent, a subordinate
position within it. Substantial occupational differentiation by sex has been
documented for most western societies (Oppenheim, 1970; Williams, 1976).
Within Ireland the extent of labour market segmentation (Kreckel, 1980) by
sex is very marked (Blackwell, 1983). However, before we examine the
particular labour market position of women we need to examine their educa-
tional pattern in some detail.

(ii) Sex Differences in Educational Patterns
Teenage educational participation rates increased very gradually up to and

including the early 1960s. By that stage about halfof 15 year olds were still in
school. Between 1965 and 1970 the rate of participation increased very rapidly,
from less than half to around 70 per cent. This plateau was held for about two
years, but the rate gradually increased again to over 85 per cent by 1979.
Although the official school leaving age had been raised to 15 in 1972, around
12 per cent still appear to be dropping out before 15 -- the great majority of
these, however, in their 14th year.L’ These participation rates as Tussing,
(1978, p.90), has pointed out, compare very favourably with those of other
EEC and OECD countries.

~. Figure 3. I: Schoolparticipation rate ofl5year olds, 1963 to 1980
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Source: Tussing, 1978, p.93 up to 1974; Department of Education Statistical Reports
after 1974.

IVl’he parlicipation rate of 14 year o ds n 979 was 95 per cent, and of 13 )’ear olds 99 per cent.
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As can be seen from Figure 1 (Chapter 1) and in Figure 3.2, participation
rates increased even more rapidly at the senior cycle level. By the mid-1960s
about one-fifth of the cohort went on to do the Leaving Certificate, with
slightly more boys going on to complete the senior cycle. But by the late 1960s
this position had reversed. A very rapid increase in participation rates occurred
for both sexes after the introduction of the "Free Scheme" in 1967, the rate of
increase being much faster for girls. This comparative advantage had become
even more marked, however, by 1981 when two-thirds of the female cohort
but only half of the male cohort went on to do the Leaving Certificate. After
1977 the upward trend is reversed for boys, the proportion doing the examin-
ation declining by about 4 percentage points after 1977, and increasing again
only after 1980. For girls the rate continued to increase up to 1981, (see Figure
3.2).

Despite the very rapid increase in participation rates in the 1960s the
distribution of pupils amongst secondary and vocational schools remained
relatively stable throughout the decade (Table 3.4). Between 73 and 74 per
cent of all second-level students were attending secondary schools in both
1960 and 1970. In the meantime, comprehensive and community schools had
come on stream and were absorbing about 2 per cent of both boys and girls by
1972. By 1979/1980 the picture had changed: now only 62 per cent ofboys but
over 78 per cent ofgirls were attending secondary schools, while the proportion
attending comprehensive/community schools had increased to 9 per cent for
boys and 8 per cent for girls. In both decades the proportion ofboys attending
vocational schools had remained relatively stable while that of girls had
substantially declined. The number of boys attending vocational schools had

Table 3.4: Number of Pupils Following Full-time Second-level courses in Different Schools

Year Secondary Vocational Comprehensive~Community
Boys Girls Boys Girls . Boys Girls

1960/1961 39,600 37,200 14,700 11,900 -- --
1966/1967 5i,000 52,500 22,900 15,600 400 400
1969/1970 66,300 78,300 31,800 19,100 700 700
1972/1973 71,600 90,000 36,800 21,000 2,800 2,300
1977/1978 84,300 108,500 40,800 19,100 10,400 9,100
1979/1980 86,200 112,500 39,300 19,400 13,076 11,536
Percentage Increases:
1967/1980 69% 114% 72% 24% -- --
197211980 20% 25% 7% -8% 467% 502%

Sources: Annual Statistical Reports of the Department of Education, Government
Publication Office, Dublin I.
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Figure 3.2: Estimated Percentage of|he Relevant Ag~, Sex Cohort who
did the Leaving Certificate, 1951-1981
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ment of Education. Cohort size estimated on the basis of a median age of LC candidate
at 17.5, and the original cohort numbers estimated from figures calculated to represent
number of males and females of median age 12.5, five years previous to the LC year.
The 1971 and 1979 Census is used for appropriate ),ears. The numerator, however, is
the more problematic number -- as estimates of"repeats" and more adult candidates
are not given. Mortality is not estimated. The figures overestimate the rate by an
u~de(errnined, but likely to be small, amount, aud the overestimate appears to be
about equal for both sexes.
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increased from 1970 to 1977, declining slightly since then. The numbers of
girls attending vocational schools, however, declined slightly after 1972.

The introduction of the "Free Scheme" in 1967 appears to have mainly
benefited secondary schools -- since it was geared to providing the full 5-6
year general education course free at the point of use to all comers. Vocational
schools had, ofcourse, been free all along but, up to 1966, had been prevented
from providing such a general education, their role had been largely confined
to the provision of a "general and practical training in preparation for
employment in trades etc..." (Vocational Education Act, 1930, quoted in
Coolahan, 1981, p.97) and usually terminating in the Group Certificate
examination after a two year course. As a result, vocational schools had a
much more difficult adjustment to make in providing a fully integrated 5-6
year general education course than had the secondary school sector which
had been doing this -- with fees -- up to 1967. For these and other reasons
-- perhaps the greater spread and the greater availability of the female
religious orders -- the main expansion in girls second-level education, was
taken up by secondary schools. Up to 1972 their increase in female pupil
intake was more than double that of vocational schools. And after 1973 the
number of girls in vocational schools fell slightly while that in girls’ secondary
schools continued to increase. Vocational schools were much more successful,
however, in incorporating boys -- the relative share of the increasing cohort
of boys attending second-level schools was roughly evenly shared between
secondary and vocational schools.

However, since the late 1960s the development of new second level schools
has been virtually restricted to community and comprehensive schools. There
have been extensive amalgamations in the secondary school sector -- with
almost no new secondary or vocational schools being built -- indeed, the
number of secondary and vocational schools has declined by about 10 per
cent since the late 1960s.

If we examine tile mobility of primary school leavers in the mid-1960s and
the late 1970s, perhaps tile trends become more obvious (Table 3.5). First, tile
drop-out rate at primary level, which stood at about a third of the total cohort
in the early 1960s, has declined to less than I per cent by the mid-1970s.
Secondly, almost the same proportion of the male cohort has gone on to
vocational schools throughout the whole period. Indeed, roughly halfthe male
cohort now goes on to vocational or comprehensive/community schools --
compared to less than a third in the early 1960s. Girls’ education, however,
has become more academically directed over the whole period, the proportion
of girls being educated in vocational schools markedly declining. Sex differ-
ences in the type of second-level education received have, therefore, been
growing.
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Table 3.5: Estimated ptrcentage of primaO, school leavers in 1963, 1975/1976 and 1979/1980, who went to
different kinds of post-primary school~ or tuba dropped out at prima~ let~el

Year

Total number of
primary school

leaoers

¯ . . Estimated ercenta e
Esttmattd percentage who went to different kinds of . , P g

schools in the subsequent year who aropped out of
school

Community/
Secondary Vocational    Comprehevsioe

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls BoA,s Girls Boys Girls

percent
1963" 55,000 37 49 32 26 31      25
1971/1972 29,600 29,300 58 76 34 14 3 2 4 4
1975/1976 33,900 32,600 55 73 37 18 8 7 Lessthan I%
197911980 34,800 32,200 56 74 34 17 10 9 Less than I%

*Investment in Education Report, 1966, p. 169. Later years from Department of Education,
Statistical Reports.

In the main, sex differences in participation rates are greatest in vocational
schools, to which over twice as many boys as girls bare gone on completing
primary education and within which, as we shall see (see Byrne, 1978, (a),
(b), (cA), curricular differences by sex are maximised. The only schools which
show a relatively even share of hays and girls are the new comprehensive and
community schools.

If we follow up a cohort of mid-1970s national school leavers, the trends
become even clearer¯ This is attempted in Table 3¯6. Starting witb a 13 year
old cohort in 1974/1975, I | to 14 per cent ".’.,ere sti{I in primary school, and
less than I per cent had already left school. Of the remainder, girls had
disproportionately gone (68 per cent) to secondary school. Only about half of
the boys did so, most of the remainder (30 per cent) going to vocational
schools. By the following year drop-out rates had increased to 4 per cent, but
the number in vocational schools was increased by latecomers from primary
school. However, these had declined considerably in tile subsequent year, at
age 16, when about 38 per cent of boys and 26 per cent ofgirls had left school.
Most of tile drop-out occurred from vocational scbools, with less than balfof
tile original boys’ classes left.

By age 17, 59 per cent of tile original cohort of boys and 4.3 per cent of tile
girls’ cohort had already left school -- for most girls on completing the senior
cycle level. But by that stage 8 per cent of the original cohort of boys and 16
per cent of the girls had gone on for further training beyond second-level or on
to third-level. And at that stage also the proportionate decline was roughly
equal in all second-level schools.



Table 3.6: Estimates of the nature of educational mobility over six years." taking a cokort of l3-year-olds in 1974/1975, to their position as 18 w,
yeor-olds in 1979/1980 co

__ ~ Secretarial

Age (Estimated Year) *
Not in Still in

t~omprenenszvu .... ¯,

School National
Seconda(y Vocational ~. . rre-emptoy- 1tara Original

School School t~ommumty ment & othir Leoel Cohort Size
School School Teck. courses

13-year-olds (197411975): Boys (I.2%) 4,400 15,800 9,500 1,800 -- -- 31,800
(14°) (50%) (30%) (6%) r~

Girls (0.7%) 3,400 20,800 4,500 1,400 -- -- 30,500    o
(11%) (68%) (15°1o) (5%) o

14-year-olds (1975/1976): Boys (4%) 1,100 16,200 II,000 2,100 -- --
(3%) (51%) (3~%) (7%) >Girls (4%) 950 21,600 5,000 1,500 -- -- z
(3%) (71%) 06%) (5%)

15-year-o[ds (1976/1977): Boys (17.5%) 400 15,100 9,000 1,700 -- --
(1%) (47%) (28%) (5%)

Girls (15.0%) 280 19,800 4,300 1,400 __       __                r-
(1%) (65%) (14%) (5%) :~

16-year-olds (1977/1978): Boys (38%) 280 12,800 5,300 1,300 100
(1%) (40%) (17%) (4%) >

Girls (26%) 207 17,200 3,800 1,400 200 c~
(1%) (56%) (12%) (5%) ""

17-year-olds (1978/1979): Boys (59%)    161 7,812 2,110 682 866 1,492
(0.5%) (25%) (7%) (2°/o) (3%) (5%) .~

Girls (43%) 145 10,154 1,479 782 3,248 1,523
(0.5%) (33%) (5%) (3%) 01%) (5°1o) ,.

18-year-olds (1979/1980): Boys (79%) 22 1,309 553 161 629 4,121
(~) (4%) (2%) (0.5%) (2%) (13%)

Girls (69%) 46 1,406 373 144 3,708 3,735
(--) (4%) (1%) (0.5%) (12°) 02%)

*Cannot go back before 1974: Department records do not provide relevant age distribution by type of school and course
attended.
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By age t8, around 80 per cent of boys and 70 per cent of girls had already
[eft second-level schools. But at the other extreme about 15 per cent of boys
but 23 per cent of girls had gone on for further training or to third-level. A
majority of the girls in fact proceeded to secretarial-commercial courses --
primarily in vocational schools, or to nursing or teaching training; while a
majority of the boys go on to university or technical colleges.

The participation in, and the drop-out of pupils from, the successive levels
of education is, therefore, highly sex selective, and the consequent paths of
entry to the labour market are quite distinct for each sex. A much higher
proportion of girls stay on much longer at second-level, and their education
takes a much more academic form. But on completion they are slightly less
likely to go on to third-level, taking short pre-employment courses equipping
them for rather segregated clerical positions within the labour market. A much
higher proportion of boys enter the labour market at much earlier stages.
These are, on average, much more technically or vocationally educated and
are far more likely to take manual jobs or enter apprenticeships. But for those
who complete second-level a much higher proportion of boys go on to third-
level courses, which, again, are quite sex differentiated. These different pat-
terns of education and labour market entry are, however, highly class-related.
This is discussed in the following section.

(ii0 Social Class and Sex Selectioities in Education.
In the following tables we make an estimate of the sex and social class

composition of early and late school leavers. Two data sources are used here;
first, that made available to us from the NMS~2 School Leavers Surveys; and
secondly, our own national samples of pupils in terminal Group Cert., Inter.
Cert., and Lcaving Cert. classes. These school samples are described in the
previous chapter.

In the following (Table 3.7) we give the percentage breakdown of educa-
tional intentions for each sex at the three stages covered. At all stages up to
the Leaving Cert. girls are far more likely to intend staying on at school -- in
keeping with their actual participation rates. In the "terminal" Group Cert.
classes three out of four boys but only two out of five girls intend to leave
school at that stage. Of the boys who intend to leave at that stage two out of
three aspire to apprenticeships -- a rather unrealistic level of aspiration,
however, for man), of them, given the most recent data on the increasing
educational levels ofapprentices.

At Inter. Cert. levels much the same pattern ofsex differences occur, though
only a minority intend to leave school at this stage -- about a third of the

"N.M.S.=National Manpower Service, annual School Lea~ers Surve),s.
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boys, but only one-sixth of the girls. Again, it is mainly apprenticeships which
attract the boys, while girls intend to pursue a clerical/commercial training
course before looking for work.

Table 3.7: Educational and work intentions of pupils in the three national pupil samples.
Percentage of boys and girls at each stage who intend to stay on in school or intend to work

Terminal Group Leaving Cert.
Educational/occupational inten- Inter. Cert. Sample

Cert. Sample Sample
tions of pupils Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

per cent

25 60 70 83 67* 59*
48 7 21 3

2 10

1. Intending to go on to next
stage in education

2. Enter apprenticeship
3. To do pre-employmenl or

secretarial courses
4. Enter family business or

farm
5. Look for job straight

away
6. Other

Total Percentage:
Number:

9 18

1 -- I --

15 12 5 3
2 3 2 2.

100 100 100 100
354 128 2,658 2,343

33    41

I00     I00
1,844 2,083

*As similar questions were not appropriate to Leaving Cert. the nearest equivalent
was used.

At Leaving Cert. level, a slightly higher percentage of boys (67%1) than of
girls (59%) aspire to higher education. Although girls are, therefore, much
more likely to continue on in school up to 17 or 18, they are in fact less likely
to go on to third+level education. The intentions people have about their future
roles are not directly translatable into actual behaviour, however (see Hannah,
1970). If they were, about 20 per cent of the relevant cohort ofboys and 18 per
cent ofgirls would go on to university (i.e., the Leaving Cert. sample weighted
by the percentage of the original cohort going on to the Leaving Cert.). In the
session 1979/80 only about 12 per cent of the relevant male cohort and only
about 10 per cent of the relevant female cohort went on to university-- the
actual rate being significantly below intentions. While these sex differences
are not very great they do reverse the preceding educational patterns. If one
adds other third-level institutions (excluding nursing training) the trends
become even more remarkably sex biased. The RTCs especially are highly
male biased in entry and student bodyJ3

nln the academic year 1979180, only 34 per cent of third-level students in Regional Technical Colleges,
and 28 per cent of those in Colleges o f Tech nolog2., were women and within both sets o f college,y Engineering
and Technology were almost completely male dominated. Dept. of Educ., Stats. Rept., 1979180, p. 115.
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Overall then, girls are less likely to leave school before completing the
Leaving Cert. programme, but are also less likely to take tip third-level
courses. However, as well as sex differences in this area there are also
differences associated with social class of origin -- though its effects crucially
depend on one’s sex. The following results show this clearly.

Intending early drop-outs at Group Cert. level are very class selective: with
69 per cent of boys and 82 per cent of girls being from working class or small
farm backgrounds. At Intermediate Certificate level intending drop-outs are
slightly less working class iu origin -- 58 per cent of the boys and 72 per cent
of the girls being from working or small farm class origins. At Leaving
Certificate level all pupils are dominantly middle class, especially boys. But
even here those who intend to go on to university are significantly less likely
to come from working class origins than those who are satisfied with a
second-level qualification only. Of those satisfied with a second-level qualifi-
cation 44 per cent of boys and 60 per cent of girls are from working class or
small farm origins, whereas of those intending to go to university only 24 per
cent of the boys but 35 per cent of the girls are from these class backgrounds.

In other words as one goes up the educational ladder one encounters a
progressively more middle class environment. By the time of university enid,
one is almost seven times more likely ira boy, and almost nine times more
likely ifa girl to be from an upper middle class or large farm background than
one’s earlier scboolgoing companions who droped out of scbool before doing
the Ii~termediate Certificate.

These class and sex selectivities are more comprehensively indexed in the
following table. It is based on a special tabulation from the 1981 NMS, School
Leavers Survey, and shows the social class origins of pupils who actually left
school at various stages of their post-primary education in the school year
1979/80. Again the same pattern emerges -- earl), school leavers are dispro-
portionatley selected from working class or small farm origins, while later
school leavers became increasingly middle class in composition. For instance,
while over two-thirds of early school leavers came from working class origins
only a quarter of those who proceeded as far as the Leaving Certificate did so.
Girls are less than half as .likely as boys to drop out of school before the
Intermediate Certificate -- 11 per cent of girls, 24 per cent of hoys. But the
girls who do drop-out at that stage are more likely to come from working class
origins than the boys who drop out. The same sex diferences in class selectiv-
ities occur at the Intermediate Certificate level. Girls are far less likely to leave
at this stage but tbose who do drop out at this stage are again more likely to
come from working class origins. (See also Appendix Table 3.2.)



Table 3.8: Percentage distribution by social class of boys and girls who intend to leave school at Group Cert. Inter. Cert. and Leaving Cert.
levels

Group Cert Pupils: Inter Cert. Pupils: Leaving Cert. Pupils’ Sample

Of the 75 per cent Of the 24 per cent    Those intending to
Social Class Characteristics who intend to drop out who intend to drop out

of Pupils* of school after Group of school after Inter.
complete second level

Cert. Stage Cert. Stage
only

Boys     Girls     Boys     Girls     Boys     Girls

Those intending to Those intending to go
proceed to 3rd level
college or nursing to university

Boys Girls Boys Girls

% % % % %
Upper middle class 7.1 3.9 12.0 6.7 26.7 17.5 32.4 21.7 48.7 38.2
Lower middle class 24.3 17.6 29.7 21.0 29.3 22.8 33.6 28.9 27.0 26.5
Upper working class 36.0 37.3 29.6 39.0 31.4 41.5 25.3 34.7 19.9 25.3
Lower working class 32.6 45.1 28.7 33.3 12.7 18.2 8.8 14.7 4.4 10.0

Percentage: 100     100      100 100      100     100      100      100 100      100
Total."

Number: 267 51 764 372 574 779 411 651 793 558

*This is a summarised and modified "Hall-Jones" social status classification: (i) Upper midle = Professionally Qualified,
Managerial/executives; Farmers over 1O0 acres; (ii) Lower middle -- lnspectional/Superviso~’ -- Higher and Lower
Grades, Routine Grades of non-manual, Farmers of 50-100 acres; (iii) Upper Working = Skilled manual, Farmers of
30-50 acres; (iv) Lower working = semi-skilled and routine manual workers, plus farmers of less than 30 acres.
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Table 3.9: Percentage distribution by social class of origin of male and female post primao,
school lenvers who left school at different levels

.

:-- = - Stage at which Respondents Completed their Second Level
Education

Social Class Characteristic

Pre-Group Cert
Level or at Inter. Cert. Leaving Cert. TotalGroup Cert. Level Level

Level
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

per cenl

I. Upper Middle I.I 0.0 2.7 1.6 11.8 9.9 6.9 7.3

2. Farmers* and Lr.
MiddleClass 35.4 29.3 47.3 38.8 61.0 62.7 51.2 54.5

3. Upr. Working Class 22.9 19.8 26.0 29.3 15.7 14.2 20.1 17.5

4. Lr. Working Class 40.6 50.9 24.0 30.3 11.6 13.2 21.7 20.4

% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Total:
No.                  271 116 292 188 559 737 1122 1041

Source: Special tabulation from National Manpower Service, School Leavers Suroey,
1981.

*The coding of "father’s occupation" is as in the previous table, except that as
Farmers were not identified by size of farms they are all assigned to category 2.

Thus, at each social class level "drop-out" rates for boys are higher than for
girls -- but the lower the social class of origin the greater the sex difference.
For example, boys from middle class origins are between 4 and 12 percentage
points more likely to drop-out than are girls, while among those from lower
working class origins boys have a drop-out rate which is between 14 to 18
percentage points higher.

To a large extent, however, this advantage accruing to girls disappears at
third level, as can be seen from the following:
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Table 3.10: Percentage of Male and Female School Leavers (1980)from Euch Class
Background Who had Completed the Leaving Certificate in 1980, who Went on for Further (All

3rd Level) Education in 1981.
Y

Social Background of Pupils Of those with the Leaving Certificate, Percentage
from Each Class Background Who went on to

Third-Level Education or Training

I. Upper middle class

2. Lower middle class and farmers

3. Upper working class

4. Lower working class

M F
68.1% 48.6%
(69)* (72)

44.3% 43.0%
(341) (381)

37.5% 23.4%
(88) (77)

31.7% 18.9%
(63) (74)

*Figures in parentheses refer to sample sizes. X2= 94.4; df = 9, p ~< .001
Source." NMS, School Leavers Survey, 198 I, special tabulation.

Although, for all social classes, girls are more likely to reach Leaving
Certificate than are boys, at third level the picture is reversed, as Table 3.10
shows. Girls are universally less likely to have proceeded from the Leaving
Certificate to further education or training than are boys. These sex differences
are greatest in the upper middle class, least in the lower middle class. However,
this latter class includes farmers, among whom girls are slightly more likely
than boys to continue to third level (Clancy, 1982).

In second-level education, therefore, girls are significantly advantaged in
terms of early school leaving -- only half as many girls drop out of school at
an early stage. Or in terms of completing the senior cycle, almost 50 per cent
more girls than boys do the Leaving Certificate. But of those who complete
second level, substantially fewer girls actually go on for third level education.
Of the original cohort, however, the relative proportions are roughly balanced.
In the following two sections these sex differences are seen to be even more
marked in third-level studies, as well as in the subsequent type and level of
jobs taken up.

(iv) Sex Differences in Third-Level Education
Although the relative proportions of the cohort of girls and boys ~vho went

on to third-level education or training are roughly equal, the type of education
or training received varied widely, as the following figures clearly show:
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Table 3. I I : Destination of sample of 1980 school leavers who had completed the Leaving
Certificate; and type of 3rd level courses taken in Universities or RTCs

65

Type of 3rd Level
Institution Attended

Leaving Cert.
Subsample

Male Female

per cent

To University: 26.4 I 1.3
To RTCs: 19.1 8.9

To Teaching Training: 0.7 6.0

To Nursing: 0. I 7.8
To Secretarial: 0.0 4.0

To Other 3rd Level or
Training (AnCO etc.) 10.4 14.0

No further Educ. or

Training ,1-3.4 ’1-8.1

% I00 I00
Total

No. 565 613

Of those in Third Level:
Type of 3rd Level Course Taken

Typeof
3rd Level

Course

Those in Those in
Uaioersities RTCs

Male Female Male Female

per cent

Arts: 20.4 46.1 2.0 12.5
Commerce: 9.3 7.3 18.4 13.4
Professional: I 1.4 14.0 0.6 1.5
Engineering/

Science: 46.2 31.4 54.6 20.5
,Other: 12.8 l.I 24.3 52.1

% 100 100 100 100
Total

No. 170    69 132    62

Source: NMS, School Leovers Survey, 198 I.

Boy’s who had completed their Leaving Certificate ill the NMS sample were
more than twice as likely as girls to have entered University or RTCs.

However, since boys are almost 30 per cent less likely to complete second-

level this considerably exaggerates time overall differential. In fact, in the

1979-80 school y,ear about 12 per cent of the relevant cohort of boys and 10

per cent of the relevant cohort of girls went on to University (Higher Education

Authority, (H EA) Accounts and Students Statistics 1979-80).*

What is, however, far more important than any differential in rates of

attendance at third-level is time seg. difference in type of courses taken. Girls

are disproportionately concentrated in teacher training, nursing and secretar-

ial courses. And, within University and Technical Colleges, they, are far more

likely to enter Arts or professional type courses, while boys are far more likely

to enter Engineering or Applied Science courses. The following resuhs show

this sex bias even more clearly.

*As eslimatcd from original cohort size.
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Table 3.12: Ratio of male to female first yenr entrants and prima~y und post-graduate degree
holders in 1979-80 (No. of males per f~nale)

First Year Primary Post-graduate
Entrants Degrees Degrees

1980 1979 1979

Arts .588 (1618) .663 (1137) 1.352 (88)
Social Science .432 (95) .114 (88) 1.000 (4)
Commerce (incl. Econ. and Soc.

Studies) 1.958 (269) 2.371 (210) 19.500 (4)
Law 1.392 (112) 2.033 (90) 2.800 (5)
Science 1.058 (462) 1.357 (300) 2.655 (29)
Engineering 8.935 (62) 18.233 (30) 27.667 (3)
Medicine/Dentistry 1.095 (241) 2.163 (166) 2.750 (4)
Vet./Agr./Forestry 4.239 (46) 6.522 (23) 41.000 (I)

Source: HEA, Accounts and Student Statistics, 1979-80.

A highly sex differentiated course structure exists within the University
system. Male dominated faculties such as Engineering and Architecture show
a 9 to I male/female ratio at undergraduate level, and a 28 to 1 ratio at a
post-graduate level. Veterinary and Agricultural Science are slightly less male
dominated at undergraduate level, but at graduate level there are still 41
males to 1 female amongst the students. Economics Commerce and Law have
a significantly less male emphasis at 1½ or 2 to I. But while Law retains this
position at the graduate level, Commerce is still dominantly male, at 20 to 1,
at higher degree level. Science, Medicine, and Dentistr3, have the least male
emphasis at the undergraduate level and have become increasingly less so
over the past few years, but at graduate level the situation is still male selective
at the ratioof2 or 3 to 1 in 1979.

Only the traditional Arts subjects and Social Science -- predominantly
Social Work -- show a consistent female bias at the undergraduate level with
about one male to ever3, two female undergraduates. Even here, horn, ever, at
the graduate level the situation is reversed, with females being sigpificantly
under-represented.

However, the extent of sex differentiation has substantially declined over
the past decade, particularly in the past 5 years, as can be seen by comparing
the above figures with those for 1976/77 in Appendix 3, Table 3.1. While the
situation in Arts and Social Science has remained relatively static there has
been a substantial increase in female undergraduate participation! in Engi-
neering, Agriculture/Veterinar3,, Medicine, Law, Science and Commerce. At
graduate level, however, sex differences are still as pronounced as in the
mid-1970s.
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This clear sex bias by faculty or training course or job is unlikely to be due
exclusively to second-level school channeling �ffects on subjcct choice, or on
examination performance and, therefore, to essentially cducational or curric-
ular constraints imposed by the second-level school system. While it may well
be that a suitable balance of entry subjects and examination performances
was not achieved by girls for the applied Science and Commerce faculties, for
instance, wc cannot assume that the relatively, low take-up of those subjccts
by girls is due mainly to their lack of provision. The lack of provision by
schools may reflect only biased historical patterns of choice by girls. Given
very high "points" requirements for entry to Mcdicine -- where the uptake is
roughly evenly balanced between the sexes -- sex differences in second-level
performance certainly cannot be an important discriminator.

It appears likely, therefore, that such sex biases occur also at a much more
"individualistic" level; in the choices and proclivities of individual students..
Occupational aspirations and marriage or career plans are highly sex differ-
entiated even amongst those who go on to third level. Girls are not only less
likely to go on for third-level education, but, even when the’/do, they choose
options that are traditionally associati:d with female achievcmem models --
teaching, medical and paramedical, social work, administrative options. The
proccss by which this high dcgrec of sex diffcremiatcd educational and
occupational allocation occurs appears, tl~crefore, to be highly institutionalised
-- both in the bchaviour of educational institutions and in the attitudes,
aspirations and expectations of individuals.

In the following section wc examine the degree of sex differentiation in the
labour market, that is, the extent to which it is scgcmcnted by basically
"male" or basically "female" occupational boundaries: a non-competitive
market in whicb males mainly compete with ma)es and females with females,
but also one which is quite restrictive ofcarcer mobility for womcn.

However, the traditional patterning of mate and female roles may not be as
so$idly established as the current pattern of roles may suggest, particularly the
conventional pattern of movement from the labour market on .marriage. As
wc have seen this pattern has shown significant interruptions in recent years
-- particularly amongst younger women. In the final section of this chapter
we, therefore, examine the extent to which girls and boy’s in their final year of
second level schooling share these traditional expectations.

(v) Sex Segregation in the Labour Market
As we have seen, then, the pattern of further educational and occupational

entry for girls is substantially different from that of boys. Girls are far more
likely to stay on in second-level education to completion -- boys to drop out
earlier. As a result, boys (at 14%) on average have slightly higher levels of
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unemployment than girls (11%) in the },ear subsequent to leaving school
although there is no significant difference between the sexes when level of
education is controlled. The important variable is level ofeducation achieved,
not sex. Almost 30 per cent of those school leavers with no educational
certificate are unemployed, compared to around 8 per cent of those with a
Leaving Certificate. So, because significantly fewer girls leave school early,
fewer remain unemployed (NMS Survey, 1981).

Table 3.13: Employment status of school leavers one year subsequent to completing their second-
level education, by level of education

Pre Group Cert. With Group
(Left without Cert. or With Leaoing

any Educ. Intermediate Cert.
Quals.) Cert.

M     F M     F M     F

Total

M F

per cent        per cent        per cent        per cent
I) Employed 68.1 63.4 77.7 71.4 46.7 58.5 60.8 61.6
2) Unemployed or

seeking first job 29.7 29.0 17.5 13.4 8.6 8.0 14.3 I 1.0
3) Third-level student

or further training 0 0 2.4 12.5 43.8 31.4 23.3 24.8
4) Other 2.2 7.5 2.4 2.7 0.9 2.1 1.6 2.6

% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Total No. 138 93 417 224 580 752 1136 106

Source: NMS -- School Lenvers Suroey, 1981.

Substantially more girls, therefore, complete second-level educ~ition. Of
those far more also enter employment on completing their education, or take
up short worker training courses -- mainly for office work; and far fewer
remain unemployed. Whether their more prolonged and more academic
education results from greater demand for female clerical labour and conse-
quent adjustment of the school system to meet that demand, there is ~o doubt

that the increasing levels ofeducation ofgirls in the late 1960s and early 1970s
coincided with an equivalent rapid growth in white collar employment in
Industry, Services and the Public Service (see Rottman and Hannan el al.,
1982). Up to the early 1980s, in fact, it appears that labour market demand
and educational system supply is more evenly matched for girls than for boys.
Supply, however, appears to be more generous for girls than for IJgys, i.e.,
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unfilled places in vocational sciaools and the very rapid expansion of girls

secondary schools’ places. Although interesting, these questions will have to
await further research, however. What is important here is the extent and
nature of the educatimlal difference, as well as the differential paths of labour
market entry.

The extent of labour market segmentation amongst young workers is clearly
indicated in the following figure taken from the 1971 Census. The distribution
of young (20-24) females is substantially different from that of males. Almost
two-thirds of young female workers (20-24) enter or are employed in non-

manual or white collar occupations -- the great majority in clerical capacities,
usually in ones that do not have extended career possibilities. A further 14 to
15 per cent are employed as service workers -- shop or counter assistants,
etc., of various kinds. Of all younger female workers, therefore, over three out
of four are employed in non-manual or service employment. This is true,
however, of only one in three younger male workers. Younger men are much
more concentrated in manual or farm employment (63%), particularly skilled
manual work (27%); and, ifnon-manual, are much more likely to be employed
in professional, technical and trainee managerial positions. A very high
proportion of young women, therefore, are employed in non-career line junior

Table 3.14: Some selected characteristics of the occupations held by gainfully occupied young (aged
20-24) and middle aged (40-44) female and male workers in 1971. Percentage in selected socio-

economic groups

By Socio-Economic Group Aged 20-24 Aged 40-44
Females Males Females    Males

per cent per cent
Higher Professionals                          2 2 8 4
Lower Professionals 14* 4 15* 3
Employers, Managers, Salaried
Employees 0.4 3 4 9
Intermediate non-manual 46 17 29 9
Other non-manual (Sen,ice workers etc.) 15 9 17 I I
Skilled Manual 5 27 4 18
Other Manual 16 19 15 15
Agricultural 2 18 8 32

Total % 100 100 100 100
No. 68,408 97,800 14,693 74,507

Source: Census of Population of Ireland, 197 I, Volume V. Table 6 and Table I B.
*Mostly nurses, teachers etc.

D
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non-manual positions, or as professionals -- such as teachers arid nurses --

they have limited career opportunities.
In fact, 71 per cent of all young working women (20-24) are in, occupations

where over two-thirds of their age peers are women -- a very clear female
segmentation of the labour force, (Kreckel, 1980). A high degree of occupa-
tional differentiation by sex, therefore, occurs in the Irish economy. This is
not an unexpected finding given the very high degree of sex differentiation
found in almost all western societies which have been industrialised for a
much longer time period than Ireland (Gross, 1967; Oppenheim, 1970;
Fogarty et al, 197 h Williams, 1976)

However, it should not be taken from this that women, on entering the
labour market, are seriously discriminated against in terms of unemployment
levels, initial income levels or the quality of first job entered. In fact, in all of
these respects young women, by and large, do better than young men: a
substantially higher proportion of young men enter the labour’ market with
poor educational or training qualifications, a higher proportion r~main unem-
ployed and a much higher proportion find employment in routine manual
work -- with significantly poorer conditions of work, very poor promotion
prospects and poorer income levels.

A special tabulation of the 1981 NMS School Leavers Survey was carried out
relating the status of current occupation ofschoo] leavers to level ofeducation
achieved. As we can see from the following table, taken from these results,

Table 3.15: Of those in employment, level of occupation achieved in one year after leaving school
(198l) by level of education achieved in school

Stage at which pupil completed edu(ation

Level of Occupation achieved Before or at Inter Cert Leaving Cert
Group Cert Level Level Level
Male Female Male Female ’Male Female

per cent    per cent    per cent per cent ,Oer cent per cent
(1) Upper Non-Manual

(1-3): 0.5 1.2 2.1 3.5 16.0 17.8
(2) LowerNon-Manual

(4-5): 12.8 40.2 23.5 70.7 42.8 73.0
(3) Skilled Manual (6): 48.5 4.9 51.7 6.4 20.6 1.7
(4) Semi-and Unskilled

Manual (7~3): 38.2 53.7 22.3 20.4 21.1 7.8
Total % 100 100 100 100 i]00 100

No. 196 82 238 142 276 460

Source: NMS School Leavers Survey 1981.                             ’]
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a very clear sex distinction occurs in occupational placement at all levels of
education achieved. At Group Cert. level or lower, around 90 per cent ofboys
but less than 60 per cent of girls are in manual or service occupations. Even
with such low [evels of education, over 40 per cent of girls are in junior
secretarial/clerical positions. At. Inter Cert. level around three out of four girls
are in such non-manual occupations, compared to around one in four boys.
While at Leaving Cert. level over 90 per cent ofgirls’compared to less than 60
per cent boys got non-manual jobs. At this stage of the educational and work
process with around 80 per cent of the cohort in employment, girls are clearly
advantaged: being concentrated in generally better paid non-manual occu-
pations, and they are also advantaged, as we have seen, in overall unemploy-
metat levels.

In conclusion, therefore, girls’ initial entry point to the Irish labour market
is generally better placed than that for boys -- at least as judged from those
who enter directly from second-level education. Although their future earning
and career prospects are not nearly as good as that for men, in general, young
women who enter the labour market directly from second-level education start
their work life with more prestigious and generally better paid positions than
young men. These positions, however, have very short promotion ladders.

Most clerical positions have only two or at most three career grades and do
not generally provide access to managerial positions. And, taking all female
workers as a group, their average wage or salary levels are substantially below
those of the closest comparable male occupations (Blackwell, 1983). The
initial female advantage on entry to the labour market is very quickly eroded
as males complete their apprenticeship and enter, or are promoted, to positions
that are much better rewarded. And of that proportion of the cohort who go
on for further training beyond second level, a clear and immediate advantage
of males is obvious, a higher proportion of boys go on to University or
Technical College and are prepared for entry to professional, technical and
managerial positions in the economy, while girls disproportionately enter, and
are trained for, professional positions like nurses or teachers, which have more
limited income and career opportunities. Given that their average level of
education is higher-- with almost 70 per cent of girls completing second-level
education, compared to around 50 per cent for boys -- this initial advantage
appears to be relatively quickly eroded. This clearly raises the question ofsex
differences, in expected and actual roles in the economy and in the family, and
the extent to which the traditional division of labour is incorporated into the
attitudes and expectations of young women and men about to complete their
second-level education.

Given the substantial changes in the educational and occupational position
of women that has been described, as well as the significant increases in the
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percentage of young "dual-career" (work-family) married women, one would
expect that young women in second-level schools at the present time would
have significantly different aspirations about the future pattern of their spousal
and work roles than had their elders. This c uestion is explored in Jetail in the
next section.

(vi) Cultural Differences
lfsex differences in familial and occupatioual careers have been so marked

in Ireland, and for such a long time period, it is likely that a very sex
differentiated system of beliefs, values and expectations about appropriate
gender roles is widely shared in the society; and that most young boys and
girls are being socialised by parents, peer groups and teachers, etc., into rather
traditional adult role expectations. It is apparent in studies of familial inter-
action in Ireland (Hannah and Katsiaouni, 1977; O’Connor, 1980) that
although there has been a significant shift fi’om the traditional segregated and
patriarchical role system within the family, that change has been toward a
still highly differential system which maintains the traditional distinction
between the "male provider" role and female "homemaker" role. As we have
seen the extent of"dual career" families is vet7 limited in Ireland’: at most, 15
per cent of all married women have full or part-time employment outside the
home, although the proportion of younger married women is substantially
higher. ]’here have been, however, significant indications of some dissatisfac-
tion with the traditional familial model. Almost a quarter of the non-working
married women in Walsh and O’Toole’s (1973) study had some intention to
return to the labour force, and the higher the level of education the greater the
participation in the labour force, and the greater the intention to return to it
after childrearing was completed. Between 40 and 50 per cent of married
women with university or professional-technical qualifications were working
(full or part-time) i compared to an average rate of 15 per cent. And, of
those not working, about halfofthe most fiighly educated thoughl it probable
they would return to work. In the sample of Leaving Cert. pupils in this study
roughly 20 per cent of the mothers of pnpils were working full or part-time.
We do not know tbe attitudes of those not working but, given the extent of
economic and social change over the 1970s, one would at least expect the 1973
resuhs to have remained constant.

One would, therefore, expect thai the majority of fema]e students in
second-level schools, although with significantly less traditional expectations
than the actual occupational positions oftheir mothers suggest, would still not
be aiming at a full-time career in the labour market; the majority seeing career
and parenthood as mutually exclusive options for women. In the following
two tables we give the resuhs of interviews with a large national sample of



Table 3.16: Sex differences in marriage expectations, and in aspirations to combine work with marriage and childrearing (Leaving Cert.
Sample, 1981)

Percentage Eapected

eapecting to median age

tnaro, of nwrriage

Expectations about combining work, marriage and childrenring roles,
on marrige and birth of child

(i) Would give up
job to mind

children on a full
time basis

(ii) Would combine
part-time working

with minding children
while spouse worked

fall time

(iii) Would continue
to zvork full time

while spouse zoould
give up work to mind

children fall time

Percept’ions o f future

spouse’s expectations

"’You would give up
work (full time or
part-time) while

spouse would work
full time or part-

time?"

r~

o

Z

2.,
m

per cent }:ears per cent per cent per ceat per cent
Girls 97.0 25.0 50. I 40.0 0.2 92.0

(N=2015)

Boys 96.0 25.9 2.9 5.9 63.6 12.0
(N=1715)
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girls and boys in their Leaving Cert. year in the sampled schools in 1981. The
first table indicates the sex differences in expectations about combining work
and marriage; the second indicating expectations about level and type of
occupational aspiration.

A marked sex differentiated pattern emerges. Marriag’e expectations are
almost universal -- although expected age of marriage for girls is significantly
higher than expected. About two-thirds of the boys but only half of the: girls
have completely conventional views about the male provider" and "female
homemaker" roles. A further 40 per cent of girls, however, aspire to combine
part-time work with full time home-making/parenting duties. Less than 10
per cent ofgirls aspire to "a dual career family" model, but almost 20 per cent
of boys said they would aspire to a non-traditional spousal-occupational role,
agreeing to work part-time, for instance, to look after children.

Table 3.17: Level and type of educational and occupational aspirations of Leaving Cert. pupils
in sample, 1981

Level of educational
aspirations

Level of occupational
aspirations

Type of occupational
aspirations

Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage
aspiring to with no aspiring to aspiring to aspiring to aspiring to
university aspirations professional Intermediate jobs that jobs

beyond occupations Non-manual require that are
Leaving (i.e., mostly Higher predominantly

Certificate clericaO jobs Maths female in
composition

Boys 43.5 33.4 35.3 6.6 13.0 17.2
(N=1844)

Girls 27.1 40.9 9.4 23.8 1.4 74.6
(N=2083)

The predominant pattern however is clearly traditional. Given these sex
differences it is not surprising to find that very pronounced gender differences
in occupational aspirations occur. Marked sex differences exist ill tile level
and type of educational and occupational goals. Boys are 50 per’ cent more
likely than girls to aspire to University and four times more likely ,to aspire to
professional occcupations. Girls’ aspirations tend to be much more limited to

lower professional (teaching and nursing) occupations or to clerical occupa-
tions; as well as to jobs tbat are predominantly staffed by women~ The clear
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labour market segmentation is being almost exactly reproduced in these girls’
expectations. Around three-quarters of girls in the Leaving Cert. sample aspire
to female dominated jobs,~ compared to around one in six boys. Boys also are
far more likely to aspire to jobs that actually require Higher Maths as an entry
requirement (mostly Engineering) and to jobs that are technical-scientific in
their characteristics.

In other words, despite the very obvious shift in the level of participation of
women in the labour force and some significant shifts in their educational
"preparation" for the labour market there is an extremely clear cut sex bias
in occupational goals and expectations. In terms of level and type of their
educational and occupational goals girls’ orientations arc directed toward
traditional occupational outlets, the great majority aiming at the very tradi-
tional clerical and "caring" occupations (teaching and nursing).

Given these marked sex differences in both the saliency and level of occu-
pational goals, and the significantly greater emphasis on familial/domestic
responsibilities amongst girls, one would expect suhstantial differences in the
perceived function ofsecond-level education as well as in the perception ofthe
utility of different subjects and subject packages amongst boys and girls. This
question, however, will not he explored until Chapter 9.

Marked differences, however, exist amongst girls themselves in these
respects: 10 per cent have very "liberated" views of the relationship of
marriage and work, 40 per cent have views which emphasise the continuing
saliency of, at least, part-time work. Nevertheless, the orthodox view of
married women’s responsibilities still prevails and it constitutes the expecta-
tions of the majority.

As has been found in most research (Bayer, 1969; Aneshensel and Rosen,
1980) variations in such career-marriage expectations are significantly related
to type and level ofeducatlonal and occupational aspiration and, therefore, to
subject choice. These relationships will be explored in detail in later chapters,
particularly Chapter 9. What is important here is to emphaslse the tradition-
ality of the majority of girls’ aspirations, and the very clear distinction between
these and boys’ expectations. But also to point out the significant minority of
girls who have non-traditional expectations about work and family roles: over
a third of the Leaving Cert. girls expect to combine at least part-time work

t~Female dominated occupations are those where over 65 per cent of workers, aged 20-24, in the
occupation were female in 1971: (I) Leather and Textile IVorkers: Boot and Shoe Makers (factory); Spinners
etc.; Knitting, Hoisery machine Operators; Tailors and Dressmakers, Sewers and Machinists. (2) Fond~
Beverage and Tobacco Workers: Makers of Tobacco Products. (3) Storekeepers, Pozkers and Bottlers: Packers and
Bottlers. (4) Clerical IVorktrs: Typists and Clerks. (5) Service Workers: Housekeepers and School Matrons,
Waiters and Waitresses, Maids and Related Workers, Barbers and Hairdressers, Hospital and Ward
Attendants. (6) Professional and Technical Workers: Religious, Teachers, Nurses, "Other Medical Workers"
(excluding Doctors, etc.). Calculated from Table 5 of the Census of Population, 1971, Volume V.
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with marriage and childrearing duties, oue in four to non-female or non-
stereotyped jobs, and one in ten to professional-technical occupations, etc.

Conclusions

The naive assumption that girls’ education has directly deleterious effects
on job opportunities -- in levels of unemployment, and in the status of, and
income from employment -- immediately on leaving school is not supported
by this research. In fact, post-school unemployment rates are lower amongst
girls, primarily because a higher proportion of girls complete second-level
education. Unemployment rates are 3-4 times greater anaongst those leaving
school before the completion of the junior cycle than those completing the
senior cycle, and girls are 50 per cent more likcly to complete the senior cycle.
As a reflection of their generally higher levels of education, as well as because
of differences in labour market demand, a much higher proportion of girls
who enter the labour market immediately on leaving school get non-manual
jobs which, in terms of their status and income, receive, on average, higher
rewards than equivalent boys.

However, this initial advantage is quickly eroded. Boys initial wage rates
are disproportionately reduced by their high proportion in apprenticeships
-- where starting wage levels are very low -- and their greater propensity to
start off in lower level employments which, however, allow for greater wage
and career mobility. So that although initial entD, earnings are hig!~er for girls
overall wage levels for female labour varies between two-thirds: and three-
quarters of that for male labour in comparable employment. (See Blackwell,
1983).

Both manufacturing and service employment for young women (15-24) has
shown a disproportionate decline over the past decade -- in textili~s, personal
and other service occupations. But there has been a compensating dispropor-
tionate expansion in lower non-mauual employment for women;: in clerical-
secretarial, semi-professional, and commercial occupations (see Table 3.18
and Appendix 10, Table 4). From our point ofview, therefore, girls’ education
has adapted to labour market demand changes more successfully than has
boys’ education over the past decade. Given shifts in labour market demand
there is, in fact, a much higher degree ofstructural misfit betwcen educational
output and work availability for boys than for girls. This, however, relates
only to those 70 to 75 per cent of pupils who enter the labour market directly
from second-level education.

Ahhough this is so, however, the jobs taken up by girls are very highly sex
segregated, with almost 70 per cent of girls entering job categories that are
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dominantly female in workforce composition: secretarial-clerical, teaching,
paramedical, certain types of service employment, etc. In addition to this
labour market segregation, up to 70 per cent of young women retire from the
labour force on marriage or on the birth of the first child. This pattern of
generally segregated schooling, segregated occupational induction, and early
withdrawal from paid employment on marriage has become highly institu-
tionalised in h’ish educational and occupational placement practice, as well
as in the anticipator’:, socialisation ofgir[s into this pattern.

The main character of this i)ath of movement from schooling into the
workforce, and from work to family responsibilities, has changed substantially
for young women over the past two decades, however. There has been a very
significant contraction in employment in the production and service sectors of
the economy: in agriculture, in some sectors of industry and in some services
-- particularly personal sen, ices. But there has been a compensating growth
in commercial, professional and semi-professional employment as well as in
public administration. Those white collar jobs expanded demand for female
labour: clerical-secretarial or semi-professional jobs like teaching or nursing,
etc. (see Table 3.18 below). Relative to males the decline in employment for
females in production has been lower and the expansion in the opportunities
in lower white collar employment has been much greater.

Table 3.18: Some broad occupational characteristics of ),oung (15-24) male and female workers

1961-1979

Year Percentage
Point Change

1961 1971 1975 1979 1961-1979

Broad Occupational Group F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M.
F. M.

% % % % % % % % %
(I) Agrieuhure + All

Producers +
L,3bourers: 29

(2) Transport: 6
(3) Commerce: 14
(4) Service: 22
(5) Clerical: 20
(6) Professional/

Technical:
(7) Other:

68 24 64 21 62 20 60 -9 -8
9 6 8 6 8 4 7 -2 -2
9 13 9 12 9 13 II -I +2
3 15 4 10 4 13 4 -7 +1
5 31 7 37 7 35 7 +15 +2

9 3 I I 5 14 6 14 6 +5 +3
I 4 0.5 3 -- 5 I 4

percent 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Total

No. (000) 118.0 156.7129.9 169.7129.7162.6 142.6 185.1

Sources: Tables IA and I B, Census of Population, VoI.,V, 1961, 1971; Labour Force
Survey 1979.
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In addition to this increasing demand for female labour and the general
upgrading of the status of female jobs -- from semi-skilled manual jobs in
industry and personal service employment, etc., to lower non-manual employ-
ment -- the participation rate of young married women in employment has
also increased markedly, doubling in the 1971/79 period. This no doubt
reflects underlying cultural and economic changes. The combined effects of
rapid industrialisation, urbanisation, substantial increases in the level of
education of younger women, increasing marriage rates and declining mar-
riage ages, declining fertility and age ofcompletion ofchildbearing and so on,
has substantially altered the economic, social and cultural environment in
which young women construct their work, courtship and family and commu-
nity roles.

Despite these rapid changes, however, it appears that girls’ second-level
schooling has more successfully adapted to this rapid labour market changes
than has boys’ education -- at least, as indexed by initial job placement
figures. Fewer girls remain unemployed after the first year of working life, and
they are relatively better positioned -- in terms ofstatus and income level --
in their first job.

From a policy point of view, therefore, the issue is not one of under-
achievement in terms ofgeneral educational level or initial job placement but
the very high degree of sex differentiation in education and in job placement
with very limited promotion or career prospects in the jobs entered by young
women; as well as the very low proportion of high achieving girls who aspire
to, or enter, training for professional, technical, and managerial positions in
the society at large. The issue of the technological vulnerability of" office --
clerical or service employment, where young female employment is over-
concentrated, is also crucial.                                       .:

Males, therefore, are both more likely to enter unskilled and semi-skilled
manual jobs, and more likely to become unemployed. But they are also far
more likely to become qualified as skilled manual workers and to take up jobs
leading to careers in management, professional, technical and senior admin-
istrative positions. Although women, therefore, are less likely to become
unemployed or to enter low-paid manual employment they are almost com-
pletely absent from craft or skilled manual jobs as well as from senior positions
in the labour market.This pattern is not apparently due to their restricted or
interrupted careers but to their different entry points to the labour force, to
their preceding educational history, and to a very high degree ofsex segregation
in the market itself. Class differences in educational and job opportunities are
wider among boys than among girls, since fewer young women are found at
the extremes: pre-Group Cert. school leaving, and unskilled manual employ-
ment or unemployment, on the one hand, and in appropriate third-level
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education and higher professional or managerial employment, oil the other.
The details of tile differential educational history of boys and girls in

second-level schools is analysed in detail in tile following 5 chapters. In
Chapter 9 we return to pupils own attitudes and aspirations and their
relationships to choice of subjects.



CHAPTER 4

The Organisation and Differentiation of Post-Primary Education in Ireland

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the system of post-primary
education in Ireland, as well as an historical overview ofsex differences in the
type of education received in secondary, community and vocational schools.
We first provide a brief description of the ownership, managerial structure
and main social characteristics of pupils in the different post-primary schools
(see Coolahan, 1981; Tussing, 1978). For those unfamiliar with the system,
this provides a general overview of the organisational context within which
differential curricular provision and subject choice occurs. Secondly, we
describe the nature and extent of recent changes in curricular provision in
secondary and vocational schools.

Post-primary schools are mainly single sex, although most of the newer
schools are coeducational. Even in coed schools, however, substantial sex
differences in curricular provision and subject take-up occur, particularly in
vocational schools. The extent to which such sex diffizrences in subject provi-
sion and take-up occur in Irish secondaW and vocational schools is explored
in this chapter, as well as the extent of change that has occurred in these
respects over the past few decades,

The Organisation of Post-Primary Schools

Second-level education in Ireland is of three main types: secondary, voca-
tional and community/comprehensive. Each has its own distinctive character,
and the Department of Education, which holds overall responsibility for the
planning, financing and regulation of education in Ireland, has a different
relationship with each type of school, lu 1980-81 there were 818 second-level
schools, 524 secondary schools, 3 secondary tops, 946 vocational schools and
49 comprehensive or community schools. Seventy per cent of all second level
pupils were in secondary schools, 21 per cent in vocational schools and 9 per
cent in community-comprehensive schools.

Virtually all pupils experience some form of second-level education, as
school attendance is compulsory until the age of 15. Most pupils transfer from

80
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primary level at 12 or 13 years ofage. The full second-level course is normally
of five years’ duration and terminates with the Leaving Certificate examin-
ation, which tests two years ofsenior cycle stud),. The junior cycle is a three-
year course of study leading to tile Intermediate Certificate examination. Both
these examinations may be taken in a wide range of subjects -- academic,
technical and artistic. The Group Certificate examination may be taken after
two, or sometimes three, years of second-level studies: its syllabi constitute a
subset of Intermediate Certificate subjects, but its emphasis is mainly
practical.

The existence of two junior cycle examinations with differing emphases is
a heritage ofdifferentiation over many decades between mainly academic and
mainly practical education, each of which was catered for in a separate sector:
private secondary schools developed rather like grammar schools or gymnasia;
the public vocational schools specialised in trades, agricultural, domestic and
secretarial training. The Intermediate and Leaving Certificate examinations
were developed for the secondary sector, and the Group Certificate for the
vocational sector. Until the mid-1960s the two ),ear Group Certificate course
was the terminal examination for almost all full time vocational school pupils.
The course of study was not integrated with that of the Intermediate or
Leaving Certificate curricula.

Vocational schools were the only "free" schools up to 1967 recruiting pupils
mainly from small farm or working class origins, or those of lower academic
ability who were seen by their parents as unsuited for the academic curricula
of the secondary schools. This bipartite system of education -- the academic
and mainly middle class secondary schools and the technical and generally
working class nature of the vocational school -- was more obvious up to the
mid-1960s when a relatively low proportion of the cohort went on to post-
primary schools and thus curricula and student body were quite distinctive.

I n the last fifteen years, bowever, a number of policies were directed towards
overcoming this duality: the extension of free second-level education to all, the
development of a more comprehensive curriculum, the integration of the
Group, Intermediate and Leaving Certificate curricula and, fina)ly, the devel-
opment of the new comprehensive schools. These policies have been promoted
in three ways: first, vocational schools were permitted to offer the Intermediate
and Leaving Certificate examinations, whose curricula were substantially
revised to accommodate technical and practical subjects. Secondly, in 1967
fi’ee second-level education was introduced. Thirdly, a new type of school was
introduced, which would offer the full range of subjects and examinations in
a single centre: this is the "comprehensive" or later, the "community" school;
originally intended, from its inception in 1963, to be the model for most new
second-level schools. Most of these new schools, however, were set up in newly
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expanding urban areas. In the older communities with established schools a
sustained attempt was made in the late 1960s and early 1970s to persuade
smaller schools to amalgamate to form a new community school or to co-
operate in providing a fully comprehensive curriculum to ever3, community.
This latter policy, however, had limited success and has not been pursued
actively in the last decade.

(i) Size and Managerial Charactristics of the Three Sectors
Much of the difficulty in effecting structural changes in the post-primary

education system lies in the diversity of the system, or systems. Secondary,
vocational and comprehensive or community schools are organised quite
independently ofone another, except in so far as they are.jointly regulated by
the Department of Education.

The Secondary School Sector
Secondary schools have their origins in tile late 18th and early 19th century:

they developed as "voluntary" schools, privately or corporately owned. Until
the early 1960s they were minimally financed by the state. They may now be
almost totally state-financed, but they remain "private" ill that buildings and
land remain the property of those who operate the schools. A striking feature
of the secondary sector is its denominational character. About 88 per cent are
owned and controlled by Catholic religious institutes (nuns, brothers and
priests); 6 per cent belong to other religious denominations, mostly the Church
of Ireland; the remaining 6 per cent are owned either privately or corporately
by lay Catholics. Of the schools run by Catholic religious institutes, 280 are
owned and controlled by teaching sisters, 122 by teaching brothers and 65 by
priests.

These figures, however, give little indication of the range in size of these
religious orders and congregations, Among the schools run by nuns (over half
the total number), the largest congregation (Mercy) alone -- although com-
posed of several independent units I controls about one-fifth of all secondary
schools. The largest congregation of brothers (Christian Brothers) controls
about 15 per cent of the total. The three largest teaching congregations
(including Presentation) combined own about 45 per cent of all secondary
schools. Yet there are 35 congregations of nuns and seven of brothers. Among
priests, a distinction should be drawn between religious order priests -- of
whom there are 18 orders owning 34 schools -- and diocesan priests, who
operate the 31 boys’ diocesan schoels. Of a total of 60 men’s and women’s
congregations, owning or managing : econd-level schools, 37 control only one
or two schools each.

While religious-run schools constitute the great majority of secondary
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schools, the number of religious teaching staff has been declining steadily,
nuns constituting a much higher proportion of female teachers than do priests
and brothers ofmale teachers.

The proportion of religious teachers has declined from 60 per cent of the
total in 1942, to 34 per cent in 1971. In 1971 the overall teaching force was
three times as large as that of 1942 (O Buachalla, 1980). Tussing (1978)
estimated that by 1986 only about 20 per cent ofteachers in secondary schools
would be religious (p. 61). But even by 1978-79 the ratio of religious to lay
(incremental) teachers in seconda~, schools was down to 20 per cent)s

In our own sample of secondary schools the religious as a percentage of all
incremental teachers in 1981 was only 16 per cent -- 20 in girls’ schools and
13 in boys’. Even if we include non-incre_mental teachers the overall percentage
only reaches 18.

"Fable 4. I: Percentage of permanent and non-permanent teachers who are religious in secondary,
vocational and community schools

Secondary Schools Vocational Schools Comp./Gommunity Schools
permanent Non- Non- Non-

PermanentPtrala~nt
Permanent Permanent(Incremental) Incremental

Teachers TeachersTeachers Teachers Teachers Teachers

Male Teachers 12.6 45.5 1.2 63.2 3.2 44.4
Female Teachers 19.6 26. I 2.0 15.8 9.4 I I. I
All Teachers 16. I 32.4 1.5 44.2 6.2 22.2

Total No. of
Teachers 1431 204 548 95 421 27

In vocational schools religious are down to less than 2 per cent of all
permanent full-time teachers and in community schools to 6 per cent.
Obviously the very rapid increase in pupil/teacher numbers has led to a faster
erosion of the prominence of religious in the teaching body than had been
anticipated, though not of their dominance in principalships.

Congregations are involved in education to serve a wide range of religious,
social and educational objectives. These orientations became a significant
factor when in 1967 secondary schools were called upon to decide whether
they would continue to charge fees, or whether they would take part in the
state Free Education Scheme. This provided schools with an equivalent
amount in direct state grants to what had been raised by schools in the lower
fees range. Roughly 10 per cent of Catholic religious and lay schools are not

;SDue primarily to a much greater increase in the population of pupils and teachers in secondary schools
than had been estimated by Tussing (1978). Source: Statistical Report, 1978-79. By the school )’ear 1980-81
the percenlage was reduced to 18, (Statistical Report, 1980-81, p. 66).
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in the Scheme. These are usually distinguished by the particular educational
philosophy and social group orientation of the religious order -- they are
mainly highly academic and cater primarily for upper middle class pupils.
But a number of religious orders like the Christian Brothers or the Presentation
order, which were primarily established for the education of the poor, maintain
a small number of private fee-paying schools. A separate grant scheme is
available for the 23 schools of Protestant denominations, all ofwhich remain
fee-paying. Here fees are charged (sometimes quite substantial fees), but state
funding is used to provide scholarships for those from lower income
backgrounds,                                                 j’

Principals and managers ofsecondary schools (often the same person) have
the power of appointment of teaching staff: Some schools -- among, them the
Protestant schools -- have a Board of Governors or Board of Management, in
whom overall responsibility for the school is vested. The religious order or
Board normally appoints tile Principal, who runs the school in trust for the
religious order or the Board, members ofwhich do not intervene in day-to-day
administration. With a few exceptions almost all Principals ofreligious owned
schools are themselves religious.

The Vocational Sector
The Vocational Education Act of 1930 consolidated the various pre-existing

schemes for technical instruction into one system and established a new
scheme for practical "continuation education" for young people between the
ages of 14 and 16. The administration of the system was to lie in local
Vocational Educational Committees of 14 members~ up to eight of whom were
to be elected members of the local authority -- the others being appointed
From local employers, trade unions, religious and other persons interested in
education (McEIligot, 1966, pp. 104-106; Coolahan, 1981, pp. 96-97). Each
committee is then elected or appointed by the local authority and holds office
for the same period as the elected authority. Once established, however, the
VEC is independent of the local authority.

One of tile main functions of the new scheme was to provide "continuation
education" -- "to continue and supplement education provided in elementary
schools, and includes general and practical training in preparation for employ-
ment in trades, manufacturing, agriculture, commerce and other.industrial
pursuits" (Vocational Education Act, 1930). Vocational education was, there-
fore explicitly geared to providing post-primary education for those not going
to secondary schools. As tile important Departmental Memorandum (V.40,’
1942) put it -- "The immediate purpose of day continuation education, as
organised under the Vocational Education Act, is to prepare boys! and girls
who have to start early in life for the occupations which are open to them".
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These occupations require primarily manual skills, and "continuation courses
have, therefore, a correspondingly practical bias": training for skilled and
semi-skilled manual occupations for boys and in commercial courses and
domestic economy for girls. In both cases the design of the courses was based
on a considered evaluation of tile educational and training needs of young
boys and girls entering the local labour market or the domestic economy. And,
this, in terms of the quite marked sex role division of labour that was current
at the time, posited a quite separate education for boys and girls. Both social
class and sex role distinctions were, therefore, built into the provision of
vocational education from the beginning. And up to 1966 a quite separate
curriculum and examination structure existed for vocational schools -- voca-
tional schools not providing thc non-academic Intermediate and Leaving
Certificate courses. After 1966, however, with the integration of the Group
Certificate and Intermediate Certificate curricula and the provision of these
more extended and more academic courscs, the relative isolation of vocational
schools markedly declined; so that by 1980/81 approximately 85 per cent of
all vocational schools provided a full), integrated junior andsenior cycle

" curriculum. "File curriculum provided, however, as we shall see, is still mark-
edly different from that of the conventional secondary schools’.

There are 38 VECs responsible for a total of 242 vocational schools providing
second-level general education courses, one for each county council area and
one in each of five county boroughs and six towns. The number ofschools for
which each VEC is responsible varies greatly. Dublin city and Cork count),
VECs have by far the largest number, with 21 and 19 schools, respectively.
Cotmty Galway with 16 and Mayo with 13 are the next largest. But over half
tile VECs have responsibility for seven schools or fewer, in some local authority
areas vocational education having a very minor presence -- six providing less
than 15 per cent of second-level education places, for instance. (Statistical
Report, 1980/81, p. 41).

Tile administration of vocational schools is attended to by the Chief Exec-
utive Officer (CEO) of the VEC. The CEO is responsible to the VEC for the
organisation and administration of the scheme and all tile schools within the
jurisdiction. The CEO is appointed by the Local (Authority) Appointments
Commission and must, in addition to administering the schools, ensure that
the VEC, abides by statutory rules in its procedures, appointments and
expenditure. The minutes of all VEC meetings are submitted to the Depart-
ment of Education for information and any necessary action.

The teaching staffof vocational schools is accredited to the relevant VEC,
not to the individual school, and the VEC has the power to transfer teachers,
or to spread their services over more than one school within its jurisdiction.
Principals and vice-principals, however, are appointed to a specific school.
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These appointments are made by a Selection Board of the VEC, on which
Department officials sit for senior appointments.

There is one other form of vocational school for which the VEC is respon-
sible: the Community College. VECs are empowered to appoint a Board of
Management -- a sub-committee of the VEC -- to administer individual
vocational schools; all the Dublin vocational schools, for example, have Boards
of Management. A Community College is a vocational school with a Board of
Management somewhat analogous to that of a community school, and, which
has also a similar orientation with respect to its curriculum and’~to the
utilisation of school facilities by local residents, etc. The Board of Manag:i~ment,
however, unlike that of a community school, is a subcommittee of the VEC
and may be delegated as much power over appointments and expenditure as
the VEC chooses. Its relationship to the Department of Education is, however,
quite different to that of a community school.

The Comprebensive and Community School Sector
The educational objectives and curricula of these two types of school are

very similar. Their differences lie in managerial structure and in their provision
of facilities for community residents, and not in pedagogical orientation. These
schools were conceived of as a means of integrating the provisions of secondary
and vocational schools: but other ideals, such as making more efficient use of
resources, and opening access to the schools to local residents -- by making
them into community and adult education centres--were also implicit in their
educational orientation.

Comprehensive schools were introduced in 1963, and the first four schools
opened in 1966. Eleven more comprehensive schools were sanctioned by 1972
-- some in areas in which there bad never previously been a post-primary
school, such as new suburbs, but others resulted from the amalgamations of
existing schools. After this date no new comprehensives were approved. One
distinguishing feature of a comprehensive school is the composition of its
Board of Management: there are usually three members: (at least) one
nominee of the Bishop of the predominant denomination in the locality, one
nominee of the Department of Education, and one nominee of the VEC.

From 1972 similar schools which were built ab initio, or which amalga.mated,
became "community schools". The Boards of Management of these schools,
it was eventually agreed, would have eleven members:
-- three nominees of the relevant religious congregation (assurance of these

places was given even where there had not previously been a secondary
school in the locality).

-- Three nominees ofthe local VEC.
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-- Two elected parents of children attending the school.
-- Two teachers elected from among the school staff.
-- The Principal who shall be a non-voting member (see Coolahan, 1981, pp.

219-220).
In exchange for a contribution to construction costs, the religious congregation
and the local authority are vested with trusteeship of the school, ownership of
which remains with the Minister for Education. The Board of Management
of a comprehensive or community school makes teacher appointments and
administers the school’s budget. It has much tile same formal fimctions as a
manager in a seconda~, school, but tends to be far more active and powerful.
[t differs from the Board of Management of a VEC’s Community College in
that it is not responsible in turn to any higher authority, other than the
Department, in the execution ofits functions.

Comprehensive and community schools have no formal intermediate bodies
mediating between the individual school and the Department, as have sec-
ondary and vocational schools. Almost all secondary schools are incorporated
within larger, formally organised bodies-- the central authorities of a religious
order; tile Conference of Convent Secondary Schools, the Catholic and the
Irish Headmasters Associations, the Teaching Brothers Association, etc. And
these bodies form into a larger Federation of managerial bodies -- the Joint
Managerial Body. The Irish Vocational Educational Association has a some-
what equivalent function for the vocational system. Both are important as
lobbying and policy development bodies.

Some Comparative Characteristics of the Three School Types:
(i) Curriadar Authority: The different school systems vary widely, thercfore, in
the extent to which they are incorporated within larger hierarchically organ-
ised bodies; and, therefore, the extent to which individual school managements
are free to set or change objectives, and free to reallocate or mobilise resources
to such changing objectives, etc. In the 95 schools sampled, interviews were
carried out .with the Principals, part of which was concerned with her]his
decision-making autonomy. A large number of questions were asked to tap
this dimension: autonomy in deciding on pupil categorisation and class
allocation, adding or dropping subjects from the curriculum, looking for
donations from parents, etc. (See footnote 9, Chapter 6.) For our purposes the
responses to seven of those items formed an almost perfect Guttman Scale
(CR = .92)J6 This scale ranges from 1.0 to 7.0, the larger the score the greater
the degree of autonomy.

L6Cocfliclcnt ol reprodueihifity: this is a measure of Ihe exlent to which the rcspondenl’s scale score is a
prediclor of ;he response pallern. A coeficienl of reproducihilily higher than .9 is generally considered to
indicate a highly reliable scale.
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Table 4.2: Mean (Average) level of decision-making autonomy of principals in 5 different school
types.

Secondary Schools Vocational Community
Boys’ Girls’ Coed Schools Schools Total

Average Score 4.66 5.12 3.93 2.95 2.49 3.88
Standard Deviation 1.47 1.02 1.97 0.94 1.20 1.63
No. of Schools 20 20 17 26 12 95

(p < .05)

The extent of independence or autonomy that secondary school Principals
enjoy is significantly greater than that of vocational or community school
Principals -- only in matters of major expenditure which would require
substantial borrowings or major change or alterations in the order’s priority
or policy, does the Principal have to refer matters to higher authority. The
Principal does not have a Board of Management to which decisions have to be
referred. Only in the case of the Protestant coed schools (mean value for
autonomy of 2.73) does this occur, and in this case the Heads are as constrained
by Boards of Management as are the community schools. Both vocational and
community school Principals are very clearly constrained by the need to refer
many matters, that secondary school Principals regard as minor budgetary or
internal management matters, to the CEO, VEC, or Board of Management
etc. As a result while curricular decision making in Catholic seconda~, schools
is largely a function ofindividual school Principals it is much more constrained
by higher authority in commtlnity, vocational and Protestant schools.

(ii) Social Composition of Schools: The rationalisation of the second-level educa-
tion system which was undertaken in the mid-to-late 1960s attempted to
overcome the educational and social differentiation between secondary and
vocational schools. The success of the Department in promoting comprehen-
sive provisions may be seen fi’om Appendix Table 4.1. Given that the larger
urban areas are well provided with comprehensive facilities -- albeit usually
in different schools -- the result of rationalisation has been: (i) a reduction
from 17 to 5 per cent of catchment areas with boys’ or girls’ only secondary
school provision; (ii) a slight increase -- from 13 to 18 per cent -- of areas
with both boys’ and girls’ single sex secondary school provision; (iii) an
approximate stability, at 23 per cent, of areas with a coed vocational school
and (iv) a significant increase to 10 per cent in comprehensive/community
school provision.
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Ahhough there is now much greateI" mobility between sectors, and much
the same curriculum is taught to both secondary and vocational schools,
vocational schools continue to cater mainly for pupils from working class or
small farm origins and their new entrants have a disproportionate share of
those with educational disabilities. And secondary schools, particularly boys’
secondary schools, are much more middle class and selective in composition.
Comprehensive and community schools were established to cater for both
sexes and to span all variations in social origin and ability levels. But, while
in some areas the comprebensive oz" community school is the only second-level
institution available, in the cities and towns, choice ofschools exists.

In the absence of zoning of schools’ catchment areas by the Department,
the composition of a vocational or community school’s intake depends on its
ability to compete with other schools in the catchment area. If the more able
pupils are being "creamed off" by other schools, the newer community schools
may find that their position is no different from that of many vocational
schools which have traditionally expe~:ienced this kind ofcompetition. Parental
choice is the ultimate arhiter of the success of comprehensive and community
schools to achieve their objectives when there is such competition: while they
must adhere to universality of intake, they must also be able to satis~, parents
that the discipline of the school is satisfactory, that its "ethos" is good, and
that the examination results of the most academically able pupils can rival
those attained in secondary schools. Given that these schools have to fight
against the traditional stereotypes of the vocational school it is often an
unequal competition.

The composition of the intake of sccondazy schools also varies greatly.
Where a secondary school is the only post-primary school in the locality
(provided that it takes part in the Free Education Scheme and thus does not
charge fees), it must cater for all the local demand, and the school’s attributes
will be determined by the class composition of the area it serves. Where more
than one school exists, a differentiation in function can develop, the distinctive
orientations of different religious congregations usually leading to some degree
ofspecialisation, however involuntary, on the part of the schools’ management.
Outside the larger urban areas, however, the usual secondary school distinc-
tion is by sex not class.

To get an accurate idea of the extent of social class differences among school
types we would need detailed intbrmation on the social class backgrounds of
new entrants to these schools, as well as information on earl), leaving rates
and their class distinguishing characteristics. Since we do not possess that
detail in our survey the following two tables give us an approximation. First,
those doing the Intermediate Certificate. As we have seen, they comprise
roughly 75 per cent of the cohort of boys and 85 per cent of the cohort ofgirls
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in 1981 -- some educational and social class selection has, therefore, already
occurred. The figures given below, however, give some indication of the level
ofsocial class distinction involved.

Table 4.3: The class composition of the 3 different school types. Percentage of lnter~ Cert.
pupils frora different class backgrounds

Secondary Vocational Community Total
Social Class of Pupils*

F M F M F M F M

per cent
I Upper Middle 18 32 8 9 13 15 16 25
2 Lower Middle 38 40 22 28 31 33 35 36
3 Upper Working 26 18 31 32 31 27 27 22
4 Lower Working 19 II 39 31 26 26 21 17

Total %    100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No. 2,223 2,015 250 587 282 431 2,755 3,033

*(I) Professionally qualified, managerial or executive positions and farmers with
over 100 acres; (2) Senior supervisor3,, intermediate non-manual workers, and farmers
50-100 acres; (3) Skilled manual workers, and farmers 30-50 acres; (4) Semi- and
unskilled manual workers, and farmers under 30 acres.

(Source: Responses of I n ter. Cert. pupils in 1981 schools survey.)

Two major distinctions are obvious: (a) vocational schools cater mainly for
working class and small (<30 acres) farm pupils. Even given the dispropor-
tionate drop out of pupils from these backgrounds before the Intermediate
Certificate, two out of three of their pupils come from these backgrounds.
Secondary schools are dominantly middle class, particularly for boys; while
the class distribution in the newer community and comprehensive schools is
more balanced. (b) Social class distinctions among schools catering for boys
are more marked than among those catering for girls; boys’ secondary schools
being the most middle class ofall school types.

And corresponding to these social class differences amongst schools are
equivalent differences in the concentration ofeducational and social problems
amongst their pupils. Although based only on the estimates of Principals and
Career Guidance Counsellors in these schools the following estimates indicate
school differences that are similar to those which were made previously by
Swan (1978).

Obviously a much higher proportion of vocational schools have pupils with
educational problems than do secondary schools. Around half of the com-
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Table 4.4: Distribution of Schools by proportion of students who (i) are estimated to have
serious literacy (Lit.) and (ii) numeracy (Num.) problems

91

Estiroated per cent of pupil intake who Secondary Vocational Community
have serious literacy and nuroeracy Schools Schools Schools

problems Lit.    Num: Lit.    Num. Lit.    Num.

percent
I. < 10% 68 66 29 29 17 8
2. 10--15% 9 II 0 4 42 42
3. 15--25% 16 16 42 46 17 25
4.    >25% 7 7 29 21 25 25

Total % 100    100    100    100    100    100
No.    57     57     26     26     12     12

Source: Responses of Principals in 1981 School Surveys. The responses of the
Guidance Counsellors were very similar.

munity school but over two-thirds ofthe vocational school Principals reported

that over 15 per cent of school entrants had serious numeracy and literacy
problems, compared to less than a quarter of secondary school Principals.
Part of the explanation for this is, of course, the varying social class charac-
teristics of the pupil intake in the three school types; but also a strongly held
beliefamongst vocational school Principals, and Guidance Counsellors partic-
ularly, that stiffcompetition exists amongst schools for the more academically
able pupils and that, by and large, they suffer pretty badly from such
"creaming off" practices by others. (See "Fable 4.5.)

Almost all vocational school Principals felt tbere was serious competition
for pupils, and over 6 out of 10 felt that their school suffered badly from other

Table 4.5: Extent of perceived competition and extent to which principals report that other
neighbourhood schools "cream ofjn’ the more able pupils

Seconda{y Schools Vocational Schools Cororounity Schools

I. Percentage who say there is
competition for pupils 28

2. Percentage who say that other
schools "cream off’ the better
pupils:

(i) A good deal 5
(ii) Somewhat I I
(iii) Do not 35

3. Percentage who say they get
the better pupils: 28

96 50

65 17
23 25
4 25

8 0
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schools "creaming off" the more able pupils. At the other extreme, only 1/4
secondar7 school principals felt there was competition and only I/6 felt they
lost out through it. Community schools occupied a middle position in these
respects. Thus the process of educational selection occurring amongst the
different school systems appears to leave the vocational sector with a high
proportion of pupils from working class origins and of pupils with serious
educational disabilities.

The Curricula o f Post-prima(y Schools

The curricula of the three school systems are, within broad limits, set down
by the Department of Education, as indeed is the syllabus for each individual
subject. To be grant-aided by the Department, schools must teach within the
range of subjects recognised. The Department of Education for instance,
provides detailed syllabi for a list ofsubjects which must be offered as part of
a secondary school curriculum. In 1981-82 these were: (i) Irish; (ii) English;
(iii) Histor7 and Geography; (iv) Mathematics; (v) Science, a language other
than Irish and English, Commerce or a subject in the Business Studies group
(senior cycle); (vi) Civics, and (vii) Physical Education (as non-examination
subjects) (Rules and Programmes, 1981-82, p. 13). These obligator7 subjects
have remained unaltered for some considerable time although syllabi have
changed.

In addition, "recognised" junior cycle pupils must follow a recognised
course in the first four of the above particular subjects, and take not less than
two others from a further approved list of 16 recognised subjects,t7 Ifpupils do
not meet these requirements they may not be recognised for purposes of
grant-aiding the school. Since the average pupil takes 8 subjects in the
Intermediate Certificate, however, this regulation allows a very considerable
range ofchoice for school and pupils. The recognised list includes 9 Language
and Literature subjects; Science and Maths; Commerce; 3 ManuaI-T~echnical
subjects; Home Economics, Art and Music; History and Geography. It,
therefore, offers a vet7 wide range of possibilities for school and pupil
specialisation.

At the senior cycle level 31 subjects are recognised and detailed syllabi
provided for them. Here the range of possibilities is far wider than in the
junior cycle since the Department insists only that Irish be taken as a subject
and that 4 other subjects be taken from the list of 30 recognised subjects: 9

17Latin, Greek, Classical Studies, Hebrew, French, German, Spanish, halian, Science (Syllabus A or E),

Home Economics, .Music and Musicianship (A or B), Art, Wo~xlwork, .Metalwork, Xlechani¢91 Drawing,
Commerce.
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Languages; 6 Science-Maths subjects; 4 Economics or Business Studies sub-
jects; 5 Technical or Applied Science subjects; and 4 Home Economics, Art
and Music subjects. Again, since the average student takes only 7 subjects for
the Leaving Certificate, both schools and pupils are allowed very wide ranges
within which they can choose to specialise.

The Group Certificate curriculum bas been integrated with that of the Inter-
mediate Certificate since the mid-1960s. The curriculum is, therefore, designed
to constitute "two-thirds" of an Intermediate Certificate course, which may
be taken after three years. Candidates for the Group Certificate must follow
tbe specified courses in Irish, English, Civics and the practical subjects in one
of the following five groups: General Commerce (3 subjects); Secretarial
Commerce (3 subjects); Home Economics (3 subjects); Manual Training (3
subjects); Rural Science (3 subjects). A range of other general subjects, co-
ordinated with the Intermediate Certificate, may also be taken. The total
number of subjects from which the selection is made is 26 (Rules and Programmes

for the Day l/ocational Certificate Examinations, 1981/82.)
Sex differentiation was officially institutionalised in both vocational and

secondary schools. Secondary school curricula up to 1978, for instance, had
an obligatory component of "Home Economics" in schools for girls (p.13,
Rules and Programmes for Secondary Schools , 1977/78). A separate "Elementary
Maths" course was taught exclusively to girls up to 1969 when the explicitly
sex biased curriculum was terminated. And while Technical Drawing does
not formally require it, many coed schools teach it to emphasise its links to
exclusively male technical subjects -- so effectively excluding girls from it.
But it is in Domestic Science or Home Economics that the clearest sex
diffentiation occurs. From the late 1940s to the late 1960s almost all girls doing
the Leaving Certificate took Domestic Science or the Physiology/Hygiene
course. The subjects concerned related very clearly to the traditionally
accepted domestic and child rearing roles ofwomen, and whicb were formally
institutionalised in courses which were directed only to girls or which were
labelled or promoted in ways that strengthened tbat association.

These formal curricular or syllabus distinctions by sex are most marked in
the vocational school or Group Cert. curriculum. The "groups" of subjects
are clearly separated on the basis of adult sex role work distinctions; the
"Manual" and "Rural Science" group being dominantly male while the
Commerce and Domestic Science subjects are dominantly female. In other
words, the arrangement of the curriculum itself, not to speak of the individual
subject or syllabus boundaries, are clearly sex-role reinforcing.

The following table illustrates the curricular distinctions involved, indicat-
ing the relative provision of different subjects to boys and girls in the 3 different
school types..Judged over all subjects the dominant impression of secondary
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schools is of a relatively homogenous curriculum in Science, Maths, French
and Commerce. Clearly, however, provision is biased toward additional
Languages and the "accomplishment subjects" for girls; while technical
subjects are somewhat more prominent for boys. Since over 80 per cent of
secondary pupils are in single sex schools these curricular distinctions are
clearly determined by school provision differences, decisions taken by the
management of boys’ and girls’ schools.

"Fable 4.6: The percentage of schools of each type providing I0 representative subjects of the
Intermediate Certificate to Boys and Girls in 1979/80

Secondary Vocational Comp./ Community
Schools Schools Schools

Boys    Girls Boys    Girls Boys    Girls

Marks~Science per cent

Higher Maths 97 94 54 51 74 76
Science A 97 93 56 47 79 78

Languages
French 98 99 79 86 98 98
German 17 36 2 I 30 35

Commerce 89 86 34 95 96 96
Technical Subjects

Mechanical Drawing 58 7 99 14 96 54
Woodwork 52 I 100 12 98 39

Accomplishment Subjects
Home Economics 12 93 20 98 47 96
Art 66 89 53 52 87 98
Music 34 62 I I 13 51 61

No. of Schools 308 333 232 219 47 46

Source: Statistical Report, Department of Education, 1980.

The great majority of vocational schools, however, are nominally co-edu-

cational. Clearly, however, the reality is a quite high level of formal distinction
by sex in subject allocation within these schools. While almost all boys can
take the Technical subjects only one in seven or eight girls can. On the other
hand boys, are almost equally excluded fi’om Commerce and Domestic
Science. Again, schools appear to be making decisions here. And, as in
Commerce, these decisions involve varying levels of arbitrariness in which, as
we shall see, the decisions ofschools may not correspond with those of pupils.
The newer comprehensive and community schools, however, are formally
much more open and have a much more comprehensive curricula than other
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schools -- except the larger vocational schools -- being as strong in Science,
Languages and Commerce subjects as secondary schools and being as well
provided inthe Technical and Accomplishment subjects as vocational schools.
It is’only in the Technical and Home Economics subjects that any significant
scx differences arise, though even here these differences are less pronounced
than in vocational schools. Since almost all these schools are coiustitutional or
coeducational, clearly formal school rules are being used to discriminate
between boys and girls.

Substantial curricular distinctions by sex, therefore, exist in each school
type: the mainly single sex secondary sector showing substantial differences in
the provision ofsubjects-- boys’ schools being particularly strong in Technical
subjects and in the Sciences and Higher Maths; and girls’ schools in
Home Economics and the Accomplishment subjects. Sex differences in subject
availability in the mainly coeducational or coinstitutional vocational and
community/comprehensive schools cannot be due to school provision; the
clearcut sex differences observed in the availability of Technical, Home
Economics and Commerce subjects must, therefore, be due to the way subjects
are allocated within the schools. As we shall see in the following section these
sex differences in the provision, allocation and take-up of subjects have a very
long histor3, in Irish education.

(iii) Coeducation: In Ireland, single-sex cducation has generally been taken
to be a more desirable educational practice than coeducation. The involvement
of single-sex religious institutes in the provision of secondary schooling,
initiated, reflected and perpetuated this preference. As a result, only about 7
per cent of secondary school pupils were in coeducational schools in 1961.
Vocational and community schools have been generally coeducational,
although there is usually substantial sex segregation within these schools so
that many of them operate as coinstitutional rather than as genuine coedu-
cational school,~

Coeducation became a policy issue with the move to rationalise second-level
education during the 1960s. In many areas, a number of small second-level
schools existed, teaching boys and girls separately. If resources were to be
used with maximum effectiveness, small single sex schools would have to
amalgamate, or at least agree to co-operate effectively, and differences between
small secondary and vocational schools would have to be resolved. Integration
into larger schools seemed the obvious answer.

As a result of such changes man,,, religious and lay Catholic schools have
become coeducational over the past two decades. Most of these started off as
small convent schools located in rural areas in the west and south-west of the
country. Their small size and even the possibility ofclosure, had they remained
as single sex schools, combined with the need to provide a post-primar5,
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education for local boys, were the main underlying reasons for becoming

coeducational. Some orders, notably Mercy and Presentation, appear: to have
been particularly sensitive to these changing needs. Other congregations,
however, are bound by their charter to teach only pupils of one sex. The
Christian Brothers, with 83 boys’ schools, are the most significant of these.
Other male orders, however, like the De la Salle, are not bound by such formal

rules and have positively adapted to coeducation.
The Protestant secondary schools as a body began to rationalise their system

in the second hatf of the 1960s. These schools were scattered around the
country, often with very small enrolments. In 1965 there were almost 50
Protestant schools. By 1978-79 there were only 23 Protestant secondary schools
and two "Protestant" comprehensives. The process of amalgamation involved
not only re-building, but adjustment to integrated education. The joint body
of the Protestant denominations, the Secondar7 Education Committee, over-
saw the re-organisation and the transition appears to have been accomplished
smoothly. The new amalgamated~ schools are generally large and almost
exclusively coeducational.

The following table shows the results of these various movements Over the
1960s and 1970s. The percentage of pupils in coed secondary schools grew
from 7 to 19 percent from 1961 to 1980.

Table 4.7: Percentage of pupils in coeducational schools in 1970 and 1980

SecondaO,
l;ocational Comp/comm. Total

Schools Schools Schools
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

per cent
1960/61 6.3 8.0 ......
1969/70 12.0 16.1 77.1     90.4     100      100 31.8     28.8
1979/80 19.0 19.4 87.8 91.0 89.4 95.4 45.1 37.3

Source: Relevant Lists of Recognised Secondary Schools, Department of Education.

Vocational and community schools have always been predominantly, mixed
sex in pupil composition, but the extent of this has increased to over 90 per
cent of pupils attending in 1980. So, given the slight increase in coeducation

in secondary schools, and the growing importance of community schools, the
overall percentage of boys and girls in coed schools has been increased to over

45 per cent ofboys and 37 per cent ofgirls in all second-level schools.
Although the great majority ofvocational schools are attended by both boys

and girls, it would be misleading to describe them as coeducational schools:
from their inception in 1930 to the revisions in educational thinking in the
mid-1960s, the), could best be described as coinstitutional. Construction of
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separate buildings for boys and girls would not, in most areas, have been
justified by the enrolment. In the larger centres, however -- Dublin in
particular -- vocational schools are more likely to be single sex. Of the 246
vocational schools in the country, for instance~ only 20 are single sex, and 12
of these are in Dublin city out of a total of 22 schools there. But in rural areas
or in smaller centres, vocational schools, although supposedly coed, were often
constructed with separate entrances for boys and girls, both sexes spending
little time together within the school building. The practical subjects (home-
craft and handicraft, etc.) were sex-specific, all boys taking one set ofoptions,
all girls the other. All pupils took the general subjects -- but in many centres,
these too were single sex classes, and if numbers were insufficient in any
subject, age groups rather than the sexes might be combined.

Since the 1960s, coeducation in the general subjects has been more usual.
These subjects have assumed far greater importance than previously in
vocational schools. Since they became entitled from 1966 to take the Inter-
mediate Certificate examination they are now central instead of peripheral to
vocational schooling. But the practical subjects remain single sex, and the
traditional sex-appropriateness of those subjects is still the basis on which
pupils are allocated.

The underlying philosophy of comprehensive and community schooling
emphasises coeducation. There is, however, one pair ofcomprehcnsive schools,
a boys’ and a girls’ (in Ballymun, Dublin) which was planned as separate
schools for junior cycle classes. But even here a separate coed senior cycle
school is provided. With one further exception all other comprehensive and
community schools arc coeducational. But thc curriculum of these schools is
drawn from that available to secondary and vocational schools, and the
tendency to reproduce traditional subject-options for boys and girls is marked.
The fact of coeducation alone does not dispel sex-typed curricular allocations.

Whether, in fact, such changes have had any influence on reducing sex
differences in the type of education received cannot clearly be assumed as we
have seen. The extent to which change has occurred will be explored in the
next section where we examine the extent of change in sex differentiation in
actual subject take-up in the Inter. and Leaving Cert. examination over the
past few decades.

Sex Differences in Subject Take-up in the Intermediate and Leaving Certificate Examin-
ations: 1937-1977

Sex differences in the provision and take-up of subjects in the main state
examinations have a very long history in Irish second-level education. When
compared to the curriculum ofprimm3’ schools sex differences at second level
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are very marked¯ At junior cycle level in secondary schools the great majority
of pupils take 8 examination subjects~ to 5 of which, however, are obligatory:
Irish, English, Maths, History/Geography. So, in the following, one should
keep this common core in mind, accounting for roughly half the subjects all
pupils take. The only differential possible within that core of obligatory
subjects in recent times is in level--particularly in higher and lower Maths.
At earlier periods a much clearer sex distinction in Maths syllabi ’existed,
however.

In the Group Certificate programme in vocational schools the al~proved
course requires an obligatory core of Irish and English, which all pupils must
take. Pupils choose at least 2 other subjects from the 5 "groups" of subjects
already indicated, in addition to 3 or 4 more subjects to be chosen from a total
list of 26 subjects provided. In providing information on pupil take-up of
subjects in the Group Cert. examination, the Department of Education does
not provide a breakdown by sex--so in this report we provide it from our own
study of the Group Certificate examination records. In the following three
subsections we examine sex differentation in subject differentation! in the
Inter., Leaving and Group Certificate examinations.

The Inter¯ Cert. 1937-1977

The following data are taken from the published statistics on examination
results. They broadly indicate the nature and extent of sex differentation in
subjects taken in the junior cycle level in secondary schools over a 140-year
period. We focus on 4 main indicator subjects: Maths, Science, Commerce
and Mechanical Drawing..

Figure 4.1 illustrates the popularity of Maths and Science subjects i’or boys
and girls. Sex bias is quite clearly illustrated by Maths. Up to 1969 a separate
lower standard Maths course--"elementry Maths", was exphatly dezlgned

¯ I .
for g r s, as the Rules and Programmes of the Department of Education in’dlcates.
Around two-thirds of girls consistently took that course, while all boys took
the standard course. In 1969 the Matbs course was divided into two-,Higher
and Lower level--and the explicitly sex biased curriculum was terminated.
And whereas previously sex differences in the Maths curriculum stood almost
at 70 percentage points, these differences have since been reduced to less than
7 percentage points in the 1980 examination~8 (31% boys, 24% girls). A
substantial decline in sex differentiation has, therefore, occured.

~s*l’his explicit recognition of a sex biased curriculum, however, did nol end in 1969. Up Io 1978, a
recognised secondary school for girls "musl include instruction in a syllabus approved by the Minister in
.... Home Economics" (Rules and Programmes for 9econdaO’ Schools, p. 13).
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Figu re 4.1 : Percentage of Girls and Boys doing Maths and Science in the Intermediate
Cert~cate 1937-1977 (Break --//-- 1968-69).
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Source: Department of Education Statistical Report for rclevant ),cars.

**Maths (Hi) at this stage refers to Higher Maths. Previously it referred to
the General Maths course.

And at senior cycle level the initial consequence of such a biased junior
cycle Maths provision had meant that up to one in three girls did not take
Maths of any sort in the Leaving Certificate in the mid-1960s. But by 1980
this had decreased to one in fourteen. At both junior and" senior cycle,
thereforc, sex differences ill Maths teaching have been substantially reduced.

Science shows an equally consistent sex biased pattern of take-up right from
the 1930s. Indeed, sex differences widened in the 1960s, but the girls’ rate
increased substantially in the 1970s to narrow the gap; which still stood,
however, at 33 percentage points in 1980. At that stage almost all boys (90%)
took Science whereas only around half the girls did so (57%). Science differ-
ences are, therefore, far wider than Maths.

Commerce subjects exhibit a slight female bias which has become somewhat
more marked in the 1960s and 1970s as its overall popularity rapidly increased,
as we can clearly see from the following (Fig. 4.2). The rate of increase has
been substantially greater for girls than for boys in the late 1960s and 1970s.
And Drawing, which had shown no consistent sex bias in take-up until the
revision of the syllabus in 1968-69 has exhibited a very substantial sex bias
subsequently. It diverged into an almost completely male-dominated Mechan-
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Figure 4.2: Percentage of Girls and Boys doing Drawing, Mechanical Drawing, and Commerce
in the htter. Cert. 1937-1977 (Break --//-- 1968-69)
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Source." Department of Education Statistical Report for relevant ),ears.

ical Drawing option and a somewhat less marked but still female-dominated
alternate Art option. Female take-up of Mechanical Drawing -- the most
popular of the technical subjects -- only reached 0.2 per cent of all females
examined in 1980.

Other subjects show an equally sex differentiated pattern: Art was first
introduced in the mid-1950s and has always been dominated by girls, espe-
cially since the removal of Drawing from the examination curriculum. In
1978, the relative difference between girls and boys taking Art was 21.4
percentage points. The underlying trend, in the case of girls, has been an
initial decline in popularity, followed by a jump of over 30 per cent in 1969
-- coinciding with the switch from Drawing-- and a slight rise since then.
Music has only become significant in the 1970s and exhihits a quite marked
increase in its relative popularity for girls -- to 22 per cent of total female
examinees in 1980. But boys’ rate of uptake has been much smaller,.,reaching
only 6 per cent by 1980.

.,Many other suhjects also show a clear sex bias in take-up. French has
always been a predominantly "girls" subject, although less so now than 30
years ago. The difference in its relative popularity among girls and boys has
declined significantly fi’om 61.1 percentage points in 1939 to 14 percentage
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points in 1980. The underlying trend in the case of boys was fairly stable until
1957, after which it began to rise steadily. Its rising popularity coincided with
an almost balanced decline in the male take-up of Latin and Greek. The
proportion of girls taking French has actually dropped since 1937 -- the trend
was downwards until 1952, after which it rose again, showing a temporary
downward fluctuation in 1968 and 1969 as in the case of boys.

Changes in the relative popularity of other subjects can be explained more
satisfactorily in terms of the patterns already discussed: the increasing signif-
icance of Science and Commerce is counterbalanced by the decline in Greek
and Latin for boys; Drawing, and to some extent, Latin and French, for girls.

The greatest sex differential, however, is in Domestic Science or Home
Economics. This grew in significance from 40 per cent ofgirls in 1942 to 76
per cent in 1962; 73 per cent in 1972 to 77 per cent in 1980. At no stage did
more than 1 per cent of boys take this subject. On the boys’ side, with the
revision of the Group Certificate curriculum and its integration with the
intermediate Certificate curriculum, an equal but opposite sex bias occurs
with Woodwork and Metalwork from 1969 onwards: with 25 and 19 per cent
of boys taking the two subjects in that year. This has increased to 37 per cent
and 21 per cent, respectively, by 1980. The proportion of girls taking these
subjects has never exceeded I per cent. The homecrafts, "female", and
handicrafts, "male", dichotomy is, therefore, very deeply established in Irish
education.

To summarise, the relative popularity of Science and Maths subjects has
shown some convergence in the 1970s -- perhaps, surprisingly, the male bias
showing the greatest decline in Maths. Commerce subjects have never been
particularly sex differentiated except in vocational schools. But Mechanical
Drawing and Art have, in fact, grown to be substantially sex differentiated in
the 1970s-- where this was not quite as pronounced in the 1960s. But of all
subjects, Home Economics, Woodwork and Metalwork display the greatest
differences. And these latter differences have been growing in significance in
the 1970s as the more comprehensive curriculum gained in popularity.

Sex Differe,2ces in Subject Choice at Senior Cycle (Leaving Certificate) level, 1937-1977

In the following we take a number of"indicator" subjects: Higher Maths,
Science, Technical Drawing, Art and Home Economics and examine changes
in sex differentation of take-up rates over time. Increasingly higher proportions
of boys have taken Higher Maths, Physics and Chemistry, and in the latter
years technical and practical subjects, since 1937. In some cases sex differences
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Figure 4.3: Relative Proportion of Boys and Girls doing Higher Maths, Physics and /or
Chemistry in Leaving Cert., 1937-1977
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have actually widened -- as in Physics, Chemistry, Technical Drawing and
practical subjects. In others, originally very wide sex differences have been
reduced: Higher Maths, History and Geography, Art, Biology, etc., as well as
in the traditional specialist "female" subjects of Domestic Science and Music.
The first figure shows changes in the percentage of boys and girls taking
Higher Maths., Physics and Chemistry.

The increasing popularity of the Physical Sciences for boys is quite clearly
illustrated; an increase, however, that is only shared in by girlsI to a very
moderate extent in the 1970s. Despite such a moderate increase in the
proportion of girls doing these subjects, there is a substantial increase in the
number of girls doing them. The rapid increase in participation rates in the
late 1960s and early 1970s had apparently made it impossible for boys’ schools
to expand their Maths/Science teaching to keep pace: the take-up rate declined
rapidly between 1967 and 1972 but subsequently stabilised at around 60 per
cent for Physics and Chemistry and 15-17 per cent for Higher Maths. In girls’
schools, however, both the volume and rate of Maths/Science take-up
increased up to 1977/78. After 1977, however, there has been a ~substantial
decline in the take-up of Higher Maths for both sexes -- primarily indicating
its declining utility in university grants and entr3, points. But while the take-
up of the Physical Sciences has stabilised for boys it has continued.to increasc
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Figure 4.4: Relative Proportion of Boys/Girls doing Drawing, Technical Drawing and Art,
1937-1977
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Source: Department of Education Statistical Report for relevant years.

amongst girls?9 Sex differences here, however, are still amongst the most
marked in the whole senior cycle curriculum. But the Technical subjects are
even more sex biased as can be seen in Figure 4.4.

Up to the 1950s Drawing was a dominantly female subject. Afterwards,
however, the subject became dominantly male oriented, particularly after
1969 when the curriculum was changed to emphasise its technical usages; and
Art, which incorporated some of the previous Drawing syllabus, became
dominantly female. The introduction of the other technical subjects to the
Leaving Certificate -- Building Construction and Engineering Workshop --
correspondingly increased sex bias as almost no girls take these subjects --
only 17 girls taking the most popular, Technical Drawing, in 1980, for instance.

If boys dominate the Maths and Physical Science options girls have been
disproportionately concentrated in the biological sciences and in Home Eco-
nomics, Art, Music and to some extent in Languages.

=gNo. ofcandidates taking 4 subjcctsin the Leaving Cert. in recent years.

Year            Physics          C~emist~       HigherMaths        Bwlogy
F      M       F      M       F      M      F      M

1977 589 4067 1888 4908 1030 3062 9887 5984
1979 639 4324 2074 4373 924 2583 12239 5988
1980 694 4408 2460 4524 847 2461 12899 6410
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Figure 4.5: Relative Proportion of Boys/Girls doing Botany and~or General Science, Biology in
Leaving Certificate 1937--1977
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Source." Department of Education Statistical Report for relevant years.

Despite its image, Botany/Biology has not been remarkably sex biased since
the early 1950s. In the 1930s and 1940s both Botany and General Science
were perceived as relatively softer scientific options than Physics/Chemist~,
and were dominantly female. But from that time onwards, although showing
a slight female bias, sex differences in take-up bad not been very great up to
the mid-1970s when they widened very considerably again. The boys’ rate
rose to 40 per cent by 1980 while the girls’ rate increased to 62 per cent. The
sex differences are now almost as wide as they were in the 1930s.

It is in the Physiology/Hygiene and Domestic Science/Home Economics

subjects -- designed to a large extent for the homemaking and maternal roles
-- that sex differences in take-up are maximised. A miniscule proportion of
boys has taken these subjects at any stage; while from the late 1940s to the late
1960s one or other of these subjects was taken by almost every girl doing the
Leaving Certificate; from the early 1950s to late 1960s up to 25 per cent of
girls taking two Domestic Science subjects. The subjects are oriented to
general housekeeping and child-rearing tasks or roles: Physiology, Hygiene,
Nutrition, Housekeeping, Home Economics (general). 3"his is not, however,
equally true of the newer Home Economics (Social and Scientific) course,
when 4 per cent of boys took the subject in 1980.

If girls, however, were underrepresented in Maths and Science subjects in
the earlier period, they were not only overrepresented in Domestic Science
but also in most of the Language and Literature subjects. Higher Irish, Higher
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Figure 4.6: Relatiue Proportion of Boys/Girls doing Physiology and Hygiene* and~or Domestic
Science~Home Economics, 1937.--1979
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Source: Department of Education Statistical Report for relevam years.
*Up to the syllabus revision it was possible to take both subjects, hence rates

greater than 100 per cent.

English and Higher or Lower French were clearly female dominated in the
earl), period. And by 1980 although Leaving Certificate boys were more
academically selected, girls were slightly more likely to do Higher Irish (23
per cent male, 27 per cent female); equally likely to do Higher English (46/47
per cent), and significantly more likely to do Higher and Lower French (53
per cent male and 69 per cent female).

Although no significant sex difference exists in Commerce subjects, the
trends are interesting. The subjects become significant only in the 1950s. By
1952, 11 per cent of boys and 9 per cent ofgirls were taking the subject. This
had increased to 19 and II per cent, respectively, by 1963 and to 35 and 29
per cent, respectively, by 1969. After 1970 the single subject, Commerce, was
broken up into four subjects: Accounting, Business Organisation, Economics
and Economic History. By t972, over 50 per cent of male candidates and only
slighdy fewer female candidates had taken one or more of these subjects. And
by the late 1970s these proportions had increased to around ~ boys and ~] girls¯
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Both proportions have increased very dramatically-- with an increasing male
bias, particularly in Accountancy and Economics. Although younger women
predominate in secretarial/commercia! Jobs, their educational preparation in
secondary schools, at least, shows no such bias.

In conclusion, therefore, examination of aggregate subject choices at senior
cycle level over a 40-year period indicates: (i) a significant overall ,decline in
sex differences in subject take-up, although many subject differences are still
substantial; (ii) a persistent differential in Maths/Science take-up -- with a
slight decline in the later period; (iii) tile increasing significance of Science
and Commerce subjects in the curriculum; (iv) Technical subjects, since they
were introduced, have been dominantly chosen by males; but (v) some
previously almost exclusive "female subjects" like Biology and even Home
Economics have become less dominantly female I though differences are still
very great; (vi) the relative popularity of the Language and Literature options
for females has declined; (vii) girls appear to spread their choices more widely
than boys, the only dominant female speciality being Domestic Science.

Sex Differences in Vocational Schools: 1965---1978

Up to the late 1960s vocational school programmes were highly vocationally
oriented. Boys’ performance in the Group Certificate examination was the
normal entry requirement for acceptance into skilled manual apprenticeships,
while the majority ofgirls entered clerical and commercial employment. Even
by 1975 the proportion of apprentices registered with AnCO as having only
a Group Certificate was 45 per cent, or Group Certificate and less -- with an
educational exemption I 62 per cent of all apprentices. Between 1975 and
1980 these percentages had declined to 28 and 35 per cent respectively.7° And
the percentage of apprentices with the Leaving Certificate had increased from
3 to 15 per cent. Increasingly, the Group Certificate is becoming less and less
acceptable as a passport to emp!oyment, even in those skilled trades towards
which many of its courses are designed.’

In this section our main purpose is to describe the exten! of change in the
curricula of vocational schools since the mid-1960s, to describe the degree to
which this is sex differentiated as well as the extent to which its previously
vocationally oriented curriculum has now become integrated with the
academic Intermediate Certificate and Leaving Certificate courses, previously
characteristic only of the secondary school sector. The main data source used
is our sample of Group Certificate records extracted from a random sample
(N=58) of vocational schools for the years 1965, 1968, 1972, 1975 and 1978.

~Figures kindly suplicd by Dr. A. P. O’Reilly, 3"|anager, Research nod Planning, AHC;O-- The Industrial
Training Authority.
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The main Departmental examination for vocational school students is still
the Group Certificate examination, so called because of the requirement to
take one of five specialist groups of subjects: Manual Training, Commer-
cial/Secretarial (2), Domestic Science and Rural Science. Since 1966 this
examination has shared a basic core curriculum with the Intermediate Certific-
ate examination. This includes a generally common first year curriculum of
very similar content and standards to the Intermediate Certificate course. The
Intermediate Certificate course was equally adjusted to allow for normal
progression from Group to Intermediate Certificate, with the former examin-
ation being taken at the end of the second year and the Intermediate at the
end oftbe third.

The relative importance of vocational school students doing the Inter-
mediate and Leaving Certificates can be gauged from the results presented in
the following table. These figures are estimated from our sampling of the
unpublished Departmental examinations records.

Table 4.8: Frequency and percentage distribution of leaving certificate and intermediate certificate examinees
in 1978, 1976, 1975 and 1973. Estimates based on sample results

12aving 12aving
Certificate Certificate Intermediate Certificate

1978 1975 1976 1973

Nos. % Nos. % Nos. % Nos. %
In Seconda~, Schools 30,071 82 25,501 86 35,900 74 31,800 79
In Vocational Schools 4,485 12 2,730 9 10,000 21 7,600 19
In Comprehensive/
Community Schools 2,218 6 1,286 4 2,580 5 860 2

We estimate that in 1978 12 per cent of all Leaving Certificate candidates
came from vocational schools. This had grown from 9 per cent in 1975 and
from zero in the late 1960s. Even by 1978, however, only a small proportion
of vocational school students went on to the Intermediate Certificate examin-
ation. There were about 18,000 students in the relevant entry cohort (1975)
in vocational schools (Statistical Reportj 1975/76, p. 53). If we take 18,000 as
the maximum single year cohort size in these years about 56 per cent of these
potential third year students went on to the Intermediate Certificate in 1978.
But only about 25 per cent of the initial cohort would have then gone on to do
the Leaving Certificate. By 1981, however, these continuation rates had shown
a considerable growth.

As to the Group Certificate examination, 18,400 candidates were examined
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in 1978, Of those, we would estimate that about 15,000 came from V0cational
schools, around 85 per cent of the initial entry cohort.

I t was possible to collate the records of the 1975 Group Cert,ficate rand,dates
in the 58 sample vocational schools with the 1976 Intermediate Certifcate
and the 1978 Leaving Certificate results for the same schools. Of the initial
1,856 Group Certificate candidates in 1975 only 36 per cent (i.e., 671~ went on
to the Intermediate Certificate in the following year in the same schools.
However, an additional 461 candidates did the Intermediate Certificate in
these schools who had not previously done the Group Certificate there. In
other words, if we assume that these had been in a different and more ~icademic
stream than the Group Certificate candidates -- a normal practice now in
vocational schools -- it would appear that about one-fifth of all secondyear
vocational school students had been segregated in purely academic streams.
Taking both "streams", therefore, and including an estimated 15 per cent
drop out of pupils before the Group Cert., it would appear that around 42 per
cent ofall vocational school entrants survived to the Inter. Cert., in 1976. But
of the initial 1975 Group Certificate stream we estimated that only I 1 per cent
went on to the Leaving Certificate in 1978.

To conclude, the Group Certificate examination was still a terminal examin-
ation for over half oral[ vocational school entrants in the late 1970s. I1 was not
generally used as a stage towards higher level qualifications except for a
minority. Indeed, it appears that in many (11/58) vocational schools-
particularly the larger urban ones -- the Group Certificate class is quite
clearly treated as a lower ability stream with almost nobody going on to the
Intermediate Certificate; while those in the Intermediate Certificate stream
do not take the Group Certificate examination at all. Quite obviously the two
curricula had not been completely integrated by that time.

There are many vocational schools, however, where such an integrated
programme is successful. In 20 of the 58 schools sampled, over 50 per cent of
Group Certificate candidates went on to the Intermediate Certificate; but only
eight of these schools had more than 50 per cent of their Intermediate
Certificate students go on to the Leaving Certificate examination. Most of the
vocational schools with the more successful integrated curricula are small
rural schools in areas without competing secondary schools.

By 1981, however, the position ,had markedly changed. We would estimate
that by 1981 about 24 per cent of boys and 9 per cent of girls who entered
vocational schools in the preceding 2 to 3 ),ears were allocated to terminal
Group Cert. classes. The others w~re allocated either to a separate Inter. Cert.
programme -- usually the higher streams in large urban schools 5-- or to a
fully integrated Group -- Inter. Cert. system. However, a significant propor-
tion of the latter dropped out before doing the Inter. Cert. -- in total about 15
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to 19 per cent of both sexes. In total, therefore, we would estimate that about
66 per cent of boys and 75 per cent of girls in vocational schools now do the
Inter Cert.~

Sex Differences in Subject Take-up
Unfortunately the published Departmental statistics on Group Certificate

examination results have never,given a breakdown by sex. In the following
table we provide this breakdown for the sample results from 1965 to 1978. If
we omit the "core subjects" of Irish,’ English, Maths -- which are taken by
most students doing the examination -- sex differences in vocational schools
are even more marked than in secondary schools; as we might guess from the
published information on access to these subjects; and very little change has
occurred in this respect since 1965.

The practical manual subjects of Woodwork and Metalwork and the related
subject of Mechanical Drawing are done almost exclusively by boys, while
almost all of the Domestic Science and General Commerce/Secretarial subjects
are equally reserved for girls. There has been very little change in these
respects since the 1960s.

Vocational schools, therefore, although formally coeducational, in most
cases appear to be far more sex differentiated in their curriculum (and
probably in their syllabus structure) than the secondary schools, which are
dominantly single sex. Doubtless part of this greater sex bias in the vocational
school curriculum is structural. The dominant non-core subjects -- omitting
Irish, English, Maths., -- it) vocational schools are those "practical" subjects
which show the clearest sex bias also in secondary schools. While these
subjects, however, dominate in vocational,schools they are only of minor
significance in secondary schools. These essentially skill training courses, some
of which without further apprenticeship -- like typewriting and shorthand
-- equip one directly with relevant and saleable skil)s for work roles, have no
equi~alent in most secondary school curricula. Indeed, many vocational
schools provide such work preparation courses for girls who have already
completed their Intermediate Certificate or Leaving Certificate examinations
in secondary schools.

As we have already pointed out the structure oflthe C~r0up Certificate,
Examination encourages those sex differences. To .be eligible for admission to
the Day Vocational Certificate Examinations a pupil must: (a) have entered
for examination in the subjects of at least one of the groups (specified below)

Z*[n Community schools figures are significantly better with only l fi and 7 per cent of boys and girl~
respectively in terminal Group Cert. classes and a total dropout of 25 per cent boys and 18 per cent girls
before the Intcr Cert. exam.
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(Rules and Progtnmme for the Day Vocational Certificate Examination, p. vi.) The
group ofsubjects specified are as follows:

(i) Commerce-- General: (a) Bookkeeping; (b) Commerce; (c) Commercial
Arithmetic or Mathematics.

(ii) Commerce--Secretarial: (a) Commerce; (b) Shorthand-- (Secretarial);
(c) Typewriting- (Secretarial).

(iii) Domestic Science: (a) Cooker5,; (b) Needlework; (c) Laundry-work and
Home Management or Domestic Science (written).

(iv) Manual Training: (a) Woodwork or Metalwork; (b) Mechanical Draw-
ing or Art.

(v) Rural Science: (a) Rural Science; (b) Woodwork or Metalwork.
The groups are almost classically sex differentiated, with traditional male

specialisation in handicraft subjects, and traditional female specialisation in
homecraft and Commercial/Secretarial subjects. Not only, therefore, are the
individual subject boundaries themselves traditionally sex linked but their
formal packaging further emphasises these distinctions. It would take a very
singular girl to take the male dominant Technical courses and an equally
single-minded boy to enter the female Commercial/Secretarial specialist
courses in most vocational schools.

Nevertheless, some change has occurred. This is partly due to an expansion
ofthe language/humanities curriculum to equip vocational school students to
proceed further with their education, at least on to the I n termediate Certificate.
This had been one of the main original aims of the 1966 Curricular reform
policy. As one can readily see from the results given in Table 4.9 the expansion
in these academic courses has markedly increased the number of subjects
taken jointly by boys and girls. Besides Irish and English, History, Geography,
Science and French have been taken by increasingly less differentiated pro-
portions of male and female candidates. Maths and Art/Drawing, both of
which had been markedly male biased subjects in the 1960s, had become
relatively undifferentiated by the late 1970s. Maths is the most interesting and
telling change. No girls took the ordinary Maths course in 1965. All of them
took the much lower level Commercial Arithmetic course. By 1978 there was
no difference in the proportion of boys and girls taking the ordinary Maths
course.

There has been almost no change, however, in the specialist subject groups.
Indeed the Commercial/Secretarial and Domestic Science groupings have
become even more strongly dominated by girls. And while the proportion of
boys in the Manual/Technical subjects has declined, there are still almost no
girls taking these subjects.

Except for the core subjects, therefore, vocational school coeducation is
clearly a misnomer -- boys and girls are even more clearly segregated than in
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secondary schools. Besides the reasons due to design -- the original 1930s Act
and its implementation clearly reflected the sex role ideologies then dominant
I there are many other structural reasons why the vocational schools are

such. Some of these have already been mentioned -- the different kind of
curricula and the grouping ofsubjects. Other significant differences also exist.
They recruit students from class backgrounds that are considerably more
educationally and economically disadvantaged than those going to secondary
schools. A vet7 high proportion of their first year pupils have serious literacy
and numeracy problems. (See Swan, 1978). Tbere also appears to be undoubt-
edly greater constraints on space use, on facilities and on equipment provision,
as well as on teacher availability in the practical subjects which are charac-
teristic of vocational schools, than is true in the majority of ’.Maths and
Language and Literature subjects taught in secondar7 schools. As a result,
even ira vocational school wished to change from an inherited sex differentiated
pattern ofprovision it would have somewhat greater difficulty in doing so.

Whatever the reason for these sex differences their extent and their invari-
ance are so obvious that there is no needfor further analysis; there being no
variance to explain.

Summary

1. Post-primar7 education in Ireland is divided into three separate sectors
which differ in origins, organisation, intake and curricular emphasis. The
private secondary schools bare their origins in the early nineteenth century
and provide a five year academic, or grammar school type, education which
traditionally provided the route into University education. Since 1967 the
great majority of them provided "free education", though tbey still remain
mainly middle class in pupil composition. The vocational schools were estab-
lished in the 1930s to provide a very practical education, much more oriented
to preparing pupils for their adult work and familial roles. And, from the
beginning they have, therefore, been designed to be highly sex differentiated
in their curricula. The community and comprehensive schools were established
in an attempt to bridge the gap between the secondary and vocational sectors
-- mainly in terms of providing a comprehensive curriculum and ii~ caterng
for pupils of both sexes and all backgrounds and ability levels. This move
towards a more uniform second-level sector has thus far been largely confined
to areas where new schooJs have been needed or where small schools have
amalgamated.

2. The three school types are, in general, quite distinct in the social class
composition of their pupil intake. Secondary schools, particularly boys’ sec-
ondary schools, are the most middle class in composition while vocational
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school pupils are disproportionately recruited from working class or small
farm Origins. They have, consequently, the largest proportion of remedial
problems and also the largest drop-out rates.

3. These differences between sectors bare their correlates in subject provi-
sion at both junior and senior cycle levels, with an emphasis on practical and
technical subjects in the vocational sector and an academic emphasis in the
secondary sector. The newer community schools are generally larger and
provide a more comprehensive curriculum. The sources and types of sex biases
in provision are different for each school type: the single sex secondary schools
provide extra Science and Maths in boys’ schools and Home Economics and
extra Languages in girls’ schools, and the vocational and community schools
differentially allocate Technical subjects to boys and Accomplishment subjects
to girls.

4. Tbe location and basis ofcurricular decision making varies widely across
schools. Secondary school Principals have by far the most autonomy in such
decisions. For most curricular decisions they are not subordinate to higher
authoritiFs -- provided no significant.increase in resources is required. So, as
they increased their pupil and teacher numbers over the past 15 years they
were generally much freer to decide on what subject was to be dropped from,
or added to, the curriculum than their peers in vocational and community
schools, Both in terms of their autonomy and of the much more clearcut
objectives of the school, community and vocational school Principals felt most
constrained in those curricular decisions as to what subject was to be added,
or dropped, as school numhers increased over the 1968-1981 period.

Compared to these latter constraints affecting the Head’s autonomy the
Heads of secondary schools are much freer in curricular decision making. The
educational objectives of the religious order concerned, however, as well as
the character of the main social group being catered for by the order, are
bound to influence such local curricular decisions. Orders like the Mercy,
Presentation or Christian Brothers whose charters emphasise "the education
of the poor" are bound to have different curricular priorities to those orders
whose educational charters and social mission are much more middle class
and elitist in orientation. And, of course, if an order has mainly directed its
efforts towards a working class or small farmer target group, educational
demands from parents will be much less pressing and much less specific than
from upper middle class parents or from those whose dominant aspiration is
to ensure rapid upward mobility for their children. Distinct social class
differences exist in the clientele of vocational, community and secondary
schools; but the variance in these respects within the secondary school sector
is almost as great as that between secondary and vocational schools in general.

5. The recognised curricula of all second level schools is very wide -- for
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most schools the number of recognised subjects is more than double the
number they actually teach. Given that schools have more than doubled their
pupil/teacher numbers over the past l 5 years they have had ample opportunity
to both expand and structure their curricula in ways that would reflect their
objectives and needs.

The differential results of this process of curricular development are clearly
visible in the high degree of sex bias in provision of Technical, Domestic
Science, Languages, and Art and Music subjects in single sex secondary
schools. Provision, however, is not simply a matter of the school having the
subject available for teaching; it may decide not to allocate it to particular
categories ofits pupils. And as we see in Table 4.6 and 4.9, it is clear that such
a process operates widely in vocational schools where Technicalsubjects are
not allocated to girls, and Commerce and Domestic Science subjects are not
apparently allocated to boys. A pupil obviously cannot take up a subject if it
is not provided by the school, or, if provided, is not allocated to the pupil
category ofwhich she/he is a member. Obviously both processes are important.
The relative importance of both these factors, as well as the substantial role
of pupil choice amongst subject options that are equally available, will be
explored in depth in the following chapters.

6. These sex biases in the provision and allocation ofsubjects by secondary
and vocational schools have a rather long history. In fact in some respects
-- particularly in Maths and the Sciences -- sex differences have narrowed
over the past 20 years. In other respects, however, and particularly in Tech-
nical subjects, sex differences have widened with the revision ofsome Technical
syllabi.



CHAPTER 5

Provision, Allocation and Choice in Subject Take-Up

In this chapter we have three aims; first, to describe the overall sex
differences in the rates of take-up of Inter. and Leaving Certificate subjects;
second, to present the model that will guide our anaLyses in the remainder of
this monograph; and, finally, to apply this model to twelve Inter. and Leaving
Certificate subjects.

Differences in Rates of Subject Take-Up
So far we have discussed sex differences in the rates of subject take-up in

only a general manner, pointing to the broad areas of differences -- Science
and Technical subjects taken disproportionately by boys, Languages and the
"Accomplishment" subjects such as Home Economics, Art and Music, by
girls. In this section ofthe paper we shall look at these differences more closely,
and attempt to measure their extent. Using information from the Department
of Education’s Statistical Report 1979-80, we show in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 the
proportion of pupils of each sex taking the most common Inter. and Leaving
Cert. subjects. Tbese figures (in Columns (I) and (2)) are arrived at by
dividing tbe number ofboys and girls sitting for a specific subject in the exam.
by the total number of boys and girls who sat for the Inter. and Leaving Cert.
Ill Column (3) we report the ratio of the proportion of boys taking the subject
to the proportion of girls taking it. So, a score of 1.00 shows that equal
proportions of both sexes are taking the subject, a score of greater than one
indicates that more boys than girls take it, while the opposite is the case for a
score of less tban one. In Column (4), the logarithm of this ratio is reported.
A positive score is associated with a "boys’" subject, negative with a "girls’ ",
while zero indicates parity. The advantage of!ogarithms over the simple ratio
is that we can compare tile absolute size of one ratio against another. Thus, a
subject witb a log*ratio score of 0.27 shows the same degree of disproportion
in take-up as one with a score of -0.27, except that the former favours boys,
the latter girls. So, for example, in the Leaving Cert., Physics (log ratio 2.11)
and Home Economics (Social and Scientific) (log ratio -2.12) show approx-

inaately equal amounts of sex*bias in take-up, though Physics favours boys,
Home Economics, girls.
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Table 5. I: Proportions of Boys and Girls taking Inter. Cert. Subjects, Their Rati~ and Their
Log-Ratio, 1979-80

(I) (2) (3) (4)
Boys Girls (I)/(2) log,(3)

Higher Maths .31 .24 1.27 0.24
Science (A) .80 .52 1.52 0.42
Commerce .49 .66 0.73 -0.31
Mechanical Drawing .45 .00 160.07 5.08
Wood work .37 .00 428.01 6.06
Metalwork .21 .00 2846.89 7.95
French .56 .71 0.80 -0.22
German .03 . I 0 0.33 - 1. I 1
Spanish .04 .05 0.73 -0.31
Home Economics .00 .70 0.01 - 4.61
Art .27 .47 0.57 -0.56
Music (A) .06 .20 0.29 - 1.24

Source: Department of Education, Statistical Report, 1979-80, pp. 56-57.

Table 5.2: Proportions of Boys and Girls taking Leaving Cert. Subjects, Their Ratio and Their
Log-Ratio, 1979-80

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Boys Girls (1)/(2) log,(3)

Higher Maths .15 .04 3.78 1.33
Physics .28 .03 8.26 2. I 1
Chemistry .28 .10 2.84 1.04
Biology .40 .62 0.65 -0.43
Applied Maths .04 .00 29.30 3.38
Accounting .24 .23 1.03 0.03
Business Organisation .26 .30 0.87 -0.14
Economics .30 .15 1.98 0.68
Technical Drawing .18 .00 219.74 5.39
Building Construction .10 .00 982.97 6.89
Engineering W’shop .09 .00 1824.21 7.51
French .53 .69 0.76 - 0.27
German .0~2 .06 0.40 -0.92
Spanish .03 .04 0.64 -0.45
Home Economics (Gem) .00 .22 0.01 -4.61
Home Economics (S & S) .04 .37 0.12 -2.12
Art .12 .21 0.58 ’-0.54
Music .01 .04 0.19 - 1.66
History .38 .34 1.11 0.10
Geography .53 .43 1.21 0.19

Source: Department of Education, Statistical Report 1979-80, pp. 56, 58, 59.
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Turning to the tables themselves, we see that at Inter. Cert., Science and
Higher Maths, as well as the Technical Subjects, favour boys, while M[odern
Languages, the Accomplishment Subjects and Commerce favour girls. The
smallest differences lie in Higher Maths, Science, Commerce, French, Spanish
and Art, the largest in Home Economics (taken by almost no boys) and the
Technical Subjects (taken by almost no girls). A very similar pattern is evident
at Leaving Cert.; in particular it can be seen that the log-ratios for Home
Economics (General), Art, and the Technical Subjects are virtually the same
as at Inter. Cert. Again, the pattern is one of boys being over-represented in
the Sciences (excepting Biology but including Higher Maths), the Technical
Subjects and also in Economics (which is the most popular Commerce subject
anmng boys but the least popular among girls). Girls are over-represented in
Biology, the Languages and in the Accomplishment Subjects (although some
boys do take Home Economics (Social and Scientific)). In Accounting and
Business Organisation, History and Geography, take-up rates are roughly
equal. While only two subjects (Music and the two Home Economics) have
log-ratios below minus one, seven have ratios above plus one; these are the
Science subjects (Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Applied Maths) and the
three Technical Subjects. Thus, of the most sex-biased subjects in take-up,
the majority favour boys.

Comparing Inter. with Leaving Cert., in *’lusic (favouring girls) and the
Sciences the differences in take-up widen as we move from one to the other,
though they remain much the same in Languages and Technical subjects. In
Commerce the sex bias in favour ofgirls at Inter. Cert. disappears by Leaving
Cert., to be replaced by a bias favouring boys in Economics.

If we contrast the different edtlcational sectors -- secondary, vocational and
community]comprehensive -- ;re ilnd that the sex biases in take-up show
some interesting variation. In Table 5.3, we show the proportion of pupils of
each sex in the junior cycle taking certain Inter. Cert. subjects, according to
school type, and also the log-ratio of these proportions.

These figures are obtained from different sources than for Tables 5.1 and
5.2. The Department of Education statistics do not break down examination
tables by school type; thus these figures are based on the proportion of students
at either junior or senior cycle taking a particular subject. This tends to be
higher than the proportion who actually take the subject at the exam.

If we begin with Inter. Cert. Science, we see tbat the sex differences in
take-up are much less in vocational and community schools than in secondary
schools. To a great extent, this is due to the very high rate of Science take-up
among boys in secondary schools, not found in the other two types; for, if we
examine the girls’ figures, we see that girls in secondary schools are still more
likely to take Science than those in vocational or community schoo[s, despite
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the great sex difference in take-up rates. In Higher Maths, community and
secondary schools share a common position: the rather discrepant result for
vocational schools may be due to the very low proportion of eithex" sex that
take the subject.

Table 5.3; Proportions of Each Sex Taking Certain Subjects in the Junior Cycle, and Their Log-ratio,
broken Down by School Sector

Secondary                Vocational               Communily
Log LOg Log

Boys    Girls Ratio    Boys    Girls Ratio Boys    Girls Ratio

Higher Maths .62 .56 0.11 .12 .15 -0.25 .30 .27 0.11
Science (A) .92 .59 0.45 .50 .40 0.23 .60 .51 0.17
Commerce .66 .64 0.02 .15 .92 - 1.82 .41 .64 -0.45
M.D. .30 .00 5.66 .97 .04 3.11 .78 .12 1.84
Woodwork .25 .00 7.86 .91 .05 3.01 .57 .07 2.08
Metalwork .04 .00 6.66 .82 .03 3.50 .45 .04 2.89
French .79 .85 -0.08 .35 .66 -0.64 .51 .70 -0.32
German .05 .11 -0.88 .01 .00 1.94 .04 .08 -0.57
Spanish .06 .06 -0.09 .01 .01 -I.03 .02 .02 0.10
Home Economics .01 .67 -4.70 .05 .96 -2.88 .07 .87 -2.53
Art .32 .54 -0.53 .45 .54 -0.17 .36 .59 -0.49
Music .15 .33 -0.82 .06 .09 -0.39 .21 .41 -0.67

Source: Department of Education, Statistical Reports, 1979-80, pp. 45-52.

In the Technical subjects and Home Economics, vocational and community
schools have higher rates of take:up than secondary schools, and also show
less sex bias in take-up. In the Languages the opposite is the case -- lower
rates of take-up in vocational and community schools and more sex bias. In
Music, rates of take-up in these schools are generally lower than in secondary
schools (except for girls in community schools) and sex bias is also less. In
Art, girls’ take-up rates are remarkably constant across all three sectors, with
boys in vocational schools having the highest take-up among their sex. Here
again, secondary schools show most bias in take-up. Perhaps most interesting,
however, is Commerce. We have seen that, at Inter. Cert., there is a moderate
bias favouring girls. In the junior cycle as a whole this is true of community
schools, but in secondary schools rates are roughly equal. In vocational
schools, however, commerce is almost purely a girls’ subject; 92 per cent of
girls take it against about 15 per cent of boys.

Turning now to Table 5.4 which reports comparable figures for the senior
cycle, we see that the pattern of bias in Science subjects (Biology favouring
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girls, the rest favouring boys) is repeated across all three sectors. Among boys,
take-up is greatest in secondary, then community, and lastly vocational
schools, with the exception of Biology whose high rate oftake-up in vocational
schools arises, no doubt, from its being the only Science subject on many
vocational schools’ curricula. For girls, Science take-up rates are roughly
equal in secondary and community schools and are higher here than in
vocational schools, again with the exception of Biology. In the latter schools,
Higher Maths take-up is very low (largely due to its absence from the
curriculum, as we shall discover) but approximately equal for the sexes. Aside
from this, and also excluding Biology, sex differences in take-up for the
remaining Sciences are highest in vocational schools, lowest in community
schools.

"Fable 5.4: Proportions of Each Sex Taking Certain Subjects in the Senior Cycle and their log-ratio, Broken
Down by School Sector

Seconda9, Vocational Communit),
Log tog to~

Boys    Girls Ratio    Boys    Girls Ratio    Boys    Girls Ratio

Higher Maths .30 .12 0.93 .09 .08 0.18 .19 .10 0.68
Physics .30 .04 2.03 .16 .02 2.12 .25 .04 1.76
Chemistry .33 .13 0.92 .10 .03 1.21 .20 .10 0.62
Biolo82,., .39 .60 -0.,12 .,19 .62 -0.23 .35 .61 -0.57
Applied Maths .0’t .00 3.’t0 .02 .00 4.38 .03 .00 1.89
Accounting .27 .22 0.21 .06 .’11 -2.00 .15 .22 -0.36
Business

Organisation .27 .29 -0.07 .I I .,t0 - 1.27 .22 .32 -0.36
Economics .33 .15 0.79 .12 .22 -0.60 .18 .17 0.38
T.D. .08 .00 ,1.33 .75 .00 5.14 .37 .02 3.15
Building

Construction .03 .00 .,/7 .00 5.75 .25 .00 6.02
Engineering

W’shop .01 .00 .52 .00 5.34 .23 .00 5.03
French .56 .71 -0.23 .21 .60 -I.04 .37 .62 -0.51
German .03 ";06 -0.71 .01 .01 0.18 .03 .06 -0.60
Spanish .03 .05 -0.49 .01 .02 -0.95 .02 .01 0.20
Home Ecollomics

(Gen.) .01 .20 -3.32 .00 .41 -6.23 .01 .25 -3.22
Home Economics

(S & S) .01 .33 -3.80 .01 .32 -3.49 .04 .36 -2.29
Art .11 .20 -0.65 .17 .2,/ -0.31 .15 .24 -0.,15
Music" .02 .07 - 1.31 .01 .02 -0.33 .01 .08 -2.23
History .41 .36 0.12 .22 .26 -0.15 .35 .29 0.19
Geography .5,1- .45 0.19 .36 .33 0.08 .52 .38 0.30

Source." Department of Education, Statistical Reports, 1979-80, pp. ’~5-52.
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Overall, the major sex differences occur in the Sciences, the Technical
Subjects and the Accomplishment subjects, though Languages also show a
fairly clear pattern of domination in take-up by girls. Only in TD in community
schools does more than half of one per cent ofgirls take any technical subject:
among boys take-up rates are highest in vocational schools and very low in
secondary schools, again largely due to lack of provision. However, it is
perhaps in the Commerce subjects that the most interesting differences arise.
Whereas we saw in Table 5.2 that, overall, at Leaving Cert., only Economics
showed any clear sex bias (in favour of boys), in Table 5.4, it is clear that this
is the net result of contradictory patterns across the school sectors. While
Economics is a "boys’" subject in secondary and community schools it is, like
the other two Commerce subjects, a "girls’" subject in the vocational schools.
In the community schools, Accounting and Business Organisation are also
taken disproportionately by girls. In both vocational and community schools
these can be regarded as continuations of the disproportionate take-up of
junior cycle Commerce. It seems plausible to assume (and we will produce
evidence on this point later) that in vocational schools and, to a lesser extent,
community schools, Commerce and Technical subjects are being categorised
as mutually exclusive, oriented towards girls and boys, respectively.

In summary then, we can point to some clear patterns ofsex bias in subject
take-up, with the Languages and Accomplishment subjects and Biology being
taken by a disproportionate number of girls, and the Sciences and Technical
Subjects being taken by a disproportionate number of boys. However, there
are two important points to note here;

(1)Although some subjects (such as the Sciences) show a consistent
direction of bias towards one particular sex in all three school sectors,
the actual degree of bias can vary between them, so that, for example,
the degree of sex bias in the take-up of Inter. Cert. Science is much
less in vocational than in secondary schools;

(ii) There are certain subjects which, ahhough biased in each sector,
show a different direction to this bias depending on the sector. For
example, Economics is a male dominated subject in secondary schools
but female dominated in vocational schools.

These two points are prima facie evidence of the role that schools play in
determining sex bias in subject take-up, and they also suggest that if we were
to examine individual coeducational schools, the degree of variation in the sex
bias in the take-up of subjects would be at least as great, if not greater.
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An Analytical Model of Subject Take-up
A number of possible explanations of, for example, the low rate of take-up

of Leaving Cert. Physics among girls, or the low rate of take-up of Home
Economics among boys, have been advanced (and discussed in Chapter One).
Provision factors (whether or not the school teaches the suhject), allocation
rules (which pupils are allowed to take a particular subject), teachers’ attitudes
(often operating implicitly), and pupils’ own preferences, all appear to have
some role to play in accounting for these differences. Our goal is to assign a
relative importance to each of these factors in determining the differences in
subject take-up between the sexes.

Rather than apply this analysis to all the Leaving and Inter. Cert. subjects
-- which would have been quite impractical -- we have chosen a number of
each for investigation. These are shown in Table 5.5. These subjects were
chosen to represent those dominated in take-up by one sex or the other (with
Leaving Cert. History as a comparative yardstick) and to avoid unnecessary
duplication. For example, even a cursory examination of levels of provision
and allocation will show that broadly the same factors account for the
differential rates of take-up of Building Construction, Engineering Workshop
and Technical Drawing. The same holds for the three Inter. Cert. Teclmical
Subjects. Hence, only Mechanical Drawing (MD)and Technical Drawing
(TD) are subject to this particular analysis.

Eaplanatory Framework

Initially, for each of the tweh,c subjects shown in Table 5.5, we shall look

at the influence of differences in subject provision and allocation in explaining
the sex differences in the rates of take-up of these subjects. Having done that,
we shall (in Chapters 6 and 7) investigate differences between schools in the

Table 5.5: Subjects Selected for Analysis of Factors Determining Take-up

Subjects taken Subjects taken Subjects with roughly
Level disproportionately bA, boA,s dispro- equal rates of take-up

portionatel), by girls between the sexes

hater. Cert. Higher Maths Commerce
Science Home Economics
Mechanical Drawing

Leaving Cert. Higher Maths Home Economics
Physics (Social Scientific)
Chemistry Biology
Technical Drawing

History
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central area of subject provision and in the development of curricula. Finally
(in Chapter 9), we shall examine rates of subject take-up and, in those cases
where pupil choice appears to be significant, investigate whether certain
characteristics of pupils themselves lead them to choose or not choose partic-
ular subjects.

Provision and Allocation Constraints on Subject Take-up

(a) Leaving Certificate Subjects
The model we use to exanaine the broad constraints on take-up that can be

attributed to school provision and allocation is shown in Figure 5.1. This
refers specifically to Physics, but was applied, in fact, to all seven Leaving
Certificate subjects. This flow chart illustrates, in logical order, the factors
that act to exclude pupils from taking the subject. It begins with the most
basic question: is Physics taught in the school or not? Clearly, for those schools
in which the answer is no, pupils will be unable to take the subject. The total
number ofpupils in the Leaving Cert. sample excluded in this way are labelled
(A). In our terminology, these pupils are excluded because of the school
provision factor. In those schools where Physics is taught, we then move to
ask whether it is open to all classes or not. If it is not, then some pupils will
retain the possibility of taking it while others (labelled (B)) will be excluded.
A similar question is then asked on the basis of sex. This, of course, only
applies in the case of coeducational schools. Where the subject is by rule
restricted to only one sex, then the numbers so excluded fall under (C).

In many schools, in order to take certain Leaving Certificate subjects, a
pupil must meet some form of academic requirement. In most cases this
requires that the pupil has followed a course in the same, or a related subject,
up to Inter. Cert. In many cases, the pupil must have passed, or even obtained
a specific grade in that subject, in order to meet the school’s requirements.
For example, in many schools pupils taking Leaving Certificate Higher Maths
are required to have at least passed Inter. Cert. Higher Maths. Broadly
speaking, those Leaving Cert. subjects most commonly restricted in this way
tend to be those considered difficult by teachers and pupils, such as Physics
or Higher Maths, and those that require a base of already acquired specialised
skills such as French or the Technical subjects. Those subjects which appear
to be most openly accessible in this respect are the Humanities, History,
Geography, some Commercial subjects such as Business Organisation, and
Languages such as Spanish.

In our interviews with principals, we were able to determine the qualifica-
tions, if any, that each school regarded as necessary for pupils who wanted to
take Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Accounting, Building Construction
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Figure 5. I : Flow Chart." Some Constraints on the Choice of Physics

I 1. Is Physics in the school curriculum or otherwise available?

Yes NO

Number of pupils
excluded (A)

Is Physics available to all classes in the school?

Yes

3 (a).

Pupl,s .or e clu  N ber of pupils
(i.e., to ~%om excluded (B)

available) (i.e., to ~om not
available)

available to beth sexes in the school? IIs Physics

3 (b),

Yes                                              NO

Pupils not exclu e~d b’u~n bet of pupils

excluded (C)

Does the school lay do~ academic qualifications for Physics ?

4.

No Yes

Pupils who quali/fy ~’u~ber of puplls

excluded (D)

Is Physics obligatory (core) or optional?                                 I

Core to all Core to some Optional for all

/’,,,
’ b ~f Number of pupils Pupils to Pupils to whomNum er o pupils

who must do who must do "#nora.an an option (H)

Physics (E) Physics (F) option (G)
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and Technical Drawing. In the majority of cases these were expressed in terms
of a necessary grade in one or more Inter. Cert. subjects: a grade B or better
at Inter. Cert. Higher Maths in order to do Higher Maths at Leaving Cert.,
for example.

Those pupils who were excluded from taking the particular subject because
they did not meet these criteria (for whatever reason) are labelled (D) in
F’igure 5.1. In total, those pupils labelled (B), (C) or (D) may be said to be
excluded from the subject because ofschool allocation policies.

Finally, for those pupils who qualified to take the subject, the question is
posed -- is Physics core (that is, is it obligatory for them) or is it optional?
Those pupils for whom it is obligatory are labelled (E) and (F); those pupils
who are given the choice are (G) and (H). Pupils in categories (E) and (F) are
thus obliged to take the subject because of school allocation policies.

In summary then, this model serves to allocate each member of the entire
Leaving Cert. sample into one of six groups. Four of these (groups (A) to (D))
are groups formed on the basis of their exclusion from the subject~ Members
of(A) are excluded because ofprovision, members of(B), (C) and (D) because
of school allocation policies. A further group ((E) and (F)) must take the
subject, and finally, and most importantly, (G) and (H) form that group to
whom the subject is open to them to choose.

The effects of these three broad factors -- provision, allocation and choice
-- which we have advanced as determining rates of take-up carry different
implications. Provision factors relate to a decision by school management, or
whatever body is responsible for establishing a school’s curriculum, either to
provide or not provide a particular subject. Similarly, allocation ’factors can
be seen as the product of a decision by school management about who shall
or shall not be permitted to take a subject. In both allocation and provision,
our primary interest is in those ~practices which, directly or otherwise, make
distinctions between the sexes, as in, for example, the absence of Home
Economics from the curricula of most boys’ schools, or the allocation, within
many coeducational schools, of Home Economics to girls and Technical
subjects to boys. Such decisions reflect, in most instances, taken-for-granted
assumptions about what subjects are appropriate to boys and girls, on the
basis of beliefs about sex roles. Indeed, they are so taken for granted that these
decisions are often not so much consciously taken, as determined by default.
Such assumptions and beliefs are widely shared among teachers, Principals,
parents and pupils. For example, we shall see later in this chapters that in the
take-up of certain Leaving Certificate science subjects, sex differences in the
rate of choice of these subjects among pupils are actually greater than the sex
differences in their provision or allocation by school managements. A corollary
of this is, because these vie+,,s about sex roles are so pervasive, merely altering
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the mechanics of subject provision and allocation will not, for most of the
subjects we shall analyse, make major inroads into the sex-imbalance in their
rates oftake-up.

We are aware, of course, that a model such as that set out in Figure 5.1
represents the normative de jure as opposed to the substantive, de facto, situation.
For example, there will always be exceptions permitted to any rule of academic
qualifications; similarly, there will always be cases of pupils who, while they
are supposed to be obliged to take a subject, are excused from it. We believe
that the level oferror or inaccuracy introduced in this way is sufficiently small
to make the analysis meaningful. Of more importance, however, is the devia-
tion between normative and substantive in regard to the allocation ofsubjects
by sex. For example, while girls may formally be permitted to choose a
particular subject, there may be pressure upon them within the school --
specifically from teachers and peers--such that, in fact, either they are unable
to choose it, or choosing it requires a level of dedication to the subject not
necessary among boys. These sorts of problems will be dealt with in our
analysis of choice per se.

Provision, Allocation and Choice
"File results of the application of this model to the seven Leaving Cert.

subjects listed in Table 5.5 are given in "Fable 5.6. This table, and all those in
the rest of this chapter dealing with the Leaving Certificate, is based upon 86
out of the 95 schools in the sample. The loss of nine schools is caused by the
absence of Leaving Certificate classes in five cases, a refusal to permit inter-
viewing of those classes in one case, and three cases in which information was
not gathered (or was not applicable) on the manner ofsubject allocation. This
reduced the weighted sample size~ to 1,684 boys, 1,943 girls.

The figures in parentheses in Table 5.6 are percentages of this sample size,
and their comparison shows the relative importance of the various provision
and allocation factors. "Faking Higher Maths as an example, it can be seen
that a larger percentage ofgirls than boys are excluded from taking the subject
by virtue of being in schools that do not teach it (17.0 per cent against 8.1 per
cent ofboys) and in classes that are not offered it (10.4 per cent against 2.2 per
cent). Additionally, 51.9 per cent of girls as against 42.0 per cent of boys do
not meet school academic criteria for taking the subject. The result is that
47.6 per cent of boys either must take the subject ( 1.2 per cent) or may choose
it (,I-6.4 per cent) against 20.7 per cent ofgirls (none ofwhom is obliged to take

"~’~l’he figures are ~ eighled Io counteract the over+representalion of community schools in the sample. All
results for the Leaving Cert. pupils in Chapters 5, 6 and 9 are based on these weighted figures.



Table 5.6: Provision, Allocation and Choice Factors in the Take-up of Seven Leaving Certificate Subject~.

(Figures in Parentheses are Percentages of Total Sample Size)
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Total Sample
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riot on curriculum
Exduded beta use subject

not allocated to class
Excluded because subject
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Excluded because failed to meet

academic criteria
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Pupils who may choose the subject
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/3idngr I lislo{7 Tttknital Drawing Home Etonomia (Sot. 6d Sti.)
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it). Finally, 22.6 per cent of boys and 3.6 per cent of girls actually choose
Higher Maths.23

The main use of Table 5.6 lies in its permitting us to isolate, for each
subject, what the important factors are in determining rates of take-.’up among
each sex. We can do this, initially, by examining the four sources ofexclusion,
A to D. It will be immediately evident that for all subjects, formal exclusion
on the basis of pupil sex per se is relatively unimportant. This may seem
surprising, given that subjects such as Technical Drawing and Home Econom-
ics are considered to be, respectively, "boys’" and "girls’" subjects, and as
Table 5.6 shows, the percentage of pupils able to choose these subjects shows
marked sex differences. However, it can be seen also that the exclusion ofboys
from Home Economics is brought about by two factors -- the lack of provision
in schools (A), and the low proportion of boys who, although given the option
of Home Economics, actually choose to take it (22 out of 341). In the case of
TD, the situation is a little different. This time girls are disproportionately in
schools without TD, but even of those who are in schools that teach it, the
number offered TD is very small. This is mainly because girls do not meet the
qualifying criteria to do TD -- usually the requirement is that any pupil
wanting to do TD should have done MD to lnter. Cert. Thus, one major
source of attrition among girls can be traced back to Inter. Cert. subject
allocation and/or choice.

Turning now to the other exclusionary factors, we can see that they vary in
strength across the range of Leaving Certificate subjects. Thus, the percentages
excluded because the subject is not on the curriculum show very little difference
by sex in the cases of Chemistry and Biology. Subjects favouring boys in this
respect are, in increasing degree of sex disparity, Higher Maths, TD and

~JThe use of the term "choose" when applied to Higher Maths is something of an oversimplification. In
conlrast to the other subjects under analysis, Higher Maths is not offered as part of an option package, that
Is, Io be chosen or not from among a set ofgenerally mutually exclusive subjects. Rather the "choice" lies
between Lower or Higher level *’laths, and it seems to be the case that the extenl of choice offered to the
pupils as to which level be/she should take is much less than that offered to a pupil in choos g be wccn
al ernativc subjects. In Maths academic ability seems to pay a more important role in leading schools to
decide who shall take (ratber that who me), take) Higher Maths. The problem, in fact, ccntrcs on the
allocation of the two levels of Maths to pupils. [n the vast majority of schools Maths is "set’, so that,
formally, at any rate, pupils of any class or stream may take either level of course, providing that, if they
want to take the Higher course, they meet the academic requlremcnls of the school. In practice, however,
there seem also to be constraints placed upon the movemcnl of those pupils who mcct such requirements
against their taking the lower course. Thus, the extent of choice open to those pupils who meet the qualifying
cnlerta may be vcD’ restricted. Two consequences of this can be pointed to. Firstly, ability should be a
stronger predictor of which pupils among those who quali~’ to take Higher Maths actually do take it than
m the cases of subjecls with more scope for pupil choice. We shall see in Chapter 9 that this is, in fact, the
case. Secondly, il is our impression that those schools with instrumentally orienlated science-based curricula
(schools which, as we explain in Chapter 6, we designate as cluster 2 and cluster 6 schools), which are
overwhelmingly boys’ secondary schools, have much slronger informal constraints against the downwa/d
movcmem of high ability pupils to the Lower Maths course. This should accounl, in some parl, for the
observed difli:renccs in take-up rates among boys and girls who qualify to take Higher Y-laths.
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Physics (where the differences in provision are 80.4 per cent ofboys in schools
where Physics is taught against only 32.6 per cent of girls). Those subjects

favouring girls are History and Home Economics; the disparity in provision
between the sexes for the latter is greatest ofall our seven subjects.

Given these differences, we should expect that they would be reflected in
the percentages of boys, girls and coeducational schools teaching these sub-
jects. These are given in Table 5.7. Despite the fact that schools are not of
uniform size, and coeducational schools are not of uniform sex-mix, the picture
we obtain by comparing Columns one and two of Table 5.7 is markedly similar
to what we glean from Table 5.6.24 Boys’ schools are more likely than girls’

"Fable 5.7: Number of Schools Offering Each of Seven Leaving Certificate Subjects to the 1980-81
Leaving Cert. Class by School Sex-mix at Leaving Cert.

(Percentages in Parentheses)

School Type

Boys" Girls’ Coeducational

Sample Size 24 23 39
Higher Maths 22 (91.7) 17 (73.9) 23 (59.0)

¯ Physics 19 (79.2) 8 (34.8) 12 (30.6)
Chemistry 20 (83.3) 17 (73.9) 12 (30.8)
Biology 18 (75.0) 23 (100.0) 38 (97.4)
History 21 (84.0) 22 (95.7) 26 (66.7)
TD 8 (33.3) 0 (00.0) 31 (79.5)
Homel’]conomics (S & S) 1 (4.2) 22 (95.7) 27 (69.2)

~An important distinction, however, lies between those schools who actually offer a given subject to the
current Leaving Cer[. class m which is what Table 5.7 reports -- and the number of schools who claim to
have that subject on their curriculum, which may bc much greater, as Table 5.7a shows. Thus, for example,
although only 12 coeducational schools offered Physics to their 1980-81 Leaving Cert¯ class, 21 coeducational
schools claim Io have it on their curriculum. We must also note that the division of schools by sex-mix
refers to the 1980-81 Leaving Cert. class and not to the school as a whole.

Ta hie 5.7a: Number of st’hoots providing each of m, en Leaving Certificate subjects b_v school sex-mix at Leaning Certificate
(percentages of sample size in parentheses)

School 2"ype
Bo)’s ’ Girls’ Coeducational

Sample size 24 23 39
Higher 5laths 24(100.0) 17 (73.9) 24 (61.5)
Physics 22 (91.7) II (’17.8) 21 (53.8)
Chemistry 21 (87.5) 17 (73.9) 12 (30.8)
Biology 18 (75.0) 23(100.0) 39(100.0)
History 23 (95.8) 23(100.0) 28 (71.8)
Technical I)rawing 8 (33.3) I (4.3) 31 (79.5)
Home Economics (S & S) I (4.2) 22 (95.7) 27 (69.2)
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schools to provide Higher Maths, Physics and TD, while the reverse is the
case for Biology, Home Economics and, a little surprisingly, History. Again,
Chemistry shows very little difference. Although not directly relevant to us at
the moment, it is worth noting the low rates of provision of the Sciences
(except Biology) in coeducational schools, and their high rates of provision of
Home Economics and TD. The difference in provision between schools and
school types is an issue to which we shall turn in more detail in Chapter 6.

If we turn to Table 5.8, we see that the low rate of Science provision in
coeducational schools is largely due to low provision rates in vocational
schools. Table 5.8 shows .the national proportion of each sex in secondary,
vocational and community/comprehensive schools who are in schools offering.
the seven subjects under analysis, to their sex.

Table 5.8: Proportions of Boys and Girls in the Senior Cycle of Scconda!y, Vocational and Commu-
nity~Comprehensive Schools in Schools Offering each of scven I~aving Certificate Subjects to their Sex.

Community/
Scconda~y Ratio Vocational Ratio Comprehensive RatioSchool Type
1 11 l/II 111    IV IlI/IV V VI V/VI

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

Higher Maths .94 .77 1.22 .46 .35 1.31 .78 .68 1.15
Physics .90 .44 2.05 .36 .14 2.57 .81 .65 1.25
Chemistry .92 .82 1.12 .31 .22 1.41 .80 .75 1.07
Biology .91 .97 0.94 .86 .91 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00
History .95 .96 1.00 .55 .61 0.90 .97 .98 1.00
Technical Drawing .39 .02 19.50 .94 .06 15.67 .95 .38 2.50
Home Economics (S & S) .06 .82 0.07 .08 .47 0.17 .31 .75 0.41
N 27,819 37,850 6,298 4,763 3,052 3,422

Source: Department of Education, Statistical Reports, 1979-80, pp. 47-8.

The published figures do not permit a separation of coeducational from
single sex secondary schools.

The overall pattern of provision is, as we should expect, that boys are better
provided for in Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and Technical Drawing.
Girls are at an advantage in Home Economics and Biology (except in com-
munity schools where provision is equal) and provision in History is roughly
equal, except in vocational schools where girls are favoured. However, it is
also apparent from Table 5.8 that in all cases the sex differences in proportions
offered each of these subjects are least in community schools and greatest in
vocational schools (except in TD and Home Economics where the differences
in the secondary schools are greater). This is despite the fact that the vast
bulk of vocational schools, like the community/comprehensive schools, are
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coeducational. In other words, sex differences in the proportion of pupils
offered these subjects in secondary schools will be due in part to differences in
provision between single sex schools and in part to differences in the allocation
of these subjects to boys and girls within coeducational secondary schools. On
the other hand, ill community/comprehensive and vocational schools, the sex
differences in proportions offered these subjects must be due almost wholly to
sex differences in subject allocation within schools.

We conclude, therefore, that in vocational schools, in particular, the allo-
cation ofsubjects is markedly sex-specific. However, as we shall see later, this
need not arise through a direct process of allocating subjects according to sex
at the Leaving Cert.; rather, it is more likely to be the consequence of direct
allocation according to sex of Inter. Cert. subjects, such that, for example,
because girls were not allowed to take MD, they cannot possibly meet the
criteria required for TD.

However, turning to Table 5.6 once again, we see that differences in
allocation of our seven Leaving Cert. subjects according to school class and
sex are not of major importance hi determining the final rates of subject
take-up. Only in the cases of Higher Maths and Biology is the difference
between boys and girls in the proportion of pupils excluded greater than five
percentage points.

Of considerably greater significance is the exclusion of pupils because they
failed to meet academic criteria. This is ofrelevance in Higher Maths, Physics,
Chemistry and TD. Ahhough we did not enquire specifically into the criteria
for the other three subjects, in the majority of schools they appeared to be
much more accessible and generally more open than the former subjects. On
this basis we have assumed that Biology, History and Home Economics should
be regarded as open to all pupils without any qualifying criteria attached to
them.

In examining Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and TD, it is apparent
that, in all cases, failure to meet academic criteria was a major exclusionary
factor for both sexes. In a sense, however, Table 5.6 gives something of a false
impression of its relative importance for the two sexes, since the effect of this
factor depends, to a degree, upon the strength of the previous exclusionary
factors. So, for example, in the case of Physics, exclusion because of a failure
to meet academic criteria appears less important for girls than for boys -- and
so it is, at least in the attrition of the entire sample, where exclusion because
of lack of provision is of overwhelming importance. If, however, we turn to
Table 5.9 this shows the number of pupils who are excluded because of a
failure to meet academic criteria, expressed as a percentage of those pupils in
schools and classes where Higher Maths, Physics and Chemistry are available.

An examination of Table 5.9 shows that, for all three subjects, among those
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Table 5.9: Of those Pupils in Schools where the Subject is Available, Percentages who are
Excluded b.y Failure to meet Academic Criteria; and Percentages of those who have not .Sat for the

Prerequisite Inter. Cert. Subject.

Percentage of(a) who Did not Take:Of those to whom Subject
is Available --

percentage Excluded
Subject because of Failure to meet Inter. Cert. Higher

Academic Criteria (a)
Maths

Inter. Cerfl Science
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

Higher Maths 47 71 75 86 -- --
Physics 26 34 -- -- 22 57
Chemistry 16 34 -- -- 30 72

pupils in classes offered these subjects, girls are far more heavily ~excluded
than boys by virtue of their failure to meet the necessary academic require-
ments. The degree ofexclusion brought about in this way will depend on three
factors:

(1) the criteria set up by schools;
(2) the number ofpupils taking the criterion subject;
(3) the level ofperformance ofthese pupils in that subject.

If we try to explain the different degrees of exclusion of the two sexes by these
three factors, we can arrive at some fairly clear conclusions. In the first place
our data show no significant differences between boys’, girls’ or coeducational
schools in the difficulty of tbe criteria set up for these subjects. Secondly, the
criterion subjects, are, in these cases, Higher Maths Inter. Cert. for Higher
Maths Leaving Cert.; Inter. Cert. Science for Physics and Chemistry.

Thus, if we turn to Table 5.9, we can see that for all three subjects, the
percentages of those excluded from a particular Leaving Cert. subject because
the), bad not even sat for the requisite Inter. Cert. are greater for girls than
boys -- markedly so in the cases of Physics and Chemistry.. We can attribute
the ineligibility of such pupils either to pre-emptive curricular allocation (they
were not allowed to take the necessary Inter. Cert. subject) or to pre-emptive
curricular choice (they chose not to take that subject). We will deal with these
questions in some detail when we come to analyse our five Inter. Cert:. subjects.
At this point, however, we can say that, according to our Inter. Cert. survey,
four out of five male pupils are obliged to take Inter. Cert. Science, whereas,
although almost all girls have the option of taking it, very few are obliged to
take it; and, as an option, it is frequently placed as an alternative to what are
considered traditional "girls’" subjects -- Home Economics, Music, Art and
so forth.
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The last of our three explanatory factors -- differences ill the level of Inter.
Cert. perfor:nance in the criteria subjects -- cannot be held to have any
particularly marked effect. AlthoughI over the sample as a whole, boys do
better, on average, than girls in Inter. Cert. Higher Maths, this difference is
slight. In Inter. Cert. Science A, girls perform, overall, rather better than boys
(Department of Educatlon, Statistical Reports). However, female candidates ill
Science A are less numerous than males, and are probably therefore, more
highly selected. In Sclence E, which is taken by relatively few pupils, I)oys
perform better than girls.

To summarise the foregoing few paragraphs: in the three subjects we have
examined, failure to meet qualifying criteria is an important form ofexclusion
for both sexes but takes a disproportionately severe toll of girls. This dispro-
portion is almost wholly due to the differences in the rates of take-up of the
necessary Inter. Cert. subjects. We havc not included TD in this discussion
for the simple reason that the disproportions involved are so extreme and
relatively obvious. Given that, in our entire Leaving Cert. sample, only 0.4
per cent of girls had taken Inter. Cert. MD, it is obvious that virtually all
those formally offered TD will be excluded because of their failure to meet the
criteria, and this will be almost entirely duc to their not having taken MD up
to Inter. Cert.

Ob’Ggatory and Optional Subjects: the Role of Choice
In only two cases does the fact of a subject’s I)cing obligatory have a large

effect on the relative rates of take-up by tile sexes -- these are Chemistry
(favouring boys) and Biology (favouring girls). The discrepancy I)etween the
sexes in the case ofTl) has, as it were, already been made irrelevant by the
large-scale exclusion of girls fi’om the subject.

In all seven cases, choice is ofmore importance in determining take-up than
is compulsion. One virtue of the model we have applied in this analysis is that
it enables us to determine which pupils, out of the entire sample, are in a
position to choose to do the sul)ject (these are labelled G and H in Figure 5. I
and Table 5.6). Thus, when we discuss tile role of pupil choice in subject
take-up it is this subsample we shall be concerned with, derived as it is from
tile entire sample, allowing for the effects ofprovision and allocation. The rate
of choice of this subsample -- that is, the number choosing tile subject
expressed as a percentage of those who may choose it I we shall call the "true
rate of subject choice". This is shown in Table 5.10, together with the ratio of
the boys’ to the girls’ rate. From this it is evident that tile true rate of subject
choice shows marked sex differences in all subjects except Biology and History,
boys’ rates exceeding girls’ in Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and TD.

It may, however, be argued that our assumptions regarding the absence of

F
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Table 5.10: Those Pupils Choosing the Subject as a Percentage of those who may choose it (i.e.
"true rate of choice’)

Ratio Ratio
Subject Boys Girls

Boys~Girls
Subject           Boys Girls

Boys/Girls

Higher Maths 48.7 17.2 2.8 History 37.6 33.4 I.I
Physics 52.9 16+6 3.2 Technical
Chemistry 43.5 27.5 1.6 Drawing 56.3 8.9 6.3
Biology 49.7 55.6 0.9 Home

Economics 6.5 44.5 0.1

any necessary qualifying criteria for pupils to take Leaving Cert. Home
Economics and Biology, are unrealistic. Accordingly, ifwe assume that taking
Inter. Cert. Home Economics and Inter. Cert. Science are, respectively,
prerequisites for Leaving Cert. Home Economics and Biology,, the true rates
ofchoice, as shown in Table 5.10, would have to be altered. For Biology, these
rates would be 49.2 per cent for boys and 75.5 per cent for girls. In other
words, although the rate is unchanged for boy’s, the sex difference widens
because of the large increase in the girls’ rate. This indicates that not having
taken Inter. Cert. Science is a deterrent when it comes to Biology for girls, but
not for boys. This will be discussed more fully in Chapter 9, where we will see
that achievement at Inter. Cert. is negatively related to Biology take-up among
boy,s, and positively related among girls.25 Of course, in Higher Maths, Physics
and Chemistry we assume that, in general, only those who have attained the
grade required by their school in Inter. Cert. Higher Maths and Science will
be in a position to choose these subjects.

The Importance of Provision, Allocation and Choice and Sex Differences in these
Factors
Having described our model of provision, allocation and choice, we will

now examine the relative importance of the exclusionary factors we have
isolated in determining rates of take-up, and the extent of the sex differences
in the effects of these factors.

Earlier we noted that, of the factors labelled A to D in Figure 5.1 and Table
5.6, lack of school provision, A, and failure to meet academic criteria, D,
appeared to be the most imporiant. If we add to these the failure of pupils to
choose the partictJlar subject, these three factors together account for virtually
all of the percentage of the sample excluded from taking any subject, as Table
5.11 shows. This is a reduced version of Table 5.6, and it shows us the relative

2nln the case of Home Economics (Social and Scientific) none of the ntales taking this subject had taken

Inter. Cert. Home Economics.



Table 5. I I: Percentage of each Sex L)’cluded from Subject due to Provision, Academic Requirements and Choice

Technical Home
Higher Maths I’hysics ChemistO, Biology Histo[y Drawing Economics

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

C~

O
O
[,,.

Provision (A) 8.1 17.0 19.6 67.,I- 19.8 23.4 8.8 0.3 18.0 7.6 53.9 82.9 76.8    6.6

Failure to meel academic

requirements (D) 42.0 51.9 20.0 10.0 12.4 24,4 16.3 10.5

Failure to choose subject 23.8 17.1 25.2 15.9 31.2 33,9 39.3 38.4 48.6 60.5 8.6 I.I 18.9 47.4

>

I,,15

~o
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significance, for an), subject and’ within one sex, of these three exclusion
factors. Since the percentages are relative, tile importance of one factor is
]inked to that ofanotber. Furtbcrmore, it is not a good source of comparisons
between the sexes. For example, although Table 5.11 allows us to compare
the relative importance of choice as against other factors for boys’ take-up;
with its relative importance for girls’, take-up, it tells us nothing ofdifferences
between the sexes in the true rates of choice. To do this we need to examine
Table 5.10. Thus we see, for example, that althougb tile role of choice in
deternaining the take-up of TD is relatively slight for both sexes (from Table
5.11) there are, nevertheless, marked sex-differences in the true rate of choice
of TD (from Table 5.10). For Chemistry, the importance of choice appears
quite considerable and roughly equal for both sexes (Table 5. I 1) but, in fact,
the true rate ofchoice (Table 5.10) again varies widely between them.

Table 5.11 shows fairly clearly that for subjects such as TD, Home Econom-
ics for boys and Physics for girls, provision factors are of major importance,
while for Biology, HistotT, boys’ TD and girls’ Home Economics, choice is
crucial. In the case of Chemistry and boys’ Physics provisiou, failure to meet
acadernic criteria and choice are all important in excluding pupils from these
subjects, with the latter, in all cases, accounting for the largest proportion of
the loss. Finally, for Higher iVlaths, failure to meet academic criteria is, as we
might expect, of greatest importance.

If we turn now to "Fable 5.12, we see the degree of sex difference in tile
effects of these three exclusionary factors. The sex difference in provision is
the ratio of the percentage of boys in schools where the subject is provided, to
the percentage of girls in scbools where tile subject is provided. The sex
difference in meeting academic requirements is again a boy/girl ratio but this
time of those in schools where the subject is provided who meet the academic
requirements to take it. Finally, the sex difference in choice is the ratio of the
boys’ true rate ofchoice to tbat of the girls.

Tablc 5.12: Sex Differences in Provision, Academic Requirements and Choice (Ratio of
Boys~Girls)

Higher Home
Maths Physics ChemistO, Biologr HistoO, TD    Economics

Provision (A) 1. I I .2.47 1.05 0.92 0.88 2.70 " 0.25
Academic

Requirements
(D) 1.86 2.14 1.28 -- -- 6.26 : --

True rate of
Subject choice 2.83 3.19 1.58 0.89 I. 13 6.33 0.15
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In Table 5.12 a score orone indicates no sex difference, while a score greater
than one shows a bias in favour of boys, a score of less than one a bias

- favouring girls; It carl: be sdeil that sex differences in the true rate of subject
---: choicd a-re gteb.ter th~Tfi:s~x differences in ~ither provision or in the meeting of

academic requirements (with the single exception of History, where provision
differences and true rate of choice differences are equal but operate in different
directions -- provision favouring girls, choice boys). A similar finding has
been reported in England and Wales (Department of Education and Science,
1975) where the sex differences in the take-up of the Physical Sciences were

greater than in their provision. Such a finding suggests that an increase in
Science provision for girls would yield relatively low returns in terms ofsubject
take-up unless girls’ true rates of choice were to increase.

If we now examine Tables 5.11 and 5.12 together, we can see which
exclusion factors are both important and show a clear sex bias. Thus, for
example, while the sex differences in Biology provision are marked, in fact
provision is relatively unimportant for both sexes in determining the percent-
age excluded from taking Biology (Table 5.11). But, provision is clearly sex
biased and also important as a determinant of take-up rates in Physics, TD
and Home Economics. Failure to qualify is both important and sex biased in
Higher Maths, Physics and Chemistry. Finally, those subjects in which choice
is important for both sexes and in which the rate of choice varies widely
between them, are Higher Maths, Physics and Chemistry.

Some Possible Results of lntervention

Before going on to analyse both differential rates of choice and differential
rates of subject provision, we want first to use Table 5.6 and the discussion of
the foregoing section to examine some likely results of various forms of
intervention aimed at narrowing the sex differences in take-up of those subjects
in our analysis. So far we have identified three agents ofexclusion from taking
these subjects -- these are (a) the lack of school provision; (b) pupils’ failure
to meet school academic criteria; (c) pupils’ failure to choose the subject. Let
us now examine the consequences of equalising rates between the sexes in
each of these areas separately, by making girls’ rates equal to boys’ in Higher
Maths, Physics, Chemistry and TD. We assume that, in doing this, all else is
held constant. To give an example: suppose that in the case of Higher Maths,
the percentage of girls in schools where this subject is not available was
reduced fi’om 17.0 per cent to 8.1 per cent-- that is, equal to the boys’ rate;
then if the percentage ofgirls in schools where the subject is available but who
fail to meet academic criteria remained constant and the percentage of girls
who do meet the criteria and who choose Higher Maths also remained
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constant, the result would bc that 77 girls or 3.96 per cent would, using our
previous figures, take tile subject. Conversely, if the true rate of choice of girls
(shown in Table 5.10) could be rnade equal to that of boys, then; all other
things being equal, 196 girls (10.1 per cent) would take the subject. This
estimate is arrived at simp!y by multiplying the rate for boys in "Fable 5.10
(48.7 pet" cent) by the 402 girls who qualify to choose Higher Math~. Finally,
if the proportion of girls who, although in schools where that subject is taught,
do not qualify to choose it, were reduced from 1,008.5 out of 1,410.5 (7t per
cent) to 46.9 per cent (the corresponding figure for boys) then all other things
remaining unchanged, 114 girls or 5.9 per cent of the sample, would take
Higher Maths. These estimates and comparable ones for Physics, Chemistry
and TD are shown in "Fable 5.13. The results are fairly clear; as we would
expect, it is in the area of the true rate of subject choice that equafisation
would have the most impact, and, in addition, no one of these three strategies
of intervention would serve to increase the percentage rate of take-up among
girls to equal that of boys. The closest oiae comes to such equality is ill
Chemistry; if the girls’ true rate of choice equalled that of boys, the gap ill
take-up by choice would be quite small.

Although tile kind of exercise set out ill Table 5.13 is quite useful in assessing
the likely consequences of these different forms of intervention, it is somewhat
simplistic. In particular, two assumptions on which it is based cannot be
supposed to hold in reality. First, these different exclusion factors are probably
not independent of each other, and secondly, rates of take-up of the two sexes
are not independent of each other. To give an example of tile former; if one
takes the total number of girls doing Physics (70) and then examines ’Fable
5.7 it can be seen that 20 schools offered Physics to girls in 1980-1981 and, of
these, eight were single sex schools. If we examine the number taking Physics

Table 5.13: Estimates of the number of Girls Choosing to take Certain Subjects under Three
Possible Independent Forms of lnteroention Assuming All else Renlained Constant (Percentage of

Sample in Parentheses)

Higher Technical
Maths Physics Chemistry Drawing

(I) Equalising provision 76.5 (3.9)
(2) Equalising exclusion

because of failure Io
meet criteria 113.8, (5.9)

(3) Equalising true rate of
choice 195.8 ( I 0. I )

(4) Actual take-up (girls) 69.0 (3.6)
(5) Actual take-up (boys) 381.0 (22.6)

151.6 (7.8)261.0 (13.4) 5.4 (0.3)

69.3 (3.6)318.1 (16.4) 12.5 (0.6)

196.1 (10.t) 395.0 (20.3) 12.7 (0.7)
61.5 (3.2)249.5 (12.8) 2.0 (0.1)

477.0 (28.3) 405.0 (24.0) 195.5 (11.0)
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in these schools, we find that these are extremely small. This suggests a certain
favourableness on the part of the school management or administration in
regard to Physics, in so far as they are willing to provide a subject for which
there appears to be little demand. Conversely it may be that such low rates of
take-up per school would, in fact, discourage other schools -- particularly
girls’ schools-- from adding Physics to the curriculum.

In tile comparisons with boys’ take-up given in Table 5.13, it was assumed
that moves to increase girls’ take-up would leave the former unaltered. This
seems a debatable assumption, to say the least, when applied to coeducational
schools. For example, in so far as increasing provision for girls in Higher
Maths, Physics or Chemistry would "mean introducing these subjects into
coeducational schools that currently do not provide them, the likely main
beneficiaries of this, given current patterns of choice and take-up, would be
boys, and thus, the overall picture could show greater, not less, sex differences.

Despite these caveats, Tables 5.6 and 5.13 do show that girls are disadvan-
taged in the areas ofschool provision and in their exclusion because of a failure
to meet academic requirements (which can, in turn, be traced back to the
allocation of Inter. Cert. subjects), and that some measure ofequalisatlon in
both these respects would go some way to levelling up rates of take-up by the
sexes. On tile other hand, it is likely that neither of these courses of action,
either taken singly or indeed together, would have a really marked effect on
final rates of take-up unless there was some equalisation of the true rates of
subject choice.

Intermediate Certificate Subjects
The method ofanalysing factors influencing the take-up rate of Inter. Cert.

subjects closely follows that adopted for the Leaving Cert. Again, we shall be
concerned with tile relative significance of the three areas of provision, allo-
cation and choice, and the specific model we shah use, shown in Figure 5.2,
is based very closely on that developed for the Leaving Cert. analysis. It
will be immediately evident, however, that this model is rather simpler. The
initial question agaifi concerns school provision. Using Science as our example
we ask whether or not it is available in the school. The second question relates
to allocation -- to which pupils is Science made available -- as does the third,
which deals with the method of making tile subject available, as either a core
or optional subject. It will be noted that we have simplified our earlier
distinction regarding the groups to which a subject is made available (to
specific classes or specific sexes); this is because it did not always prove
possible to carry out such a disaggregation at this level with the necessary
degree of accuracy. Wc have also, of necessity, abandoned the question
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Figure 5.2: Flow Chart: Some Constraints on the Take-up of Inter Cert Science

I 1. Is Science on the school curriculum or otherwise available?

\
Pupils excluded (U)

2. Is Science available to all pupils in the school?                         ]

Yes                                 No

/
Pupils not exclude~d

(i. e., to whom
available)

I
~. ,s ~enoe o~li~aio~ Ioo~e~ or optional?                       [

\
Pupils excluded (V)

(i. e., to whom not
available)

Core to all Core to some Optional for all

Pupils who must Pupils wh Pupils to whom pupils to whom

do Science (W) do Science (X) an option (Y) an option (Z)
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relating to academic qualifications attached to taking the subject. Again we
have labelled groups of pupils according to their sources of exclusion from tbc
subject (U and V) and the manner in which the subject is offered to them, as

core (\,~t and X) or option (Y and Z). Finally wc must re-enter the qualification
with which we prefaced our discussion of time Leaving Cert. analysis: this
model reprcsents the normative rather better than the substantive picture. In
this case the chief source of error this introduccs is in the numbers taking the
snbjects as core. As with the Leaving Cert. not all of those who formally must
do a subject, in fact do. Again, howcver, the error this introduces is relatively
sligbt.

Provision, A Uocation and Choice
The results of the application of this model to the five Inter. Cert. subjects

listed in Table 5.1 are shown in Table 5.14. This table, and all those in the
rest of this cbapter dealing with the Inter. Cert, is based on 91 out of the 95
schools in the sample. The four excluded schools either had no Inter. Cert.
pupils in 1980-1981 (two cases) or information about the manncr of subject
allocation was not applicable (one case) or time school did not teach the Inter.
Cert. course (one case). This gave a weighted sample size of 3, 168 boys, 2,826
girls/~

As we noted earlier in the case of Leaving Cert. Higher Maths, the use of
the term pupil "choice" in tbe taking oflnter. Cert. Higher Maths is somewhat
questionable. Although choice presumably plays a part in determining the
eventual rate of take-up, it would seem that, when compared witb other
subjects, the amount of additional constraint (not captured in Figures 5.1 or
5.2) on the pupil is markedly greater. In this case, then, in Figure 5.2~ we have
not distinguished between core and option in Inter. Cert. Higher Matbs;
rather we have entered the figure for the number ofpupils to whom the subject
is, formally, available. SimilaHy, the figure given as the number choosing
Higher .,Maths must, in effect, be seen as the number taking it, whether out of
choice or compulsion.

In examining Table 5.14 one distinction is immediately apparent; that is,
between Mechanical Drawing (MD) and Home Economics on the one band,
and, Higher Matbs, Science and Commerce on tbe other. In the former
subjects there are very marked sex differences in school provision: the rates of
exclusion, on this basis, for boys in Home Economics (63.4 per cent excluded)
and girls in MD (66.9 per cent) are virtually equal. The patterns of provision
of these two subjects, however, do not form mirror images. In particular, while

"~ln this case the sample was weighted not Oll~y 10 counteract the over-representatlon of community
schools but also to adj ust for the under-representation of schools with a large number of Inter. Cert. classes,
~¢here the chlsses were sampled according to the melhod described in Chapter 2.
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Home Economics is available to almost every girl in the sample, in MD
provision factors exclude over one-third of boys. The difference is clearly due
to the presence of Home Economics in all girls’ schools, and the absence, for
the most part, of MD in single sex boys’ secondary schools. The distribution
of the five subjects according to school sex-mix is given in Table 5.15. The

percentage of girls not allocated MD is also roughly equal to the percentages
of boys not allocated Home Economics. Overall, the pattern of take-up of
these subjects by each sex seems to be a consequence of the distribution of
these subjects over school types and their timetabling. In schools where the
two subjects appear oil the curriculum (i.e., in coeducational schools) there is,
in general, either a formal (by making the subjects core to a specific sex) or
tacitly assumed allocation of boys to MD and girls to Home Economics. In a
number of schools it is impossible for a boy to take Home Economics (and a
glrl to take MD) because these subjects are simply not offered to these sexes
and this is reflected in tile sex imbalance in pupil allocation (V in Table 5.14);
in other cases, because the two subjects are timetabled against each other, the
formal offering of, say, Home Economics to a boy tends to require that he
chooses not to do MD. As a consequence he will also be likely to be excluded
from Woodwork and Metalwork, since schools generally require MD to be
taken with either or both of these.

Table 5.15a: Number of schools providing each of five Intermediate Certificate subjects by school
sex-mix at Inter Cert (percentages of sample size in parentheses)

School Type

Boys’ Girls’ Coeducational

Sample size 26 23 42

Higher Maths 26 22 39
Science 26 22 42
Commerce 22 21 39
Mechanical Drawing 15 I 38
Home Economics I 23 40

Turning to Commerce, Science and Higher Maths, only in the former is"
there a noticeable sex-difference in school provision (favouring girls) and even here
it is far tess marked than in the case of MD or Home Economics. In general,
however, as Table 5.15 shows, there are very high rates of provision of Higher
Maths, Science and Commerce in all three types of school. In both
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Commerce and Science there are sex differences in the allocation of subjects
to pupils within schools where these subjects are taught; in Science this favours
boys, in Commerce girls. The net resuh of tile equality of these two, factors in
the case of Higher Maths is that roughly equal percentages of boys and girls
have, formally at any rate, Higher Maths open to them. On the other hand,
in Science, all boys have tile subject available to them while 86 per cent of
gMs are in a similar position. In Commerce, 93 per cent of girls have the
suhject available to them, compared with 66 per cent of boys. In Commerce
this ratio of availability (93/66) is roughly equal to the ratio of percentages
taking the subject (63/44). On tile other hand, in Science the sex differences
in overall take-up (59.7 per cent of girls as against 93.1 per cent of boys) are
much greater than tile net differences in availability. This can be accounted
for by two factors; first, the differences in tile percentages obliged to take the
subject, and, secondly, differences in the "true rates ofchoice"Y

As "Fable 5.16 shows, while for boys Science is overwfiehningly a core or
obligatory subject, for girls it is overwhelmingly an option. As a result, we
would expect that tile rate of take-up for girls would be much lower than that
for boys. However, the divergence between the sexes is increased by the lower

~Vl’he proporlion in each sex who are in schools offering these five Inter. CcrL subjects Io their sex are
shown below, broken down by school lype. h should be holed thai this lable and Table 5.8in Ihc texl do
nol indicate Ihe proportions of eacb sex who are actually ofl’ercd Ibe subjecl in each lype of.school. As we
bare auempled Io show, Ihere is a crucial difference belween, for example. Ihe number of girls in schools
where Science is ulughl to girls and t he number of girls given Ibe opporlunhy Io lake scieace.

Table 5.15b: Proportions of bqrs and girh in theJunio¢ Qvcle of Seconda9,. Vocational and Comunity/Compreheasive
schools in schools offering Each of Eive Inter. Cert. Subjects to their Sex

Seeondan, I:ocational C°mmunity/C°mprehen-
" sibe

Boys Girls Bol’s Girls Bt]~’s Girls

Higber Malhs .99 .95 .58 .81 .82 .89
Science A .98 .92 .67 .57 .77 .85
Commerce .94 .90 .38 .97 .98 .92
M ecba nical I)rawing .60 ,04 .99 .16 .97 . I 0
Home Economics .06 .96 .22 .98 .49 .97

Source: Department of Educali~m, Statbtical Report 1979-80, pp ,t5-6.

As with the Senior Cycle Sciences, so ill Higher Maths and Science vocational schools disli!ay the largesl
sex differences. In Commerce. however, Otis diff’:fence is partleuh~r[v noteworlhy, since Commerce shows
lillle sex difference in the seconda~’ and communily seclors. In ~il) and Home Economics, seconda~,
schools wilb the Iowesl levels of provision, show 01e most marked sex difl’erences, bul such differences are
still vc~, clear in Ibe coeducalional vocational and comrnunily comprehensive schools. As with Ihe Leaving
Cert. subjects, given thai most of the vocational and communilv schools are coeducational, these sex
differences must be allribuled Io allocation praclices wlddn scbools. Unlike al Leaving Cert. however
wbere Ihese arise indirectly, nluch of the Inter Cert. sex difference arises because one sex islnot g~ven the
oplion of doing a par;ieular subjecL Indeed, we shall see later (as in Table 6.3) dlat, in m:~ny vocaliona[
schools, Imer. CerL subjects are allocaled specifically on ;he basis of sex.
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true rate of choice ofgirls (shown in Table 5.17); that is, out ofevery 100 boys
offered Science as an option, roughly 73, on average, choose to do it, as against
57 girls in comparahle circumstances. One major reason for this difference in
the true rate of choice is undoubtedly the manlaer in which the subject is
ofl~:red to girls; specifically the kinds of subjects that they are being asked to
choose Science in preference to. As an example, Table 5.18 shows the option
packaging of Science in 12 single sex girls’ schools. From this it can be seen
that in six cases the pupils were asked to make a direct choice between Science
or Home Economics, and in a further six cases Science was offered as an
alternative to one or more subjects traditionally popular among girls. In other
words, not only are boys generally obliged to take Science to Inter. Cert., but

girls, if they wish to take Science, are being asked to choose it in preference to
subjects traditionally popular among girls.

Table 5.16: Ratio of those pupils to whom subject is core to those to whom subject is an option

Core~Option
Subject

Boys Girls

Science 3.99 0.32
Commerce 0.87 0.29
Mechanical Drawing 0.72 --
H6me Economics -- 0.2 I

Table 5.17: Of those pupils to whom subject is offered as option, percentage choosing to take it
(true rate of choice)

Subject Boys Girls

Science 73.19 56.70
Commerce 39.03 60.13
Mechanical Drawing 68.61 10.00
Home Economics 2.23 64.36

It is quite cleat" that these factors account for the differences in the percent-
ages of boys and girls who fail to meet the academic criteria for Leaving Cert.
Physics and Chemistry. For both these subjects we saw (in Table 5.9) that, of
those who failed to meet the necessary criteria, a far higher proportion ofgirls
than of boys had not taken Inter. Cert. Science. The findings of the preceding
few paragraphs show why this is so. To emphasise the point, the differential
treatment received by the sexes in access to, and the mode of offering Inter.
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Cert. Science leads not simply to an imbalance in the take-up of that subject,
but is a major cause~ of the imbalance ill tbe take-up of Leaving Cert. Physics
and Chemist~,.

Tahle 5.18a: Science Options in 12 Girls" Schools

Science or
Home Economics
Commerce
Commerce or Art or Mechanical Drawing
Home Economics or Commerce
Home Economics or Art or Commerce
Home E, conomlcs or Art or Commerce or Music
(3 from) Home Economics, German, Commerce, Art,
French, Music, Latin

Numher of Schools
6

The broad difference between tile sexes at Inter. Cert. in their freedom to
choose subjects (as shown by Table 5.16) may be taken to be representative,
at an aggregate level, ofdifl’erences in the philosophy guiding boys’ and girls’
education. The principles underlying boys’ education would appear to be far
more specific than those underlying girls in the sense that boys are more likely
to have less choice in their hater. Cert. subjects than girls, and this in turn,
suggests a conception of boys’ education (as more instrumentally orientated,
inculcating specific areas of knowledge, orientated to a practical end, that of
a job or further education) not wholly applicable to girls.28

~t, Vhile tbe rclallve absence of cholce at Inter. Cert. among boys ’;.’hen compared with girls is one element
in what appears to be a difl~’rence in tbe educational philosophy applied to the two sexes, there are other
differences. In particular, boys’ schools practice, on average, a more rigid streaming of their pupils, as
Table 5.18b shows, and as this table also shows, tbey are, with the exception of vocational schools, most
likely to use this streaming as a basis on which to allocate subjects to pupils (the higher score for vocational
schools is probably the result oft heir greater heterogeneity of ability levels within the school).

"Fable 5.18b: Percentages of schools of different types with streamed or banded Inter. Cert. classes 1978.9, and the
percentage of such schools that allocate subjects to classes on the basis of banding ol streaming

Streamed/ Different subjects
School Type * N Banded offered to classes on this

basis

Boys’ 24 70.8 82.4
Girls’ 22 45.5 70.0
Coeduca ional Secondary 17 41.2 71.4
Coeducational Vocational 23 52.2 91.7
Coeducational Community/Comprehensive 9 44.’t 75.0

¯ based on overall school sex-mix.
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Sex Differences ill Allocation
In MD and Home Economics, major factors giving rise to the sex discrep-

ancies in overall take-up are the differences in school provision and differences
in pupil allocation. So, even when boys find themselves in schools where Home
Economics is taught, they are not likely to be offered the opportunity oftaking
it; the same holds, to a slightly lesser degree, for girls and MD.

The relative importance to each sex of exclusion on the basis of allocation
of the subject can be seen in Table 5.19. In Higher Maths, for example, of
those pupils who are in schools where this subject is offered, roughly equal
percentages of each sex are excluded as a result of the lack of allocation of
Higher Maths to pupils within the school. The other subjects fall into two
groups -- those where the allocation disadvantages girls (Science and MD)
and those where it disadvantages boys (Commerce and Home Economics).
We suggest that two principles underlie the allocation of subjects to pupils;
these are, first, allocation according to ability level, and, secondly, allocation
according to sex. That the latter will lead to sex .differences in the rates of
take-up of a subject is obvious; however, the former principle will also lead to
this result in so far as it is applied differently in boys’ and girls’ schools. This
is most marked in the case of Science. The 366 girls to whom Science is not
allocated are overwhelmingly located in the lower streams ofsingle sex schools.
By contrast, however, boys in the lower streams of boys’ schools are not
excluded from Science in this way (in fact no boys are formally excluded from
Science); so, the differential application between boys’ and girls’ schoois of
the first principle of allocation (according to ability level) is wholly responsible
for the difference between the sexes in respect of Science, shown in Table 5.19.

"Fable 5.19: Of those Pupils in Schools where Subject is Taught, Percentage of Each Sex Excluded
by Allocation Rules

Ratio
Males Females Males~Females

Higher Maths 14.9 16.9 0.88
Science 0 13.0 --
Commerce 2 I. I 2.8 7.54
MD 6.4 58.3 0.12
Home Economics 61.4 0 --

In the cases of MD and Home Economics, allocation according to sex is, as
we pointed out earlier, the principle underlying the allocation of these subjects
to pupils. For Commerce the situation appears to be the reverse of that for
Science; that is, of the 558 boys excluded from Commerce on the basis of
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school allocation rules, 441 of these are ill single sex schools. Thus, it appears
that allocation according to ability level (with Commerce aimed primarily at
moderate or weak ability pupils) within boys’ schools is mainly responsible
for excluding these pupils. Tbis allocation of Commerce according to ability
is not, however, found in girls’ schools.

Provision, Allocation and Choice: A Summary
At this point it may be useful to summarise our findings about the relative

importance of provision, allocation and choice in determining the different
rates oftake-up of the Inter. Cert. subjects in our analysis.

In tbe case of M1) and Home Economics, although true rates of choice
between the sexes differ widely, this is not very important in contributing to
the sex differences in overall take-up. This is because, in tbese subjects, the
major factors giving rise to the sex difl’erences in take-up are school provision
and subject allocation. In Science the sex difl’erence in take-up is due in some
part to differences in the true rate ofchoice (’Fable 5.17) but for the most part
to differences in allocation: more girls than boys are entirely excluded from
the subject, and fewer girls than boys are obliged to take it.

In Commerce the sex difl’erences in overall take-up rates are the net result
of the operation of four factors, three favouring girls, one favouring boys.
Subject provision, true rates of choice and allocation practices (in the sense of
the exclusion of pupils from the subject) all favour gills, while allocation
practices in the sense of whether pupils are obliged to take the subject or not,
favour boys.

In Higher Maths tbe sex difl’erence in take-up is due to one factor, namely,
the discrepancy in the percentages of those to whom the subject is available
who actually take it. If"choice" were an appropriate word to use in the case
of Higher Matbs, we should call this tbe sex difference in the true rate;of choice
(53.05 per cent for boys, 39.48 per cent for girls). In all otber respects --
provision and allocation -- sex differences here are minimal. Since we have
argued that the scope for pupil choice is limited in the case of liner. Cert.
Higher Maths, decisions made by the school authorities --’ Principals or
teachers -- must bear a large share of the responsibility for the sex differences
in take-up rates. One plausible suggestion as to why 53 per cent of’.’eligible"
boys take Higber Maths, as agains~ 39 per cent ofgirls, is that tbe instl’umental,
job-seeking orientation of the school, associated with boys’ rather than girls’
schools, is responsible. Given this ,orientation, high ability boys are obliged to
take the Higber level course. Where such an orientation is absent i as seems
to be true of girls’ schools -- the compulsion to take the Higher course is
lacking.
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Some Possible Results of Intervention
Table 5.20 shows some estimates of the results ofcarwing out various forms

of intervention in order to equalise the rates of take-up of each sex of the four
subjects sbown. The same assumptions apply here as to our earlier Leaving
Cert. estimates; chiefly this means that we assume each cqualisation in a
specific area is undertaken holding all else constant. "]’able 5.20 splits into two
halves; the results for Science and Mechanical Drawing give estimates of the
percentages of girls that would be expected to take tile subjects if their rates
in each of the four intcrvcntion strategies were made equal to those of boys.
For Commerce and Home Economies the figures are for boys, under an
assumption of an equalisation of theb" rates to those of girls. In other words,
for the four subjects we are presenting estimates for that sex which is currently
under-represented in take-up. Two cells of the table are empty, these are for
Science under strategy (a) (equalising rates of provision) and for Commerce
under strategy (e). In the former ease the strateg3., would have no appreciable
effect (since rates of school provision by sex are virtually equal), while in the
latter case strategy (c) would decrease the percentage of boys taking the
subject, since in this one respect in Commerce boys are at an advantage.

In strategies (a) and (b) we have assumed that the pupils who are, under
our estimates, not now excluded, (that is who, under the cqualisation are now
given access to the subject) would be offered the subject as an option, not as
core. Had we assumed that some or all would be offered the subject as core
then, of course, our estimate of the percentage taking the subject would have
increased accordingly. Strategy (c) is somewhat cryptically explained in Table
5.20; more fully what we did was to equalisc between the sexes the ratio
(shown in Table 5.16):

Pupils offered subject as core

Pupils offered subject as option

Thus, for Science and MD we set the girls’ score on this ratio equal to the
boys’, and vice versa For Commerce and Home Economics.

Turning to the results of this exercise we can see that, first, correction in
those areas of greatest discrepancy yields the best improvement in rates of
take-up, as we shoukl expect. Thus, for example, in the case of Commerce the
disadvantages suffered by boys in provision, allocation and true rate of choice
arc approximately equal and thus corrective measures in anv one area yield
an equivalent result. In Science the largest sex difference is in the core/option
ratio and corrective action here yields the greatest increase in take-up. Again,
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however, we should bear in mind the distinction we drew earlier in discussing
the Leaving Cert., between the areas that show the largest sex differences and
tile areas that account for the largest attrition among the sample.

Table 5.20: Some Possible Results of Independent Forms of Intervention: Four Inter. Cert.
Subjects

Estimates of overall rate of rake-up (as percentage
of sample) that would result from (a) - (d)

Girls                Boys
Home

Intervention                 Science      MD     Commerce Economics

(a) Equalising rates ofprovision -- 4.35 49.44 1.69

(b) Equalising rates of pupil exclusion 65.45 2.90 50.28 0.82

(c) Equalising distribution of pupils
across option/core distinction 78.96 6.60 I 2.68

(d) Equalising true rates of choice 68.91 9.50 51.9 9.1

Current rate of take-up:

Boys 93. I 47.4 44.2 0.8
Girls 59.7 1.6 63.0 69.2

(See text for a full i:xplanation of estimates.)

So, in MD and Home Economics the greatest sex differences are in true rates
of take-up but the provision and allocation factors account for the vast majority
of attrition among both sexes.

Secondly, we see that no single strategy serves to close the gap between the
sexes fully; again we should have expected this from Table 5.14. However, in
regard to Science we can point to an interesting contrast with the Leaving
Cert. subjects we analysed in Table 5.13. In the case of Inter. Cert. MD and
Home Economics it is clear that any combination of strategies that does not
include an improvement in, respectively, girls’ and boys’ true rates of choice,
will have little impact oil narrowing the sex differences in overall take-up.
Earlier we noted much the same with reference to Leaving Cert. Higher
Maths, Physics, Chemistry and TD. In contrast to these subjects, Science
take-up rates could be virtually equalised without any "alteration" of true-
rates of choice. By applying strategies (a), (b) and (c) simultaneously, the
take-up rate for girls would rise to 91.3 per cent even assuming their true rate
ofchoict~ remained constant.
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This leads to a final point in regard to these estimates and those for the
Leaving Cert. The sex difference in true rates of choice is, for most of the
subjects we have been examining, a crucial cause of the overall sex differences
in rates of take-up, and any equalisation of these latter rates will, with the one
exception alluded to, either require the equalisation of these true rates or, as
an alternative which we have not yet examined, some compensatory action.
One possibility is that the generally lower true rates ofchoice ofgirls might be
compensated for by making the subject obligatory to a larger proportion of
girls than boys. Such a course of action would be far more feasible at Inter.
than Leaving Cert., since in the latter the importance of obligation in the
taking of subjects is minor. Furthermore, as Table 5.16 showed, in the ratio
of pupils taking Science or Commerce as core to those taking them as options,
there is already an imbalance favouring hoys. lfthis imhalance were reversed
(i.e., not simply removed by equalisation) then, in the case of Science, female
rates of overall take-up would be considerably closer to those ofboys.~

The need for such a compensatory strategy would arise, of course, because
of the apparent intractability of the problem ofequalising true rates of choice.
While there are clearly obstacles to equalising rates of provision (chiefly
financial) and to equalising rates of allocation (chiefly organisational or
logistic) these are, in some sense, more concrete and easily apprehended than
the obstacles to equalising true rates of choice. Such obstacles are largely
attitudinal, and any radical solution to the problem must take us beyond the
formal organisation of the school, and indeed, beyond the school itself. In
Chapter 9 we shall discuss some of the pupil characteristics that lead to the
different rates of true choice between the sexes, and, even if we cannot, as a
result, suggest a clear-cut strategy for equalising these rates, we shall, one
hopes, have a better idea oftheir causes.

Leaving Cert. and Inter. Cert.: Some Comparisons
To conclude this chapter, then, we shall draw some broad comparisons

between Leaving and Inter. Cert. in the role of provision, allocation and choice
factors in determining overall rates ofsubject take-up.

We have already discussed the role of Inter. Cert. take-up in cletermining,
in part, Leaving Cert. take-up. The nature of the links between, for example’,
Inter. Cert. and Leaving Cert. Higher M aths; Inter. Cert. Science and Leaving
Cert. Physics or Chemistry; MD and TD, are such that the take-up of the

m l t iS importanl to soleI ho~’ever, that in regard to the estimated effects of changes in provlslou ratcs~
etc., and the feasibiliLy of various strategies aimed al increasing female rates of Science subject take-up,
possibly by reducing the present freedom of girls to choose their subjects, we are not making any
recommendations that these courses of action should be pursued. We are simply presenting suggestions as
to whal, if such ends are considered desirable, mighl be done to atlain them.
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Leaving Cert. subject can be seen to be partly composed ofa conseq’uence of
the sex differences in take-up of the Inter. Cert. subject and partly of sex
differences (for example, in provision and allocation) that are independent of
the Inter. Cert. position. We may thus see sex differences as partly cumulative,
and it is not, therefore, surprising that these are wider in the senior cycle than
the lower.

Except for MD and Home Economics, of the subjects we have examined;
provision differences between the sexes tend to be less at Inter. than Leaving
Cert. "[’his is no doubt due to the smaller number of Inter. Cert. subjects and
the smaller degree of variation in the range of Inter. Cert. subjects taught by
difl’crent schools. Inter. Cert. provides, much more of a core course (though
this is truer for boys than girls) than Leaving Cert., which permits greater
specialisation. As a consequence, the role of pupil choice is far less i’mportant
at the Inter. Cert. level (though again this is truer for boys than girls) and
much more emphasis is placed on the role played by the school in its allocation
of the subject, either through excluding pupils from it or obliging them to take
it. This suggests (and a comparison of Tables 5.13 and 5.20 would tend to
support this) that inducing changes in the overall rates of take-up by manip-
ulating school allocation policies will be more feasible at the hater, than the
Leaving Cert.

Conclusiolu and SuntmaO, of Findings
To attempt to summarise the total content of the foregoing chapter would

be unrealistic; in this conclusion we seek to draw attention only to the main
findings of the chapter and to those which will prove relevant to the discussions
in subsequent chapters.

1. In examining national rates of subject take-up according to sex, we
distinguished between

(i) those subjects where the direction of the sex bias in take-up was
constant across all three types of school but varied in strength;

(ii) those subjects where the direction of the sex bias varied according to
school type.

Both these findings constitute prima facie evidence to suggest that schools
themselves must take some responsibility for the overall sex difl’crenccs in the
take-up ofsubjects which they teach.

2. We outlined three major factors which determine the numbers of pupils
of each sex taking a given subject. These we termecl (a) Provision;
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(b) Allocation; and (c) Choice. Provision relates to whether or not tile school
tcaches the subject, allocation to tile manner in which thc subjcct is allocated

to pupils within the school; and choice refers to the individual choices of pupils
as to whether or not to take subjects wbich they are offered. Provision and
allocation are thus factors directly under tile control of tile school itself,
whereas choice is predominantly a pupil factor.

Since our interest is in sex differences in take-up~ we incorporated these
three factors into a model in order to assess tile relative importance ofeach for
pupils of both sexes. We applied this model to a set ofseven Leaving Certificate
and five Inter Certificate subjects in our subsequent analyses.

3. Leaving Cert. findings:

(i) There are major differences between the sexes in the level of provision
to pupils of Physics, tile Technical Subjects, and, to a lesser extent,
Higher Maths (in all these cases boys are better provided for than
girls) and of Home Economics (provision here favouring girls).

(ii) There are also important sex differences in tbe way in wbich subjects
arc allocated to pupils within schools. In the case of tile Leaving
Cert. Sciences (except Biology) and the Leaving Cert. Technical
subjects, tile disadvantages suffered by girls in allocation are very
largely due to their failure to meet the academic requirements
established by the school for these subjects, because they have not
taken the Inter. Cert. counterpart of the subject i for example, they
have not taken Inter. Cert. Science and, therefore, cannot opt for
Leaving C, ert. Physics. A consequence of this is, in general, boys
]lave a much wider choice of Leaving Certificate subjects. This
diffcrence comes about largely for two reasons. In the case of Inter.
Cert. Science, almost all boys are required to take it, whereas,
ahhough ahnost all gMs may take it if tile3, wish, it is presented to
them as an optional subject, and frequently must be chosen in
preference to traditional "girls’" subjects such as Home Economics.
This practice Icads to an early cxclusion of girls from the Sciences.
On tile other hand, in tile casc of a subject like MI) (which is a
prerequisite for Leaving Certificate TD) a large proportion of girls
who are in schools where tile subject is taught are not offered it (they
are usually required to take a subject like Home Economics instead)
and where they are, it is, like Science, often placed as an option
against subjects such as Home Economics and Commerce, Art or
Music.
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(iii) In the final stage of our model we looked at the rates ofsubject choice
among those pupils who were in schools where the particular subject
was taught and who were allocated the subject as an option. Here we
found that what we termed the "true rate ofsubject choice"showed
very pronounced sex differences, such that Higher Maths, Physics,
Cbemistry and TD had much higber rates of choice among boys than
girls, and Home Economics had a much higher fate ofchoice among
girls (although it should be pointed out that the numbers of boys in
a position to choose Home Economics and the numbers ofgirls able
to choose TD were very small).

(iv) Ahbough there are differences between the sexes in provision and
allocation in the subjects we analysed, these differences are, in six
out of our seven Leaviug Certificate subjects, less than tile sex
differences in the true rate of choice. In other words, the sex difference
in pupils’ own choices was greater than in either the provision or
allocation of subjects to them. Tbis finding suggests that simply
increasing the provision or allocation of a subject to whichever sex
currently shows the lower rate of take-up will not automatically lead
to a substantial reduction in the sex differences in take-up. Our
estimates, while rather crude, suggested that the success (in terms of
increasing female take-up of subjects like the Leaving Cert. Sciences)
of policies of increased provision and allocation to girls depcnds,
crucially, upon an iucrease in tile number of girls who, when given
tile opportunity, actually Choose these subjects.

4. lnterCert findings:

(i) Among the five Inter Cert subjects we analysed, differences in pro-
vision were of major consequence only in the cases of MD and Home
Economics.

(ii) While the importance of provision differences is, overall, less at Inter.
than at Leaviug Certificate level, the role of school allocation policies
is probably more important than at the higher level. There are sex
differences in the allocation of both Home Economics and MD to
pupils, and in the allocation of Commerce and Science. In the case
of Commerce, boys are less favourably placed than girls, in that the
subject is not made available to a large number of boys who are in
schools where it is taught.. We suggested tbat this was due, in large
part, to tbe fact that high ability boys in boys’ single sex schools are
not given the chance of taking Commerce. In the case of Science, as
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(iii)

we saw, it is core for most boys but optional for most girls. In
addition, it tends not to be offered at all to low ability girls, whereas
it is offered (and is often obligatory) for low ability boys.

At Inter Cert. pupil choice is a less significant factor in determining
the overall rate ofsubject take-up than it is at Leaving Cert. (though
there are sex differences ill the true rates of choice of all the subjects
we examined). Only in Higher Maths did choice appear to be the
most sex-biased process in the take-up ofthe subject, and we entered
a number of caveats about the use of the term choice in this context.
It was argued that the higher rate of choice here among boys may
well have less to do with pupils’ own choices than with the choices
made for them in schools. Boys are more likely to be required to take
Higher Maths because, we suggested, boys’ education, in general,
tends to be more instrumental[ ’ orientated towards the labour market
that is girls’.

Finally, these sex differences m take-up at Inter Cert have clear
consequences for future Leaving CertificaTe choices. Because choice
is less important a.t Inter. Cert., however, more could be clone to
reduce existing sex differences in take-up by adjusting provision and
allocation factors.

The results of this chapter provide us with guidclincs that our analysis will
follow in the two subsequent chaptcrs. In the next two chapters we shall look
at school factors inflnencing Lcaving Cert. curricular provision. In Chapter 9
we shall turn to an examination of pupil characteristics associated with the
choice of particular I,eaving Cert. subjects.



CHAPTER 6

Subject Provision: Differences between Schools

In chapter 5 we presented a model to account for the overall rates of take-
up of subjects in terms of three major factors, which we labelled Provision,
Allocation and Choice, and we examined the relative importance of these
factors. In this chapter we shall concentrate on the first of these, namely
subject provision. We begin by examining the broad differences in subject
provision at Inter. and Leaving Cert. levels between the different types of
school. Then, in the bulk of the chapter, we develop a model to explain what
Factors lead to variations between schools in the kind of curriculum they teach.
We shall attempt to discover why, for example, some schools have curricula
rich in Science subjects while others concentrate on, say, Technical subjects.
Similarly, we seek an explanation of the fact that some schools concentrate
their teaching resources in one area of the curriculum while others spread their
resources over a number of subject areas. In answering these questions we
shall be chiefly concerned to assess the relative weight to be given to what we
call external constraints -- that is, factors outside the direct control of schools
themselves-- as against decisions and policies of school management (broadly
defined) in the shaping of a school’s curriculum.

Curricular Variation
In Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the schools in our sample have each been placed in

one of five categories -- boys’, girls’ or coeducational secondm), schools;
vocational schools (ahnost all coeducational), and community/comprehensive
schools -- again almost all coeducational. In Table 6.1 we see the percentage
of schools in each of these categories offering certain Inter. Cert. subjects: in
6.2 the same is done For Leaving Cert. subjects. These figures may be compared
with the percentages for all sample schools, given in the first column of each
table. We used our sample figures rather than the available published data in
the Department of Education’s Statistical Report because the latter makes no
distinction between the three types of secondary school (boys’, girls’ and
coeducational). On the other hand, the number of schools of each type in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 is, in some cases, quite small. Thus, one should not attach
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Table 6.1: Percentage of Schools Offering Certain Inter. Cert. Subjects

157

Secondary Schools CommuniO,/
Vocational Comprehensive

Total Boys’ Girls’ Coed Schools Schools

No. of Cases 93 20 20 16 25 12
Higher Maths 96 100 100 100 84 100
Science 99 100 100 100 96 100

Commerce 89 95 85 81 88 100

M D 59 50 0 63 96 92
Woodwork 55 25 0 69 96 92
Metalwork 37 0 0 13 8,t 92

French 97 100 100 94 92 100
German 19 15 50 6 0 33
Spanish 15 15 40 13 0 8

l-lame I’]conomies 71 0 100 81 92 83
Art 70 50 90 75 52 100
Music 53 45 85 69 12 75

too much weight to small percentage differcnces in provision. Rather, we shall
focus on the major differences between school types.*

What is i)erhaps most striking ahout the hater. C, ert. curricula ofschoois, as
shown in Table 6. I, is the high degree ofsimilarity between them. This stems,
in large part, from the existence of a number of subjects which the Department
of k2ducation obliges schools to provide in the junior cycle. However, outside
these subjects, there are some important din’erences between school types.

(i) In the provision of Technical subjects, the vocational and community/
comprehensive schools have the highest levels of provision. There is
some provision of these subjects in boys’ and coed secondary schools,
but they are absent from girls’ secondary schools.

(ii) While French is found in almost all schools in our sample, it is clear
fi’om Table 6. I that a second or even third language on the curriculum
is likely only in girls’ seconda~a/ schools and in some of the commu-
nity/comprehensive schools.

(iii) Home Economics has a high level of provision in all school types except
hoys’ secondary schools, where it is entirely absent. Art is represented
on the curricula of quite a high percentage of all school types. Music

*Appelldi× Tables 6A.I ;,nd 6A.2 conlain details of subjecl provision in Ihe three school types for boys
and girls. However, these lab[es do not allow us Lo dislinguish belwecll school provision and school subject
allocalion policies.
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Table 6.2: Percentages of Schools Offering Certain leaving Cert. Subjects

SecondaO, Schools                    Community/
Vocational Comprehensive

Total Boys’ Girls’ Cued Schools Schools

No. of Cases 90 20 20 17 23 I 0

Sciences;

Higher Maths 77 100 85 76 39 I’00
Physics 64 90 60 65 35 ’ 90
Chemistry 62 90 90 53 9 90
Biology 81 75 100 100 96 90
Applied I~,4at hs 12 30 0 24 0 10
Physics and Chemistry 10 15 0 18 9 10

Commerce:
Accounting 63 70 55 76 52 70
Business Organisation 72 75 80 76 57 80

Technical:
"I’D 48 20 0 47 91 10
Building Construction 38 10 0 24 78 10
Engineering W-ShoI) 31 0 0 6 83 80

Languages:
French 93 100 100 94 83 90
German 26 20 55 29 0 ’ 30
Spanish 21 15 55 12 4 20

Accomplishment:
Home Economics (Gen) 44 0 65 41 61 60
Home Economics (S & S) 56 10 100 65 48 60
Art 59 60 75 59 35 80
Music 20 5 50 29 0 20
History 86 ’100 100 94 52 90
Geography 88 100 100 100 52 100

is somewhat less likely to be on a school’s curriculum, and is unlikely
to be found in vocational schools.

Overall, it is clear that the major curricular differences here lie between the
vocational and the various secondary schools, and that the commu-
nity/comprehensive schools have very broad curricula with above average
levcls ofprovision in virtually all areas.
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Turning now to Leaving Cert. provision (Table 6.2), what is immediately
striking is the much greater curricular variation between schools than was
present at Inter. Cert. Ahhough there are certain areas and subjects which
display relatively little difference in provision levels between school types (Ibr
example, Biology, French and the Commerce subjects), there are certain areas
in which major differences occur.

(i) The higbest levels of Science subject provision are found in boys’
secondary and community/comprehensive schools. Ahhough almost

all vocational schools teach Biology, they have the lowest overall level
of Science provision.

(ii) As at Inter. Cert., the Technical subjects are most strongly represented
in the vocational and community/comprehensive schools, and are
absent fi’om girls’ secondary schools. Furthermore, provision levels in
this area are rather higher in coeducational secondary than in boys’
secondary schools.

(iii) As at hater. Cert., the provision of a second or even a third Language
is most common in girls’ secondary schools.

(ix,) Most schools, except boys’ secondary schools, teach one or both of the

Home Economics subjects. Provision of Art is roughly constant across
the school types (with some tendency for it to be less common in
vocational schools) while boys’ scbools and vocational schools have
very low levels of Music provision.

Again, as we noted in discussing Inter. Cert. provision, the major differences
lie between the three types of secondary and the vocational schools: the
conmmnity/comprehensive schools have average or above average levels of
provision of most subjects. It is important to bear in mind, however, that
schools vary widely in respect of factors such as size (for example almost 40
per cent of vocational scbools have less than 200 pupils while 90 per cent of
community~comprehensive schools have over 300 pupils) which have an
influence on the curriculum taught.

Ofcourse, as wc illustrated in the previous chapter, the presence of a subject
on the curriculum does not ensure that all pupils will be given the opportunity
of taking it; school allocation processes will intervene. In the case of some
coeducational schools, there are de facto distinctions betweel] the sexes in the
sul)jects they are allowed to take at Inter. Cert., and the resuhing sex specific
patterns of take-up have consequences for Leaving Cert. subject take-up, as
we showed in the previous chapter. Table 6.3 shows the percentages of
coeducational schools making distinctions between the sexes in regard to the
availability of different subjects. It can be seen that over tbrce-quarters of
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vocational schools and almost two-thirds of community schools make some
form of distinction on this basis. 3"he difference between the vocational and
community/comprehensive schools, on the one hand, .and the secondary
schools on the other, is statistically significant.                     ~i

Table 6.3: Percentage of Coeducational Schools Making Distinctions Between the Sexes in Subject
Allocation

Scconda~, Coeducat ona
Vocational
Comnmnity/Comprehensivc

N
41 (17)
78 (23)
67 (9)

In general, as we have seen, these formal distinctions are operative at the
junior rather than the senior cycleI, though they have consequencesl for the
latter and ensure an almost equally rigid separation of the sexes in subjects
taken. For the most part these distinctions involve girls being allocated to
Accomplishment/Home Economics courses, while boys are allocated to Tech-
nical courses. A very clear example of these sex specific allocation poligies can
be found in the vocational sector (though sex-based allocation policies are also
found in the secondary and community/comprehensive sectors, as Table 6.3

shows). According to the Department of Education Statistical Report 1979-80,
there are 246 vocational schools (p.76); at Inter. Cert. level 219 vocational
schools contain girls and 232 contain boys (pp. 41-2), implying that there are,
in total, 208 coeducational, 11 girls’ and 24 boys’ vocational schools. There
are, in all, 216 vocational schools 9ffering Inter. Cert. Home Econdmics to
girls. Assuming it is offered in all 1.1 girls’ vocational schools, this leaves 205
coeducational or boys’ schools in which it is taught, and yet it is offered to
boys in only 46 of these schools. The clear conclusion is that, although boys
in vocational schools are almost all in schools teaching Home Economics, it
is very seldom made available to them. The opposite situation holds for
Mechanical Drawing, which is taught in 230 vocational schools. Assuming it
is taught in all boys’ vocational schools, this leaves 206 coeducational or girls’
vocational schools where it is taught. Yet, only 31 vocational schools offer
Mechanical Drawing to girls. In Appendix 6A we present the nationa! figures
for all Inter. and Leaving Cert. subjects, showing sex differences :in both
provision and allocation. The picture these tables present is much as we might
expect, with boys being better placed to take Scientific and Technical subjects,
girls advantaged in the Modern Languages and the Arts and Home Economics
subjects. Commerce subjects are roughly equally provided/allocatedlto both
sexes, except for Economics, which favours boys.
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The School as an Organisation
Having briefly examined the difl’erences in rates of subject provision accord-

ing to school sector, we shall now attempt to explain provision differences
between individual schools. In this section we begin by SEtting out our
conceptual framework.

The kinds of subjects that a school offers and the way it allocates these
subjects to its pupils, can be seen as indicative ofat least some ofthe objectives
of the individual school’s policymakers?° The Department of Education lays
down certain regulations that bear directly on the type of curriculum taught
at Leaving Cert. However, within these very broad constraints (and some
others which we will later identify) Principals or school managers or Boards
of Management -- particularly those in secondary schools -- have consider-
able discretion in developing a school’s curriculnm.

What we shall attempt to show hi this section of the paper is the extent of
this discretion and the way in which the decisions of school management,
rather than external constraints, are responsible for curricular difl’erences
between schools. The framework we adopt in our study of the school broadly
follows the organisational approach of Child (1972).

In the study of organisations, emphasis has frequently been placed on the
role of environmental variables in determining organisational structure and
on the role of both in determining organisational effectiveness or level of
performance. The relative importance, in this respect, of these two sets of
variables -- environmental and structural -- in determining effectiveness has
been the subject of much debate, some researchers having found environmental
variables to be of primary importance, others structural factors.

Child (1972) has presented a general critique of those approaches that view
organisational structure as contingent upon what he calls "contextual" vari-

ables; that is situational factors that impose "certain, primarily economic"
(1972, p. 2) constraints on structure. HE discusses, as contextual variables,

¯ environment, technology and size. He argues that such approaches ignore the
crucial role of"dominant coalitions" or decision-makers within organisations.
Such power holders mediate in the relationship between contextual and
structural factors; they interpret and define external constraints, rather than
the constraints impinging directly on the orgauisation. Such constraints arc
not given, so much as recognisEd.

For example, many schools -- particularly the private secondary schools
-- define their effective working environment (who arc accepted as pupils,
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which social groups are chosen as the "market" etc.). They also determine
their "teaching technology" -- the kind of teachers employed, the categoris-
ation of pupil "raw material" and how that "raw material" is handled; for
example, whether or not classes are streamed and which classes are, allowed
to take which subjects.

These "decisions", however, may have been made a long time ago, the
school organisation continuing in present channels with objectives and work-
ing practices which have remained unchanged, unchallenged and unproble-
marie; the current "power holders" merely seeing to it that the "machine" is
effectively oiled and greased. The extent to which a school is so characterised
in circumstances where the external environment, its owu "market" and
"educational tecbnology" ill general have changed considerably, indicates the
dimensions oforganisational adaptability and effectiveness.

Child’s approach is thus valuable in so far as it draws our attention to the
role of decision makers both within the structure of the organisation and in
coping with external influences and identifying constraints. Child claims that
the structure of any organisation, the formal social arrangements instituted
-- the division of labour, the allocation of work roles, and administrative
mechanisms employed to direct, integrate and eo-ordiuate workers and work
processes to achieve objectives, and the arrangements instituted to develop
and maintain the commitment of workers to these objectives and to the
organisation, as well as the processes ofeva[uation, feedback and sanctioning
-- are functions of strategic ma’nagerial choices, not of environmental or
technological imperatives.

Aldrich and Pli:ffer (1976) cali this view of organisations "the resource-
dependence model". This approach concedes that many courses ofaction may
be compatible with organisatiofial efficiency or survival, in contrast to a
"natural selection" model which,posits a deterministic relationship between
environment and organisation. The resource-dependence approach thus
focuses on the question of choice between alternative courses of action. In
Aldrich and Pfeffer’s (1976, p. 84) terms, it

calls attention to the importance of environmental contingencies and con-
straints, at the same time leaving room for the operation ofstrategic choice
on the part of organizational m~:mbers.3~

An approach such as this allows .for the possibility that environmental effects

*lAs Wt~d ( 1979, 1980) h:ls l~.fi nt ed otH. h6wcvcr, tills ;q)pro:~ch begs lhe q ucslioll t~fhuw Illesc dccisiuns
are made -- ill olher words. Ihe i)olilics ofdecisi~nmaking whhin orgaEliS~llions. A furlhcr rclalcd weakness
lies in Ihe reliance of such sludies on mwmalive dala (see, fi)r example, Argyris~ 1972. p. 2) r:ll]lcr Ihan
stlbslanlivc.
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may be more or less constraining, leaving varying degrees of freedom within
which decisions about organisational structure, policies and goals can be
made.

In lreland there is, as we have seen in Chapter 4, what might be termed a
loose articulation of the Department of Education/individual school link, in
regard to school aims and their implementation. The Department sets rather
broad parameters within which schools have considerable fi’eedom to choose
between alternative courses of action. A similar relationship is noted in the
USA by Bidwell (1965, p. 100%10) in his discussion of the school dis-
trict/individual school relationship and by Meyer and Rowan (1978, p. 83).
This loose articulation leads, in tile Irish case, to some consideral)le autonomy
ill establishing specific objectives and in implementing them, for either the
school or an intervening body that acts as an objective setting agency (for
example, a religious order or a VEC).

]’his is not to argue, however, that tile individual Principal or Manager of
a school can add subjects almost at wilL Our argument is that, to a large
extent, tile curriculnm which a school possesses at any particular time must
be regarded as the cumulation of decisions made by Principals, Managers or
Boards of Management in the recent past, only some of which are determined
by external constraints.

"School-effectiveness" Studies
Much of the analysis of schools and aspects of their organisation, as well as

comparative studies of schools or school types, has measured "school out-
comes" in terms of pupil performance in standardised tests (Coleman et al.
1966; Jencks et al., 1972; Bidwell and Kasarda t975) or in national exams
(Rutter et al., 1979;32 Madaus, Airasian and Kelleghan 1980; Madaus, Kel-
leghan, Rakow and King 1979; Halsey, Heath and Ridge 1980; Kelleghan,
Madaus and Rakow 1979). Our central interest, on the other hand, lies not so
much in these kinds of measures as in explaining sex differences in curricular
provision and in subject choice by pupils within the constraints of the school.
Thus, for example, we shall be interested less in sex differences in subject
performance and more in sex differences in subject take-up. Nevertheless, it
is informative to examine the findings that have been arrived at in these earlier
studies.

|n their review of the literature on school effectiveness studies, Madaus,
Airasian and Kelleghan (1980; ch 4) conclude that basic physical features of
the school, such as characteristics of the teaching staff, time devoted to

S2Rutter tt at., (1979; pp. 47-49) in fact use several measures of "outcome" in addition to examination
results. These include attendance~ level of delinquency and ex-pupils’ employment one year after leaving
school.
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subjects, and level of physical facilities, have explained little of the variance
between schools in student performance. They conclude that the ability level
of the pupil intake and measures of process (such as clarity of teacher
presentation, degree of parental support, pupils’ attitudes to specific subjects)
have shown themselves better able to explain this variance. As they note:

What people do with their resources and facilities is likely to be moi:e critical
for student achievement than the mere presence of tile resources and
facilities (Madaus et al., 1980, p. 103).

Again, the suggestion appears to be that, within broad constraints, manage-
ment decisions about the deploying and utilisation of resources are crucial in
determining school effectiveness.

Rutter et al. (1979) lend support to the findings of Madaus et al.. In this
study, outcomes were measured in terms of attendance, pupil behaviour and
delinquency as well as student performance. Neither pure physical factors
(such as school size, age of buildings and so forth) nor "broad differences in
administrative status or organisation" (Rutter et al., 1979, p. 178) were found
to relate to differences in outcorde between schools. However, both school
intake and social institutional characteristics of the school were found to be of
importance. These latter included

tile degree of academic emphasis, teacher action in lessons, the availability
of incentives aud rewards, good conditions for pupils and the extent to
which children were able to take responsibility (1979, p. 178).

And they note:

All of these factors were open to modification by the staff, rather than fixed
by external constraints (1979, p, 178).

Interestingly, however, Rutter et al., also claim that the cumulative effect of
these factors, being considerably greater than the sum of their individual
effects, suggests that in combination they create "a particular ethos, or set of
values, attitudes and behaviour . . . characteristic of the school as a whole"
(1979, p. 179).

In addition to the findings of Rutter et al., there is evidence from elsewhere
that a variable one might call "school climate" or "ethos", defined much as
Ruttcr et al., defines it, is an important determinant of school effectiveness.
For example, Smith (1976), (discussed in Madaus et al., 1980) suggests that
a climate characterised by a shared (between pupils, parents and staff) sense
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of purpose oriented towards specific, well defined school goals, that are
approached in a direct, rather than an oblique, manner, is conducive to a high
level of school effectiveness.

These studies, then, suggest that procedural variables (such as the use that
is made of resources, rather than their simple presence) which are, by and
large, under the control of the school management, and school ethos or
climate, will be ofmore importance than external variables (with the exception
of type of intake) and measures of school resources, in explaining "school
effectiveness".33 These findings guided us in our approach to this study and in
the direction our analysis took.

School Objectives
As noted earlier, the school effectiveness studies primarily investigated

school outcomes, in most cases as measured by exam results. In general, little
attention was paid to the type of curriculum offered, and to the goals or
objectives of school managements. Clearly, if these objectives differ widely,
measuring one particular form of "effectiveness" may, not be sensible. In this
study our concern is with one particular type of school objective, namely, the
curricular priorities of school management, as these are expressed in terms of
the provision and allocation of subjects. In other words, we shall examine, in
an exploratory manner, how school managements implement their educational
priorities in the type of curriculum they, have developed and offer to their
pupils.

The kinds of subjects that a school offers and the way these are made
available to pupils, is one school management decision among many, and it
may not be perceived as the most important of those decisions by a particular
Principal or board. Nevertheless, such decisions and the importance attached
to them, will have major consequences for the pupils of that school, as they
enter the job market or seek third-level entry. This is not to denigrate other
school objectives and functions, such as a more general socialisation of pupils,
in the sense of inculcating a broad set of social values, knowledge and
competence. However, schools are also "credentialising" agencies which
allocate credentials to pupils on the basis of the type and level of examination
passed, and these credentials are used by employers in choosing and allocating
people to positions in the occupational structure (Kerckhoffet al., 1982; Meyer,
1977). Previous studies of status attainment and school achievement have
tended to concentrate on the uumber or level of formal qualifications their

S~An exception is Bidwell and Kasarda’s (1975) sIudy of "School Distriel Organisation and Sluden(
Achievement". Differences in student achievemenl hetween disIricls (rather than bc~ween individual
schools) did seem to relate, for example, to fiscal resources. However, this effect was almost enIireIy
indirect, being medialcd via an improved leacher-pupil ratio (1976, p. 67). Interestingly, Rutler et aL (1979,
pp. 103-104) found this latter variable to be not significandy related to outconle at a school level.

G
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pupils have; our concern, however, is with the specific kind of qualifications
they have, since access to third-level cources and to the higher levels ofthejob
market tend to require not simply high levels of examination success but that
this should be in certain specific areas. As we have seen, it is in the acquisition
of these specific types of qualification -- in the S~:iences and the Technical
subjects particularly -- that girls seem to be at a disadvantage.

School Curricula
At the start of this chapter we set out our main aim of explaining variation

in schools’ subject provision, that is, in their curricula. In the light of the
foregoing discussion, much of what follows will be concerned with the weight
to be assigned, in explaining curricular differences, to the effects of school
management decisions and policies relative to the effects ofexternal constraints
on curricular planning. The outline of the argument that we shall pursue for
the remainder of this chapter is as follows. Initially, we shall define a set of
distinct types of senior cycle curricula, each of which is shared by a number
of schools in our sample. Schools will be grouped on this basis into what we
term school clusters. We shall then investigate the degree to which the school
clusters vary in their scores on a set of variables which can be held to represent
the possible constraining effects of factors largely outside the control of school
management, such as the location of the school, its age, its size and so forth.
We shall see that there are, in fact, statistically significant differences between
the clusters in their mean scores on almost all these exogenous variables, as
we shall call them. This raises the question of the degree to which curricular
variation between clusters is the simple consequence of between-cluster dif-
ferences in these exogenous variables. We shall show that this is not, in fact,
the case, and that, even allowing for these exogenous effects, there are still
differences between clusters in curricular size and in what sorts ofsubjects are
given priority in the curriculum.

Our argument will be, then, that these curricular variations arise largely
through school management decisions and that the between-cluster variation
in this respect is indicative ofdifferent managerial school objectives. We shall
further support this argument in two ways. First, by showing that the grouping
of schools according to similarities in their curricula produces groups of
schools which also vary significantly across certain measures of"school ethos",
such as the level of achievement ethos in the school. Such a correspondence
would be expected if, as we claim, the nature of the curriculum and the ethos
of the school are primarily the result of managerial decisions and reflect the
objectives of school managements. Secondly, we shall show that these curric-
ular groupings of schools also correspond, to a considerable extent, with
certain structural groupings of schools .-- for example, vocational schools all
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appear to have a similar curriculum (they almost all fall into the same cluster)
as do community schools (all but two of which fall into another cluster).
Likewise, the schools run by any particular order are distributed across the
clusters in ways which are non-random. This analysis of the correspondence
between the clusters and the structure of the school system will also be used
to determine whether the autonomy in curricular planning resides at the level
of the individual school or at levels intermediate between the school and the
Department of Education, such as VECs or religious orders.

Our overall intention then, is to show that the differences in provision
between schools, as illustrated in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 (and particularly the
differences between boys’ and girls’ schools) arise to a large extent out of
decisions made by managements at the school or a higher level; these decisions
are themselves a function of beliefs about what sorts of education are approp-
riate for the particular students in those schools.

The School Clusters
The first stage in our analysis of differences in the school curriculum

involved a categorisation of schools.34 Given 95 schools in our sample, we
sought to find some means of reducing this number by grouping schools in
terms of their basic curricular characteristics. Pre-existing groupings by sex or
by sector (secondary, vocational, community) do not provide an adequate
criterion for distinguishing schools’ curricula; for example, not only is there
considerable variation in curricula within, say, secondary schools, but some
of these have a curriculum more like that of vocational schools than of
secondar3, schools.

Initially, then, we gave each school a score on seven dimensions of the
Leaving Cert. curriculum it offered. These were:

(1) the number of Science subjects taught;
(2) the number of Commerce subjects taught;

~The majority of the data relating to the schools in our sample was drawn from the Principal’s
questionnaire. The Career-Guidance teacher questionnaire was used primarily as a means of checking the
consisteno.: of responses on the Principal questionnaire. This latter was, on all occasions, administered as
an interview, undertaken by one of the members of the ESR[ research team~ it varied in length from one-
and-a-half to over three hours, and in some cases was administered in two separate sittings.

This questionnaire sought to tap specific factural information about the school such as its type, age,
sex-mix and so on; information about its integration in broader structures, such as orders and VEGs, the
degree of autonomy of the Principal, school goals and means of achieving thene, the organlsatlon of the
school -- the distribution of responsibility and delegation of declslonmaking -- the organlsatlon of teaching
-- the streaming practices of the school and the bases on which subjects were allocated to pupils. A large
amount of information was collected on the curriculum and the way in which it was organised, the extent
to which the curriculum itself and the time-tabling of subjects had altered in the recent past and the ease
with which future alterations might be made. There were also a number of questions relating to the
parent/school relationship.
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(3) the numberofTechnical subjects taught;
(4) the numberofModern Languages taught;
(5) the numberofArts subjects taught;
(6) the numberofHome Economics subjects taught;
(7) the number of History and Geography subjects taught.

The contents of each of these groups is shown in Table 6.4. Three of these
subject groups formed Guttman scales (in the order of subjects shown in Table
6.4, i.e., from the most to the least frequently occurring subject) and the
coefficients ofscalability and reproducibility are given in Table 6.4 also?s

Table 6.4: Initial Grouping of Subjects

Guttman coe f~ents
Group Contents Scalability Reproducibility

Science

Commerce

Technical

Modern
Languages

Arts

Home
Economics
Histor5, and
Geography

Biology, Higher Maths, Chemistry,
Physics, Applied Maths

Business Organisation, Economics,
Accounting

TD, Building Construction,
Engineering Workshop

French, Spanish, German, Italian

Art, Music

Home Economics (General) Home Eco-
nomics (Social and Scientific)

History, Geography

.68 .92

-- I

.85 .94

-- I

.86 .96

~SA Guttman scale is a means of combining several measured item indices into a single measure of some
variable of interest. It has the property that the items are ordered, so that all those respondents replying in
the affirmative to a high numbered item will also have responded positively to all lower numbered items.
I n the case of our scale measuring the number of Science subjects on the curriculum, the ordering of the five
items included (Table 6.4) shows that, for example, schools which teach Physic, in general also teach all
the preceding subjects (Biology, Higher Maths, Chemistry). So, the scorc on the scale not only indicates
the number of sciences taughl bul which ones they are; thus, schools scoring 2 teach Biology and Higher
Malhs. Another way of looking at this is to say friar schools do not teach Applied .Maths unless they already
teach the other four sciences. Being able to attach an ordering to the sciences is obviously useful in so far
as it indicates that the growth of the science currlculum follows much the same pattern in all schools I first
comes Biology, then Higher Maths, and so on. So, ifa school teaching these two sciences wants to add a
third, it will probably add Chemistry rather that* Physics or Applied Maths. Clearly this criterion of
ordering is very strong; the more items in the scale, the more likelihood there is of deviation from this
criterion, i.e., that there will be schools teaching "non-permissible" combinations such as Biology and
Physics. The extent to which the items in fact deviate from the scale ordering is reflected in the coefficient
of Reproducibility which varies from I (a perfect scale) to zcro. In tile case of the three scales given in Table
6.4, this value is very close to I, and we can have confidence (hal it accurately reflects the true situation.
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: :Each:school,was :d~en allocated into a particular school-cluster on the basis
ofthese seven scores, using a Cluster Analysis programme.~ The solution
adopted was one which categorised the schools into seven clusters, one of
which included only the five schools that offcred no Leaving Cert. subjects.
The distribution of school types and Leaving Cert. pupils according to the
other six clusters is shown in ]’able 6.5.

Table 6.5: Distribution of School Types and Leaving Cert. Pupils by Cluster (Percentages of
Total in Parentheses) and Mean School Size in Each Cluster (Weighted Results)

School Type Pupil Sex
Mean

Cluster Boys’ Girls’ Coed. Boys Girls School Size

I 4 14 4 462 (26.9) 1064 (53.9) 467.7
2 8 0 2* 558(32.4) I (O.I) 521.6
3 4 6 6 119 (6.9) 488 (24.7) 295.3
4 0 0 22 187(10.8) 210(10.6) 249.2
5 2 0 IO 218(12.6) 191 (9.7) 565.8
6 5 0 3 177(10.3) 21 (I.I) 306.0

X2 = 72.26 (p < .001).
*One of thcse schools, although coeducational, had no girls at Leaving Cert. level.

Turning first to Table 6.5, it is clear that while girls’ schools fall iuto only
two clusters (1 and 3), boys’ schools are spread more evenly. Coeducational
schools were found overwhelmingly in cluster 4 -- this includes almost all
vocational schools -- and cluster 5 -- this is comprised mainly of community
schools. Cluster 1 is made up of two Protestant coeducational schools and 20
schools run by Catholic religious orders, including six Mercy schools. This
cluster contains the highest proportion of fee-charging schools. Cluster 3
contains a further fivc Mercy schools, as well as four independent Catholic
schools and seven other schools run by religious orders; two of these are
Christian Brothers’ Schools (CBS). The bulk of the CBS, however, are found
in clusters 2 and 6. In the former, as well as six CBS, there are two independent
Catholic boys’ schools and two other religous-run schools. In cluster 6 there
are four CBS. It can be seen in Table 6.5 that these two clusters contain

The programme used was CLUSTAN and the clustering method was Ward’s Hierarchical. This is
probably the best known method of e[uslering continuous data. I t operates on the prblciple of combining
previous clusters or elements in such a way as Io minimise the resulting increase in the error sum of squares,
measured by the sum of the squared distances from Ihe mean or centroid of the cluster to its individual
elements (see Everitt 1974, pp. 15-16 and Wishart 1975, p. 36). The choice of a final solution (i.e., number
of clusters) is somewhat arbltraO’, being based on a decision about whether or not this increase in the error
sum of squares is acceptably small or not.
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virtually no girls, and, subsequently, it will become apparent :that s~:hools of
clusters 2 and 6 are alike in many respects, but vary according to theii" size. In
summary, we can say that there is a vocational schools cluster (clu~ter 4) as
well as a community schools cluster (5); thus, there is, as one might expect, a
typical vocational school curriculum, and likewise there is a typical community
school curriculum. There is not, however, a single typical secondary school
curriculum. Putting aside the four secondary schools in cluster 4 and the four
in cluster 5, we are left with 53 schools, spread over four typical curricula --
clusters 1, 2, 3 and 6. As noted, girls’ secondary schools are all in clusters 1
and 3, boys’ mainly in 2 and 6, but with some in 1 and 3.

Table 6.6 shows the characteristics of the school clusters in terms of the
seven groupings of subjects, as well as two further measures -- these are the
mean size of the Leaving Cert. curriculum in that cluster, and a measure of
the extent to which the curriculum may be seen as general or specialised?7

As Table 6.6 shows, ahhough the seven cluster solution (including the
cluster containing five schools with no senior cycle) was the one chosen, we
also examined the nine cluster solution which is important in that it subdivides
the large first cluster in a significant manner. The suhdivisions of cluster one
are given at the foot of Table 6.6. The first subdivision (la) distinguishes 12
schools from the remaining 10 in cluster 1. These are primarily girls’ schools
(nine girls’ schools, two coeducational, one boys’), largely located in urban
areas and ’serving a middle/upper-middle class clientele; indeed, several of
them are fee-charging schools. Their curricula are at once quite broad (in that
they score above the average for all subject areas except Technical and
Commerce) but with particular strength in the Arts subjects. The second
subcluster (lb) is made up of six mainly rural schools, ofwhich five are girls’
schools, one coeducational. None of these schools charge fees. They offer a
relatively broad curriculum, but they are, on average, weaker than (la)
schools in Science, Arts and History and Geography, but rather stronger in
Commerce and Home Economics. Finally, subcluster (I c) contains three large
boys’ schools and one coeducational school, which again, have primarily a

~’l’his measure of specialisadon of Ihe curriculum was based on Itle degree to which in the case of a
school’s currict~lum. Ihe aelua[ distribulion of scott’s in tl~e seven-subjecl gruupings devinled from Ihilt
which mighl be expected it-the diSll-ibutitm wt’re random, given tile size of the curriculunl and the nl:lximum
size of each of file seven-subject groups; that is

7

Z (0+- CadX+ :,3’+’
i = l Ca+

where C is tile actual size of the currlcuhlm~ O+ is the actual size O[’lhe subject group (i -- I . . . 7): a, is tile
maximum size of the subject group (i = I . . . 7). Thus. high scores indicale relatively more specialised
curricula.



Table 6.6: Curricular Characteristics of 6 School Clusters

Degree of

Cluster
Home History

Overall Size of Specialisation

Economics Geography
Science Arts Technical Commerce Languages Leaving Cert. of Lenving

Cumculum * Cert.
Curriculum

I’Mean 1.18 1.82 4.00 1.05 0.09 2.14 2.32 12.18 3.98
I

[S.D.. (0.80) (0.39) (0.69) (0.79) (0.29) (0.83) (0.57) (I.65) (1.22)

,[Mean 0.20 2.00 4.40 0.50 0.20 2.70 1.10 10.90 6.19
2

[S.D. (0.42) (0.00) (0.52) (0.53) (0.42) (0.48) (0.32) (I .45) (1.81)

jMean 1.13 1.13 2.06 1,06 0.19 1.81 1.06 8.75 3.57
3

[S.D. (0.81) (0.34) (0.77) (0.68) (0.40) (0.83) (0.25) (I.57) (I.61)

J’Mean 1.27 0.59 1.73 0.27 2.50 1.45 0.95 9.36 3.92
4

[S.D. (0.55) (0.50) (0.88) (0.46) (0.60) (0.86) (0.38) (2,26) (2.09)

J’Mean 1.25 2.00 3.75 1.08 2.83 2.08 1.25 13.83 2.67
5    I S.D.

(0.75) (0.00) (0.75) (0.67) (0.39) (0.90) (0.45) (2.44) (I.48)

,[Mean 0,13 1.75 3.25 0.50 1.13 0.63 0.75 7.38 5.27
6

I S.D. (0.35) (0.46) (0.71) (0,53) (0.99) (0.52) (0.46) (2.20) (I.45)

J’Mean 1.00 1.43 3.04 0.76 1.67 1.83 1.34 10.53 4.08
Overall I S.D.

(0.78) (0.67) (I.28) (0.71) (1.27) (0.94) (0.71) (I.88)

Subclusters of Cluster I
jMean 1.25 2.00 4.00 1.50 0.00 1.67 2.17 12.58 3.80

(la) [S.D.
(0.75) (0.00) (0.43) (0.52) (0.00) (0.78) (0.58) (I.51) (1.02)

(Ib)
,l’Mean 1.67 1.33 3.33 0.33 0.17 2.50 2.17 11.50 3.64

[S.D. !0.411 (0.52) (0.52) (0.52) (0.41) (0.55) (0.41) (1.05) (I.27)

(Ic)
,[Mean 0.25 2.00 5.00 0.75 0.25 3.00 3.00 14.25 5.05
I S.D. (0.50) (0.00) (0.00) (0.96) (0.50) (0.00) (0.00) (0~96) (I.42)

*Excluded Irish, English and Lower Maths.
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middle class intake. They are stronger than (la) and (lb) in Science (all four
schools teach all five of the subjects we classify as Science), Commerce (they
all teach all three Commerce subjects) and Languages (they all teach three
Languages), but weaker than (la) in Arts and weakest of all in Home
Economics. One might wonder how these four schools differ from the large
boys’ schools of cluster 2. Several dimensions can be identified. The curricula
of the schools in cluster 2 tend towards specialisation in Science and/or
Commerce subjects, whereas those in the third group of cluster 1 are broader
and larger; they are equally well provided for in Commerce and better
provided for in Science, but they have strengths elsewhere also. Their curricula
are, in a word, more liberal. Furthermore, although both groups of schools
have primarily a middle class intake, one’s impression is that the intake of
these four cluster 1 boys’ schools is mainly drawn from the professional and
large business middle class -- or, as it were, the long-established middle class
-- whereas boys’ schools in cluster 2 draw for their intake more on the urban
middle to lower middle class and the rural middle class.

Returning to our comparison between the three subclusters of cluster 1, it
is evident that (1 c) schools have a greater depth ofcoverage in several subject
areas than have (la) or (lb) schools. If we examine the degree to which the
curricula of these three subclusters is specialised we see that (lc) has both the
largest and the most specialised curriculum. It is worth noting that;clusters 2
and 6 (which contain the bulk of boys’ secondary schools) contain schools
which are, on average, also highly specialised; thus it appears that specialis-
ation is’a feature of boys’ schools.

Although we considered it valuab[e to examine the three subelusters of
cluster 1, particularly since they separated the curricular types of boys’ and
girls’ schools within the cluster, the differences in curricula between the
subclusters ofcluster 1 are less important, overall, than the differences between
the clusters themselves. Thus, for the rest of our analysis, we shall adopt the
six-fold categorisation of schools on the basis of their Leaving Cert., curricula.

Although the clustering of schools was based on the composition of the
curriculum, this was not independent of overall curriculum size: for example,
only a relatively large school could score highly on more than, say, two groups
of subjects. This can be seen if we contrast clusters I and 6 in Table 6.6.
Although cluster 1 has a relatively unspecialised curriculum (its score in this
respect is 3.98 compared with an average of 4.08; the lower the score the less
specialised the curriculum), it nevertheless scores above the mean in, all subject
areas with the exception of the Technical Subjects. On the other hand, cluster
6 has a relatively specialised curriculum (5.27) but in fact scores above the
mean only in two areas -- Histo~,/Geography and Science. The contrast
between the two lies in the difference in their overall size; cluster I has an
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above average number of Leaving Cert. subjects, while cluster 6 lies below the
average.

If we examine the two dimensions of degree of specialisation and size of
curriculum we can cross-classify the clusters into 4 further groups, as in Table
6.7. This shows that cluster 2 has a relatively large, specialised curriculum.
Turning to Table 6.6 we see that it specialises in Science and Commerce (it
has’the highest scores of any cluster in these two areas), and all the schools in
it offer both History and Geography. These schools are, as can be seen from
Table 6.5, generally large boys’ secondary schools (by Irish standards). They
are on average weak in Modern Languages, Arts, Technical and Home
Economics subjects.

Table 6.7: Curricular Size and Specialisation according to Cluster

Leaving Cert Curriculum:
Size Degree of Specialisation Cluster

Above Average Above Average 2
Above Average Below Average I, 5
Below Average Above Average 6
Below Average Below Average 3, 4

There are some similarities between cluster 2 and cluster 6, chiefly in their
composition -- both being largely made up of boys’ secondary schools -- and
in their high degree of specialisation in Science subjects. Furthermore, of the
18 schools in clusters 2 and 6, 10 are run by the Christian Brothers. However,

cluster 6 schools are marginally less well provided with History and Geography
and rather more likely to have one or more Technical subjects, than are
schools ~n cluster 2. In all other respects, however, their curricular provision
is weak; this is inevitable given their size. Thus, although their mean score for
specialisation is less than that for cluster 2, these schools, in fact, have the
most restrictive curriculum.

In direct contrast are schools in clusters 1 and 5. These schools have
unspecialised curricula but because their curricula are so large they can offer
a number of subjects in each area; that is, their curricula are broad and deep.
Particularly striking is cluster 5, (the community school cluster) the schools
of which are, on average, strong in all subject departments.

Finally, clusters 3 and 4 contain schools with small unspecialised curricula.
In particular, cluster 3 contains schools which are below average in all subject
areas except Home Economics and Arts. These schools tend to have the same
average number of pupils as those in cluster 6 but they teach slightly more
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subjects which are spread more thinly over a wider curricular range. This
cluster contains a number of secondary coeducational schools that were
formerly girls’ schools. Cluster 4, made up of vocational schools, in the main,
but with some secondary coeds, has the smallest number of pupils per school,
and a curriculum size and degree of specialisation that are slightly below
average. It is above average in Home Economics and Technical Subjects only
and noticeably weak in Science subjects.

Briefly then, as a summary of this discussion and with regard to sex
differences, we can note that girls in single sex schools are all in schools with
unspecialised curricula. Thus, while for girls in cluster 1 the possibility of
indiviclual specialisation in one subject area is not precluded by the curriculum
(since these schools have strengths in a number of subject areas), it is not
necessary. For girls in cluster 3, specialisation is, on average, impossible. In
contrast, pupils in cluster 6 (overwhelmingly boys) are given little Choice but
to specialise and likewise in cluster 2 the curriculum tends to this end. Boys
in boys’ schools, however, are spread across all the clusters except one, hence
their education takes place in a wider range of curricular contexts than that
of girls in general.

Curricular Priorities
Our aim in clustering the sample schools was not only to obtain a catego-

risation of schools more meaningful than, say, the readily available second-
ary/voeational/community distinction, but also to examine the curricular aims
or priorities ofthe school decision makers which are implicit in these curricular
arrangements. In other words, we sought to infer what kinds of pupils, with
what kind and combination of qualifications, the schools sought to produce,
through an examination of their curricula. Take cluster 2 for example; it is
fairly clear from preceding tables that the products of these schools will, in
general, have had the opportunity to become well-equipped in terms of Science
and/or Commerce qualifications. These are highly instrumental qualifications,
ofvalue in the job market and in gaining access to third-level courses leading
to prestigious or high income careers. The obverse of this is that, in all
likelihood, such pupils will have few academic qualifications in the Arts, in
Home Economics or in Technical Subjects. In contrast, one can make fewer
assumptions about what the product of a cluster I school will emerge with in
terms of qualifications. On the basis of the curriculum alone, it seems that
pupils may either specialise or generalise and may choose over a wide set of
options.

One problem with our investigation of the nature of schools’ curricula thus
far has been that our measures have not allowed for differences in the overall
size of the curriculum. It is this which sets the constraints within which
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curricular priorities can be established and achieved. In this section, then, we
focus on some of the determinants of the size of schools’ Leaving Cert
curriculum.

Clearly, the number of subjects taught will depend, to some degree, on the
number of teachers in the school, and this will, in turn, depend upon the
number of pupils, given the method of financing the employment of teachers.
indeed, this latter relationship is very strong, as can be seen from Table 6.8,
where the correlation between the number of pupils and the number of
teachers in a school is .95. In other words, the number ofpupils almost wholly
determines the number of teachers; the remaining variance can be attributed
to differences in the pupil]teacher ratio in secondary, community and voca-
tional schools and to the existence, in some secondary schools, of semi-retired
religious or other non-quota teachers on whom they can call.

"Fable 6.8: Correlations between Number of Leaving Cert. Subjects Taught, Number of Pupils
and Number of Teachers (n = 90)

I 2 3
I LeavingCert. subjects -- -- --
2 Pupils .60 -- --
3 Teachers .61 .95 --

The relationship between, on the one hand, the number of pupils and of
teachers, and, on the other, the number of Leaving Cert. subjects, is less
strong; nevertheless there is a clear tendency for increases in pupil and teacher
numbers to lead to a larger curriculum. This then raises the question of
whether or not the differences in curricular size due to clusters are simply or
partly due to differences in pupil and teacher numbers. We have seen (in
Table 6.5) that the clusters do vary widely in pupil numbers; now we attempt
to test the hypothesis that the relationship between cluster and curricular size
is simp!y an artifact of the cluster/school size relationship. We carried out this
test by first regressing curricular size on pupil numbers and on teacher
numbers. The results of this are shown in column 1 of Table 6.9. As we might
expect, given the high correlation between the two independent variables,
neither of these appear as significant, though the overall equation is significant
at p~<.05 and, as we can see from the R2 value, 38 per cent of the variance in
curricular size is accounted for by these two variables. Columia 2 of Table 6.9
shows the effect of adding variables representing the school clusters to the
equation. The clusters are represented here by dummy variables, and thus
one of the clusters is omitted and its coefficient is that given for the intercept.
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Table 6.9: Regressions of Leaving Cert. Curricular Size on Pupil and Teacher Numbers and on
School Clusters

Equat~n (I) (2)

Independent variables

Pupils 0.004 0.003

Teachers 0.075 0.038

Cluster 1 2.553*

Cluster 2 I.[13

Cluster 4 0.761

Cluster 5 3,697"

Cluster 6 - 1.485

Intercept 7.321

R2 .38* ,60*

R2 (adjusted for degrees of freedom) .36 ,57

*significant at p~<.05.

The omitted cluster is school cluster 3. This was chosen because it contains
schools of all three types- boys’, girls’ and coeducational.

Equation (2) shows that the effects of pupil and teacher numbers are
virtually wholly subsumed by the effect of school clusters. Furthermore, the
increase in R2 shows that not only are the clusters capturing the effect of pupil
and teacher numbers, but they are introducing other effects which are to some
extent, independent of this. Equation (2) may be interpreted as follows;
holding the direct effects of pupil and teacher numbers constant cluster 3
schools have, on average, 7.3 subjects on their curriculum. The coefficients for
the clusters may then be simply added to this number. So, clusters 1, 2, 4, and
5 schools all have larger curricula, on average, than cluster 3 schools while
cluster 6 schools have smaller curricula. However, only in the cases ofclusters
1 and 5 are these differences statistically significant.

If we take pupil and teacher numbers to be variables largely outside the

control of school management, (that is, external or exogenous variables) the
results of Table 6.9 show that differences in curricular size are, to some degree,
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the result of differences in tbese variables, and thus outside management
control. However, we also noted the large increase in R2 for the second
equation, suggesting that these two exogenous variables do not entirely explain
curricular size differences. Subsequently, therefore, we turned to other "exog-
enous" variables to see if differences in these between clusters helped to
explain the differences in curricular size. We took five variables, in addition

to pupil and teacher numbers, which could be seen as exogenous constraints
on school management policy making. These are shown in Tables 6.10 and
6.11, ill which, using analysis of variance and chi-squared, we examined the
way these factors vary according to school cluster. The values listed under the
clusters in Table 6.10 show the mean score for schools in that cluster on the
dependent variable; thus, for example, on the Autonomy scale (variable 3)
schools in cluster 2 score on average 0.60. In Table 6. I 1 the values given under
duster arc the absolute number of schools in that cluster in a given region:
thus there are 14 schools ofcluster 1 in Leinster.

Table 6.10: Bivariate F-ratios for Variables Representing Exogenous Factors Affecting School
Decision Makulg, According to Cluster (n=90)

School Cluster (meaus) Overall
Dependent Variables: mean F-ratio

I     2     3     4     5     6

I No. of Pupils 467.7 521.6 295.3 249.2 565.8 306.0 388.3 9.93*
2 No. of Teachers 29.5 30.1 17.9 17.1 36.3 20.1 24.5 8.38*
3 Autonomy 0.64 0.60 0.75 0.47 0.38 0.53 0.57 6.49*
4 Median Social

Class                 2.73 2.5 3.25 4.41 3.75 3.88 3.44 7.21"
5 AgeofSchool 52.3 78.0 64.4 37.3 19.2 63.8 50.22 3.72**
6 Own Resources of

School 0.51 0.06 -0.01 -0.21 -0.31 -0.16 0.02 3.02*

* Significant at p~<.001
** Significant at p~<.05

Table 6. I I: Crasstabulation o[ Cluster b? Re~ion (n=90)
Cluster:

Region: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Leinstcr 14 4 7 7 4 5
Munster 8 4 6 8 5 3
Ulster/Connaught 0 2 3 7 3 0

Zz= 17.1 p=n.s.
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Before discussing the results shown in these tables, let us turn to an
examination of these variables. Number of pupils and of teachers, age (age of
the school in years) and region are all self-explanatory. Autonomy is a six-
item Guttman scale formed from questions that sought to determin~ whether
particular decisions regarding school policy, expenditure and ct]rriculum
could be made within the school or would have to be referred to some external
body such as a religious order, the VEC or the Department of Education. A
high score indicates a high degree of autonomy.~ Social class is the median
social class, on a 6-level scale, of the present Inter. Cert. pupils in the school;
this was aggregated from the individual pupil questionnaires and added to the
data relating to the school. High scores on this scale indicate low social class.
The Inter. Cert. pupils’ scores (rather than the Leaving Cert. pupils’) were
used to construct this variable because it was felt that the latter would not be
as goocl an indicator of the class composition of the school, because those
pupils who are most likely to leave school before the Leaving Cert. tend to
come mainly from working class origins. "Own resources" is a three item scale
(o.=.61), based on (a) the number of non-quota (that is neither quota nor
official ex-quota) teachers in the school, (b) the number of extra curricular
subjects offered, and (c) the size of the school’s fees. This variable sought to
tap the level of resources available to school management over and above
those sanctioned by the Department or the VEC. A high score indicates a
high level of own resources.39

U~l’he questionnaire items used in tile consti’ucdon of this scale are shown below. Tbey were each scored
I iftbe reply was "’Make internally". 0 if it was "Refer". The order of the items (from most to least frequent)
was 4. I, 3, 2.5.6. Coefficient of Reproducibillty = .92: coell]cienl ofScalability = .65.

Internal/Erternal Derision-making
In tile context of running the school what kind of declsioz~s are taken by you within tile school, and what

kind of decisions have to be referred to a higher authority? For example, if you were to add another sul~iect
IO the curricuhlm -- remaining within Ibe leacher quota -- would riffs decision be made in the school
(internally) or would you have to refer it to higher autborily?

Make
hltelnallr Refer

(I) Add another subject to I he curriculum, relnaining witbin teach quota ) (
(2) Add another subject to the curriculum, in~’olvlng employblg teacher above

the quota, and above your normal budget’ ) (
(3) Ask parents to donate or increase dotmtiol~s lo dle scl;ool/or, if fee-paying.

increase tbe fees ) (
(4) Introduce new method of allocating pupils to classes -- e.g.. from mixed

ability to streandng or vice versa ) (
(5) .Make a major aheration in school buildings, but within norrt~al expenditure ) (
(6) Major expenditure beyond budget (e.g., £ I 0.000). ) (

~gThese variables differ according to school in tbe degree to which tbey can be regarded as outside the
control of the Principal or the school decision-m;.kers. For example, it could be argued thai social class is
manipulable by the school management. However. while dds may be the case in some schools, it cannot
llold for all -- vocational schools being the clearest example of schools which cannot select their intake,
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Turning to the results of Table 6.10 we see, from the F-ratios, that there are
significant differences between clusters in their scores on all six variables. As
we might expect, the ordering of clusters in terms of pupil numbers coincides
with that for teacher numbers, with cluster 5 (mainly community schools)
being largest, cluster 4 (mainly vocational schools) smallest. In terms of the
degree of autonomy Principals felt they had, cluster 3 Principals scored
highest, cluster 5 Principals lowest. Cluster 4 pupils generally had the lowest
median social class, while, somewhat surprisingly, cluster 2 (primarily larger
boys’ secondary schools) had the highest social class pupils.4° These schools
were also, on average, the oldest, while cluster 5 schools, unsurprisingly, were
newest. The level of"own resources" was highest in cluster 1 schools. Clusters
4 and 5 had the lowest level of"own resources" so defined, perhaps reflecting
the more direct control ofthese schools by, on the one hand, the VECs, on the
other the Department of Education (which in turn is shown by their low scores
on the autonomy variable). Lastly, the distribution of clusters by region (Table
6.11) fails to show any relationship between the two variables despite the
absence of cluster I and 6 schools from Connaught/Ulster?I

~’Fhis finding is, however, in accordance with differences in the nature of the intake to these schools.
Using a scale (1NTAKE: ct= .80) built from three scores (a) the perccntage ofcurrcnt first year pupils with
literacy problems; (b) the perccntagc of current first year pupils with numcracy problems; (c) the percentage
of current first year pupils coming from homes disrupted by poverty, alcoholism, desertion, etc. "the mean
values (ofthc standardised scale) according to cluster were

I    2 J 4    5 6
Mean-0.20-0.69-0.1fi 0.44 -0.21 0.26

These differences art: significant at p ~<.001. Again cluster 2 is shown to have the lowest score and thus the
lowest proportion of"problem" pupils, while cluster 4 has the highest. It is very difficult to avoid the
conclusion that these findings are the result of, on the one hand, the inability of vocational schools to select
their intake and, on tile other, the effectiveness with which schools in cluster 2 accomplish this.

"Using the same set of variables as listed in Table 0.20 and re-coding R EG ION as two dummy variables
(RI and R2) contrasting, respectively, Munster and Connaught/Ulster with Lelnster, we performed a
discriminant analysis on the six clusters. Tl~is process produces a weighted combination of the independent
variables that best discriminate between the weighted dependent variables (in this ease the six school
dusters). In dais sense, a discrlminanl analysis can be seen as a form of canonical correlation. This process
improves on the examination of the relationship of cluster to independent variables taken singly by taking
into account the relationships between these variables. The results of the analysis are given below; number
of teachers was not included in the final solution because the number of teachers is collinear with the
number of pupils. One function of the five was significant.

Ta hie 6.11 a: Results of Stepwise Discriminant Analysis Applied to Six School Clusters

Significant I)iscriminant Function (standardised) Clusler Centroid

-0.931 No. of Pupils I -0.929
-0.098 Autonomy 2 -I.407

0.743 Social Class 3 0.325
0.053 Age 4 1.431

-0.077 Own Resources 5 -0.786
-0.25g Munster 6 0.906
--0.181 Ulster/Connaught

Eigen~,aJue: 1.]8:    Ca nonlca I Correl~ lion: 0. 74.
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Having identified these seven variables that represent exogenous constraints

on the decision making scope of school Management and Principals, we can
now test to see if the systematic differences in the scores of each cluster on
these variables can be held to account for the differences in curricular size

according to cluster.
Having recoded region into two dummy variables contrasting, resl6ectively,

Munster and Ulster/Connaught with Leinster, we entered our exogenous
variables into the regression of curricular size, as shown in Column (1) of
Table 6.12. However, we omitted tota[ number of pupils from our regression
in order to remove the multicollinearity between it and total number of
teachers. It must be borne in mind, however, when interpreting the results,
that the number of teachers is almost wholly dependent on the number of
pupils.

Ifwe compare Column (1) of Table 6.12 with Column (I) of Table 6.9 we
see that the addition of the other exogenous variables increases the R~

(adjusted) from .36 to .44. In particular it can be seen from Table 6.12 that
the number of teachers has a clear positive influence on curricular size, but
that social class and age also have significant effects: specifically younger

"Fable 6.12: Regression of Leaving Cert. Curriculum Size on Exogenous Variables’.and School
Clusters (n = 90)

Equation: (I) (2)i

No. of Teachers 0.140*
Autonomy -0.307
Own Resources 0.138
Social Class -0.613*
Munster 0.176
Connaught/Ulster 1.836"
Age -0.012"

Cluster I
2
4
5
6

Intercept
R2

R2 adjusted for degrees of
freedom

9.640
.48*

.44

0.089*
1.253
0.077

-0.296
-0.297

1.077
0.001

2.574*
1.014
1.290
4.105"

-0.832

6.9§4
.65*

.6O

* Significant at p ~< .05
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schools tend to have larger curricula, even when other variables such as
teacher numbers are taken into account. This is due, no doubt, to the large
proportion ofyoung schools which are community schools. Social class has an
effect on curricular size also; given a higher median social class, the curriculum,
all else being equal, will be larger. In Equation (1) of Table 6.12, the intercept
gives a value for the effect on curricular size ofbeing in Leinster; it can be seen
that the coefficient for Munster (which should be added to that for Leinster)
leads to no appreciable difference between them, but the Colmaught/Ulster
coefficient leads to a significantly larger curriculum in this region than in
Leinster. Finally, the effect of increasing autonomy is to decrease curricular
size, while the effect of increased resources is positive. Neither of these
coefficients is significant however.

Although an investigation of the nature of the relationship between these
variables and curricular size is of interest, our primary aim is to investigate
whether or not the effect of school cluster oil curricular size can be explained
by those exogenous variables. So, Column (2) of Table 6.12 shows the
regression ofcurricular size on these variables and on the clusters also. Again,
cluster 3 is omitted, so in this case the intercept can be seen to report the
coefficient attaching to cluster 3 schools in Leinster. Two things are of
immediate interest in comparing Columns (I) and (2) of Table 6.12. First, the
effect of adding the variables representing the clusters in Column (2) is to
increase markedly tile amount of variance explained. Secondly, this addition
also has the effect of making all the exogenous variable coefficients (with the
exception of teacher numbers) non-significant. These two findings suggest
that, very largely, the effects of these exogenous variables are being captured
by the clustering- as we should expect from the findings of Tables 6.10 and
6.11 -- but that the clusters are more than simply "proxy" variables for the
factors represented by these exogenous variables. The increase in the adjusted
R2 strongly supports the belief that the differences between clusters reflect
variation in areas other than the degree to which school managements are
restricted by school size, region and so forth. We suggest that these reflect, in
part, different management policies and decisions.

Curricular Priorities
In our examination of curricular size according to cluster we have been

looking at a very general school policy about how many subjects to offer, given
external constraints. Now, however, we shall turn to a more particular
question: given the size of the Leaving Cert. curriculum, what portions of it
are given over to particular subject areas? In our earlier discussion of the
school clusters we showed how they va.ried in their scores in seven subject
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areas; this, however, took no account of the limitations imposed by the size of
curriculum. So, for example, a cluster made up primarily of large schools,

such as clusters I and 5, could have above average scores in a number of
subject areas: while in the smaller clusters these mean scores will either be
moderately low in all areas (as with cluster 3) or high in one or two and low
in the rest (as with cluster 6). In the following section we shall look at some
determinants of school curricular strengths in the four areas of Science,
Commerce, Technical and Modern Language subjects, Rather than giving
each school an absolute score on these we shall give them a score for each area
as a proportion of the total’ curriculum; thus we shall, for example, look at

Number of Leaving Cert. Science Subjects

Total number of Leaving Cert. Subjects

that is, the proportion of Science subjects at Leaving Cert. In the case of all
four subject areas we shall approach the problem in the same way; that is, we
will regress the proportion of subjects of a particular type on, first, the

exogenous variables and then, secondly, on the exogenous variables plus the
school cluster variables, and compare the results. These are shown in Tables
6.13 and 6.14.

"Fable 6.13: Proportion of Leaving Cert. Science and Technical subjects regressed on Exogenous
and School’Cluster Variables (n = 90)

Leaoing Cert. Science Leaving Cert.
Technical

Equation                           (1)        (2)             (3)        (4)

No. of Teachers 0.001 -0.000
Own resources -0.013 -0.004
Autonomy -0.052 -0.0785*
Social class -0.032* -0.018"
Munster 0.027 0.030
Connaught/Ulster -0.054 -0.013
Age of school 0.001 * 0.000

Cluster I 0.075*
2 0.141"
4 -0.054*
5 0.023
6 0.211"

Intercept 0.368 0.339
R2 .29 .72*
R2 (adjusted) .23 .67

-0.002*
-0.005
-0.247*

0.039
0.016
0.032

-0.001 *

0.204’
.57"
.53 :

0.000
0.004

-0.097*
0.017"
0.019
0.009

-0.001"

-0.023
0.001
0.191"
0.122"
0.129"
0.061

.80*
.77

* Significant at p~.05
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Table 6.14: Proportion of Leaving Cert. Modern Languages and Commerce Subjects Regressed
on Exogenous Variables and School Cluster Variables (n = 90)

Leaving Cert¯ Leaving Cert.
Modern Languages Commerce Subjects

Equation (1) (2) (3) (4)

No. of Teachers 0.000 --0.000 0.001 0.001
Own resources 0.014 -0.001 -0.017 -0.018
Autonomy 0.036 -0.000 0.068 0.005
Social class -0.007 -0.005 -0.012 -0.005
Munster -0.015 -0.0 l0 0.025 0.020
Connaught/Ulster -0.034* -0.018 0.042 0.031
Age of school -0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.000
Cluster I 0.061 * -0.028

2 -0¯026 0.030
4 -0.014 -0.058*
5 -0.030 -0.081 *
6 -0¯032 -0.123*

I n tercept 0. 140 0. 147 0.120 0.194
R7 .23 .56* .13 .35
R7 (adjusted) .16 .49 .05 .24

*Significant at p ~<.05

In interpreting these results, the most striking aspect ofthem is the increase
in the amount of variance brought about by the addition of the cluster
variables. Indeed, in all cases except that of Leaving Cert. Technical subjects,
the equation omitting the cluster variables is not itselfstatistically significant,
though some of the variables included are. This indicates that a bigh propor-
tion of the exogenous variables have no explanatory power. As in our earlier
discussion ofcurrleular size, the increase in R~ associated with the introduction
of the cluster variables refutes the suggestion that clusters simply reflect
different levels of external constraint, and, instead, suggests that clusters vary
along particular dimensions of school policy. This can be seen clearly in the
case of Modern Languages. In the second equation, only one variable (that
representing cluster 1) is significant; none of the exogenous variables have
coefficients that depart significantly from zero, and none of the other clusters’
coefficients are significantly different from that for cluster 3 (the intercept).42

In other words, the explained variance in the proportion of Modern Languages

taught (R2=.56) is due entirely to the effect of being in cluster 1, which is not

¯ *~In fact, as stated earlier, the intercept represents cluster 3 schools in Leinster. Since the effects of being
m another province are given by a constant, we can ignore the regional effec! in comparing only the
coelficicnt$ for clusters ’,~’it h the intercept.
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related to external constraints. Turning to the other three subject areas, rather
than discussing the entire equation, we shall examine differences between
clusters. So, in the case of the proportion of Leaving Cert. Science subjects we
can explain 72 per cent of the between-school variance in this measure. In
particular we note that cluster 5 does not differ significantly from cluster 3,
and that cluster 4 is the weakest of all in this area. Cluster 1 is slightly, and
significantly, stronger than cluster 3, but clusters 2 and 6 (predominantly
boys’ schools) have a particularly high proportion of Science on their
curriculum.

Cluster 3 has a very small score on Technical subjects (0.061); thre~e clusters
differ from it significantly, all in the direction of an increased proportion of
these subjects. These clusters are 4 and 5 (vocational and community schools)
and, more surprisingly, cluster 6. Finally, in Commerce subjects, cluster 3
scores relatively highly, with only cluster 2 having a higher (but not signific-
antly so) proportion of these subjects. All the other clusters have a smaller
proportion of Commerce subjects (although the difference in the case of cluster
1 is not significant) with cluster 6 scoring particularly low.

These results are tabulated in Table 6.15. The score for cluster 3 here is
simply the intercept of the regression equation, and the scores for each cluster
are the intercept plus the regression coefficient for that cluster. By taking into
account the effects of exogenous variables and by showing the proportion of
the curriculum given over the specific subjects, Table 6.15 presents a clear
picture of the curricular priorities of schools according to cluster.

Table 6.15: Proportion of Science, Technical, Modern Language and Commerce subjects taught
at Leaving Cert., Broken Down by School Cluster, and Controlling for Exogenous Variables

(n = 90)

C/ust~

1 2 3 4 5 6

Science .4t4 .480 .339 .285 .362 .550
Technical .038 .062, .061 .252 .183 .190
Languages .208 .121 .147 .133 .117 .115
Commerce .166 .224 .194 .136 .113 .071

If we turn to those two subject areas that show disproportionately low rates
of take-up by girls (Science and Technical subjects) we see that, although
Science subjects in all cases take’up the largest share of the curriculum, girls
are almost wholly absent from the two clusters (2 and 6) with the largest
proportion of their curricula given over to the Sciences (see Table 6.5).
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Furthermore of tile clusters that contain schools showing ally likelihood of
teaching Technical subjects (clusters 4, 5, 6,), none of them contain ally girls’
schools, and, indeed, include only about 20 per cent of the female pupils in
our sample.~3

School Curriadum and School Cluster: a Summary
Initially we isolated six school clusters which varied according to curricular

size and the make-up of the curriculum. We then showed that to argue that
these differences according to cluster were simply the result of the effects of
exogenous variables was inadequate, and that, although school clusters do
capture the effect of exogenous variables, schools possess autonomy beyond
this in regard to curricular decisions, and the exercise of this autonomy leads
to a significant degree, to the observed differences in the strengths and
weaknesses in the curricula associated with tile clusters. The exogenous
variables have no direct impact on curricular size~ nor on the proportion of
the curriculum given over to specific subject areas; their effect is indirect,
mediated by the clusters, which do have direct effects on these two variables.

School Clusters and School Ethos
If this line of argument is correct, and the clusters do reflect the curricular

objectives of the school, then we should expect that they would also reflect
other differences between schools. In other words, the curricular objectives of
tile school are not, one presumes, determined in isolation from other school
objectives and elements of the school organisation. Ill this section then we
shall examine tile variation between clusters in these respects.

It will be recalled that earlier in this chapter we discussed the major role of
what has been called "school ethos" in determining school effectiveness. In
order to measure aspects of school ethos we constructed scales which are
described below and their construction is discussed in Appendix 6 B. The
mean scores for schools within each cluster are shown in Table 6.16.

*~ln the analysis of curricular size and of the proportion of file curriculum devoted to, respectively,
Science, Technical, Commerce and Modern Language subjects, we also tested for the effect of school sex-
mix by entering two dummy variables indicating a girls’ school and a coeducational school into the analysis
after the school cluster variables. Our intention was to test whether, within each cluster, school sex-mix
had any effect. In all cases except one, neither of these variables had statistically significant coefficients.
The exception was in the analysis o[" the proportion of Commerce subjects; here girls’ schools had a
coefficient of -0.060, indicating that, controlling for the other variables, girls’ schools have aveO’ slighdy
I but neverffieiess significant -- smaller proportion of Commerce subjects in their Leaving Cert.
curriculum.

u’l‘hin is a *light over-simplification, for, a~ Table 6.13 shows, in the case of the proportion of Science and
Technical Subjects, the degree of autonomy given to the Principal and the median Social Class both have
significant effects independent of cluster.
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Table 6.16: Mean scores of each cluster on four school ethos variables, mean IGPA of Leaving
Cert. class and Median SOCLASS

Overall CLUSTER Means (us deviation from overall mean)
Mean 1 2 3 4 5 ’ 6

ACHETHOS 2.94 0.10 0.37 -0.06 -0.13 -0.03 -0.01
SCHTEACH 2.09 0.02 -0.11 0.00 0.06 0.00 -0.13
IMPTCH 0.35 -0.08 -0.08 -0.01 0.13 0.03 -0.07
TEACHNEG 2.26 -0.06 -0.22 -0.02 0.15 0.04 -0.06
MEAN IGPA* 4.35 0.00 0.56 0.02 -0.17 -0.09 -0. t5
SOCLASS** 3.44 -0.71 -0.94 -0.19 0.97 0.31 0.44

*See Chapter 2. The average score on IGPA was calculated for each school.
**The median social class of Inter. Cert. pupils in the school (low score = upper

middle class, high score = lower working class).

(1) ACHETHOS measures the achievement ethos of the sch6ol, that is,
the level of occupational and educational expectations held by pupils,
parents and teachers; (1 = low achievement ethos; 4 = high).

(2) SCHTEACH measures the performance expectations and the support
given to pupils by teachers relative to that of parents; ( 0 = low
expectations; 4 = high).

(3) IMPTCH measures the importauce of teachers in helping pupils choose
subjects and jobs relative.to parents and friends; (-1 = very unimpor-
tant; +2 = very important).

(4) TEACHNEG measures the extent to which teachers are less important
than peers and constitute a negative reference group; ( 1 = low impor-
tance of teachers; 4 = high).

All the variables listed in Table 6.16 differ significantly (p < .05) between
the six clusters. Aside then from the specific nature of these differences, this
result itselfsuggests that the clusters do reflect important distinctions between
schools in terms of their objectives.

The achievement ethos of the school (AGHETHOS) is highly related to the
median social class of the school (for all schools in the sample the correlation
is -.67); high social class schools (i.e., those scoring low on SOCLASS) tend
to have high achievement ethos. This is as we would expect, middle class

parents, pupils and the teachers of middle class children having greater
expectations than those of the working class. However, the relationship
between performance (as measured by MEAN IGPA) and ACHETHOS is

rather weaker (a correlation of.33). In other words, achievement ethos is more
responsive to class than to performance.
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The other three ethos variables -- SCHTEACH, IMPTCH and TEACH-
NEG -- are relative measures; that is, teacher importance, supportiveness
and so on, are measured relative to that of parents and friends. This tends to
introduce certain class effects, given that pupils from higher social class
backgrourids have parents and friends with high aspirations for them. Schools
in which such pupils predominate will tend to have low scores on these
variables. This is the case, for example, in cluster 2. We saw earlier that this
cluster had schools with, on average, the highest social class composition. It
scores highest on achievement ethos (but also oil MEAN IGPA) but vet3, low
oil SCHTEACH, IMPTCH and TEACHNEG. This indicates that, on aver-
age, parents are more important, in these areas, than teachers. Conversely,
the vocational school cluster 4, has the lowest median social class (and lowest
MEAN IGPA) but the highest scores on these three variables. A plausible
explanation of this is that the parents and peers of these pupils are of less
absolute importance in educational decision making, and, therefore, teachers
are of greater relative importance than they are in, say, cluster 2 schools.

However, these variables -- SCHTEACH, IMPTCH and TEACHNEG
-- are not simply the result of the effect of social class, as we can see if we
examine cluster 1 where, although the median social class is high,
SCHTEACH is also quite high, indicating a high importance of teachers
relative to parents and friends. Indeed, if we control for the effects of social
class, we find that the ordering of the clusters in their scores on SCHTEACH
and IMPTCH is virtually unchanged but that the differences between them
are lessened. However, in the case of TEACHNEG, if we allow for the effect
of class, then all the clusters except 2 and 6 have a mean score at or above the
overall mean (that is, equal to or greater than 2.26). The same two clusters
are thc only ones scoring below the mean on SCHTEACH also. These results
are shown in Table 6.17.

Table 6.17: Mean Scores on Ethos l/ariables in Each Cluster, ControUing for the Effect of Social
Class

Cluster Means (us deviation from overall mean)
2     3     4     5     6

SCHTEACH 0.03 -0.09 0.00 0.05 0.01 -0.13
IMPTCH -0.05 -0.03 0.00 0.08 0.02 -0.08
TEACHNEG 0.00 -0.|1 0.00 0.06 0.02. -0.07

It would seem then, that teachers--when compared to parents--are rela-
tively less important in helping pupils decide on subjects, and are perceived
as relatively less supportive in those boys’ schools which teach highly instru-
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mental, specialised curricula (clusters 2 and 6). These low scores may also
reflect the relative saliency of pupil/teacher relationships to boys and girls,
suggesting that these are of much less importance to boys in terms of their
effects on performance and achievement than they are to girls. In vocational
schools, however, teachers are perceived as particularly supportive and help-
ful. In community schools and cluster 3 schools teachers are of average
importance. Finally, in cluster l schools, although teachers are not considered
as important in helping in the choice-making processes, they are seen as quite
supportive.

Autonomy for Whom? Schools and Intervening Agencies
Our discussion thus far of the relative importance of external constraints as

against the school clusters has suggested that the particular type of curriculum
a school has is not determined solely by these external constraints.45 The
question we now address is the following: to what extent is this degree of
decision-making autonomy exercised by individual schools, and to what extent
is it in fact a prerogative of an inten, ening agency such as a VEC or a religious
order? One way of assessing this is by examining the degree to which the six
school clusters accord with the distribution of schoots according to sector.
Thus, in Table 6.18 we show the percentage of schools in each cluster which

fall into each of the following categories: Protestant and other independent;

Table 6.18: Six School Clusters Broken Down According to Nature of their Immediate Higher
Authority (n = 90)

School Cluster
2    3    4    5    6

Independent Schools:
Protestant and other 2
Catholic lay and Diocesan 2
Vocational Schools:
Community/Comprehensive schools:
Religious run schools:
Mercy 6
Christian Brothers 6
Presentation Sisters 2
Presentation Brothers 2
Holy Faith 2
Other orders 8 2

Total: 22 I 0

4
1

1
18    3    2
I 8 I

5 I I
2 4
1

4 I

16 22 12 8

~s’rhe accuracy of this conclusion, of coursei depends upon bolh the cxtenl of error in our measures of
external constraint and our havlng identified al,l the importan¢ conslraints.
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Catholic independent; vocational; community/comprehensive; Mercy; Chris-
tian Brothers; Presentation Sisters; Presentation Brothers; Holy Faith; other
religious orders.

Some patterns are immediately evident from Table 6.18. For example, as
we noted earlier, cluster 4 is almost entirely made up of vocational schools,
cluster 5 of community schools, cluster 2 is vet’), largely Christian Brothers’
schools but with two schools of other orders and two Catholic independent
schools. Cluster 6 contains a majority of Christian Brothers’ schools also.
Mercy convents, the most frequently occurring of the religious orders in the
sample, are found predominantly in clusters 1 and 3.

What does Table 6.18 tell us about curricular policy making? The fact that
almost all community schools are in a single cluster suggests that they are all,
in curricular terms, setting out to achieve the same goal.

A re-examination of Tabte 6.6 (cluster 5 results) will bear this out. This is,
ofcourse, the result of a policy decision, not of the school Principals, but ofthe
Department of Education: furthermore, we noted earlier that Principals of
these cluster 5 schools consider themselves to have the lowest overall mean
score on our AUTONOMY scale.

Vocational schools are almost equally heavily concentrated in cluster 4,
except that three of them are, apparently, more like community schools, and
two fall into cluster 6. However, unlike the community schools, the curriculum
of the typical vocational school tends to score below the average in at least
some respects; earlier we noted the relative weakness of cluster 4 schools in
the Science subjects. Again, given the strong relationship between one partic-
ular cluster and the vocational schools, and bearing in mind that cluster 4
school Principals score only slightly above those of cluster 5 on the AUTON-
OMY scale, wc must conclude that the curricular characteristics of these
schools are determined, not by the individual schools, but rather by a general
policy, that is shared by the different VECs, about the curricular goals of
vocational schools -- namely primarily to provide a Technical/practical sort
of curriculum.~

Turning to the two largest religious orders in the sample, we see that Mercy
schools are almost equally divided between clusters I and 3, and Christian
Brothers’ schools are split between clusters 2, 3 and 6. Examining the latter
first: the two CBS schools in cluster 3 are extremely small rural schools, indeed
their mean size (214.5 pupils) is less than the mean of any of the clusters
(’Fable 6.5). The CBS schools in cluster 6 have a mean size of 30g pupils and

’~Such a i~licy derives, of course, from the original aims laid down by the 1930 Vocational Education
Acl and by the Department of Educatlon Guidelines for Vocational Schools (1931) and later in 1942 by the
Department’s ~’.lemor:mdum V.40 (see Ccolahan 1081, pp. 96-99), These documents established the
practical orientation of the vocational schools’ curriculum, and also sought to eslablish ihe goals of
vocational education.
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those ofcluster 2 have a mean size of 555.3 pupils. However, there is a danger
ofover-emphasising the differences between CBS schools in clusters’ 2 and 6.
Broadly speaking, these two groups of CBS schools correspond to large urban
or town schools against small, rural schools. However, if we re-examine our
earlier discussion, we see that both clusters 2 and 6 share what we have
elsewhere referred to as an "instrumental" orientation in their curriculum.
Indeed, they are both highly speciaiised in curriculum (Table 6.6) and very
strong in the Sciences (Table 6.15). The major distinction between them
(aside from their size) is the specialisation of cluster 2 schools in Commerce
and the relatively high proportion of Technical subjects in cluster 6 schools.
In general, this would seem to point to a specific CBS type of curriculum --
instrumental and specialised -- albeit with some distinctions according to
school size and location.

In the case of Mercy schools, the.existence of a general "curricular principle"
is less easy to establish. The Mercy schools are found in those clusters with
the highest mean levels ofautonomy for Principals: in addition, Mercy schools
are organised on a diocesan rather than a national or provincial, basis." Ifwe
examine the regression results (Tables 6.12 to 6.14), we see that, in terms of
curricular size and the proportion ofthe curriculum given over to Science and
Modern Languages, clusters 1 and 3 differ significantly even when exogenous
variables are controlled for. The distinction between those Mercy schools
falling into cluster 1 and those in cluster 3 is not related to school size, religious
or urban-rural location. Unlike the two groups of Christian Brothers’ schools,
it is not really possible to distinguish a common curricular theme linking the
two groups of Mercy schools.

Outside these two orders, it is not really possible -- because the samples of
each are so small -- to make any comparable statements about the Curricular
policies of the other orders. However, we note that in the cases o(the three
other orders for whom we have more than one school in the sample, in every
case both the schools of each fall into the same cluster.

Summary
The stipulations of the Department of Education regarding subjects that

must be provided at Leaving Certificate level leave a great deal of scope for
decisions about the constitution 6f the curriculum to be made either at the
individual school level or at the level of an intervening agency. Outside these
formal stipulations, however, there are also generally held views ’and aims
regarding the function of the different types of school. Thus, the community
schools and the vocational schools fall into well defined groups. While the

4~This is not, however, the basis for the distribution ofthc Mercy schools in cluslcrs I and 3. ~
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community schools are more directly linked to the Department of Education,
and their curricula are the product of a specific centralised policy, the voca-
tional schools are directly under the control of intervening agencies -- the
VECs. However, the view of what a vocational school curriculum should
comprise appears to be very generally held; thus, the role of the VEC in
curricular planning seems to be clearcut. That is, it operates within a clear
consensus of what a vocational school curriculum ought to include.

The two orders, of which our sample included a sumciently large number
of cases to enable us to make statements about their curricular objectives --
the Christian Brothers and the Mercy Sisters’-- presented contrasting pictures.
While the former seemed to share a common curricular thcme across all their
schools, around v;,hich there was some variation as a response, we believe, to

the geographical location of the school (of which school size is probably a
consequence), the Mercy schools fall into two distinct clusters, and this was
not amenable to explanation on grounds of size, geographical and diocesan
location, or sex-mix.48 Taken together with the high score for Mercy schools
on the AUTONOMY variable (a mean of 0.74), this suggests that Principals

of these schools enjoy far more freedom in curricular planning than those of
vocational, community or Christian Brothers’ schools. Indeed, if we examine

Table 6.19, we see that girls’ schools in general enjoy greater autonomy than
either boys’ schools or coeducational schools, and that this is not solely the
result of the high autonomy of girls’ Mercy schools, since the other girls’
schools (all of them run by religious orders) enjoy an almost equally high
degree ofautouomy.

Table 6.19: Mean Values on AUTONOMY Variable of Schools Cross-classified by Sex-mix
and Type (n = 90)

Sex-mix
Type                     Boys       Girls      Coed.     Overall

Independent:
Protestant and other
Catholic

Vocational
CommuniO,
Religious run:

Mercy
Christian Brothers
Other orders

Overall

-- -- .39 .39
.78 -- .65 .70
.25 -- .46 .44
.38 .37 .37

-- .77 .69 .74
.63 -- -- .63
.68 .71 .47 .65
.61 .73 .48

Grand mean = 0.57.
~Of the .Mercy schools in cluster I, five were girls’ schools, three coeducational. In clustcr 3, one was a

girls’ school and two were coeducalional.
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The low score for coeducational schools is due to the low scores of the
vocational and community sectors, which we have already discussed, and to
the low scores of the "Other orders" and the Protestant and other schools.
The low score of the latter is probably due to the high degree of importance

and power accorded to the boards of management in these schools. However,
these boards are not integrated at any higher level for the purpose of curricular
planning. On the other hand, the independent Catholic schools, as we should
expect, enjoy a comparatively high level oFautonomy.

In discussing the question of Principals’ autonomy in curricular decision-
making, although the autonomy of community school Principals is very low,
this is somewhat irrelevant. If we see the curricular make-up ofany school as
the result of decisions about the allocation of scarce resources (that is, a school
can teach a limited number ofsubjects; how many ofthese should be’in certain
subject areas?) it is evident that resources have not been scarce in these
schools; community schools have the largest, strongest curricula ofany schools.
In other words, the question of the allocation of scarce resources does not
arise -- in as acute a form -- here as elsewhere.

We have claimed that vocational school curricula are, by and large, a
response to generally held views of what the aims of these schools are, which
are implemented by the VECs, and that Christian Brothers’ schools have a
broadly homogeneous curriculum, due tess to individual Principals and more
to the centralised structure of the order. On the other hand, girls’ schools, and
particularly Mercy-run schools, show high levels of Principal autonomy. This
is not to say that their curricula will all be different -- indeed the clustering
process suggests that there are basically two types of girls’ school curricula
(clusters 1 and 3) -- but that this is the result, not ofany co-ordinating agency
that is determining the make-up of the curriculum, but rather of generally
accepted beliefs, held by Principals, about what girls’ curricula should be like.

School Clusters and School Type
Finally, in this chapter we want to draw together our findings to show how

girls’, boys’ and coeducational schools vary in regard to their curricula and
school ethos.

The only new variable to appear in Table 6.20 is CHOICE, a measure of
the average amount ofsubject choice at Inter. and Leaving Cert., reported by
pupils; the higher the score, the greater the choice. This variable’s construction

is described in Appendix 6B.
If we first examine boys’ secondary schools, we see that their chariicteristics

are an amalgam of those reported for clusters 2 and 6; that is, these schools
have highly specialised curricula (as do clusters 2 and 6) offering relatively
little pupil choice of subjects, with a concentration on Science subjects and
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Table 6.20: School Characteristics According to School Type

193

School types (mean scores as deviations around the overall mean)
Overall             Secondary           Vocational Community

Mean Boys’ Girls Coed.    Schools Compreh.

Specialisation of
Curriculum* 4.08 1.09 -0.31 -0.16 -0.08 -I.09

Size of Curriculum: 10.53 -0.48 0.67 0.12 -1.49 2.87
Proportion of Science: 0.29 0.10 -0.01 0.01 -0.09 0.01
Proportion of Commerce: 0.17 0.04 0.00 0.01 -0.04 -0.02
Proportion of Languages: 0.13 0.01 0.04 -0.01 -0.03 -0.05
Proportion of Technical: 0.12 -0.09 -0.12 -0.05 0.17 0. I I
ACHETHOS 2.94 0.20 0.00 -0.02 -0.15 0.06
SCHTEACH+ 2.09 -0.12 0.04 0.00 0.07 --0.01
TEACHNEG+ 2.94 0.12 -0.02 -0.07 -0.06 0.06
CHOICE* 1.18 -0.08 0.34 0.13 -0.47 0.46
MEAN IGPA 4.35 0.43 -0.10 0.01 -0.28 0.00

* These figures control for curriculum size
+ These figures control for social class

Commerce (the latter deriving mainly from cluster 2 schools). The high
achievement ethos of boys’ secondary schools is primarily due to the influence
of cluster 2 schools, but both clusters 2 and 6 scored low on the measures of
teacher/pupil relations (SCHTEACH and TEACHNEG) and so, accordingly,
the means ofthese variables arc low for all boys’ secondary schools.

In many ways girls’ secondary schools present almost the opposite picture.
Although, on average, girls’ schools offer more subjects than any other, except
community schools, their curricula are markedly unspecialised, and contain
an above-average proportion of languages only. Even then, as we have seen,
this is due almost entirely to the girls’ schools in cluster 1. Their achievement
ethos is much lower than that found in boys’ schools, but relations between
pupils and teachers are perceived to be more positive. Wide choice ofsubjects
is offered to pupils, as compared with most other school types, even when we
control for the effect of curricular size (we do this because one would expect
schools with large curricula to offer a wider choice). The contrast between
boys’ and girls’ secondary schools in MEAN IGPA is interesting. One reason
why it is so large a gap is that boys in secondary schools are, on entry to

secondary school, a more highly selected group than girls, for the reason that
more boys than girls attend vocational and community schools. Thus, we
should expect boys in secondary schools to achieve more highly than secondary
school girls. Furthermore, boys are more likely to drop out of secondary school
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than girls both before and after Inter. Cert. The net result of these trends is
that Leaving Cert. boys constitute a more highly selected sample than do
Leaving Cert. girls, and we should expect, as a consequence, their mean IGPA
to be higher. This means, for example, that we cannot use our measure of
mean IGPA to guage the quality of teaching or anything similar. However, it
can be taken as indicative of a possibly crucial fact, which is that girls’ schools
are much better at retaining lower ability pupils up to Leaving Cert. Whereas
low ability boys have only a small likelihood ofacquiring the Leaving Certific-
ate, low ability girls have a much greater likelihood. How this retention of
girls, and, conversely, the loss of boys, is achieved, is not altogether clear.
What is clear, however, is that girls’ secondary schools, in their organisation
and ethos, and in their interaction with pupils and parents, who possibly are
operating in the light of their beliefs about job market opportunities, are far
more successful at retaining, and generally securing, higher levels of qualifi-
cations for their low ability pupils than are boys’ schools. On the other hand,
boys, unlike girls, are susceptible to factors such as the availability of appren-
ticesfiips, that will tend to draw them out of formal education at an earlier
age. Since these opportunities do not exist for girls, one would expect them to
be less likely to want to leave school before the Leaving Cert.

There is no clear correspondence between any of the clusters and the
coeducational secondary schools since they are spread across clusters 1, 3 and
6. On most of the variables listed in Table 6.20, they score at or about the
mean. On the other hand, vocational schools and community schools corre-
spond almost exactly with clusters 4 and 5 respectively. Any differences there
are due to the presence of four non-vocational schools in cluster 4 and of four
non-community schools in cluster 5, as well as to the presence of a few
vocational schools in clusters 5 and 6 and one community school in each of
clusters 4 and 6. These effects are minor, however, when set against the
presence of 18 of our 23 vocational schools in cluster 4 and eight out of 10
community schools in cluster 5. ’Of the features associated with Vocational
schools (small curriculum, low degree of specialisation, concentration of the
curriculum on Technical subjects, low concentration on Science, low
ACHETHOS) ouly the very low ,level of choice calls for additional comment.
As stated earlier, the figure given in Table 6.20 controls for th’e effect of
curricular size, hence the small~ average curriculum of vocational schools
cannot account for the low degree of choice offered. Rather, it seems to be a
function of the sex-specific subject allocation policies followed in these schools,
alluded to earlier, that is, that at ~nter. Cert. especially, subjects arc allocated
not according to pupil choice but rather according to sex (and possibly
perceived ability level also).

Finally, the picture we get of community schools from Table 6.20 is the
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same as that we have built up of cluster 5, i.e., large unspecialised curricula,
with considerable choice afforded to pupils.

Conclusions and Summary of Findings
We have argued in this chapter that much of the variance between school

curricula is attributable to management policies rather than external con-
straint. This argument has been set out in detail earlier in the chapter, so we
will not repeat it here.

We have already seen (Table 6.5) that the distribution of schools according
to their sex mix is not constant over all clusters. So, boys tend to be spread
fairly evenly across the clusters; thus, the effects of being in a particular cluster
will, taking the male sample as a whole, appear less than for girls. Girls’
schools are, as we have noted, largely restricted to two dusters. Thus, the
effect of being in those clusters will show itself in the total girls’ sample in a
manner which will not hold for boys. Put another way, taken across the sample
as a whole, boys experience a greater variety of curricula than do girls. To
give a concrete example, all girls in single sex schools areexposed to a
curriculum weak in Technical subjects, and not particularly strongly orien-
tated towards Science (though well provided for in Science in the case of
cluster 1). Some boys, on the other hand, are in a similar position. Those in
boys’ schools in clusters 1, 2 and 3 are almost equally badly provided for in
the Technical subjects; however, those in boys’ schools in clusters 5 and 6 are
relatively well provided for. Likewise, although some boys in single sex schools
are subject to curricula that are not strongly Science-orientated, others (in
clusters 2 and 6) are in schools that clearly put a heavy emphasis on Science.

The main findings of this chapter may be summarised as follows:

I. As one moves from Inter. to Leaving Certificate level, provision differ-
ences between school types (secondary, vocational and commu-
nity/comprehensive) and between boys’, girls’ and coeducational schools,
appear to widen.

2. The curricula of the 90 schools in our sample can be broadly divided
into six basic types, one ofwhich we could label a vocational school curriculum,
another a community/comprehensive school curriculum. The remaining four
types, which relate to secondary schools, reveal two basic types of boys’ school
curriculum (these tend to be very specialised, concentrating resources in a
limited number of subject areas) and two types of girls’ curriculum, one of
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which comprises schools that are well provided with subjects in.a range of
areas, the other comprising schools with a very broad range of subjects but
with very little depth of provision in any specific area. Neither girls’ curricula
appears to encourage subject speciafisation (whereas the boys’ curricula
appear to make it almost mandatory) and in schools with the latter girls’
curriculum, specialisation would be impossible. Rather, girls’ education is
more general and broadly based. We suggested that this distinction is related
to the type of ethos informing the education of the sexes -- a clearly instru-
mental job-orientated ethos in the case of boys, a non-instrumental less
clearcut ethos in the case ofgirls.

3. In attempting to account for the variation among schools in curricular
size and in the proportions of the curriculum given over to specific subject
areas, we found that variables representing external constraints on the school,
such as the number ofteachers, the age of the school, its location, and so forth,
account for only a part of this variation. We argued from this, and from the
evidence of the clusters, that school management decisions are, and have
been, crucial in shaping schools’ curricula, particularly in the secondary
sector.

4. In the case of vocational and community/comprehensive schools, we
argued that the curricula of particular schools owe less to individual Principals,
or even to VECs and CEOs, than to the centrally established objectives of
vocational education and ofthe community/comprehensive schools.

5. In the case of secondary schools, we argued that there is a contrast
between the Mercy schools and the CBS, in so far as individual Principals
report having greater decision-making autonomy in the former, while the
latter appear to have less variation in their curricula, and Principals report
less autonomy. Our data did not allow us to make similar inferences for other
orders. In general, Principals of girls’ schools report the highest levels of
autonomy, while Principals of vocational and community/comprehensive
schools report the lowest levels.

6. In terms of provision differences at a school level, it is clearly the
differences between girls’ and boys’ schools that are crucial, and, since the
vast majority of single sex schools are secondary schools, this in fact means
the differences between boys’ and girls’ secondary schools. In the final section
of this chapter, we tried to draw together our earlier work to provide profiles
of the typical or average boys’ and girls’ school. Roughly, the distinction took
the following lines: boys’ schools have a high achievement ethos, have very
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specialised curricula with a clear instrumental bias (i.e., towards Science for
example, rather than Arts) offering pupils relatively little choice of subjects,
and are internally selective, in the sense that academically weak pupils are not
retained. Against this, girls’ schools have, on average, a modest level of
achievement ethos, they have unspecialised liberal curricula and offer rela-
tively wide scope for choice to pupils, while being less internally selective, that
is, retaining more lower ability pupils. For example, Leaving Cert. pupils in
girls’ schools show eight times more variance in their mean IGPA (1.12 against
0.12) than do pupils in boys’ schools. Finally, we noted in a previous section
that Principals ofgirls’ schools generally have much more autonomy in regard
to decisions about the school curriculum and the organisation of the school,
than do Principals of boys’ schools. Such differences as we have isolated here
are crucial in accounting for the discrepancies between the sexes in the rates
of take-up of subjects, particularly the senior cycle Sciences.

In this chapter we have primarily been concerned with provision differences
and in the next chapter we shall chart the development of the curricula of
secondary schools between 1968 and 1978. However, we have also tried to
demonstrate that curricular differences are related to other aspects of the
school’s organisation, particularly its "ethos", and in Chapter 9 we shall try
to assess the impact of differences between schools in, for example, the level
ofachievement orientation or ethos, on the rates ofsubject take-up.



CHAPTER 7

Changes in School Curricula and Subject Take-up 1965-1978

In the previous chapter we sought to assign a relative weight to exte~’nal
constraints as against school management decisions in determining the cur-
ricular characteristics of schools. In this chapter we shall briefly discuss the
factors influencing the development of secondary school curricula over the
period 1965-78. In doing this we shall draw on our examination records for
125 secondary schools. Thus, the analysis will not correspond directly to that
of Chapter 6, since we have no data on vocational or community schools.
Furthermore, since our data come exclusively from examination records, the
amount of information we possess about a school, its characteristics and those
of its environment, is much less than in the sample of 95 schools used earlier
in the analysis. Nevertheless, as we shall see, enough such information is
available to show quite substantial differences between schools in subject
provision levels and patterns both in the 1960s and 1970s, as well as in the
extent ofchange in their curricula between 1965 and 1978.

The debate on curricular pro~dsion in Ireland has focussed almost exclus-
ively on school size. As we have already seen many factors other than size --
whether a single sex or coed school, the social class characteristic of the pupil
body, and management decisions, for example -- have substantial influences
on the curriculum provided by a school. As we shall see in this chapter these
essentially social or institutional factors have also had substantial influence on
curricular change over the period 1965-1978.

The period 1965-78 was one of rapid expansion of the Irish educational
system. The number of students in fulltime second-level education doubled,
leading to a rapid growth in the size ofsecond-level schools. One consequence
of this expansion was the growth, ofschoo[ curricula. In the first section ofthe
chapter we examine changes in the curricula of secondary schools between
1965 and 1978, as well as the relative influence of a few explanatory variables
on difference in curricular size and type in both 1968 and 1978. In the second
part of the chapter we analyse school changes over the decade 1968-78: what
kind ofschool changed most and: what kind changed least? In the final part of
the chapter we describe the associated changes in the take-up levels ofdifferent
subjects and subject combinations by boys and girls between 1965 and 1978.

198
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Curricular Changes in Secondary Schools: 1965-1978

Given the rationalisation of second-level schools and the rapid increase in
pupil numbers, actual secondary school size increased more rapidly than
overall pupil numbers indicate, (Table 7.1). Average school size roughly
doubled between 1965 and 1978: the most rapid increase being in the post-
1967 period. The number of Leaving Cert. subjects taught did not increase as
rapidly as did the number of pupils/teachers29 But over time the relationship
between the two becomes more pronounced.

Table 7.1: Average number of pupils and subjects per school; and correlation between size of
school and curriculum 1965 to 1978 (Source: sample of secondary schools)

Year 1965 1968 1972 1975 1978

No. of schools in sample’~ 105 I 11 119 121 125
Average No. of pupils per
school 194 236 305 334 37 I
Average No. of Leaving
Cert. subjects provided
per school 8.2 8.6 10.2 11.3 11.4
Standard deviation (3.0) (3.1) (2.6) (2.3) (2.8)

Correlation between
Number of pupils in school
and Number of
Subjects .49 .54 .62 .65 .71

tin the earlier years- particularly 1965 and 1968- the sample is slightly biased towards larger schools
-- the smaller schools which closed or amalgamated being underrepresenled.

In the mid-1960s very little (around 24 per cent) of the variation in
curriculum size is explained by school size or pupil/teacher numbers. But by
the late 1970s around halfof the variance in subject numbers is so explained.
In the post "Free Education" period the correspondence between pupil/
teacher/subject numbers appears to have significantly increased: with around
95 per cent of schools in the "Free Scheme" in the 1970s teacher numbers
appear to have become much more c[osely tied to pupil numbers -- partic-
ularly given the decline in clerical teachers and in the significance of private

~gAn almost perfect correlation Ir--.95) exists between number of teachers and number of pupils in the
1970s.
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and religious contributions (Tussing, 1978). It also appears that much the
same process has occurred in the provision of subjects -- they have become
much more closely tied to the provision ofdirect state supported teachers and
facilities as time proceeded.

As schools increased in size their curricula expanded, and as a consequence,
so did differences amongst pupils in the type and level of subjects being taken.
Since the average number ofsubjects taken per pupil in the Leaving Cert. has
remained relatively stable, at around 7.0, over the period, the choice of
discretionary subjects has considerably widened. Almost all pupils do Irish,
English and Maths. In the mid-1960s there was very little choice amongst the
remaining subjects, the average school providing only five other subjects. But
by the late 1970s the average pupil could choose four from amongst eight
optional subjects being offered -- excluding the obligatory subjects of Irish,
English and Maths. So, ifwe examine changes over time in the distribution of
pupils over the widening curriculum provided by schools, we can see a growing
divergence amongst pupils in the discretionary subjects taken up (See Appen-
dix 7, Table 7A.2). Much greater pupil/subject distinctions now exist, partic-
ularly given the much greater possibilities for specialisation in the different
subject areas.

Seven categories of subjects were isolated in order to examine curricular
specialisation in terms of both pi’ovision and take-up. These categories are:

Science Subjects Commerce/Business Subjects
Language/Literature Subjects. Accomplishment Subjects
Technical Subjects Social Subjects

General.Subjects

Details of the method of analysis of school curricula as well as of the subject
categorisation are given in Appendix 7A. 1.

The following table shows the growth in the relative importance ofdifferent
subject specialities in schools. The number of Science subjects has more than
doubled and the number of Commerce subjects taught has increased from
being virtually absent to almost two subjects: the proportion of the total
curriculum given over to both,I increasing from about one-fifth to almost
two-fifths of the curriculum offered by the average secondary school. The
number of "Social" subjects (History and Geography), "Accomplishment"
and Language subjects has remained relatively stable; their proportionate
significance actually declining. The overall impression is of an increasing
Scientific, Commerce speciality in schools, to rise to an equal level of speci-
alisation with Languages, History/Geography and Accomplishme~nt subjects
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in general..The number of subjects taught at a higher level also increased
markedl)~o~e~the period -- particularly in the post-1972 period.

Table 7.2: Changes in the average number of Leaving Cert. subjects taught per school between
1965 and 1978

Type of subjects taught in the
Average School Yea r

1965 1968 1972 1975 1978

No. of Schools 105 I I I 119 121 125
Average no. of Pupils 194 236 305 334 37 I
Average no. of Leaving Cert.

Subjects 8.2 8.6 10.2 I 1.3 11.4
Average no. of Honours

Subjects 6.0 6.5 6.6 8.3 9.3
Average no. of Science

Subjects 1.2 I. I 1.6 2.2 2.6
Average no. of Languages      1.2 1.4 1.9 1.8 1.5
Average no. of Commeree

Subjects 0.3 0.4 1.1 1.6 1.7
Average no. of Accomplish-

merit Subjects 0.9 1.0 I. I 1.2 1.3

There were very wide differences amongst schools, however, in the type of

curriculum offered to pupils, the most obvious difference being between boys’,
girls’ and coed schools.

The Curricula of Boys’, Girls’and Coed Schools, 1968and 1978
An examination of Table 7.3 shows clear curricular differences in our

sample of single sex and coed secondary schools in 1968 and 1978, the period
of most rapid growth. It is evident that the proportion of coed schools has
increased since 1968. Nationally, there are proportionately more Protestant
schools (19 out of 23), and lay Catholic schools (18 out of 31) which are coed.
Coeducation is less popular among religious run Catholic schools (91 out of
475). And of these 91 coed schools only ten are run by male religious orders,
the majority of Catholic coeducational schools being run by nuns. Most of

these latter toed schools have been established in the past twenty years,
particularly in rural areas, mainly through the introduction of boys into what
were formerly girls’ convent schools.

The growth in the size of schools is clearly evident from Table 7.3. Coedu-
cational and girls’ schools have, on average, about two and a half times as



Table 7.3: Curricular characteristics of seconda9, school sample according to school type**, 1968 and 1978

1,0

1968 1978
Boys’    Gir~’ Coed     Boys’    Gir~’     Coed

Schoo~ Schools Schools Schools Schoo~ Schools

Ro,,¢Chaag,FNI978]
1968-1978 LNI968J

Boys’    Gir~’ Coed
Schools Schoo~ Schoo~

0

No. of schools in sample              47 54 l0      46 51 28
Average size of school 258 230 164 367 422 283
Average size of Leaving Cert. class 34 25 21 * 57 64 44*
Average no. of subjects offered 8.4 9.0 7.3 11.2 11.9 I 1.0
Average-no. of Honours subjects

offered 6.4 6.9 5.2* 9.6 9.7 7.9*
’ Average no. of Science subjects

offered 2.0 0.4 0.7* 3.1 2.1 2.4*
Average no. of Commerce subjects

offered 0.4 0.4 0.3 1.9 1.5 1.5
Average no. of Languages offered 1.4 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.8 1.2"
Average no. of Accomplishment

subjects offered 0.2 1.7 1.0" 0.5 2.1 1.4"

D m --
O

1.42 1.83 1.73
1.68 2.56 2.10
1.33 1.32 1.51

1.50 1.41 1.52

1.55 5.25 3.43 >

4.75 3.75 5.00
1.07 1.20 1.20

2.50 1.24 1.40

*Indicates a significant difference (at p ~< .05) between the three school types. __.
,..]

**Schools are categorised by the number of boys and girls in the Leaving Cert. classes in school. Boys’ and girls’ schools~’4
have only one sex in the school; coed schools are so defined if more than one boy and more thar~ one girls are present in the

~Leaving Certificate c ass It was felt that this more stringent definition of being "coeducational" was necessary to indicate
schools where the senior cycle was genuinely coeducational.
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many Leaving Cert. pupils in 1978 as in 1968, while boys’ schools have about
one and a half; the growth in boys’ schools corresponding roughly to the
growth in school numbers. As against this, while girls’ schools show a dispro-
portionate growth in the senior cycle, growth in the average number of subjects
offered at Leaving Cert. shows no significant differences according to school
type at either date, and the average increase of 33 per cent in this area has
been roughly the same for both single sex schools, though coeducational
schools have shown a significantly greater growth of 51 per cent. It would
appear, therefore, that girls’ schools have not used their resource growth to
the same extent as boys’ and coed schools in developing their curricula.

This curricular conservatism appears to be limited only to the general
curricular areas, however: History,, Geography, Home Economics, Art and
Music. In Science, arid to a limited extent Languages, girls’ schools have been
significantly more innovative than boys’ schools, though less innovative than
coed schools. As a result sex differences in Science provision have been
considerably reduced over the decade. Even in Commerce subjects, where the
rate ofgrowth has been somewhat faster in boys’ and coed schools, differences
are minor in the late 1970s. What has been remarkable has been the overall
growth in these subjects.

In both 1968 and 1978, the provision of Honours subjects, and of Science
and Accomplishment subjects, shows significant variation across the three
types of secondary schools. For Honours subjects the distinction lies between
the single sex and the coeducational schools, the latter offering relative!y fewer
Honours subjects. This cannot be attributed to the smaller curricula of these
schools (since the ratio of honours subjects to all subjects is lower in coed
schools); rather it suggests that coeducational schools were teaching more
subjects only at a pass or "common" level. The latter certainly occurs for
1978, since we saw in Chapter 6 (Table 6.2) that coeducational secondary
schools were more likely to provide the Technical subjects (which are taught
and examined at a common level) than were single sex secondary schools. As
to the number of Science subjects, the distinction lies between boys’ schools
and the rest: in both 1968 and 1978 boys’ schools are significantly better
provided for in Science subjects, though this difference has been substantially
reduced. From a situation where less than half of girls’ schools offered any
senior cycle Science subjects in the 1960s, the average school now offers more
than two Science subjects, all schools offering at least one. In the case of the
Accomplishment subjects the situation is reversed, with boys’ schools in 1968
and 1978 having considerably poorer provision of these subjects than either
coeducational schools or girls’ schools. Over time, however, the provision of
these subjects -- particularly Art -- in boys’ schools has considerably
increased with slightly over half of boys’ schools offering some of these subjects.
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The only area in which statistically discernible differences have developed
over the period is in the Language subjects. Boys’ schools remain virtually
unchanged in the number of Languages they teach, whereas girls’ schools and,
to a lesser extent coeducational schools, show a slight increase. The particular
languages taught in boys’ schools have, of course, changed significantly with
a substantial drop in the classical languages.

It is not, therefore, in the number ofsubjects provided, but in what subjects
are offered that sex differences are important. Boys’ and cued schools have
significantly more Science and Technical subjects than girls’ schools; and, if
one takes into consideration the significantly smaller size of cued and boys’
schools, significantly more Commerce subjects also. Girls’ schools offer more
Languages, Home Economics and. Music options than cued or boys’ schools.
Given that girls’ schools grew at a much faster rate and are, on average, bigger
than boys’ schools, these curricular differences are highly significant. In the
last section of this chapter we will try to control for this differential increase
in school size and examine the way in which such increases in opportunity
were actually used in different school types.

Factors Influencing Curricalar Size, and Composition in 1968 and 1978

In the previous chapter we attempted to account for the size of school
curricula and their composition in terms of a number of variables, paying
particular attention to school management decisions within boys’, girls’ and
coeducationa) schools. Given the findings of our previous chapter regarding
the significance of certain school characteristics in determining the curriculum,
we would, therefore, expect Ihat such school factors as school size or changes
in school size, whether the scho61 was in the "Free Scheme" or fee paying,
whether rural or urban and whether, of course, it was a boys’, gir!s’ or cued
school would all have significant influence on curricular provision.

Size of school, and changes in its size, is expected to be the main variable
explaining the number of subjects taught. For every 19 fulltime registered
pupils, secondar3’ schools were entitled to an additional teacher paid for by
the Department of Education. The number of pupils, therefore, determines
the number ofteachers, and the number ofteachers should he highly predictive
of the number of subjects avail’able to be taught in school. An increasing
number of teachers allows the school to add subjects to the curricu[urq. A
stable teacher/pupil body gives very little leeway to a Principal to increase the
school’s subject range -- unless there is a reservoir of underused subject
qualifications and teacher hour~ amongst the teacher body; or unless older
teachers are retiring and being replaced.
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The rather naive hypothesis is being proposed, therefore, that the larger the
school the greater the subject range; and the greater the increase in pupil and
teacher numbers between 1965 and 1978 the greater the addition to the
number ofsubjects taught by the school.

But the latitude allowed to school managements by increasing pupil/teacher
numbers may not be used. Given the obviously more instrumental attitude to
education that is likely to be taken by boys’ schools, for instance (given the
traditionally greater saliency of labour market or career objectives in these
schools), one would expect that boys’ schools, as they increase in size, would
feel under a greater pressure tban girls’ schools to increase the more instru-
mental subjects -- Science, Technical and Commerce subjects. Whether and
what kind of subjects are added, therefore, depends on the objectives of the
school and the extent to which the school management authorities actually
plan to reach these objectives. School managements which have an unself-
conscious, taken for granted, view of their objectives, particularly where these
have remained unquestioned for some time and with little pressure from
parehts or teachers, will obviously be in a different situation from other schools
where this is not the case -- where managements have changed, where the
local economic or social environment has changed, or where the school changes
from a single sex to a coed school, etc. Unfortunately we do not have many
details of such school management characteristics. But we can contrast the
behaviour of boys’, girls’ and coed schools; schools which remained fee paying
when the "Free Scheme" was introduced in 1967; schools which changed from
single sex to coed schools; schools of different sizes and different rates of
growtb; or schools run by different orders, etc. Given the major differences
between orders in their objectives, their organisational structure, and the main
social class towards which their efforts are being directed, one would expect
significant differences between these religious orders. Some of the Catholic
orders and the majority of the Protestant schools in our sample cater almost
exclusively for the upper middle class. Given their social mobility functions
and the much greater significance and saliency of educational expectations
amongst both the parents and the pupils in these schools, they are likely to be
more innovative in practice than other schools where school managements are
under less "expectational pressure".

The cultural and socio-economic characteristics of the pupil body in the
school have been shown to be the most important variables in educational
achievement in almost all national and international studies (Coleman et al.,
1966;Jencks, 1972; Halsey etal., 1980, Madaus and Kelleghan etal., 1979); to
the point indeed that Coleman et al., concluded that schools themselves had
no significant influence on educational achievement independent of familial
and general social background characteristics. Later studies (Madaus et al,
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op. cit. and Rutter el al., op. cit., 1979) however, clearly showed such a "school
effect". Two indicators of the social class characteristics of the school are
employed here: the median social class characteristics of the school as esti-
mated from the responses of Inter. Cert. pupils in our national sample study
of schools in 1981. There were only 57 secondary schools in that sample.
However, since they were completely representative of the original Exam
Study sample -- every second school in the original list having been taken
-- we can validly generalise the resultant statistics to the total sample of
schools. To check on this a second, but rather crude, index is employed:
whether the school entered the Free Scheme in 1967 or not and remained in
it or not; those few remaining fee-paying schools after 1967 being dominantly
upper middle class in composition.

In the following, therefore, we examine the main factors influencing curric-
ular size and composition in 1968 and 1978. The subsequent section examines
the main factors influencing curricular change or growth between !968 and
1978.

In this section we explore the relationship between five characteristics of
schools -- whether a boys’ or girls~ school, whether fee paying or not, median
social class of the pupil body in the school, and the size of place in which the
school is located -- and the main curricular characteristics of the school in
1968 and 1978.

The size of the school -- as we have already seen -- is moderately to Ilighly
predictive of curricular size. In the present sample of secondary schools the
correlation was .54 in 1968, .71 in 1978, i.e., explaining about a quarter of the
variance in 1968 and around half in 1978. Thus, school size has become a
much better predictor of curricular size over time. As one might expect, size
is significantly correlated with the~number of individual specialist subjects in
1968 and 1978: with Science sul:/jects (.44 in 1968; .43 in 1978); with the
number of Commerce subjects (.35 in 1968; .50 in 1978); with the number of
Languages taught (.31 in 1968; .50 in 1978), and with the number ol’Accom-
plishment subjects (-.05 in 1968 and .35 in 1978).

Although there is a consistent tendency for girls’ schools to show a lower
overall curricular response to increases in school size, these differences are not
statistically significant. Nevertheless, this response difference is so important
in the type of subject added that for most of the following analysis boys’ and
girls’ schools will be treated separately.

These school differences in responses are shown quite clearly in the following
table where, as a preliminary to further analysis, we control for school size
and examine the relationship between a set of school characteristics and the
size and composition of their curricula in 1968 and 1978.
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Table 7.4: Parial Correlation (Pearsonian) Coe~ents- Controlling for school size, between
five school defining variables and seven curricular variables characterising schools. (N= 112 schools
in 1968 and 125 schools in 1978. Partial r" of. 16 or greater are statistically significant at the .05

leveO

Deoendent Year Boys’ Girls’ Fee Paying Size of Median
Variable School* School* School Place* Social Class

of Pupa
Body*

I. No. of
Subjects 1968 -.16 +.19 +.23 -.14 -.32
Provided 1978 -.09 -.06 +.13 +.25 -.29

2. No. of
Honours
Level 1968 -.10 +.18 .19 -- -.29
Subjects 1978 +.20 -.12 .17 +.08 -.43

3. No. of
Science 1968 +.54 -.52 +.29 -.06 -.46
Subjects 1978 +.36 -.43 +.18 -.04 -.49

4. No. of
Commerce 1968 -.10 .10 .06 .07 -.07
Subjects 1978 .19 -.28 -.14 .15 .01

5. No. of 1968 -.04 .09 .38 -.17 -.41
Languages 1978 -.08 .13 .43 -.06 -.40

6. No. of
Accomplish-
ment       1968 -.78 +.76 -.07 +.02 .13
Subjects 1978 -.70 +.59 .01 +.21 .16

7. No. of
Technical 1968 .....

Subjects 1978 .15 -.21 -.ll .11 .10
8. No. of

General** 1968 -.63 .61 .08 .03 -.09
Subjects 1978 -.49 .31 -.15 .27 .12

*Variable Characteristics: (I) Boys’, Girls’ or Fee Paying Schools = I, Else -- o. (Dummy Variables)..
(2) Size of place has 6 values; Dublin = I, to open county = 6; (3) Median social class of school pupils
estimated from 1981 survey of Inter. Cert. pupils and, therefore, only estimated for half the sample (N --
57); I = Upper Middle Class; 2 = Lower Middle Class; 3 -- Skilled Manual; 4 = Unskilled and Semi-
Skilled Manual. The 1981 values are used for both years.

**General subjects = set of non-specialised subjects-- minimising depth in most specialist areas.

Irrespective of size of school, boys’ schools tended to have smaller curriizula
than others particularly in the 1960s. But what really distinguishes boys’ from
girls’ schools is the composition not the size of the curriculum: being much
stronger in Science, Commerce and, ~o a limited extent, Technical subjects
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-- usually Technical Drawing; the distinction in the latter subjects only
becoming apparent in 1978. Girls’ schools show a disproportionate investment
in Accomplishment subjects, Languages and General subjects. They are
particularly weak in Science subjects in both 1968 and 1978, and Commerce
subjects by 1978. Interestingly, while girls’ schools appear to have been
significantly more academic than boys’ (in the number of Honours level
subjects offered) in the 1960s the opposite was the case in the 1970s. Ofcourse,
girls’ schools increased very rapidly in size in the interim, while boys! schools
captured relatively less of the growth in pupil numbers over that period and
also showed a lower retention rate of boys moving from junior to senior cycle.
As a result a much lower proportion of low ability boys now go on to do the
Leaving Certificate in secondary schools than girls -- and a relatively higher
proportion of boys doing the Leaving Cert. in these schools go on to third
level. Boys’ schools, in general, therefore, have become much more academic
than girls’ schools and, as a consequence, tend to teach more Honours level
subjects.

For schools of a given size coed schools had significantly larger curricula
than either of the single sex schools in 1978, though not in 1968. Surprisingly,
girls’ schools had the larger curricula in the earlier period, but both single sex
schools had become disadvantaged relative to coed schools in the 1.970s. As
we shall see later the increasing significance of coeducation within the second-
ary sector brings with it a more comprehensive type ofcurriculum tlian either
ofthe single sex schools.

The influence of social class or of fee-paying schools on curricular charac-
teristics is striking, even using the crude measures involved. Using 1981
measures for half the sample, the relationship between tile social class clientele
of a school (in 1981) and curricular size, Science and Languages speciallsation
is quite marked for 1978. The fact’that the same relationship holds -- though
in a weaker form -- for 1968 indicates substantial continuity ill the curricular
and/or social class characteristics of schools over that decade. And what is
equally striking is that the middle’class schools are strong over the academic
subject areas -- Science and Languages -- and are particularly strong in the
number of Honours level subjects offered. The only areas where working class
(or small farm) schools are at an advantage are the Accomplishment and
Technical subjects.

Size of place has only a minor relationship to curricular characteristics in
either 1968 or 1978 -- smaller places tending to have slightly larger curricula
particularly in Accomplishment, Technical and General subjects, in tile 1970s.
But smaller rural communities tend also to have more coed schools s9 that the
relationships here could be spurious. This will be examined later. ,

Examined from the perspective of curricular specialisation, thei’efore, it
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appears that Science and Commerce specialisatlon is more characteristic of
boys’ and coed schools -- and particularly of middle class schools for Science.
Languages, General subjects and particularly Accomplishment subjects are
most characteristic of girls’ schools, the language speciality being most marked
in girls’ middle class schools. So, to conclude, it would appear from this that
small girls’ schools catering mainly for pupils from working class or small farm
origins tend now to have smaller curricula, to have least Science or Commerce
subjects and to be particularly strong in Accomplishment and General sub-
jects. At tbe other extreme it would appear from these results that upper
middle class boys’ schools -- particularly those that are fee paying -- are
particularly strong in Science and teach many more of their subjects at an
Honours level than other schools. In many respects, therefore, the size of
school is rivalled in the significance of its impact on curricular characteristics
by the predominant sex attending the s~zhool as well as by the predominant
social class characteristics of the pupil body.

Because many of these variables are interrelated with each other we
attempted through a multiple regression analysis to control for all the relevant
variables simultaneously. And because some of the relationships varied by
whether the school was a boys’, girls’, or coed school this information was run
separately for each school type. Because ofsmall sample sizes not many of the
individual relationships retain statistical significance but the following results
consistently hold. (See Appendix Tables 7A.3 to 7A.I 1).

(i) The size of school is of critical significance in 1968 and 1978 being of
slightly more importance in boys’ than in girls’ or coed schools. Although not
statistically significant in individual regression, fee-paying schools ,had con-
sistently larger curricula than others. There is some evidence in addition that
schools in Connaught and Ulster had consistently larger curricula than others
-- controlling for all other relevant variables. (See Appendix Tables 7A.3 and
7A.5).

(it) Science Curricula: School size again is a critical factor in both periods
---particularly in boys’ schools. Fee-paying schools had larger Science curri-
cula than others. And again schools in Connaught, Ulster, and in 1978
Munster also, had larger Science curricula than in Leinster-- all other factors
being controlled. (See Appendix Tables 7A.4 and 7A.6).

(iii) Commerce subjects become of relevance only in 1978. Here again size
is of crucial importance. But whereas fee-paying schools were more likely to
have generally larger and more Science oriented curricula than those in the
"Free Scheme", bere they are consistently less likely to stock up on Commerce
subjects; whereas schools in Connaught and Ulster are far more likely --
particularly girls’ schools. (See Appendix Tables 7A.7 and 7A.9).

(iv) Number of Language Subjects: (Tables 7A.8 and 7A.10). Here again
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larger schools, and fee-paying schools, consistently teach a larger Language
speciality than other schools. Those religious orders which have traditionally
oriented their teaching towards the education of the less well off (Christian
Brothers, Mercy and Presentation orders) are consistently less likely to empha-
sise Language teaching in both periods. And they are more likely, if a boys’
school, to emphasise Science and Technical subjects; or Commerce subjects
ifa girls’ school.

To conclude, therefore, the most important relationship is that between
pupil numbers and curriculum size, though the relationship varies by type of
school, girls’ schools had more subjects than boys’ in 1968 and 1978 (all other
things held equal), but as school size increased the differences between the
two school types decreased slightly at both times. This response to increasing
size of school was greater in coed schools, however, in 1978 (and indeed in
1968 -- though that is not significant). In comparing coed with girls’ schools
the smaller the school the greater the relative advantage ofgirls’ schools here.
But as school size increased these differences disappear.

If, however, we turn to Science subject provision in 1978, we find a rather
different picture (Appendix Tables 7A.4 and 7A.6). Controlling for all other
variables, among schools of all sizes boys’ schools provided more Science
subjects than girls’, and, as school size increased, this difference widened.
Boys’ schools also provided more Science subjects than coeducational schools
of all sizes, but, as school size increased, this difference narrowed. Lastly,
while among smaller schools (under 900 pupils) girls’ schools provided more
Science subjects than coeducational schools, above this number the situation
was reversed, and, as size increased, the differences in Science provision
(favouring coeducational schoolst widened. These patterns can be seen in
Table 7.5 where, taking schools of 150, 900 and 400 pupils we have estimated

Table 7.5: Average Number of Science Subjects Provided in Boys’, Girls’ and Coeducational
Secondary Schools According to School Size, Controlling for other Variables, 1978. (Estimates

made from Multiple Regression Equations)

Boys Girls’ Coeducational
School Size Pupils Schools Schools Schools

0) (2) (3) (I)-(2) (0-(3)

150 1.84 0.45 0.22 1.39 1.62
200 2.09 0.55 0.57 1.54 1.52
400 3.09 0.95 1.97 2.14 I. 12

Average (calculated
from Table 7.3) 2.44 ~0.89 0.94 -- --
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the number of Science subjects taught, excluding the effect of all variables
(except size) which we have controlled for in our analysis. We see that boys’
schools always had more Science than girls’ or coeducational schools, but that
the difference between boys’ and girls’ schools increased as size increased (as
shown in Column 4 of Table 7.5) while that between boys’ and coeducational
schools decreased (Column 5) with growing size.

Comparing girls’ and coeducational schools, we see that with 150 pupils,
provision favours the former; at 200 pupils, provision levels are roughly equal,
but at 400 pupils there is a marked difference in favour of coeducational
schools. Girls’ schools, therefore, are always at a significant disadvantage
when compared to boys’ schools but are almost at an equal disadvantage in
relation to larger coed schools.

The schooling of boys and girls is, therefore, consistently biased by provision
arratagements, showing very little change ill these respects between 1968 and
1978. Social class, region and, to a limite(t extent, the particular educational
mission of the religious order running the school, have also been shown to be
important. Although size ofschool has been shown to be consistently the most
important determinant of curricular size the actual nature of the curriculum
taught by schools is equally, and in some respects more, responsive to the sex
and social class characteristics of the pupil body.

Changes in School Curri~da, 1968 to 1978
In the preceding section we examined the relationship between certain

school defining characteristics and curricular characteristics in 1968 and 1978.
In this section we examine changes in the curriculum in a sample of schools
over that decade of rapid change between 1968 and 1978. Here again some of
the same set of factors are expected to affect curricular change: the size of
school, and increases in the size of school between 1968 and 1978. The larger
the increase in size the larger the expected growth in the curriculum. School
size also in 1968, as we have seen is moderately correlated with curriculum size
in 1968; so that, in both cases, it is hypothesised that the larger the original
size the smaller the growth in the curriculum: smaller schools and more limited
curricula having much more leeway to make up. The social class characteristics
of the school, and whether it remained outside the Free Scheme or not, is
expected also to have a significant influence on curricular growth: the more
middle class the school and the more demandiug the parental clientele the
more change one would expect in the curriculum. Equally one would expect
that schools whose environment changes radically -- for instance, by single
sex schools opening their doors to pupils from the other sex -- would be far
more likely to innovate than schools whose situation has not changed in these,
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or other, respects. These are the main explanatory variables we will use in the
analysis.

Table 7.6 shows some of the more important changes in the school curric-
ulum between 1968 and 1978. This table is based only on those schools which
were present in our sample at both dates and did not change from single sex

to coed over the period.

"Fable 7.6: Net Changes in Boys’, Girls’ and Coeducational Secondary Schools, 1968-78. For
those schools which remained unchanged in sex of pupils between 1968 and 1978

Boys’ Girls’ Coeducational
Schools (’68) Schools (’68) Schools (’68)

Average school size 1968: 271 242 177
Average increase in school size

1968-78 88.6 172.9 75.3
(33%) (71%) (43%)

Average increase in number of

subjects 2.56 2.57 3.00
Average increase in Science

subjects 1.24 1.60 1.60
Average increase in Commerce

subjects 1.49 I. I I 1.30
Average increase in Language

subjects 0.05 0.15 -0.10
Average increase in Accomplish-

ment subjects 0.37 0.28 0.20

Number ofschools in sample 41 47 10

The only significant difference between the three school types is found in
their increase in size: that for girls’ schools far exceeding coeducational or
boys’ schools. While boys’ and coed schools would, on average, have added
the equivalent of four teachers, girls’ schools would have added eight. Thc
increases in the number of subjects, however, do not coincide with this;
coeducational schools have experienced, on average, the largest net increase
in the curricula, despite adding less than half as man}, pupils as girls! schools.
And boys’ schools have added as many subjects with only slightly more than
halfas many additions in pupils and teachers. As an initial conclusion then it
would appear that girls’ schools have been significantly less innovative than
boys’ or coed schools. In all three types of school, curricular additions have
been predominantly in the Science and Commerce subject areas. In Science
the most poorly provided for schools in 1968 (coeducational and girls? schools)
added most subjects (see Table 7.3 also). The increase in the Accomplishment
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subjects can also be seen to follow a similar pattern, with boys’ schools, which
were most poorly provided for in 1968, showing the greatest relative increase.
Finally, the small net (:hange of Languages hides substantial gross changes,
with the loss of Latin and Greek, etc., being substituted for by modern
Continental languages. In summary then the greatest growth in curricular
size, relative to growth in pupil numbers, occurs in coeducational schools.
While girls’ schools showed the greatest pupil growth, this growth was not,
however, matched by an equivalent increase in the curriculum -- they were, in
fact, on ~.verage the least innovative in their curricula.

While it can be seen, in Table 7.6, that there was a general expansion of
curricula over the 1968 to 1978 period, we are interested both in what factors
account for this expansion and their differential effects on boys’, girls’ and
coeducational schools. Initially we sought to explain the growth in Leaving
Cert. curricular size over the 1968-78 period. Increase in pupil and teacher
numbers should be highly predictive of curricular growth; although, as we
have seen, the relationship between pupil numbers and the size of the
curriculum is not straightforward. However, since there is a finite number of
examination subjects a school may offer, the growth in curricula will, thcrefore,
we expect, depend on how many subjects the school already has. For example,
if in 1968 a school had a large curriculum, then the number of subjects it
could add would be less than the number a school with a small curriculum
could add, regardless of the increase in pupil nnmbcrs’. Such an influence must
be allowed for in any discussion of curricular expansion, thus our first two
explanatory variables were the number of subjects taught in 1968 (the effect
of which is expected to be negative) and the growth in numbers ofpupils 1968
to 1978 (which we expected to have a positive effect). Because original school
size is highly correlated with curricular size, (r = .54, Table 7.1), wc would
need to control for starting size in an), analysis.

Beyond these threc basic variables -- original school size, original curricular
size and growth in pupil numbers -- we were also interested in examining the
cffccts of region (indexed by the two variables Munster and Con-
naught/Ulster); of whether the school was in the Free Scheme or not; whether
the school was Protestant; and finally, in the case of those schools that had
become coeducational since 1968, the effect of this transition. Of course,
whether a school was a boys’, girls’, or coeducational school (categorised
according to their 1968 sex status) should be one of the most important factors
in determining both the extent and the nature of curricular change between
1968 and 1978. However, before we proceed with a more complex analysis it
is necessary to examine the independent and joint effects of our two main
control variables: the starting size of school and the initial size of the curric-
ulum. This is done in Table 7.7.



Table 7.7: The simple, partial and joint effects of school size (’68) on curriculum growth (1968-1978).
(simple and partiol correlation coe~ents and standardised regression coe~ents) (n = 111)

Net Growth in Net Growth in Net Growth in Net Growth in Net Growth in Net Growth in
the Curriculum Science Subjects Commerce Language Accomplishment Technical

Subjects Subjects Subjects Subjects >
Simple r with school size ’68 - -,02
Simple r with curriculum size ’68 -.60*
Partial r with school size ’68 controlling

curriculum size ’68 +.45"
Partial r with curriculum size

controlling school size -.70"
Standardised multiple regression

coefficients
School size ’68 .43*
Curriculum size ’68 -.83"

R2 = .49

=.0l .30* .10 .12 -.28*
-.48* -.16" -.58* -.41" -.79*

O

.29* .40* .39" ,16’ ~.22

-.54* -.31" -.66* -.43* -.78*

>

.29* .42* .34* .t5 -.01
-.61" -.31" -.70" -.42" -.79*

.29 .18 .44 .19 .63 N

*Significant at p ~< .05                                                           _ _
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Original (’68) school size has a quite unexpected relationship to curricular
innovation: having almost no direct relationship but, when one controls for
the effects of the original eurricnlum size, it has a quite marked positive
influence on curricular growth, except for the Accomplishment and Technical
subjects. Given equivalent curricula, the larger the original school size the
greater the extent of change. The starting curriculum, therefore, acts as a
classic suppressor variable, positively related to school size but negatively
related to curricular growth. Contrariwise, controlling for school size also
accentuates the relationship of original curricular size to curricular growth:
those schools (of similar size) which started off with larger curricula were
substantially less likely to innovate than those with initially smaller curricula.
This latter relationship is as hypothesised; and a consequent narrowing of
curricular differences amongst schools has obviously occurred over the past
decade as smaller and poor curricular schools caught up with their better
provided counterparts. The former relationship, however, does require some
further explanation: theonly reasonable one available is that the larger schools
in 1968 were the older, more mature and more middle class schools with a
much older teacher body. They would, therefore, have had many more teacher
retirements and replacements than their smaller and generally "younger"
counterparts, and on average also would have had a more demanding clientele.
However, we do not have sufficient background information oil them to fully
explore the reasons involved for their significantly greater innovativeness.
]’here is no doubt, however, that it occurred.

Given these quite marked relationships the simplest way to show the effects
of other school variables on curricular innovativeness is to control jointly for
both the effects of original school size and original curricular size and see if
any of the other variables proposed have any additional effect; schools which
grew rapidly in size as against those which stayed unchanged or declined;
whether boys’, girls’ or coed schools; whether middle class fee-paying schools
or not; whether the school had changed from single sex to coed in the interim;
and region. We had hypothesised that boys’ schools would be more innovative
in Science and Technical subjects; that girls’ schools would be significantly
less innovative in these respects; that ’middle class and fee-paying schools
would be more innovative than working class and small farm schools, etc. The
results of this partial correlation analysis are shown in Table 7.8, and will be
discussed in terms of changes in the main curricular areas.

First of all, overall curricular growth is vet3, strongly and independently
related to pupil growth over tile period as one might expect. But besides this,
only two ~..f the other variables are important: schools which changed from
single sex to coed and schools in the Connaught-Ulster areas have been
significantly more innovative than others. The effects of "school sex" or of



Table 7.8: Multiple Partial Correlation (Pearsonion) Coefficients, which Index the Relationships Between Certain School Defining Characteristics
and Growth~Change in the School’s Curriculum, Controlling for Both School Size and Curricular Size in 1968"*

Dependent Variables Growth in Boys’School Girls’ Coed School Change to Region Feepaying
the number School coed School Schools
of pupils in Conn/Ulster Munster

the school

0
Z
0

(I) Growth in the Total Number of .40* -.05 .08 -.06 .21" .19" -.10 -.04
Subjects Provided (. 19) (.08) (-.08) (.02) (.26) (. 10) (-.03) (-. 18)

(2) Growth in the Number of - . 15" .33* -.30* -.02 .18" -.02 .07 .09
Science Subjects Provided (.24) (-.06) (.05) (.01) (.20) (.03) (.04) (-.08)

(3) Growth in the Number of .17" .08 -.11 .05 .02 +.31" -.15 -.20*
Commerce Subjects Provided (.12) (.14) (-.14) (.01) (-.04) (.25) (-.13) (-.22)

(4) Growth in the Number of .34* -.01 .12 -.19" .12 -.21" .04 .27*
Languages Provided (.28) (.04) (.01) (-.06) (.12) (-.16) (.05) (-.07)

(5) Growth in the Numberof
Accomplishment Subjects .15" -.41" .39* -.02 .08 -15" -.11 .01
Provided (-.01) (. 13) (-. 10) (-.05) (.03) . (. 10) (-.06) (.03)

(6) Growth in the Number of -.05 .12 -.18" .10 .00 .40* -.13 -.12
Technical Subjects Provided (-.01) (.13) (-.10) (-.05) (.03) (.10) (-.06) (.03)

O
_,.0,
>

O’1

t~
>

.q
,..1

*Significant at p ~< .05.
**Simple correlation is given in parentheses.
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social class -- as indicated by whether the school remained fee-paying or not
-- are minimal. So, except for the greater innovativeness of the Connaught-
Ulster schools, gross changes in the "environment" of schools -- in size and
composition -- are the most important influences on curricular change.
However, overall figures can hide very substantial changes within the curric-
ulum -- gross changes in the overall size of the curriculum can hide major
shifts in the type and mix of subjects being taught. The table~ therefore, also
gives information on the effects of these school variables on growth in the
Science, Commerce, Language, Accomplishment and Technical subjects
within these schools.

Growth in numbers is not nearly as important as school sex in determining
changes in the Science curriculum: boys’ schools have been significantly more
innovative than other schools, while girls’ schools have been significantly less
likely to add Science subjects than other schools. Their overall greater tendency
to add Science subjects being a reflection only of their original starting
position. When this is controlled for they are clearly shown to be far less likely
to have added Science subjects than other schools. Besides these factors,
sci~ools which changed to toed over the decade were also more likely to add
Science subjects.

The u~aderlying logic of additions to the Commerce and Languages curric-
ulum of schools appears to be somewhat different: school sex appears not to
be important, whereas social class, region and growth in pupil numbers is.
Fee-paying or upper middle class schools are less likely to innovate in the
Commerce area, but far morc likely to do so in Languages. Schools in
Connaught-Ulster have behaved with a reverse logic- more likely to add
Commerce and less likely to add Language subjects. And while growth in
pupil numbers is very poorly correlated with Commerce subject provision it
is more highly predictive of Language growth.

The Accomplishment subjects show a pattern of response to change which
in many respects is opposite to tbat of Science subjects: boys’ schools are far
less likely, and girls’ schools far more likely, to add Home Economics, Art or
Music subjects than other schools, while schools in Connaught-Ulster are also
more likely to add in this area. And interestingly, like Technical subjects,
growth in pupil numbers is not significantly related togrowth in this curricular
area.

The only two variables retain relationships to Technical curricular growth
-- girls’ schools are less likely than other schools to add these subjects: and
schools in Connaught-Ulster are far more likely to add them.

Overall, therefore, girls’ schools have added Home Economics, Art, and
Music subjects and, to a limited extent, Languages, to a far greater extent than
other schools. They have been particularly remiss in adding Science, Technical
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and -- surprisingly -- Commerce subjects. Boys’ schools, on the other hand,
have been disproportionately innovative in Science and, to a more limited
extent, Technical subjects. And schools which changed to coed schools have
a much more general pattern of curricular additions -- as one might expect
given that they are roughly equally split between what were originMly boys’
and girls’ schools which opened their doors to pupils of the opposite sex. The
Connaught-Ulster schools are particularly interesting: they are far more likely,
of course, to have been coed in 1968 and also to have changed to coed than in
other regions, and they are also disproportionately geared toward serving
small farm communities and, therefore, non-fee paying. Perhaps because of
these complex factors they have been more innovative than other schools --
particularly in Commerce, Technical and Accomplishment subjects, although
weak in Science and Languages. As coed rural schools catering mainly for
children from the small farm class they have a less academic bias and are
more comprehensive.

Provision and Take-up Changes

Obviously schools would not have added subjects if they did not intend
their pupils to take them. The objective of provision increases must have been
take-up increases. This has been an underlying assumption of the analysis up
to this point. Clearly, this would occur where new subjects are being added to
the curriculum. But since the absolute number of subjects taken per pupil has
declined to less than 7.0 on average over the period covered, such increases in
the take-up of"new" subjects can.only occur ifother subjects’ rate of take-up
declines. Our objective here is not to explore the nature of the relationship
between provision and take-up of subjects- this is explored in Chapter 9.
Rather our objective is to see whether these underlying assumptions have any
validity. The following gives a view of the overall changes in take-up rates
(Table 7.9 and Appendix Table 7A.13).

First (Appendix Table 7A.13) there has been a significant decline in the
average number of subjects taken in the Leaving Cert. from 7.2 to 6.7. This
appears to have coincided with the very rapid increase in the number doing
the Leaving Cert. after 1968. This’,increase in numbers also coincided with a
decided fall in the average number of Honours level subjects taken in the
Leaving Cert., as well as the overMl~ performance levels in the examination.
Obviously the average level of performance of those going on from the Inter.
Cert. to the Leaving Cert. declined as the proportion of the cohort going on
increased. Besides these two trends, however, the main shifts have not been
that obviotis. Science specialisation has shown some increase after an initial
decline. Clearly specialisation in Languages has declined. There has also been



"Fable 7.9: Average No. of Subjects of Different T)pes Taken in Leaving Certificate in the Sample of Single Sex and Coed. Schools 1965-1978

Subject School Type Year
1965 1968 1972 1975 1978

Average No. of Honours Subjects
done in the Leaving Certificate

Average No. ofScience2 Subjects
taken in the Leaving Certificate

Average No. of Buslness Studies+ Subjects
taken in the Leaving Certificate

Average No. ofAccompfishment~ Subjects ,
taken in the Leaving Certificate

Average No. of Language~/Literature
Subjects taken in the Leaving Cert. (other
than Irish or English)

No. of Pupils in Each School Type

Boys:                  3.66 3.76 2.83 3.27 3.44
Girls 4.36 4.65 2.75 2.87 2.93
Coed t Boys 3.81 4.13 2.76 3.30 3.24
Coedk Girls 4.31 3.87 2.24 2.32 2.57

Boys 1.53 1.32 I. 12 1.27 1.36
Girls 0.27 0.30 0.46 0.60 0.86
Coed Boys 1.49 0.76 1.02 1.30 1.26
Coed Girls 0.25 0.08 0.38 0.46 0.80

Boys 0.30 0.34 0.56 0.77 0.85
Girls 0.16 0.20 0.40 0.58 0.6 I
Coed Boys 0.08 0.22 0.48 0.72 0.81
Coed Girls 0.15 0.26 0.63 0.86 0.68

Boy,s 0.07 0.06 0.15 0.13 0.13
Girls 1.23 1.31 0.83 0.84 0.71
Cc~.xt Boys 0.06 0.43 0.15 0.16 O. 18
Coed Girls 1.35 1.33 0.85 0.84 0.71

Boy, s I. 18 1. I 0 1.05 0.87 0.82
Girls 1.08 0.93 h 13 0.98 0.88
Coed. Boys 1.06 0.93 0.85 0.59 0.59
Coed. Girls 0.67 0.77 0.85 0.64 0.74

Boys 593 728 1,067 1,064 1,232
Girls 561 643 974 1,308 1,654
Coed Boys 67 91 167 271 328
Coed Girls 55 112 240 272 + 351

No. of Schools 110 112 119 121 125

1. Coed schools are defined as those in which there are more than 5 pupils of each sex in the school.
2. "Science Subjects"= Physics, Chemistry, Physics/Chemistry, Biology, Honours Maths, Applied Maths, Agricultural Science.
3. Languages -- (Languages other than Irish or English): Latin, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Greek, etc. All figures from non-

aggregated (school) examination data file.
4. Business Studies/Economics Subjects I Business Organisation, Accountant,, Economics, Economic History.
5. Traditional Female Role and Accomplishment Subjects: Domestic Science General, and Social and Scientific; Art, Music.
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a significant decline in the popularity of Home Economics and History and
Geography options. However, since different sorts ofchanges took place in boys’,
coed and girls’ schools they need to be examined separately, as in Table 7.9.

Although the average number of subjects taken per pupil in the Leaving
Cert. has declined from 1965 to 1978, much more significant changes have
taken place in the level and type of courses taken. On average boys in both
single sex and coed schools have taken significantly more Honours subjects
than girls in the 1970s, the reverse being generally the case in the 1960s. Boys,
we should remember, however, are now much more selected th~.n girls at
Leaving Cert. level. In both kinds ofschools these sex differences have widened
since the early 1970s. This is a considerable change from the low participation
days of the 1960s when an equal Honours differential existed in the opposite
direction, with girls, in general, taking more Honours level courses than boys.
Obviously, the disproportionately greater increase in the participation rate of
girls in the senior cycle in the 1970s has resulted in a disproportionate fall in
the average level of courses taken. From 1965 to 1978 (with some recovery
from the early 1970s) the average number of Honours subjects taken by girls
in the Leaving Cert. had declined by 1.40 and 1.30 subjects in single sex and
coed schools, respectively. The equivalent decline in boys’ schools was 0.33,
and a decline of less than 0.10 in coed schools, combining the varying 1965
and 1968 figures. It appears, therefore, that the increasingly "overloaded"
secondary schools coped with their rapidly increasing numbers in the post-
1968 period by an expansion in Pass level courses (see Table 7.2), the increase
in the provision of Honours level courses as well as the take-up of these courses
occurring only after 1972.

The main changes, however, have not been in the level ofsubjects taken but
in the type of subject and subject combinations; with growth in Science,
Honours Maths, and Commerce subjects; and decline in Language and
Literature subjects, as well as in the Accomplishment subjects.

The pattern of Science subject choices has shown a consistent increase from
tbe late 1960s, although with a small decline in concentration for boys in the
late 1960s and early 1970s. Girls! however, have shown a consistent and, in
relative terms, a more rapidly increasing interest in Science subjects from the
late 1960s. As a result, the percentage difference between boys and girls taking
Honours Maths, for instance, declined from 33 to 18 percentage points from
1965 to 1978; in Physics from 30 to 25; in Chemistry from 42 to 24; and in the
percentage doing two or more Science subjects from 52 to 25. Sex differences
in these respects are, then, slowly declining. But, the rate of boys’ take-up of
some of these Science subjects is still three to four times that of girls. (See
Appendix Table 7A. 14).

Biology has shown an interesting pattern of rapidly increasing female
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participation, in keeping with findings from other countries. In coed schools,
however, the subject has been equally popular with both boys and girls, where
a large sex difference exists between the single sex schools. (See Appendix
Table 7A. 14).

Specialisation in the Language/Literature option has shown a consistent
decline for both boys and girls in all school ty, pes. Only minor sex differences
occur at any stage in this specialty,. The proportions taking two or more
Languages (excluding Irish and English) has declined from 25 to 30 per cent
ofstudents in the late 1960s to less than 12 per cent in 1978, with the decline
in coed schools being slightly greater than in single sex schools (Appendix
Table 7A.14). Although the sex differences within any year are minor the
relative changes in take-up are interesting: while boy’s in toed schools declined
markedkv in Language take-up that of girls actually increased -- though not
consisterttly so over time. That increase, however, does not hold for girls in
single sex’schools whose Language rates have declined slightly but consistently
over time.

Participation in Commerce subjects has increased markedly and consist-
ently for both boys and girls in all school types over the whole period. And sex
differences, although slightly, in the boys’ favour, have remaiJted small and
relatively stable over the period.

Sex differences in the traditional "Female Speciality" subjects have shown
a consistent decline over time. ’]’here are two main reason for this: slightly
increasing proportions of boys taking mainly Art and Music subjects, and
decreasing proportions of girls taking Home Economics subjects. However,
the sex differences here are still very wide although, like Science subjects, they
have been considerably reduced.

In all of these comparisons between the sexes over the time period covered
coeducation appears to have only a slight advantage over single sex schools.
Indeed in some comparisons -- the number of Honours subjects taken, t’br
insta0ce -- sex differences are slightly greater in the toed than in the single
sex school. However, in three of the four measures of speeialisation used --
Business Studies, Home Economics, Language/Literature -- sex differences
are slightly, though consistently, smaller in coeducational schools than in the
single sex schools. In the Science/Honours Maths option, no consistent trend
emerges. These conclusions, however, are not based on any statistical evalu-
ation. A very detailed Analysis of Variao’ce of the effects of sex, school type
and year on the above subject take-up changes was carried out and is given in
Appendix Tables 7A. 15 to 7A. 17. The main conclusions from this analysis are
as follows.

Using sex, school type and time (changes from 1965 to 1978) as the
, independent variables predicting the number of Honours subjects and the
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number of Science subjects taken, the statistically and substantially significant
results are as follows: (i) sex differences in the number of Honours subjects
taken change from a position in the mid-60s where girls on average took more
Honours than boys, to a situation in the late 1970s where the reverse is the
case -- no doubt reflecting the disproportionate growth in female participation
levels. (ii) Pupils in single sex schools take more Honours and Scienc~e subjects
than in coed schools. (iii) Change over time is curvilinear with the lowest
averages for boys in number of Honours (N Hons) and number of Science
subjects in the early 1970s, decreasing from 1965 and increasing agai’n to 1978.
For girls there is a consistent increase in the number of Science subjects over
the whole period.

Complex two-way interactions occur between the three variable~: (iv) Sex
differences in the number of Honours subjects taken (N Hons) are less between
single sex than within coed schools, although no such effect occurs for the
number of Science subjects taken (N Science). (v) Sex differences in N Hons,
N Science and N Commerce subjects declined over time, although as we have
seen, in N Hons boys have come to out-perform girls in these respects.

At an aggregate level these results suggest a significant improvement in the
take-up of Science and Commerce subjects by girls and a narrowinglofthe sex
difference over the 1970s. Whether, however, this is a result of the curricular
changes earlier outlined is not at ill clear. We need to look at this relationship
at an individual school and pupil level. This forms part of the remit of Chapter
9, which examines in detail the complex of factors which mediate between
subject provision and subject take-up at the school and individual pupil level.
However, these relationships do show at an aggregate level a close correspond-
ence between such improvemen,ts in provision (Tables 7.2 and, 7.3) and
improvements in take-up (Table 7.9) ofsubjects.

Provision changes by schools ’have, therefore, been shown to be largely
responsive to school organisation i:haracteristics. And these provision changes
by schools appear also to be reflected in pupils’ choices ofsubject and subject
combinations within schools. The relationship between school provision and
pupil choice is explored in det~.il in Chapter 9. Before we examine that
question in detail, we need to examine one other crucial aspect of schools’
provision -- that of the qualifications characteristic of their teaching" staff, and
of the effect of variation in such teacher qualifications, and subject’provision
and take-tip rates.
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Conclusions

1. A very significant increase in the size ofschools occurred over the period
1965 to 1978. Schools on average doubled in size, but girls’ and coed schools
increased more than boys’ schools.

2. Corresponding increases occurred in tbe number and range of subjects
taught in schools; with girls’ schools, however, not innovating at the same rate
as boys’.

3. As a result mainly of the increase in the range of subjects taught in

schools, a very substantial increase has also occurred in the extent of differences
amongst pupils in the type and level of courses being taken. Subject specialis-

ation by pupils has increased markedly also, although this is more marked for
boys than girls.

4. Partly reflecting, no doubt, the rapidly increasing participation rate, the
average number of Honours subjects taken in the Leaving Cert. declined
substantially from 1968 to 1972, with some recover3, after 1972. Distinctions
between Pass and Honours pupils also appear to have increased significantly
-- particularly in girls’ and coed schools.

5. Sex differences in subject provision and take-up have declined over the
period. A very significant growth has occurred in Science and Commerce
subjects for both sexes, and some associated decline in sex differences. A
decline in the take-up of Home Economics subjects by girls, has been allied to
a growth in the take-up of Biology and Art and Music by boys. Nevertheless,
sex differences are still very substantial -- particularly in Honours Maths.
Specialisation in Science and Technical subjects, and even specialisation in
Commerce subjects, is still dominantly male. There has been, however, a
much greater decline in sex differentiation at the Inter. Cert. level than at the
Leaving Cert.

6. Size of school has become a much more important factor in curricular
provision over time. It explains much more of the variance in provision in the
1970s that it did in the 1960s. Even by 1978, however, it only explains around
half of the variance in the number of senior cycle subjects provided by schools.

7. Despite the fact that girls’ schools grew at a substantially faster rate than
boys’ schools over the period covered, their provision improvements were
roughly equal. The correlation between school size and subject provision, in
fact, is somewhat lower in girls’ than in boys’ schools in 1968 and 1978.
General improvements in the curriculum appear to have been mainly depend-
ent on original school size, original curricular deficits, and extent ofgrowth in
pupil/teacher numbers over the decade 1968 to 1978. However, since different
kinds of schools expanded their curricula in different ways this overall size of
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the curriculum is not a good measure of the extent and nature of curricular
change involved.

8. Boys’ schoots disproportionately expanded Science and, to a m0re limited
extent, Technical and Commerce subjects over the decade. Girls’ schools
disproportionately added the Accomplishment subjects and Languages and
were significantly less likely to add Science, Technical or even Commerce
subjects.

9. Besides sex, the social class clientele of the schools, whether it changed
from a single sex to a coed school and whether it was in the western region or
not have had significant influences on the nature of curricular provision of
schools, but also on the nature ofchange. Middle class schools have tended to
have larger curricula, more Honours level subjects, and more Science and
Language subjects than others ofsimilar size in 1968 and 1978, and Commerce
subjects also in 1978. Single sex schools which changed to cord tended to grow
at a faster pace and to add subjects relatively evenly over the curriculum. And
schools in the western and northern region in the generally smaller farm areas,
were also more innovative hut tended to add subjects in a pattern almost
directly opposite to that of the urban middle class schools -- adding Com-
merce, Technical and Accomplishment subjects.

10. Changes in the take-up of subjects in the Leaving Certificate by both
sexes have paralleled these curricular changes, but have also reflected the
explosive growth in pupil numbers between 1969 and 1973, by showing a
general decline in the average number of Honours and Science subjects taken
in the examination up to 1972. By and large, however, there has been a
significant growth in Science and Commerce take-up since the early 1970s
-- and a narrowing of the sex differences in Honours Maths and Science.
Specialisation, in general, howeve’r, is not characteristic ofgirls’ subject choices
in the Leaving Cert. the only areas where this occurs being in Languages and
Accomplishment subjects, and in both cases there has been a significant
decline in these respects since the 1960s without any compensating’growth of
specialisation in other areas.

I I. The detailed analysis ofthe relationship between provision and take-up
of subjects is covered in Chapter 9. Before we proceed to this, however, we
need to examine one crucial intervening factor -- that of the qualifications of
teachers.



CHAPTER 8

The Qualification of Teachers in Schools:
The Impact on Subject Provision and Take-up

One of the most widely held beliefs about the reasons for the low take-up
level of Honours Maths and Science subjects by girls is that their schools are
ve~, poorly provided for in teaching and lab resources in these subjects. This
commonsense hypothesis is tested in this chapter: that low percentages ofgirls
taking Science subjects or Hons. Maths are due to the poor provision of Maths
and Science teacher resources in their schools. We first need to know, therefore,
whether girls’ schools are so disadvantaged; and secondly, whether that
disadvantage, if present, is actually related to low levels of Hons. Maths and
Science take-up by girls.

For ’this purpose a detailed study of the qualifications of fulltime teachers of
specified subjects in the sampled schools was carried out, and the relationship
between these teacher qualifications and pupil take-up levels in specific
subjects was examined.

The Data

The support of the Department of Education enabled us to study in detail
the qualifications of full time teachers in the sample of post-primary schools in
which pupil interviews were held in 1981. The data were extracted from the
"Timetable" records supplied to the Department each October by all regis-
tered secondary and community schools. These "timetables" give the day,
time, class, subject, ),ear and the identity of the allocated teacher to each class
period. From this record we know for each subject/class/year what teacher is
assigned and how much time is allocated to each subject. The basic degree
qualifications of each of these teachers were then extracted from the separate
Registration file. This provides information on the subjects in which teachers
qualified in their basic degrees or teacher certificates. From this combined
information it is possible to examine the degree qualifications of teachers of all
registered subjects in the school. For most part-time teachers, however, such
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qualification data are not available. But, as we shall see, for the main subjects
examined, this is not a serious problem.

For secondary schools, both the comprehensiveness and reliability of the
data appear to be high for most schools. By checking the qualification and
other information on teachers in the Department’s files against returns by the
Principal in our school interviews, we checked the completeness of records. In
40 of the 52 secondary schools surveyed, over 90 per cent of the teachers
returned by the Principal as being employed in the school were traced and the
qualifications and teaching responsibilities obtained from these records. For
a further seven schools, less than 90 per cent of teachers’ (qualification) data
were missing. In one school, it proved impossible to get information on around
half of all teachers, so it was dropped from the analysis. Overall, the full
qualification and teaching characterisation of 85 per cent of the remaining
teachers in secondary schools were successfully traced. For those teaching
Maths and Science subjects, the information is even more complete (see
Appendix Table 8.1).

The quality of data for vocational school teachers is better, though in
community schools it is slightl3z worse khan that available for secondary
schools. In community schools the main reason for incompleteness was the
difficulty in tracing the original /’egistration records for many teachers who
had transferred from vocational schools. For all schools, qualification data are
not available for 1.5 per cent of all fulltime teachers -- varying from 8 per cent
of I~ulltime teachers in vocational schools to 23 per cent in community schools.
However, for the main subjects which interest us -- Maths, Science and
Commerce -- full registration data were available for over 87 per cent of all
subject teachers.

Twelve per cent of all teachers in the sampled schools are part-time,
concentrated mainly in vocationai schools and convent secondary schools (see
Appendix Table 8.2). Most part-time teachers, however, are in non-examin-
ation (Religion; Civics; Elocution; PE, etc.) or "cultural" subjects (Art,
Music) in most schools. In many convent schools retired members are
involved. Over all schools, how~ever, the percentage of Science or Maths
teachers who are part-time is less than 4 per cent.

Overall, therefore, the data appear comprehensive and reliable and should
provide a reasonably accurate picture of the qualifications of teachers in the
sampled schools.

~TheResults

(i) The Qualifications of Teachers
The table below lists the main characteristics of the teaching body in the



Table 8. I : The qualifications of teacllers in different school types

Boys’ Girls’ Coed Vocational Community
Secondary Secondary Secondary Schools Schools

Schools Schools Schools

1. Number of Scfiools in Sample
2. Total Number of Pupils

(Average school size)
3. Total Number of Fulhime Teachers
4. Percentage of Fulltime Teachers with
Qualifications in Different Subjects
(a) Maths* (i) Full Qualifications

(ii) Partial Qualifications
(b) English
(c) h’ish
(d) Science Subjects
(e) Technical Subjects
(f) Languages+

(g) Accomplishment Subjects
(h) Commerce Subjects
(i) History
~) Geography
(k) French

22 22 13 26 1 I
8,462 10,008 4,020 6,967 6,582

(385) (454) (309) (268) (598)
512 595 251 490 428

o
o

22.5 15.5 13.5 19.4 22.6 r-
z

6.4 8.3 9.1 7.1 4.6 o

31.5 31.3 28.8 21.0 24.7 >
z

31.3 25.7 24.5 17.0 22.6
16.6 10.9 17.8 11.2 16.7

t~
0.7 0.0 1.9 15.9 7.3

27.0 24.8 20.2 11.9 20.4
0.5 13. I 8.2 9.3 7.0 r-°

19.9 16.7 17.3 18.8 14.0
31.8 20.9 22.6 15.0 21.0
14.2 16.9 12.5 I 1.9 I 1.6
10.4 17.5 12.5 7.9 10.7

* Full ~,laths qualifications means possessing at least a primary, degree in Maths, Applied Maths, Statistics, Maths-Physics. Partial Maths qualifications
means possessing at least a primary degree in Physics, Mechanics, Computer Science, Engineering, Experimental PhTsics, Accountancy.

+ Other than Irish and English.

"-.d
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actual sample of 94 schools used. In the three obligatory subjects of Irish,
English and Maths, the relative qualifications profile of secondary and com-
munity schools is remarkably similar. In community, vocational and boys’
secondary schools, the relative proportion of teachers with qualifications
(including partial qualifications) in Maths is roughly equal to that in Irish
and English -- the other obligatory subjects. But in girls’ and coed secondary
schools, there is a clear and statisticaly significant weakness in the percentage
ofteachers qualified to teach Maths, and to a lesser extent, Science.

Vocational schools, in general, have the most individual teacher profile,
with the highest proportion of teachers qualified in Technical subjects and,
with one exception, in "Accomplishment" and Commerce subjects. Compared
to secondary schools, and partly because of this Technical specialisation, a
lower proportion of their teaching body is qualified in the Languages or in
History or Geography.

Maths teaching, although obligatory, and almost as extensively taught as
Irish and English, is not served by an equally qualified teaching body, except
in the boys’ secondary schools and in community schools. Adding those
qualified in closely related disciplines -- Physics, Computer Science, Engi-
neering and Accountancy -- however, does increase the "qualification level"
of teachers in Maths and related Sciences, to a roughly equal level to that in
English and Irish. But only about one-third of such partly qualified teachers
actually teach Maths in the junior.or senior cycle. Maths teaching, in general,
therefore, is more poorly provided for than the other major subjects. In this
respect, girls’ and coed schools are most seriously disadvantaged. Only in
boys’ secondary and community schools does one find a distinct Maths
teaching advantage; although vocational schools, also, are almost equally well
provided for.

In general, the different educational charters of these school types are
clearly reflected in the qualifications profiles of their teacher bodies, vocational
school teachers showing expected strengths in the Technical, Commerce and
Accomplishment subjects; community schools showing their more compre-
hensive mission, and greater size -- being almost double the size of vocational
schools; and secondary schools specialising in the more academic subjects:
Languages, Sciences and History and Geography, etc. Since the appointments
procedures of the three school types also vary widely, it should not be
unexpected that the vocational and community schools should exhibit their
characteristic teacher qualification profiles. The Department of Education not
only sanctions the details of the posts to be filled in these schools but also the
qualifications of the teachers s~)bSequently appointed, whereas in the private
secondary school such decisions are internal to the school. Given, therefore,
that teachers in vocational and community schools are assessed and appointed
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to teach particular subjects, their characteristic teacher qualification profile
was to be expected; one might also expect a much closer relationship between
subject taught and teacher qualification in these schools. This is explored in
Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: The percentage of all teachers of maths, science, Irish, English and commerce who are
qualified

Girls’ Boys’ Coed Comm-
Secondao, Secondary Secondary Vocational unity

Schools Schools Schools     Schools Schools

Junior Cycle Percentage Qualified in Subject
1. Of those teaching:

(a) Irish                 78 77 68 71 82
(b) English 80 72 73 64 78
(c) Maths, Fully

qualified 53 59 46 70 82
(Partly qualified) (I 4) (6) (I I) (4) (1)

(d) Scicnce* 93 85 86 93 100
(e) Commerce 92 81 90 93 91

Senior Cycle
2. Of those Teaching Senior

Cycle Maths, Percentage
Fully Qualified 67 76 64 84 83
(including Partly Quali-
fied Teachers) (81) (79) (73) (84) (90)

3. Of those Teaching Senior
Cycle Physics, Percent-
age Qualified 100 96 92 100 100

4. Of those Teaching Senior
Cycle Chemistry, Per-
centage Qualified 95 97 100 N.A. 100

*Science qualifications includes qualifications in Chemistry., Botany, Biology, Physics, Zoology, Micro-
biology, Geology, Biochemistry’, Physiology, Agricuhural/HorticuBural Science, Rural Science (Diploma).

And, except for the teaching of Irish and English in vocational schools, this
tends to be the case: a slightly higher qualification profile of junior and senior
cycle subject teachers does occur in community and vocational schools than
in secondary schools, particularly girls’ and coed secondary schools. It is in
Maths teaching, however, that the most serious problem arises.

In fact, on average, only slightly more than half of Maths teaching in the
junior cycle is done by fully qualified teachers -- a significantly lower qualified

1
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teaching force than in Irish or English, Commerce, or Science. In fact junior
cycle Science is almost always taught by fully qualified teachers in all school
types. There are two exceptions to low Maths qualifications, however, com-
munity and vocational schools provide much better qualified teachers in
Maths than secondary schools -- reflecting, perhaps, their generally better
provision of these teachers but also the more rigid rules of appointment.
However, since this is not the case for the teaching of Irish and English in
vocational schools, where the qualifications of the subject teachers are roughly
equivalent to those in the smaller coed secondary schools -- obviously rigid
appointment procedures do not of themselves prevent non-qualified teachers
from being used.

There is only very limited support, however, for the view that poorly
qualified Maths teaching accounts for the poorer performance ofgirls at junior
cycle. Indeed, if we add the percentage of Maths teachers with related (Science
or Commerce) qualifications, girls’ schools turn out to have roughly equivalent
levels of"qualified" Maths teaching staffto boys’ schools. However, it appears
that these "partly qualified" teachers are being disproportionately used in
girls’ schools -- around half of them are teaching Maths, roughly twice the
proportion of other schools (Table 8.3). In other respects, however, in com-
paring girls’ with boys’ schools, the former appear to have a slightly higher
proportion of qualified teachers in almost all subjects in the junior cycle;
except in Maths where girls and coed schools are at some disadvantage.

Table 8.3: The utilisation of fully and partly qualif~d maths teachers in the different schools

Girls’ Boys" Coed Vocational Community
Secondary Secondary Secondary Schools Schools

Schools Schools Schools

Of those Teachers per cent

Fully Qualified in
Maths: Percentage
not Teaching
Maths in Junior or
Senior Cycle: 12 17 I I 24 16

Of those Teachers
Partly Qualified in
Maths (Science/
Commerce):
Percentage
Teaching Maths in
Junior or Senior Cycle: 49 26 32 13 20
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It is in the coeducational secondary schools, however, that we find the most
poorly qualified Maths teaching ofall school types (Table 8.2). Indeed, across
most subjects the level of qualifications of subject teachers in coed secondary
schools appears to be the lowest. On the other hand, community schools are
the best served across most subjects: their size, newness and design obviously
reflected in their teaching body.

Of course, much of junior cycle Maths teaching can be done effectively by
non-qualified teachers. Indeed, it may well be that a good teacher with a good
Honours Maths Leaving Cert., or with Maths in the first year of a University
degree course, can teach the elementary levels more effectively than a fully
qualified but unsympathetic Maths specialist. Unfortunately we cannot test
this possibility in this study.

More qualified teachers are used for Maths in the senior cycle, with over
two-thirds of the Maths teaching done by fully qualified teachers and around
80 per cent by fully or partly qualified teachers. Boys’ schools do have a clear
advantage over girls’ and coed secondary schools in terms of the percentage
of Maths teachers who are fully qualified. The smaller rural coed schools are
the most seriously disadvantaged in both senior and junior Maths teaching.
The community and vocational schools have, however, the most qualified
Maths teachers at both junior and senior cycle levels and are, in fact, least
likely to use partly qualified teachers.

(ii) The Sex Ratio of Teachers in Different Schools
Post-primary teachers as a group are roughly balanced between men and

women. However, the teaching body is very clearly sex segregated by .kind of
institution. Boys’ schools and girls’ schools have dominantly single sex teacher
hodies, (see Table 8.4). Coed secondary and community schools are roughly
evenly balanced, though within the coed secondary schools those which
developed from the convent schools have a clear majority of female teachers
while those developed from original boys’ schools have a dominantly male
teacher body. Vocational schools have a clear male majority.

The proportion of males in the profession increases in Maths and Science
teaching even in girls’ schools, but particularly in the community, vocational
and convent coed schools -- when expressed either as a proportion of the
teaching body who have qualifications in Maths, or who are actually teaching
junior cycle Maths/Science. For example, over two-thirds (67 per cent) of
female teachers in girls’ schools have no Maths or related Science or Commerce
qualifications compared to half(51 per cent) ofmale teachers in girls’ schools.
Much the same pattern holds also in all other schools. Males are dispropor-
tionately qualified in Maths and Science, and they are correspondingly used
in Maths teaching in all schools; although -- with two exceptions -- unqual-
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Table 8.4: Maths qualifications of fulltime male and female teachers in different schools types

Number and Girls’ Boys" Coed
Qualifications of Seconda!y Secondary Secondau~ Community ’ Vocational

Teachers in Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools

Number of Male
Teachers: 95 461 132 221 308
Number of Female
Teachers: 500 51 I 19 207 182
(Percentage Male): (16.0) (90.0) (52.6) (51.6) (62.9)

Percentage of Maths
Teachers in Junior
Cycle who are Male: 22.3 90.5 55.8 56. I 72.4

* Percentage of Male
Junior Cycle Maths
Teachers who have
no Maths or Related
Qualifications: 14.3 30.4 l l.5 7.0 15.9

* Percentage of
Female Junior Cycle
Maths Teachers who
Have no Maths or
Related
Qualifications: 18.9 0.0 20.0 16.7 3.7

Percentage of all
Male Teachers who
are Teaching Junior
Cycle Maths: 30.5 22.8 22.0 20.8 23. I

Percentage of all
Female Teachers who
are Teaching Junior
Cycle Maths: 20.2 21.6 19.3 17.4 14.8

* Percentage of Male
Teachers with no
Qualifications in
Maths: 51.2 55.9 59.8 59.0 67. I

*Percentage of Male
Teachers with Full
Qualifications in
Maths: 26.2 22.8 17.8 27.2 2 I. I

* Percentage of
Female Teachers
with no
Qualifications in
Maths: 67.2 65.9 65.3 66.5 60. I

* Percentage of
Female Teachers
with Full
Qualifications in Mat hs: 13.5 19.5 8.9 17.4 t6.8

*denominator = teachers for whom we have the necessary information on qualifications.
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ified male teachers are less likely than female teachers to be used for teaching
Maths. The opposite .pattern is observable in boys’ scilools and vocational

schools, where, if a female teacher is used for Maths, she is almost always
qualified. It is as if teachers of a minority sex in a school need to be better
qualified to be allowed to teach Maths.

Boys’ schools, therefore, are not significantly advantaged in the qualifica-
tions of their Maths teachers -- indeed the highest proportion of unqualified
Maths teachers are used in boys’ schools -- a rather surprising finding given
the higher level of performance of boys in Maths. Obviously, therefore, the
relative advantages and disadvantages bestowed by the presence of qualified
teacher resources in a school is not directly translated into actual teaching
output. This is the question explored in depth in the next section.

(iii) The Relationship between Teacher Qualifications and Pupil-Subject Output

In Appendix Tables 8.3 and 8.4 we show the relationship between the
percentage of boys and girls taking up Honours Maths and Science within a
school, and the percentage of teachers who are qualified in Maths and Science
subjects in the school.

The relative Maths qualifications of teachers within a school has no signif-
icant correlation with the proportion of pupils taking Hons. Maths at the

junior or senior cycle level. Indeed a consistent, though statistically insignifi-
cant, negative correlation exists (see Appendix Table 8.3).

On the other hand, a ve~, consistent, though small, positive correlation
exists between the percentage of teachers qualified in Science and the per-
centage of pupils taking Hons. Maths at both the junior and senior cycle
levels. It appears that the Science orientation of the curriculum and of the
teaching body is a vet3, consistent predictor of the percentage of students
taking Hons. Maths. This is consistent with that ofother findings which show
a much clearer link between junior cycle Higher Maths choices/provision
rates and senior cycle Science specialisation than with senior cycle Hons.
Maths take-up rates. Where Hons. Maths is be:rag encouraged in a school it
appears, therefore, to be generally encouraged as part of a wider
Maths/Science emphasis in the curriculum.

Whereas Honours and Pass science subjects can be taught at junior and
even at senior cycle levels in the one class, this is not the case for Hons. Maths:
separate Pass and Honours classes are usually provided. The Pass and
Honours syllabi and the ability level differences between pupils taking each
course appears to be generally greater for Maths than most other subjects. As
a result-- relative to most other subjects -- where schools emphasise Honours
Maths more generous teacher provision (and timetable) arrangements have
to be made for it. As a result, given the overall shortage of qualified Maths
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teachers, the allocation of the qualified teachers has to be much more discrim-
inating than in other subjects and, contrariwise, p~.rdy qualified teachers have
to be drawn in to a much greater extent in schools where Hons. Maths
teaching is more elaborated¯ Interestingly, it does not appear thatlihe actual
staffing policy of the school -- in the proportion of qualified Maths teachers
-- actually reflects the curricular priorities being pursued in Maths; those
schools with a higher proportion ofqualified Maths teachers are not fiecessarily
more likely to set up an Hons. Maths teaching speciality.

It may well be that the general scarcity of qualified Maths teachers is such
that Hons. Maths teaching in most schools can only be expanded by separating
the Pass and Hons. classes and allocating the qualified teachers tothe Hons.
Maths class, while other teachers -- with Maths from the first ye,ar of their
degree, for example -- are allocated to the Pass classes.

Teaching specialisation in Commerce and in the Accomplishment subjects
(Art, Music and Home Economics) is negatively correlated with Hons. Maths
take-up, particularly in the senior cycle. Schools where those subjects are
emphasised -- or else where Languages are emphasised at the senior cycle for
girls -- are far less likely to encourage Hons. Maths take-up. Some curricular
objectives appear, therefore, to be competing ones, while others appear to be
mutually supportive. Hons. Maths and Science specialisation are clearly
mutually accommodative. But Commerce, Accomplishment and, to some
extent, Language specialisation appear to be competitive curricular orienta-
tions in girls’ education.

Unlike Hons. Maths take-up, the relationship between teacher qualifica-
tions and take-up of Science is quite marked -- particularly for girls at the
senior cycle (see Appendix Table 8.4). Obviously, variations in teacher
provision arrangement here are very clear. The effect of, what must be,
conscious school provision policy is very marked indeed, particularly given
the high negative relationships between Science take-up and teacher provision
in the competing subject areas of Commerce and Accomplishment subjects.
Clearly, school management decisions about staffing and provision of
Science subjects has a very significant influence on take-up. These relation-
ships are almost equally significant for boys and girls -- particularly at the
senior cycle level -- but are more pronounced for girls in the junior cycle.
As there is almost no variance in boys Inter. Cert. Science take-up -- almost
all boys take it -- this different’pattern of relationships between junior cycle

¯ I , . ,
Sc ence take-up for glr s and teacher prowslon factors is partmularly tmpor-
tam; as is also the very clear pattern of competition from well provided
Language and Accomplishment subject provision. A pattern of Science or
Commerce/Language/Accomplishment provision by school is present but not
consistently so.
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However, almost all of these independent variables are intricately related
to each other so that we need to examine all their combined effects on Hons.
Maths and Science take-up at the same time. Before we attempt this, however,
the relationship amongst the 4 dependent variables needs to be considered.
This is attempted in a schematic manner in the following 2 figures.

ICHM ]< o12 "~ I ICSC ]

Figure 8.1: Correlations between the peroentage of girls within a school taking Higher Maths in
the Inter. Cert. (ICHM), the percentage taking Science in the Inter. Cert. (1CSC), Hons. Moths
in the Leaving Cert. (LCHM), and the percentage taking 2 or more Science subjects in the Leaving
Cert. (2SCLC).

In single sex and coed schools there is only a very moderate correlation
between the proportion of girls taking Higher Maths for IC and Hons. Maths
for LC, (r = .31), particularly given the very pronounced correlation between
these 2 variables for boys (Fig. 8.2). There is, however, a much more pro-
nounced correlation between IC Higher Maths and the percentage of girls
taking two or more Science subjects for the LC (r = .5.5). There is an
insignificant correlation with junior and senior cycle Science take-up in these
schools. The extent of provision and take-up of Science at the IC by girls is not
significantly related to the extent of provision/take-up of Science at the LC

though such a relationship is present for Hons. Maths. The take-up of Higher
Maths by girls at the IC, therefore, appears to be mainly a function of their
schools’ scientific specialisation in the senior cycle.

The structure for boys is somewhat different as we can see from the figure
below.

[ ~O~ ] ( ¯ .19     ~

[1 < ¯
Figure 8.2: The correlations between the percentage of boys who took: (n) Higher Moths in the
Inter. Cert. (ICHM), (b) Science in the Inter. Cert. (ICSC), (c) Hons. Moths in the Leaving
Cert. (L CHM), (d) 2 or more Sdou:e subjects in the Leaving Cert (L C2SC).
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The concentration on Higher Maths at the junior cycle is much more
significantly related to Hons. Maths choice at the senior cycle, but almost
equally related to senior cycle Science choices. Since almost all boys do IC
Science, its take-up bears an even less significant relationship to subsequent
choices than was the case for girls. But for both boys and girls the Science
emphasis at the senior cycle appears to be the crucial variable one needs to
pay attention to in understanding the overall Maths/Science policy of a school.

The relatively different meaning and significance of these junior/senior cycle
subjects for boys and girls is clearly indicated in the following table where we
examine them within the context ofcoeducational schools:

Table 8.5: Inter-�on’elations amongst percentages of bo),s and girls in coed schools (N = 32) taking Hons.
Maths and Sdenge in the Inter. and Leaving Certificate Examinations

Percentage of Boys and Girls
taking:

Percentage of Boys and Girls in Coed schools taking Hons. Maths and
Science Subjects at both the Inter. and Leaving Certificate Levels

Inter. Certificate Inter. Certificate Leaving Cert. Leaving Cert. 2+
Higher Maths Science Hons. Maths Sciences
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
0) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

per cent

1. IC Boys Higher Maths 1.00
2. IC Girls Higher Maths .69" 1.00
3. IC Boys Science -.02 -.12 1.00
4. IC Girls Science .22 .04 .23 1.00
5. LC Boys Hons. Maths .61’ .48* .06 .I I 1.00
6. LC Girls Hons. Maths .40* .44* -.01 .18 .54* 1.00
7. LC Boys 2Science .45* .55’ -.04 -.04 .67* .50* 1.00
8. LC Girls 2 Science .51’ .56* -.04 .06 .59* .57* .76* 1.00

*p ~< .05, 2 tailed.
Source: Survey of Leaving Certificate Pupils, 1981.

First, the correlations between the frequency of take-up by boys and girls
within the same coed schools: there is a high correlation between the percent-
ages of boys and girls taking IC Higher Maths (.69), LC Hons. Maths (.59)
and LC Science (.76); and a very low correlation between the proportion of
both sexes taking IC Science (.23). Junior cycle Maths and senior cycle
Science and Hons. Maths take-up rates seem jointly responsive; with almost
no correlation between both sexes take-up rates in junior cycle Science. And
whereas variation in IC Science take-up for either boys or girls is not related
to LC Maths or Science specialisation, variation in the IC Maths rates is
highly predictive of senior cyc!e Hons. Matbs and Science specialisation.
While the lack of correlation here is understandable for boys -- there is no
variance involved -- why such a lack of correspondence exists for girls,
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however, is ~lot at all clear-cut. There is considerable variation involved but
that variation is not predictive. This lack of continuity in Science
provision/take-up rates for girls in the junior and senior cycles clearly indicates
different functions being served by Science provision/take-up rates in the

junior and senior cycles in girls’ education.
Obviously, the same does not hold in Hons. Maths. It is the main discrim-

inating variable in the junior cycle -- priority, attached to this by the school
indicates a clear policy bias toward Science and Hons. Maths specialisation
in the senior cycle. And, as we see in Appendix Table 8.3, such Hons. Maths
provision/allocation biases are closely related to the provision of qualified
Science teachers by the school: the take-up rates of lions. Maths is consistently
positively related to the provision of Science -- not Maths. Quite obviously
school curricular policy in senior cycle Science and in associated Science
teacher provision is the critical variable.

(iv) Predicting Variations in Hons. Maths/Science Take-up Rates
Some of the relationships observed so far are partly explained by size of

school. The larger the school size the lower the proportion of teachers qualified
in Maths (r = -.t8), and the higher the proportion qualified in Science
subjects (r = +.26). Since Maths is an obligatory subject, like English and
Irish, the smaller the school the more it dominates the curriculum. Since
Science subjects are not obligatory the larger and more prosperous the school
the greater the ability to concentrate on Science subjects, both in teachers’
qualifications and in pupil allocations and pupil choices. The larger the school,
therefore, the higher the proportion of pupils taking Hons. Maths (see first
row of Table 8.6) but the lower the proportion of teachers qualified in Maths.

As we have seen also, it is not the mere presence ofquafified Maths teachers
in a school that determines the percentage ofpupils so specialising, nor indeed
the level of qualification of those teachers allocated to teach Maths. The
highest correlations are between school variables like the predominant social
class of the pupil intake (r = -.50 to -.60); whether the school is a secondary
or vocational school; the curricular provision bias of the school (particularly
schools with a rich Science curriculum); whether separate arrangements are
made for teaching Hons. Maths; and the extent of school "encouragement"
for taking it (Table 8.6). These are mainly variables referring to the types of
curricular objectives pursued by the school, the social class composition of its
pupil intake, and presumably the function played by the school in social
mobility processes.

With larger schools, middle class pupils, streamed classes or with setting
for Hons. Maths, and with a rich academic curriculum -- particularly in
Science, Commerce and Languages -- Hons. Maths and senior cycle Science



Table 8.6: The Correlations between Certain School Level Characteristics and the Maths/Science SpeciMisation of Pupils in Schools (Some Small Coed Schools
are Excluded Here)

Independent Variables Characterising
each School

Dependent Variables: Percentages of Boys and Girls within each School taking Hons. Maths and Science at I C

Boys in Boys’ and Coed Schools
(N = 63)*

and L C levels
Girls in Girls" and Coed Schools

(N = 53)*

IC LC Two LC IC LC Two LC
Higher IC Hons. Science Higher IC Hons. Science
Maths

Science
Maths

Subjects
Maths Science

Maths
Subjects

per cent

I. Number of full-time
teachers: .25 15 .41 .35 .17 .04 .27 .16

2. Number of part-time teachers: --.30 .16 --.42 --.30 --.25 --.16 --.22 --.08

3. Extent of support for Hons.
Maths teaching:�’) .30 .02 .13 .14 .01 --.21 .01 --.18

4. Classes are streamed or not?Ibl --.14 --.14 .07 .16 .15 .ll .15 --.07

5. Median social class character-
istics of school intake:Icl --.58 --.09 --.53 --.50 --.55 --.01 --.07 --.65

6. Not in Free Scheme
( 1 = not; 0= yes): .40 .08 .31 .26 .22 .14 .12 .45

7. "Cluster I and 2"
schools:ca) .58 .26 .62 .66 .42 --. 16 --.02 .54

B. Single Sex Secondary Schools: .45 .13 .49 .33 .24 --.27 --.24 .30
9. Coed. Secondary Schools: .14 --.25 .07 .26 .28 --.01 .23 .05

10. Comprehensive/Comm
unity Schools: --.01 --.09 .06 .12 .09 .22 .57 .13

1 I. Vocational Schools --.58 .03 --.54 --.39 --.49 .14 --.60 --.52

r>.25 is statistically significant at Ihc .05 Icvcl.
~’I1 fsepara[c Hons. Maths classes are provided -- ralher than being taught in a mixed syllabus class, a score of I is given; 0= all other cases:
~bq f classes arc slreamed a score of I is given; 0 where mixed ability classes.
I’lSocial class characteristics are given by pupils interviewed in the Inter. Certificate sample. The median social class (adjusted Hall--Jones scale) for

school is compuled: 1 = upper middle; 2 = lower middle; 3 = upper working class; 4 = lower working class.
ca)Schools where academic subject provision arrangements are maximised: Clusters I and 2: See Cbapter 6.
*Schools which do not provide Hons. Maths and Sclcncc subjects are included in this analysis.
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teaching and take-up are maximised. At the opposite pole, small girls’ sec-
ondary or small vocational schools with a limited and undifferentiated cur-
riculum -- particularly one that emphasises Home Economics and Accom-
plishment subjects; and schools catering for lower middle class or working
class pupils minimise Hons. Maths and Science specialisation in the senior
cycle.

All of the school variables mentioned, however, are highly related to each
other: school size, number of teachers, proportion of teachers qualified in
Maths and Science, etc. In the following tables we summarise the main results
of a multiple regression analysis which gives the relative influence of a series
of school organisational and teacher qualification variables on the percentage
of boys and girls taking Honours Maths and Science subjects in the Inter-
mediate and Leaving Certificate examinations.

At the Inter. Cert. most of the variance in Higher Maths take-up for both
sexes is explained by the social class characteristics of the pupil body and the
associated curriculum type of schools attended (cluster 1 and 2 schools, see
Chapter 6). Since a school’s social class characteristics and school curricular
characteristics (cluster 1 and 2) are highly correlated (r = -.46 for girls, and
r = -.56 for boys) it is not possible to separate their effects satisfactorily.~

Both are of crucial importance in the take-up of junior cycle Higher Maths,
but can only be of importance for boys in senior cycle Hons. Maths take-up.

For girls also, the school’s specific encouragement of Maths take-up is also
independently important. There is, of course, much more variance in these
respects in girls’ schools. But size of school, and qualifications of teachers are
not significant, once other variables are controlled for.

The independent effects of social class, however, disappear completely in
the senior cycle for both sexes, and the effects of school management and
school curricular factors became much more marked: the relative insignific-
ance of social class being most marked in girls’ education. For girls attending
a toed secondary or community secondary or, to a less significant extent,
cluster 1, schools bestow a substantial advantage in Hons. Maths take-up.
Obviously school organisational factors -- particularly coeducational schools
which facilitate and encourage Hons. Maths take-up -- are particularly
advantageous to girls. Being in a single sex girls’ school is negatively related
to take-up, although not significantly so when other factors are controlled.
Again school size and teacher qualifications retain no independent relationship
once these school variables have been controlled for.

~l’he partial correlation between Cluster (I + 2) and percentage pupils taking Higher Maths ([C)
controlling for the effects of the wider social class of the school = .23 for girls and .37 for boys. The reverse
partial correlation belween median social class and Hons Maths (LC) = -.41 for girls and -.35 for boys,
controlling for the effects of curricular type.



Table 8.7: Weighted (standardised) regression coe~ents (Beta Weights)from regression of eleven independent variables, characterising schools and teachers,
on the percctdage of pupils withi~ schools taking Ho~urs Matheraalics iu the lnterraediate aad Leauiag Certificate examiaatioas.’¢ (Pearson r’s are giuen in

parentheses ( 0 )                                                          c~

Independent Variables:
Characteristics of Schools~Teachers

Percentage Pupils Doing Higher Maths in
the Intermediate Certif~ate

Percentage Pupils Doing Hons. Maths in the
Leaving Certificate

Girls Boys              Girls              Boys
~:

(N=52) (N=60) (N=51) (N-60)
Beta Beta Beta Beta

(,) tVt. (# let. (0 We. (r) We. 0

Characteristics of Schools:
I. Median Social Class of Pupil Body:

2. Cluster I and 2 Schools:
3. Separate Hons. Maths Classes Provided:**
4. (1) SingleSexSecondarySchool:

(ii) Cocd Secondary School:
(iii) Comp./Community School:

5. Number of Teachers in School:

(--.52) --.39" (--.56) --.34* (--.11) -- (--.53) --
(.41) .18 (.57) .38" (.(El) .17 (.62) .36"
(.41) .34’ (.19) -- (.27) -- (.27) --
(.21) -- (.43) -- (--.24) -- (.51) .37’
(.26) .16 (.13) -- (,22) .36’ (.00) --
(Ao) -- (.m) -- (.57) .68* (.08) --
(. 14) -- (.25) -- (.26) -- (.43) .36*

Characteristics of Teachers
6. Percentage of Teachers

(i) Qualified in Maths: (--.15) -- (.06) -- (--.04) -- (.00) --
(ii) Qualified in Science: (.28) -- (.33) -- (.32) -- (.26) --

(iii) Qualified in Languages: (.25) .16 (.19) -- (--.22) -- (.35) --
(iv) Qualified in Accomplishment Subjects: (.03) -- (--.37) -- (--.27) -- (--.49) --

R~ = .43 .39 .47 .56

30.04 36.6 4.17 14.6

20.13 22.6 6.20 15.5

Average Dependent Variable

Standard Deviation

*Statistically significant, P~<.05.
**This is a dummy variable-- a score of I is given if separate + Honours Maths classes are provided, 0 if not.
"[’Schools which do not provide Hons. Maths are included in this analysis.
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For boys, however, being in a single sex school has a distinct advantage,
particularly where provision factors are particularly supportive (i.e., cluster
1 and 2 schools). And, in this case, size of school (number of teachers) also
retai~s a distinct advantage. So, large middle class boys’ secondary schools
with good provision are the most advantaged schools with respect to boys
take-up of Hons. Maths.

On this evidence it appears that girls at coed schools are at a distinct
advantage, but that boys do better at single sex schools. In these limited
respects these findings appear to contradict some recent British findings
(Ormerod, 1975; Dept. of Education and Science, 1975) which show that,
with equal provision, girls in single sex schools do better than in coed schools.
This question will be explored in detail later. But we now need to examine the
relative effects of these different school factors on Science take-up rates
amongst girls and boys.

Science Take-up Rates
In the following table we give the results of a multiple regression analysis

which indicates the relative influence of I I independent school level variables
on the per cent of pupils taking Science subjects at the Inter. and Leaving
Cert. examinations. As we have already seen, the teaching of Science is much
more determined by the Science qualifications ofthe teacher body than is that
of Hons. Maths. Almost all boys do IC Science so that there is very little
variance left to explain. What there is indicates that boys in cluster 1 and 2
type schools and not in coed schools or schools which emphasise Language
teachings are more likely to take IC Science. For girls, however, specific school
provision of Maths and Science teachers, particularly in some schools, is
moderately correlated with take-up rates of Science in the junior cycle. This
appears to be particularly characteristic ofsome community, vocational, and
coed secondary schools which developed from original boys’ schools in the
1960s. On the other hand, schools -- particularly girls’ schools -- which
emphasise Languages or Home Economics or other Accomplishment subjects
minimise Science take-up rates. The effects of coeducation, therefore, appear
to be positive for girls and negative for boys. The social class characteristics
of the pupil body appear to have no influence on IC Science take-up for either
sex. And the curricular and teaching qualification policy ofthe school becomes
important -- particularly for girls.

In the senior cycle the degree of speciafisation by girls in Science subjects
is highly related to a small number of school variables: (i) attendance at the
small proportion of highly academically oriented secondary schools (cluster
1 or 2) or of thc newer community schools with a rich aca_demic curriculum;
(ii) at schools which have proportionately more Science teachers; (iii) at



Table 8.8: Weighted (standardised) regression coe~ents from regression of 11 independent variables on the percentage of pupils in schools
taking science at the inter, cert., and taking two or more science subjects at the leaving cert.

Independent variables characterising schools and
teachers

Characterising schools

Percentage of pupils doing Inter. Cert.
Science

Percentage of pupils doing two or more
Science subjects at Leaving Cert.

Girb Boys Gir~ Boys
(N = 51)** (N = 60)** (N = 51)** (N = 60)**

(0 Beta (0     Beta (0     Beta (0     Beta
wt wt wl wt

(l) Median Social Class of Pupil Body: (-.04) -- (-.17) --

(2) Cluster 1 and 2 schools: (-.18) -- (.28) .44*

(3) Separate Hons. Maths provided: (.01) -- (-.08) --

(4) Typeof school:
(i) Single Sex Schools: (-.30) -- (. 16) --

(ii) Coed. Sex Schools: (-.02) -- (-.32) -.40"
(iii) Comp/Comm. Schools: (.22) -- (-.10) --

(5) No. of Teachers: (Size of School): (-.02) -- (.16) --

Characterising teachers
(6) Percentage of Teachers:

(i) Qualified in Maths: (.33) .32* (. I I) --
(ii) Qualified in Science: (.28) .21 (.10) --

(ill) Qualified in Languages: (-.33) -.20 (-.06) -.23*
(iv) Qualified in Accomplishment

Subjects: (-.31) -.28*

R2= .32

Average Percentage Taking Science 65.23
Standard Deviation 28.12

Q
Z

(-.61) -.42* (-.49) --

(.52) .40" (.66) .78"
>

(.28) -- (.22) --

(.27) -- (.35) --
(.07) -- (J9) --    >
(.15) .27* (.13) .36*

(.22) -- (.37) --

(-.25) -- (.00) --
(.41) .17 (.44) .24*
(.18) -- (.34) --

(-.09) -- (-.07) - -- (-.4~) --
.27 .57 .54

89.33 10.08 17.73
16.83 11.93 19.86

*Statistically significant at ~< .05.
**Schools which do not provide Science subjects are included in this analysis.
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schools which do not emphasise the competing Commerce teaching facilities,
(see Appendix Table 8.4); and (iv) particularly at schools which recruit pupils
coming from middle to upper middle class backgrounds. Social class and
school curricular policy, therefore, becomes very important at the senior cycle
level -- although of no significance at the junior cycle. This pattern of
relationships is similar to that influencing junior cycle Higher Maths provision
and take up.

Although all of these school variables are intercorrelated they retain sig-
nificant independent influences on Science take-up at the senior cycle. A sig-
nificant proportion ofgirls’ and coed schools which are not dominantly middle
class have very rich Science curricula, having developed strong Science
teaching faculties. Others appear to have specialised more strongly in Com-
merce options which, for girls’ education only, appears to operate as a com-
peting specialisation, rather in the same way as Language and Accomplish-
ment subjects compete with IC Science. (See Appendix Table 8.4.)

In summary, therefore, the specialisation of girls in senior cycle Hons.
Maths and Science appears to be largely a function of class background and
the nature of the school attended: upper middle class schools, coeducational
community (and to a limited extent, vocational and secondary) schools, and
schools which have a specifically designed teacher and curricular (Scientific)
specialisation. Coeducational schools appear to be particularly important in
Hons. Maths. But other school policy differences -- with a small number of
girls’ schools specialising in Science/I-Ions. Maths -- indicates that a consid-
erable degree of freedom did and does exist amongst girls’ schools in these
respects. Given the high proportion ofschool variance explained at the senior
cycle level the results clearly indicate the overriding importauce of school
management policy in these respects -- given the finding, particularly, that
school size per se is not important in Science take-up and is only independently
significant for boys’ Hons. Maths take-up at the senior cycle.

In conclusion therefore, in nearly all these cases the influence of school
policy becomes very marked -- overriding variation in class origins or apparent
ability levels in many cases. It is not the mere presence of qualified teachers
in schools that is important, but the school’s policy in employing these teachers
towards the objectives it has set for itself, and d~e way it arranges its curriculum
and teaching staff to achieve the objectives set. For instance, many boys’
schools that stream their intake assign higher level Maths teachers and courses
to the upper stream -- with no choice given to the class. In even the most
supportive girls’ school Hons. Maths tends to be "set" for the upper classes
-- where they do stream. Higher ability girls are given a choice in the matter,
boys are not.
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Schools vary widely, therefore, in Maths and Science provision arrange-
ments, in the organisational facilitation of Maths and Science take-up -- i.e.,
arrangements which encourage or maximise take-up, or arrangements which
minimise take-up. An illustration of the nature and extent of this variation is
recorded in Table 8.9.

The examples given illustrate the way in which schools with similar
resources, class backgrounds and overall academic standards can ’have very
different priorities regarding the teaching of lions. Maths and Science subjects.
The overall academic standard (e.g., the percentage taking five or more higher
level subjects) is not very different between schools A and B or between C and
D. But schools A and C yield substantially higher levels of Science take-up
rates and a somewhat higher level of Hons. Maths take-up at senior cycle.
And despite the very high proportion ofgirls taking Inter. Cert. Higher Maths
in school D, and higher than average in school B, it is not taught at senior
cycle level in either school.

Schools E and F do not vary greatly in size or social class composition but
vary substantially in Hons. Maths and Science take-up policy: School E being
low in Higher Maths take-up in the Inter. Cert., and not providing it at all in
the Leaving Cert. School F, on the other hand, has very high Hons. Maths
take up levels for both sexes in both junior and senior cycles. Science take-up
levels are equally discriminant -- although basic Science take-up rates for
girls in the senior cycle is limited to one subject, namely, Biology.

Schools G and H again illustrate contrasting priorities in terms of both
provision and take-up, despite their working class characteristics. School G,
in particular, reflects the general’ trend of the new community and compre-
hensive schools in maximising the teaching of Maths and Science and, except
in the case of LC Science take-up, showing ver3, similar patterns of Hons.
Maths/Science take-up for boys and girls.

Schools, therefore, with roughly the same resources and teaching roughly
similar pupils vary significantly in their curricular provision and teaching
programmes, and equally significantly in the take-up of subjects and subject
combinations. And those differences have significant impacts on life chances.

Conclusions

1. A detailed study was carried out of the qualifications ofteachers in the
national sample of schools in which interviews were held. Although full
qualifications information was not available for 13 per cent of Matbs and
Science teachers in the sampled schools we were able to analyse in detail the
relationship between teacher qualifications and pupil curricular choices.



Table 8.9: Comparison of girls’ rates of take-up of Maths and Science, and the associated levels of educational aspirations in pairs of schools matched in terns
of the size and social class composition * (Figures for boys are given in parentheses)

Main School Characteristics

Leaving Cert. Provision
Total Number
No. Science Subjects
Higher Level Maths?

Inter. Cert. Take-up
% Taking Higher Maths
% Taking Science

Leaving Cert. Tahe-up
% Taking 5+ Honours
% Taking Honours Maths
% Taking 2+ Science
Subjects

Aspirations at Leaving Cert.
% Aspiring to University
% Aspiring to Professional

or ManagerlalJobs

Small Lower Middle Class
Girls’ Schools

School A School B
Urban Rural

Convent Convent
School in Free School in Free

Scheme Scheme

240pupils 260pupils

14 II
3 2

Yes No

23% 36%
46% 66%

43% 35%
3% 0

26% 0

46% I1%

30% 9%

Large Middle Class Girls’
Schools

School C School D
large Town Small Town

Convent Convent
School in Free School in Free

Scheme Scheme

570pupils 430pupils

15 12
3 2

Yes No

48% 71%
82% ,t5%

36% 46%
7% 0

47% I1%

46% 44%

Small Lower Middle Class
Coed Schools

School E School F
Small Town Small Town
Convent Coed Convent Coed
School in Free School in Free

Scheme Scheme
130 Girls 170 Girls

80 Boys 100 Boys

12 14
2 2

No Yes

0.0 (13.0) 56.0 (47.0)
62.0 (73.0) 44.0 (94.0)

42.9 (25.0) 23.1 (21.4)
0.0 (0.0) t5.4 (21.4)

0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (35.7)

Large IVorking Class
Community~Comprehensive

Schools
School G School H

Small Town
Rural Coed Coed School

School in Free in Free
Scheme Scheme

220 Girls 320 Girls
430 Boys 280 Boys

15 17
3 2

Yes Yes

~g% (3~%)
100% (98%)

33% (33%)
33% (29%)

25% (48%)

42% (52%)14.3 (0.0) 19.2 (42.9)

40% 18%

38% (30%)
93% (96%)

31% (I I%)
17% (tl%)

o (o)

20% (26%)

15.4 (12.5) 16.0 (30.8) 33% (62%) 26% (47%)

*Social Class of School is based on Median Social Class of Junior Cycle Pupils. t-o
4~
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2. The teachers of Mathematics in schools appear to be the least qualified
ofall the main subject areas, particularly in girls’ and coed secondary schools.
The qualifications of teachers of Maths in the community and vocational
schools, however, are much more satisfactory than in the secondary schools
sector. However, there is no substantial difference between boys’ and girls’
secondary schools in the qualification levels of their Maths teactiers. (See
Tables 8.1 and 8.2), although these differences are statistically significant.

3. Indeed it appears that, given the general shortage of fully qualified
Maths teachers, schools that teach a full Hons. Maths set of courses have to
draw into the teaching programme a higher proportion of partly qualified
Maths teachers than is normal: thus the higher the proportion ofpupils taking
Hons. Maths the lower the proportion of teachers of Maths who are qualified.
This appears to be particularly the case in boys’ schools.

4. There is, however, a positive correlation between the proportion of
teachers qualified in Science and the proportion of pupils taking Hons. Maths
and Science at both the junior and senior cycle level. This is particularly the
case in girls’ schools. Hons. Maths take-up, particularly in girls’ schools
appears to be mainly a function of the degree of Science specialisation at the
senior cycle level. In these schools also it is negatively correlated with the
teacher provision and pupil take-up rates of Commerce and Accomplishment
subjects.

5. For different reasons in boys’ and girls’ schools, Inter. Cert. Science
take-up levels within schools do not predict senior cycle take-up levels in
Science or Hons. Maths. Almost all boys take junior cycle Science so it cannot
act as a discriminator. On average, somewhat over half the girls take junior
cycle Science, with very wide inter-school variations. But such school varia-
tions in the junior cycle are not related to equivalent variations in senior cycle
Science specialisation. And the latter, having much more important long-term
implications, is correlated with a.different set ofschool characteristics.

6. Two main factors are important in accounting for variation in rates of
Higher Maths (Inter. Cert.) an’d senior cycle Science take-up for girls; the
social class characteristics of the school’s intake and the curricular orientation
of the school. In the case of senior cycle Science these two factors are highly
intercorrelated, primarily because middle class schools tend to have curricula
which are more highly developed in Science. The greater the middle class
domination of the school and the greater the extent to which the school has
designed "an appropriate curricular programme", (i.e., clusters 1 and 2
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schools), the greater the proportion of pupils specialising in senior cycle
Science. The effects of such school provision factors are, however, relatively
independent of the social class characteristics of the school’s intake. In other
words, schools with apparently the same resource base can vary widely in
Science/Hons. Maths provision arrangements and have correspondingly dif-
ferent impacts on take-up levels.

7. ’High provision’ coeducational schools maximise the take-up rates for
girls -- particularly the newer community schools. Take-up rates for boys are
maximised in high provision single sex schools. Size ofschool is not independ-
ently related to either Hons. Maths or Science take-up rates for girls-- though
it is for boys in Hons. maths take-up.



CHAPTER9

Subject Choice and Pupil Characteristics

In the preceding chapters we have examined variations in subject provision
by schools, the development of school curricula over the period 1968-78 and
the level and effects of the qualifications of teachers within schools. In this
chapter we shall first discuss variations between schools in the proportions of
pupils taking certain Leaving Certificate subjects and the relationship between
such take-up and variations in provision. But we will be mainly concerned
with explaining one of the main factors influencing subject take-up by boys
and girls; that is the "true rates of subject choice".

Take-up Rates According to School
In Chapter 5 we showed that the overall take-up rate for any Leaving

Certificate subject in a particular school was the product of a set of different
factors, which we labelled provision, allocation and choice. In that discussion
we estimated the relative importance ofeach of these factors, and in Chapters
6 and 7 we dealt with some of the causes of differences in provision levels.
Later in this chapter we shall turn to an analysis of what we call "true rates
ofsubject choice", that is, what proportion of those who may choose a subject
actually do so.

Initially, however, we shall be concerned with overall rates of take-up of
subjects within schools. This is a relatively crude measure (the number of
Leaving Certificate pupils taking a given subject divided by the total number
of Leaving Certificate pupils) precisely because it is the overall result of
provision, allocation and choice factors. However, viewed as a summary
measure of the net effect of these factors at a school level it provides us with
a revealing outcome measure of"school effects" in this case.

Our method of analysis was as follows. We attempted to account for the
proportion of Leaving Cert. pupiis in each school taking each of the four
Leaving Cert. Science subjects (H~gher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and Biol-
ogy) using five explanatory variables. Four of these variables related to certain
important features of the school; these were the median social class of the pupil
body (SOCIAL CLASS); the proportion of the curriculum given over to

248
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science subjects; whether or not the school is coeducational (a dummy variable,
COED, scoring one if the school is coeducational, zero otherwise); and the
number of teachers in the school.

The number of teachers in the school provided us with a measure ofschool
size; we included it in our analysis in order to see whether or not school size
had an impact on the proportion taking a given subject. Social class was used
to test the hypothesis that the class characteristics of the school would be
related to take-up. It seemed likely, given that social class had a significant
effect on the proportion of the curriculum devoted to science even when school
cluster was controlled for (as we saw in our previous analysis) that it would
also influence take-up. A further hypothesis was that the larger the proportion
of the curriculum devoted to Science, the greater the proportion of pupils who
would take a Science subject, since a Science-orientated curriculum could be
seen as the result ofschool managements giving Science a high priority: in this
case one would expect an associated encouragement of pupils to take Science
subjects. This hypothesis was tested by the inclusion of a variable measuring
the proportion of Leaving Certificate Science subjects on the curriculum. The
variable COED was included, in order to determine what effects it would have
on male and female subject take-up, if any, when the other factors are
controlled for. We also included in our analysis a variable representing the
average level of examination performance at the Inter Cert. (IGPA) of the
Leaving Certificate sample in each school. We assumed that the proportions
taking the Science subjects would be larger the higher the mean level of Inter.
Certificate performance.

The results of these analyses are shown in "Fable 9.1 (Higher Maths and
Physics) and 9.2 (Chemistry and Biology). Schools are included in a regression
only if they offered the particular subject to the 1980-81 Leaving Cert. class
and if at least one pupil was qualified to choose it.

The equations for Physics (for both sexes) and for Biology (boys) are not
significant: in other words the set of variables used here do not provide: a good
explanation of the variation between schools in the proportions taking these
subjects. There are, clearly, other factors operating here. Such a finding should
not be entirely surprising, given that, as we noted earlier, take-up rates are the
net result of the effect of several separate factors?t

Overall, we see tbat there is no significant ell~:ct ofsocial class for either sex,
when the other variables are controlled for. Likewise, with the exception of
boys’ Higher Maths take-up, the mean IGPA of the sample has no significant
effect. On the other hand, in most of the equations (and all the girls’) the
proportion of the curriculum devoted to Science subjects has a verb, clear

~l. The small number of observations in the Physics regression for girls would in any case, indicate that

the results should be treated warily.
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Table 9.1 : Proportion of Leaving Certificate Examination Pupils in Each School Taking Higher
Maths and Physics Regressed on Five Explanatory Variables

Higher Maths Physics
Equation (0 (2) (3) (4)

Boys Girls Boys Girls

NumberofTeachers 0.003* 0.001" -0.003 , 0.002
Social Class 0.003 0.004 0.017 0.020
Proportion of Science 0.645* 0.374* 0.050 0.823*
Mean IGPA 0.151" 0.018 0.094 -0.016
Coed School -0.042 0.045* 0.012 ’-0.007
Intercept -0.798 -0.219 -0.125 -0.238
R2 .60 * .43 * .15 .48 *
R2 (adjusted) .55 .30 ** .00 .26
N 44 28 30 18

*Significant at p <~ .05. **Schools which do not provide the subject in question
are not included.

Table 9.2: Proportion of Leaving Certificate Examination Pupils in Each School Taking
Chemistry and Biology Regressed on Five Explanatory Variables

Chemistry            Biology
Equation (5) (6) (7) (8)

Boys Girls Boys Girls

Number of Teachers -0.007* -0.002 -0.002 -0.002
Social Class -0.027 -0.006 -0.016 0.080
Proportion of Science 0.796 0.541" 0.033 1.321"
Mean ICPA -0.021 -0.004 -0.153 0.216
Coed School -0.018 -0.008 -0.079 0.234*
Intercept 0.388 0.066 1.214 - 1.054
R2 .48 * .42 * .06 .24 *
R2 (adjusted) .36 .30 - .00 .14
N 30 28 43 46

*Significant at p <~ .05.

effect, even controlling for these other factors. However, the proportion of the
curriculum given over to Science is quite strongly related to both the school’s

.... I
median social class composition and the mean IGPA of the Leaving Cert.
pupils, as Table 9.3 shows. In other words, schools with a high overall level
of Inter. Cert. performance and those with a middle class, rather than working
class intake, will tend to have a higher proportion of Science in the Leaving
Cert. curriculum. For girls, this effect of social class is especially marked, since
we saw, in Chapter 6, that the girls’ schools best provided for in Science fall
into the predominantly middle class cluster 1.
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Table 9.3: Correlations Between Mean IGPA, Median Social Class and the Proportion of the
L~aving Cert. Curriculum Devoted to Science

IGPA Social Class
Proportion of Science .40 -.48

While being in a coeducational school has, apparently, no influence on
boys’ take-up once the other variables are controlled for, it has a clear effect
on girls’ rates in Biology and Higher Maths. That is, the positive effect of
coeducation persists, even though we have allowed for differences in provision.
We would, of course, expect more girls in coeducational schools to be taking
Science subjects because such schools are likely to offer a larger number of
Sciences than are girls’ schools; however, even when we taken this into
account, the positive effect of coeducation on girls’ take-up remains.

The size of the school -- as indexed by the number of teachers -- does not
have a significant effect on percentage take-up, except in Higher Maths and
in Chemistry (boys only). In the case of Higher Maths, this effect may be due
to the greater flexibility available in large schools with a large teaching body
to offer separate Higher Maths classes. Finally, among boys, mean IGPA is
positively related to the percentage taking Higher Maths. It may be that high
performing schools containing boys channel pupils into Higher Maths to a
greater extent than do high performing schools containing girls.

We can now draw the following conclusions from this analysis,s: Firstly,
coeducation has positive effects on female take-up of Biology and Higher
Maths even when we control for provision. In other words, as well as conferring
advantages on girls through being more likely to provide "boys’" subjects,
coeducational schools have an additional positive effect on female take-up
rates; that is, female take-up of Higher Maths and Biology would appear to be
encouraged. Secondly, the level of provision of Leaving Cert. Science does
appear to influence rates of take-up. Rather than this being a direct influence,
however, we would hypothesise that schools which have a high proportion of
Science in the curriculum are also schools which, in general, attach a high
degree of importance to Science and encourage pupils towards Science sub-
jects. The relationship between provision and take-up is not straightforward,
as we have seen, and the results obtained here should not be viewed as
indicating that an increase in Science subject provision in a school will
automatically generate a substantial growth in Science take-up.

s~. When inlerpreting these results, however, we must bear in mind Ihal except for Biology, the proportion
of girls laking any of these subjects is considerably smaller than the proportion of boys, as the figures given
in Chapter 5 indicate.
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Increases in Take-Up Rates, 1968-1978
In Chapter 7, we discussed some factors relating to changes in the curricula

of a sample of 125 secondary schools between 1968 and 1978, and we found
that, as well as being able to develop models that explained a reasonable
amount of the variance in these changes, there were some important differences
between boys’, girls’ and coeducational schools. Now we will examine the
relationship between changes in provision levels and changes in take-up. For
example, we should expect that the greater the increase in the number of
Science subjects (indicating an increase in the resources devoted to Science),
the greater the increase in the proportion of pupils who would take Science
subjects. Table 9.4 supports this finding. There are strong positive correlations

Table 9.4: Correlations Amongst Provision and Take-up Changes in Schools

Increase in Increase in Increase in Increase in

number of number of number of number of

Science subjects Commerce Language Accomplishment
subjects subjects subjects

1968-78 1968-78 1968-78 1968-78

Increase m the % of boys
taking 2 or more Science
subjects

Increase m the % of girls
taking 2 or more Science
subjects

Increase m the % of boys
taking 2 or more Com-
merce subjects

Increase m the % of girls
taking 2 or more Com-
merce subjects

Increase m the % of boys
taking 2 or more
Languages

Increase m the % of girls
taking 2 or more
Languages

lncrease m the % of boys
taking Female Accom-
plishment subjects

Increase m the % of girls
taking Female Accom-
plishment subjects

+.64* -.09 +.28* -.00

+.43* -.14 -.00 -.28*

-.17 +.57* -.28* -.19

+.05 +.54* -.01 +.06

+.06 -.23* +.28* -.ll

+.30* +.16 +.57* +.07

+.08 -.04 +.11 +.06

-.13 -.16 -.29* +.37*

*Significantatp ~< .05.
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between the increase in the number of Science subjects between 1968 and 1978
and the increase in the percentages of both sexes taking two or more Science
subjects. However, Table 9.4 shows that there are similar relationships among
Commerce provision and take-up and Language (including Latin, Greek, etc.)
provision and take-up. The same holds among girls for the Accomplishment
subjects (Art, Music, Home Economics). Most of the other correlations in
Table 9.4 are not statistically significant, (indicating that provision changes
tend to have discrete effects). In other words, changes of provision in one area
(say, Commerce) do not, in general, affect take-up rates in another area (say,
Science).

The exceptions here are the statistically significant positive correlations
between the increase in Science provision and girls’ Language take-up and
the increase in Language provision and boys’ Science take-up. Both of these
are probably caused by the quite strong correlation between increases in
Language subjects and increases in Science subjects. Of more substantial
interest are the negative relationships between Languages and Commerce for
boys (increased provision in either correlating negatively with changes in the
take-up of the other) and between the Accomplishment subjects and Science
Ibr girls (an increase in the former correlating negatively with changes in the
take-up of the other). These results suggest that, for boys, Languages and
Commerce subjects are competitors, while for girls, increased Science provi-
sion acts in competition with the take-up of the female Accomplishment
subjects.

While the correlations between curricular change in specific areas and rates
of take-up are high, wc are also interested to know what precise effect the one
has on thc other; in other words, given an increase of one Science subject, for
cxamplc, what pcrccntagc incrcasc in takc-up did this lead to? Thcsc figurcs
arc given in Table 9.5 which reports linear regression cocllicicnts for the
increase (1968-78) in the percentages of each sex taking the given subjects
regressed on the increase in the number ofthosc subjects ovcr thc same period.

An unambiguous pattern emerges from Table 9.5. In Science and Cornmcrcc
subjects, increasing provision has led to a greater addition to takc-up for boys
than girls, while the reverse is the case for thc Language and Accomplishment
subjects. In other words, boys have rcspondcd more to improvcmcnts in
Science and Comrncrcc provision, while girls have responded more to irnprovc-
mcnts in Language and Accomplishmcnt provision.

Such a discrepant pattern between the sexes in their response to changes in
provision may bc duc to the presence of a high achievement/instrumental
ethos in boys’ schools, which is absent from girls’ schools. One might plausibly
suggest (particularly in the light of some of our findings in Chapter 7) that in
boys’ schools provision changes in Scicncc and Commerce rcsuhcd in large
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Table 9.5: Regression Coeff~ents Relating Changes in Take-up to Changes in Provision

Increase (1968-78) in number of
Increase in take-up (1968-78)

in Science Commerce Language Accomplishment
Subjects Subjects Subjects Subjects

(I) Percentage taking Two Boys 15.86 -- -- --
or More Science Girls 4.00 -- -- --
subjccts

(2) Percentage taking Two Boys -- 12.43 -- --
or More Commerce Girls -- 8.28 -- --
Subjects

(3) Percentage taking Two Boys -- -- 10.29 --
or More Languages Girls -- -- 20.19 --

(4) Percentage takingTwo Boys -- -- -- 0.58
or Mo.-e Female Girls -- -- -- 20.17
Accomplishment
Subjects

increments to the take-up rate not only because such changes met the demands
of male pupils, but because of a policy, associated with curricular changes, of
encouragement or direction of pupils towards these subject areas as ones in
which their prospects in third-level education or the labour market would be
optimised.

True Rates of Subject Choice

Up to this point, we have been concerned with overall rates of subject
take-up in schools. We have often stated, however, that these rates are the
result of the operation of several factors; even if we restrict our analysis to
schools that provide a particular subject, we find that take-up rates are still
the product of, at least, school allocation policies and pupil choice. So, for
example, the overall rate of take-up of, say, Physics in School A may be high
because a large number of pupils are obliged to take it, while in school B it
may be high because, although no.one is obliged to take it, a large number of
pupils choose to take Physics.

We saw earlier (in Chapter 5) that, in fact, at Leaving Cert., the question
of subject choice is crucial in determining rates ofsubject take-up by the sexes.
In particular, we noted that, for Several subjects, sex differences in the true
rate of subject choice (that is the proportion of those who, given the choice of

a subject, choose to take it) were greater, in our sample as a whole, than were
sex differences in subject provisionlor allocation. So, in this final section of the
present chapter we shah move from the rate ofsubject take-up to the question
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of true rates of subject choice, and we shall analyse, not differences between
schools in these rates, but differences between pupils. Our analysis will concern

-- - itself with isolating.the pupil characteristics that best distinguish those who
choose to take a particular subject from those who choose not to. In other
words, we shall be testing those theories discussed earlier which claim that sex
differences in educational choice and performance are related to a series of
differences in the attitudinal and aspirational characteristics of boys and girls.

While our discussion earlier in this chapter was concerned with aggregate
school rates, in the remainder of this chapter we shall be examining pupils as
individuals. That is to say that we begin by isolating, for each of the same four
subjects we earlier analysed -- Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and Biology
-- those pupils who may, if they wish, take that subject; that is, those pupils
falling into the categories we labelled G and H in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.6.
This sub-sample is then divided into two groups -- those who chose the
subject and those who did not. Our analysis then attempts to determine what
combination of a large set of variables best discriminates between these two
groups. More particularly, we seek to answer these questions:

(I) Do the same set of variables operating in roughly the same manner
(that is, with the same strength and same direction of effect) explain
the differences between takers and non-takers (as we could call our
groups) for both sexes?

(2) Can the differences in take-up rates between the sexes be accounted for
solely on the basis oftheir different scores or these variables?

lu order to try to answer these questions we used, in our initial analysis, six
blocks of explanatory variables, as follows (these are shown in Table 9.6 and
discussed more fully there):

I A measure of performance, IGPA (Inter. Ccrt. Grade Point Average):
the pupil’s mean score in the papers of the Inter. Cert. examination.

1I Educational and job aspirations; these included variables representing
the type of third-level course pupils wanted to pursue, if any; variables
representing their level and type of occupational aspirations, and a
variable measuring the highest level of qualification they hoped to receive
as a result oftheir education.

III Variables measuring pupil’s attitudes to the specific subject; these meas-
ured the degree to which they considered the subject is, or would be,
useful, interesting and difficult. In addition, a variable measuring the
extent of the pupil’s prefcrence for Literature/Language subjects over
Maths/Science subjects (MATHLIT) was also included.
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IV A set ofsocial-psychological variables (these are discussed below).
V Variables measuring "significant other" influences on the pupil; these

variables measured the pupil’s perception of the educational ~,nd occu-
pational ambitions and expectations held for him or her by parents,
friends and teachers.

VI Measures of social position; specifically a measure of social class and
measures of parental educational levels.

All the variables used in the analysis are shown in Table 9.6 and more fully
described there.

Table 9.6: Independent Variables Used in the Analysis of Choice in Leaving Cert. Subject
Take-up

Variable Variable
group name Description

lII

I 1GPA

II CERT

JOBI

JOB2

UNIVSCI

TECHDIP

COMMSOC

NURSING

TEACHING

USE

INTEREST

Inter. Cert. Grade Point Average: a weighted
mean of pupil’s score in the Inter. Cert.
cxaminatlon.

Highest certificate pupil expects to receive as
result ofeducation (high score = higher level
certificate).

Pupil’s ideal job expectation classified according
to Hall-Jones categories.

pupil’s ideal job expectation classified according
to whether it falls into a male or female
dominated occupational area (high score =
male dominated).

Dummy variable (1 = intends to pursue third-
level pure Science or Maths course).

Dummy variable (1 = intends to pursue third-
level applied Science or Technical course).

Dummy variable (I = intends to pursue third-
level Commerce or Social Science course).

Dummy variable ( 1 = intends to pursue training
to be a nurse).

Dummy variable ( I = intends to pursue training
to be a teacher).

Do you think (subject) is useful? (1 = yes; 0 =
no),

Do you think (subject) is inleresting? (I = yes;
0 = no).

Continued:
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IV

V

VI
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DIFFICULTY

MATHLIT

SCHOLAR
SOCIAL
EDIMAGE
HHTASK
TEACHVAL
SUBJEVAL
UTILVAL
WORK

LCEXPT

LCEXPF

SOl I

SOl2

PLCEXPS

PEDEXPS

TEDEXPS

SOCLASS

FATHED

MOTHED

Do you think (subject) is difficult? (! = yes; 0
no).

Extent of preference for Language or Literature
subjects over Mathematics or Science (high
score = preference for former). (This scale is
described in Chapter 2.)

See text (and Chapter 2.)

"lfyou were working and married and had child-
ren, what would you do?" (Scores from 1 =
would give up job and look after children full
time; to 5 = would work as before and spouse
would look after children full-time.)

Teachers’ expectations of performance in Leav-
ing Cert. (pupil’s own belief) (low score =
high expectation).

Best friend’s expectations of performance in
Leaving Cert. (pupil’s own belief) (low score
= high expectations).

Significant other influences (parents and teach-
ers) occupational aspirations for pupil (as per-
ceived by pupil); Hall-Jones categories.

Significant other influences (parents’ and teach-
ers’) occupational aspirations for pupil (as
perceived by pupil) whether in female domi-
nated occupation or not.

Parents’ Leaving Cert. expectations (pupil’s per-
ception) for pupil (low score = high
expectations).

Parents’ overall educational expectations
(pupil’s perception) for pupil. (low score =
high expectations).

Teachers’ overall educational expectations
(pupil’s perception) for pupil (low score =
high expectations).

Social class of pupil (based on slightly amended
Hall-Jones scale; high score = low social
class).

Highest level of education achieved by father
(high score = high level).

Highest level of education achieved by mother
(high score = high level).
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The construction of the social psychological variables (IV) is discussed fully
in Chapter 2.

A briefdescription ofthese scales is given below:

(a) Educational self-image (EDIMAGE): attitudes towards one’s ability to
achieve high standards in educational work relative to one’s peers.

(b) (UTILVAL): the relevance or salience of utilitarian values (their
usefulness to oneself in securing jobs, etc.) in choosing subjects.

(c) (SUBJEVAL): level of satisfaction with subjects chosen at Leaving
Cert.

(d) (TEACHVAL): level of satisfaction with teachers’ helpfulness in sub-
ject choice and the associated approachability and helpfulness of
teachers.

(e) (SCHOLAR): level of perceived sanctioning for intellectual/scholarly
reasons, in classroom.

(f) (SOCIAL): level of perceived sanctioning for social/behavioural
reasons, in classroom.

(g) (HHTASK): extent to which pupil helps with household tasks at home.

Before proceeding with the analysis, we want to discuss the rationale behind
the choice of these six blocks of variables. In Chapter 1 we discussed some of
the hypotheses that have been advanced to account for sex differences in
educational attainment and particularly for female under-achievement in
Science. These hypotheses dealt with sex differences in socialisation and the
differential effects ofschooling practice. In our choice of explanatory variables,
then, we tried to operationalise some of these hypotheses. For example, by
including variables measuring pupils’ attitudes towards specific subjccts
(block III) we were implicitly testing two hypotheses, the first ofwhich is that
girls will tend to have more negative attitudes towards Science subjects, in
part at least because the image of science subjects and scientists is "masculine"
and therefore both dissonant and problematic for girls’ self-definition (e.g.,
Kelly, 1981, pp. 79-83; Smithers and Collings, 1981). The second hypothesis
is that these attitudes will be important in determining whether or not a pupil
chooses to take these Science subjects. For example, Ormerod (1981, p. 103)
has suggested that the perceived difficulty of a Science subject is likely to prove
far more ofan obstacle to its take-up among girls than among boys.

If, as has been argued by many?vriters, girls and boys experience different
patterns ofsocialisation, this ought to be evident in both the kinds ofaspirations
held for them by others (and the way ill which they themselves perceive these)
and in the level of aspirations they themselves hold. In the case of their
perceptions of the aspirations held for them by others (variables in block V),
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it would be valuable to separate the within-school sources (teachers) from the
extra-school sources (parents). Unfortunately, this was not possible to achieve
satisfactorily because of the high correlation between the two in terms of both
job and educational attainment expectations. Nevertheless, if there are sex
differences in the perception of significant other influences, we should expect
boys and girls to be differently distributed over these variables, and we should
also expect that subject choice would be responsive to these variables, either
directly, or more likely indirectly, through the effects that these have in
forming the pupils’ own ambitions (variables in block lI).

The argument that schooling has differential effects on boys and girls
(favouring boys, particularly in coeducational settings) is tested to some extent
by the inclusion of certain social-psychological factors (block IV). Although
we could not observe the effects of schooling directly, we hypothesised that
these effects, if they were of sufficient importance, should be internalised by
pupils and, therefore, amenable to measurement as social-psychological var-
iables. Thus, for example, the influence of schooling ought to be partially
captured by a measure ofpupils’ educational self-image (EDIMAGE) and by
a variable such as SUBJEVAL, measuring the degree of satisfaction with
subjects taken. Tbe differential effects of pupil/teacher interaction, already
alluded to in Chapter 1 (that teachers spend more time interacting with boys
than girls, that boys and girls are sanctioned on different bases, and so on) are
operationalised in the variables TEACHVAL, SCHOLAR and SOCIAL.

Bivariate Relationships
If we examine the variables in groups I to VI listed above, we find that, in

all four ofour subjects (Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and Biology), those
pupils who choose to take the subject differ significantly in their scores on
many of these variables, from those who choose not to take the subject. Using
F-tests for the continuous variables and ehi-squared for the dichotomies, we
see, in Table 9.7, the significance of these differences. So, for example, in the
case of Higher Maths, those who chose to do it had, on average, an IGPA of
5.73 against an average among those who chose not to take it of 4.80, a
difference that is statistically significant at the .001 level. An example of a
dichotomous, categorical variable is UNIVSCI (aspiration to third-level
Science course). Here, the difference between Higher Maths takers and non-
takers is again statistically significant (p < .001), and the mean values show
that those who choose Higher Maths are more likely to aspire to a third-level
pure Science or Maths course than those who do not. To give another example,
the variahle "Female" is a dichotomy scoring I if the pupil is a girl, 0 ifa boy.
So, for Higher Maths the mean score for takers is lower than that for non-
takers (and this corresponds to a statistically significant different distribution
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Table 9.7: Bivariate Relationships Between Choice of Subject and Certain Explanatory Variables: Average Values of 14 Variables that are
Hypothesised to Distinguish Between Takers and Non-takers of Subjects

Variables

Subject and
Higher Maths              Physics ChemistO, BiologyMean Values

Non- Non- Non- Non-
Takers Takers p<~    Takers Takers p<~    Takers Takers p<~    Takers Takers

IGPA 5.73 4.80 .001 5.34 4.67 .001 5.38 4.53 .001 4.52 4.35 .001
.CERT 3.76 3.1fi .001 3.55 3.09 .001 3.57 2.99 .001 3.09 2.31 .001
JOB I 1.62 2.80 .001 2.03 2.80 .001 2.05 2.95 .001 2.85 3.17 .00t o

t~
JOB 2 1.86 1.59 .001 1.85 1.61 .001 1.73 1.47 .00l 1.51 1.50 n.s.      ~.
MATHL[T 1.30 1.45 .001 1.29 1.52 .001 1,34 1.51 .001 1.49 1.52 .01 r-"
UNIVSCI 0.64 0.14 .001 0.52 0.13 .001 0.47 0.09 .001 0.17 0.12 .001
USE 0.96 0.90 .001 0.95 0.74 .001 * * * 0.93 0.86 .001
DIFFICULTY 0.77 0.58 .001 0.75 0.87 .001 * * * 0.52 0.67 .001

OEDIMAGE 2.28 2.68 .001 2.42 2.70 .001 2.39 2.75 .001 2.72 2.76 n.s. ~:
HHTASK 2.16 2.47 .001 2.23 2.44 .001 2.37 2.56 .001 2.61 2.62 .01
SOl I 1.80 3.14 .001 2.25 3.20 .001 2.25 3.32 .001 3.19 3.49 .001
PLCEXPS 1.76 2.07 .001 1.88 2.10 .001 1.83 2.05 .00t 2.03 2.07 n.s. ,q
SOCLAS8 2.93 3,39 .001 3.04 3.45 .001 2.93 3.72 .001 3.47 3.74 .001
FEMALE 0.12 0.41 .001 0.13 0.40 .001 0.36 0.57 .001 0.58 0.50 .001

Note: *These variables were absent from the analysis.
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for boys and girls across takers and non-takers) indicating that being male
makes one more likely to choose Higher Maths than being female does.

Table 9.7 does not show bivariate relationships with the true rate of subject
choice for all the explanatory variables, but rather for those that we presumed
would be most significant in discriminating between takers and non-takers.
Comparing takers with non-takers across all four subjects, some clear patterns
are evident. In all cases, takers tend to have a higher IGPA than non-takers
and to have higher educational aspirations (CERT) and job ambitions (JOB
I). They are less likely to aspire to a female dominated occupation (JOB 2)
except in the case of Biology, where the difference is insignificant, and they
are more likely to aspire to a third-level pure Science course (UNIVSCI).
They are less likely to prefer Language or Literature subjects to Science or
Maths (MATHLIT) and consider the particular subject more useful and less
difficult than do non-takers (except in the case of Higher Maths, where takers
appear to consider it more difficult than do non-takers). Subject takers also
have, on average, a higher educational self-image and are less likely to engage
in household tasks than are non-takers, again with the exception of Biology
where these relationships are, respectively, non-significant and reversed.

Occupational expectations of others (SOI 1) and parents’ Leaving Cert.
expectations are higher for takers than non-takers (except in the latter for
Biology); takers tend also to come from higher social class origins.

Finally, gender itself is an important discriminating variable, with takers of
Higher Maths, Physics and Chemistry more likely to be male, takers of Biology
female. Indeed, it may well be the case that this particular relationship
accounts for the absence or the reversal of relationships in Biology take-up
which hold for the other three subjects. Furthermore, even if we confine
ourselves to those variables which show relationships having the same direc-
tion across all four subjects, Biology is still distinctive in several respects. For
example, in IGPA, JOBI, MATHLIT, UNIVSCI, SOIl and SOCLASS, the
scores for Biology takers are considerably lower than those for takers of the
other three sciences; for IGPA the mean score for Biology takers is actually
le~s than that ofthe non-takers ofthe other subjects. On those variables which,
overall, distinguish science takers from non-takers, Biology takers, on average,
score much lower than takers of the other sciences.

There are two obvious reasons for this. First, Biology is more widely
available than the other sciences, as our earlier discussions of both provision
and allocation indicated; it is taught in more schools and has fewer (or no)
qualifying criteria, than the other sciences. Secondly, however, Biology is often
chosen with different ends in mind (in terms of careers or subsequent educa-
tion) than are the other sciences. For example, Physics, Chemistry and Higher
Maths are generally taken by those aspiring to pure Science or applied Science
K
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courses at third-level, in other words those intending to specialise in Science.
Against this, Biology is less of a specialist subject and more generally acces-
sible, as its overall higher rate of take-up would indicate. Those who take
Biology include not only those whose intention is a third-level SciEnce course,
but also pupils whose ambitions are much more diverse.

In summary then, there are considerable differences, over a range of
variables, between pupils who choose and who choose not to take these
subjects, despite the fact that they are all in a position to choose these subjects
ifthey so wish.

Multivariate Analysis
The examination of these bivariate relationships is of considerable interest

in so far as it allows us to construct profiles, defined in terms of the explanatory
variables, of "typical" takers and non-takers of the subjects. However, there
are also serious limitations to this exercise. These bivariate relationships may
be misleading, because the association between, on the one hand, choosing or
not choosing a subject, and on the other, any particular variable, may be
spurious or illusory, in the sense that, if the effects of a third variable were
taken into account, the association would weaken or disappear. For example,
it is reasonable to suppose that the effects of social class on subject choice
must be mediated through parental aspirations for educational and occupa-
tional achievement as well as through the pupils’ own attitudes and aspira-
tions, so that if the effects of the latter are controlled for, no relationship
remains with social class. Equally, the level of occupational aspiration (JOB
1) is likely to be highly correlated with aspiring to take a University Science
course.

To answer all queries of this kind that might be raised would require an
analysis of considerable complexity. In this case we have sought that combi-
nation of explanatory variables which best predicts whether or not a pupil will
choose the particular subject whose take-up we are analysing. We did this by
performing a type of multivariate analysis known as a logistic regression or
logit analysis.

The first stage in setting up a Iogit is to define two mutually exclusive
outcome groups; in our case these two groups are those who choose to take a
particular subject and those who choose not to take it, where that subject is
available and the pupil is qualified to take it. In our case the former were
given a score of 1 on our dependent variable, the latter a score of 0. The
method then involves estimating the effects of the independent variables (those
listed in Table 9.6) on the probability of a pupil’s falling into group 1 (the
choosers’ group) rather than into 0. In other words, we estimate, for each
independent variable, a coefficient which, indirectly, reflects that variable’s
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effect on the probability of a pupil’s choosing the subject, controlling for the
effects of all other variables in the equation?3 The method is like an ordinary
multiple regression but with a dichotomous dependent variable. In so far as
it takes into account the effect of the relationship between the independent
variables, it is an improvement over the examination of simple bivariate
relationships.

We carried out eight ofthese Iogit analyses, that is, one for each sex in each
of the four Science subjects, Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and Biology.
Before discussing the results ofour multivariate analysis, let us first turn to an
examination of the hypothesised relationships between the six groups of
explanatory or independent variables (I to VI) listed above. We assumed that
there would be a complex network of inter-relationships between them; these
are shown in Figure 9.1. This set of relationships was not explicitly tested in
our analyses; rather it served as a guide in formulating the analyses and
interpreting the results.

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL_

VAR BL S

/ (IV) ~ ~ATTITUDES
/ ~ TOWARDS ,

/ \
/ "SIGNIFICANT OTHER~ (m)
/ /m INFLUENCES " ~ \

SOCIAL POSITION                                              ~

-"~ IGPA ~                       %~
(I) ~ ¯

Figure 9. h Inter-relationships of the Explanatory Variables (Blocks I to VI) in Their Effect on
Subject Choice for Each Sex

~3. The coefficients reported in the Iogit, however, have a rather complicated correspondence with the
probability of choosing the subject. Letting P, be the probability of choosing the subject and ]~[~E x~ the
Iogit equation, then

’~[~i x~ -I
t

i
P,=I-(I+e )

and the probability of not choosing the subject is simply equal to 1 - P,.
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Relationships Between the Independent Variables
As Figure 9.1 shows, we assumed that the various sets of independent

variables would enjoy different degrees of salience or proximity to the actual
process of subject choice, and their numbering reflects such a difference. Thus,
pupil aspirations (variable block II) and attitudes towards the particular
subject (block III) are of more direct saliency to choice than, for example,
pupils’ scores on the more general set of social-psychological variables (block
IV) which are not oriented directly towards specific subjects. Similarly these
social-psychological variables were considered more directly influential on
choice making than the social position (block VI) variables. This is not to say
that social class, for example, will, have no effect on subject choice; rather, we
are suggesting that its effect will be mediated by the variables in lower
numbered blocks. In general, then, we are making some causal assumptions
about the relationships between these variables and their effects on choice.
The immediate determinants of choice are the low numbered blocks of
variables. The higher numbered blocks have an influence on choice, but this
is indirect, mediated in large part through the variables in the lower numbered
blocks.

Logit Analysis: Results

There are 31 variables listed in Table 9.6. Clearly, to enter such a number
into a regression would be both unwieldly and unlikely to produce any readily
interpretable results. Consequently, we reduced the number of variables in
the analysis according to a procedure used by Madaus et al. (1979, p. 213).~

The result of this was that we retained a smaller set of independent variables
for each analysis, consisting of the best predictors of the probability ofchoosing
the subject from our six blocks of+ariables.

The results of the analyses are given in Tables 9.8 to 9.11.55 We can use
these to supply answers to the two questions we posed earlier in this chapter.

The first of these related to whether or not the same variables, operating in
the same way, accounted for the distribution of takers and non-takers within
each sex. A comparison of the boys’ and girls’ coefficients for each subject will
show that, in general, the same variables are important for each sex in
influencing the probability of a pupil choosing a subject. In Higher Maths
and Chemistry, particularly, the correspondence ofvariables is quite close. In

~. The variables represenling social class (SOCLASS) and also IGPA were retained by design Ihrough-
out the analysis to act as control variables.

~. The R2 values reported in "Fables 9.8 and 9.11 derive from an ordinar3’ multiple regression of the
dichotomous dependent variable chose/did no( choose the subjecl, on the same set of independent variables.
[t is thus only an approximate indicator of variance explained. The ?(2 slalislic reports (he result of a

goodness-of-fit test of the null hypothesis that (he parameter estimates do not differ significantly from zero.
Since these statistics are all significant this hypothesis must be rejected.



Table 9.8: Logit Coefficients for Choice of Higher Maths

Boys Girls

Variable Group Variable Coefficient Variable Group Variable Coefficient o~
¢3
,’r"

I IGPA 1.906 I IGPA 1.110 o
oII UNIVSC] 1.527 II UNIVSCI 2.278 t-

JOB I -0.322 TECHDIP 2.229
Ill DIFFICULTY 2.448 III DIFFICULTY 2.615

MATHLIT -2.825 MATHLIT -2.721
IV SUBJEVAL 0.893 IV SUBJEVAL 0.653*

EDIMAGE 0.316" V LCEXPT -0.970    r~
WORK 0.266 VI SOCLASS 0.095*    x

VI SOC LASS 0.031 * O
INTERCEPT -12.558 INTERCEPT .-7.226 r"

m
R2 .50 R~ .35
;(2 (9 d.f.) 439.01 ;(2 (8 d.f.) 109.60

*Indicates a t-rati0 less than 2.0 (i.e., the coefficient is not statistically significant).
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Table 9.9: Logit Coe~ents for Choice of Physics

Boys                                                        Girls
0

Variable Group Variable Coef~ent Variable Group Variable
Coe~ent

o    z
~e

1 IGPA 0.617 I IGPA 0.612 N
II UNIVSCI 1.413 II UNIVSCI 1.054 >

TECHDIP 1.106 III INTEREST 2.188 ~
|lI INTEREST 1.516 MATHLIT -2.273 ~

USE 0.894 o

MATHLIT - 1.620 >
t"

IV EDIMAGE -0.125 :0
SOCIAL -0.900
TEACHVAL 0.432
UTILVAL -0.678

t~
V LCEXPF 0.337 ","
VI SOCLASS -0.053* ~:

INTERCEPT -0.995 INTERCEPT -3.557 ~
--I

R2 .38 R2 .27     N
X2 (12 d.f.) 352.74 X2 (4d.f.) 88.95    ~

* Indicates a t-ratio less than 2.0.



Table 9.10: Logit Coefficients for Choice of Chemistry

Boys                                                        Girls

Variable Group Variable Coefficient Variable Group Variable Coefficient
I IGPA 0.892 I IGPA 0.928 _
II UNIVSCI 0.904 ll UNIVSCI 1,453 z

C~
COMMSOC -I.129 TECHDIP 1.685    >
MATHLIT - 1.268 COMMSOC -0,655* z

IV SOCIAL -0,038* MATHLIT - 1.374
UTILVAL -0.473 V PEDEXPS 0,495

V PEDEXPS 0.371" VI SOCLASS -0.169 =
VI SOCLASS 0,017" FATHED 0.087 or-,INTERCEPT -3.232 INTERCEPT -5.270 o,

R2 .30 R2 .29
~2 (8 d,f.) 310.49 X2 (8 d.f.) 268.66

*t-ratio < 2,0.

IXO



Table 9. I I: Logit Coefficients for Choice of Biolog~

.-]

Boys Girls ","

Variable Group Variable Coefficient Variable Group Variable
Coe~ent

0

l           IGPA -0.203
ICSCI 0.608*

II COMMSOC -0.452
II l INTEREST I. 116

DIFFIGULTY -0.372
USE 0.416

IV SUBJEVAL -0.580
V LCEX1TF 0.310
VI SOCLASS -0.016"

INTERCEPT 0.347
R2 .10
X2 (9 d.f.) I 12.85

I ICPA 0.018"
ICSCI 1.876 ~e

II CERT 0.085    F~
NURSING 0.986

Ill DIFFICULTY -0.644
INTEREST 0.922

IV UTILVAL -0.408 c~
>

SOCIAL -0.490 e"
HHTASK 0.145*
EDIMAGE 0.331

V LCEXPT 0.241" >
SOl I -0.235
PEDEXPS 0.466    =

VI SOCLASS -0.062*
INTERCEPT - 1.336    ’~
R2 .34
X2 (14d.f.) 393.87

*t-ratio < 2.0.
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Higher Maths, the level of job aspired to (JOB 1) and sex-role expectations
(WORK) are of importance for boys but not girls, while the reverse is true of
teacher expectations (LCEXPT) and TECHDIP. This latter variable indi-
cates that wanting to pursue a third-level applied science or technical course
will increase a girl’s probability of choosing Higher Maths, but will have no
effect on a boy’s. For neither boys nor girls is the effect of social class
(SOCLASS) statistically significant. In the case of Chemistry, SOCLASS is
significant for girls only; the higher the social class (bearing in mind that high
social class scores low on SOCLASS) the greater the probability of choosing
Chemistry. Again, TECHDIP is important for girls but not boys. Although
SOCIAL (level of perceived sanctioning for social reasons) appears in the
boys’ list, it is not statistically significant. Likewise COMMSOC (aspirations
to a third-level Commerce course) is not significant for girls but is for boys,
having a negative effect on the probability of take-up.

Turning to Physics (Table 9.9), the variables that influence girls’ probability
of choosing the subject also appear in the boys’ list, but the latter includes a
number of additional variables. Thus, for girls, variables outside groups I, II
and I[I do not have any influence additional to that of these groups, on the
probability of choosing Physics.

If we compare the results for Biology (Table 9.11) with those for the other
subjects, we see at once that they follow a different pattern. Ifwe compare the
boys’ and girls’ R~ statistics, then it is clear that we have only poorly accounted
for the probability of boys choosing Biology, but we have been more successful
in relation to girls. Examining the IGPA coefficients, we discover that, whereas
for the other three subjects, it had a positive effect (the higher the IGPA the
greater the probability of choosing the subject), here IGPA is not significant
for girls, and has a negative effect among boys; that is, controlling for the
effects of the other variables in the boys’ analysis, those with a lower IGPA
have a higher probability of choosing Biology.

In this analysis we have also included a variable indicating whether or not
the pupil took Science at Inter. Cert. (1CSCI; scores 1 if Science was taken,
0 otherwise). This was done because, as we noted in Chapter 5, we assumed
that taking Inter. Cert. Science was not a school-imposed prerequisite for
choosing Biology (whereas it was for the other senior cycle sciences) but that
it would nevertheless have an effect on the probability of choice. The results
in Table 9.11 show that it has a positive effect for girls -- having taken Science
at Inter. Cert. makes it more likely that a girl will choose Biology -- but no
effect among boys. This latter is probably due to the fact that there are very
few boys in this subsample who have not taken Science at Inter. Cert. We also
note that the variable MATHLIT measuring general preference for Science
or Literature/Language subjects, does not appear among the variables pre-
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dicting the probability of Biology take-up, whereas it is particularly important
in regard to take-up of the other three sciences. Finally, NURSING (wanting
to train to be a nurse) has, as we might expect, a strong positive influence on
the probability ofgirls choosing Biology.

In all four analyses, and for both sexes, variables in blocks I, II and III are
consistently important, and it appears that just those variables alone would
predict the probabilities of subject choice almost as well as the ~omplete
equations given in Tables 9.8 to 9.1 I.ss These three blocks of vari~ibles are
IGPA (I), variables relating to aspirations and ambitions (II), and variables
measuring attitudes towards the subjects (III). However, we note that in
regard to block II (aspirations), the important variables relate not directly to
level of job aspired to or even type of job, but to aspects of post-secondary
training. In the case of Higher Maths, Physics and Chemistry these are
third-level (University, NIHE, RTC, etc.) courses. From this we conclude
that these subjects are far more likely to be chosen by those aspiring to third
level. In the case of Biology the relevant post-secondary training is, as noted
earlier, that for nursing.

In regard to the directionality of different variables’ effects, these appear
consistent across the sexes. Any variables with a statistically significant
coefficient for girls has the same direction of effect for boys wherever it
is statistically significant for boys. However, the sizes of the coefficients can
vary quite widely. For example, in Higher Maths, the effect of MATHLIT
(preference for Science or Language/Literature subjects) and DIFFICULTY
(perceived difficulty of the subject) are almost the same for boys and girls, but
those for IGPA and UNIVSCI (aspiration to a third-level Science course)
differ widely. In summary then, in answer to our first question, we can say
that although a number of variables are important in influencing the proba-
bility of choosing a subject, there is a core of variables that, particularly in
Higher Maths, Physics and Chemistry, consistently appear to be crucial.

s~. An approximate indication of this is to compare the R~ values for the full regressions witb those for

the regressions including only variables of blocks I, II and II I. These are shown in Table 1 la. In all cases
the differences are slight.

Table I I a: R2 for Pull and Truncated Logit Equations

Boys                        Girls
bull         Truncated         Full         Truncated

Higher Maths .30 .28 .35 .32
Physics .38 .35 .28 .27
Chemistry .30 .29 .29 .27
Biology .10 .08 .34 .31
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These are IGPA, attitudes towards the subject, and whether or not the pupil
aspires to certain types of third-level courses. The effects ofthese variables are
consistent in direction, but the size of their effect may vary according to sex.

The second question we set ourselves to answer was whether or not the
observed sex differences in true rates of subject choice were due to differences
between the sexes in their distribution over those variables that appear
important in determining whether an individual pupil chooses to take or not
take the subject. In other words, we have seen that IGPA, attitudes to the
subject, and aspirations to certain third-level courses are cruc!al in determining
the probability of a pupil’s choosing a specific subject. We now ask if it is the
case that, for example, fewer girls than boys choose Higher Maths because
girls have a lower IGPA, have less favourable attitudes towards Higher Maths,
and are less likely to aspire to third-level science courses, or are the sex
differences primarily due to other factors?

It is clearly the case that the two sexes are differently distributed across
these crucial variables. Table 9.12 for example, shows the mean scores for
boys and girls who are given the choice of taking Higher Maths and Chemistry,
on some of those variables which appear to be important in determining
individual choice for both sexes.

Table 9.12: Mean Values of Four Variabhs for Those Pupils Who May Choose Higher Maths
and Chemisqy.

Higher Maths ChemistO,
Boys’ Girls" Boys’ Girls"

Variable Mean Mean Variable Mean Mean

IGPA 5.18 5.05 IGPA 4.86 4.73
UNIVSCI 0.38 0.18 UNIVSCI 0.30 0.11
DIFFICULTY 0.65 0.64 COMMSOC 0.20 0.10
MATHLIT 1.38 1.44 MATHLIT 1.43 1.48

We see in Table 9.12 that for MATHLIT, which is negatively related to the
probability of choosing either Higher Maths or Chemistry, the girls’ mean
score exceeds boys’, i.e.’, they have less favourable attitudes towards Maths
and Science. On the other hand, in the remaining variables, which are
positively related to choosing the subject, boys score more highly than girls.
The exception is COMMSOC (aspirations to third-level Commerce or Social
Science course); this is related negatively to choice of the subject, but boys
score higher than girls.

It is the case then, that overall,’-girls’ scores on the variables which are
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strongly related to an increasing probability of a subject take-up, are such as
to make them less likely to take the subject than boys. What we wane to know,
however, is how much ofthe sex difference in take-up such variations account
for.

We can answer this question by adopting a technique used by Walsh and
Whelan (1976). In our case this involves estimating for each sex the mean
probability of taking a subject, by multiplying the Iogit coefficients for each
variable by the mean score on that variable of each sex. So, for example, in the
case of Higher Maths, the mean IGPA of those girls given the option of the
subject was 5.05 (from Table 9.12); we multiply this by 1.11, which, as Table
9.8 shows, is the coefficient for girls’ IGPA. We do the same for the following
variables -- UNIVSCI, TECHDIP and so on, and by summing these mul-
tiples, we obtain the estimated probability for girls of choosing Higher Maths.
The full set ofmeans for both sexes is given in Appendix 9A. Ifwe do the same
for boys, the sex difference in mean probability will be, for any subject:

Sex difference = (Boys’ Coefficients x Boys’ Means) - (Girls’ Coefficients
x Girls’ Means)                                                  (1)

If we then substitute the boys’ means into the girls’ equation and take the
difference between this and the girls’ own score (that is, girls’ coefficients x
girls’ means) this will be that part of the sex difference due to the different
mean scores of boys and girls on the variables involved, that is,

Effect of different means = (Girls’ Coefficients x Boys’ Means) - (Girls’
Coefficients x Girls’ Means)                                       (2)

The remaining difference (i.e., (1) - (2)) will be due to sex differences in the
coefficients of the variables in the analysis. The two parts of the overall sex
difference can be expressed as percentages of the overall sex difference, as in
Table 9.13.

Table 9.13: Partition of Sex Differences in Probabilities of Subject Choice (as Percentages)

Due to Different Variable Due to Different Variable
Means Coefficients

Higher Maths 12 88
Physics 15 85
Chemistry 62 38
Biolog7 27 73
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In the case of Biology, girls’ probability exceeds that of boys; thus, the boys’
"disadvantage" is not due chiefly to their different distribution across the
crucial variables. In the other three subjects, where the "boys’ probability
exceeds that of girls, the major cause of this is not differences in mean values,
(except in the case of Chemistry), but, rather, sex differences in the coefficients
attached to the variables.

In terms of the method used, the variation arising from the different effccts
of the variables involved (since any variables that do not appear in the
equation for one sex but do for the other can be regarded as having, in the
former instance, a coefficient ofzero) in the Iogits (including the differences in
intercept) shows the sex difference in the probability of choosing the subject
between a boy and girl (who were both offered the subject) who had identical
scores on all the variables which our analyses suggest are important in
determining this probability. In other words, a girl and a boy, each of whom
may choose, say, Physics, could have identical IGPA, identical aspirations to
third-level, identical attitudes to the subject, identical educational self-image,
come from the same class, and so on, and the girl would still be far less likely
to choose Physics than the boy. lfwe control for the different distributions of
the sexes across the independent variables, then, except in Chemistry, the sex
difference in the probability of choosing the subject will decrease only slightly
(in fact by the percentage given in column one of Table 9.13).

Different factors affect each sex’s probability of choosing a subject in
different ways. If we examine the Higher Maths results, for example, the
coefficient for the variable WORK (measuring attitudes to combining work
and child rearing) is of crucial importance for boys. This may not be immed-
iately evident, but in fact, if we omit this variable from our calculation of the
mean probability of choosing Higher Maths, this mean probability would be
considerably reduced. For girls, on the other hand, WORK is of no importance;
rather, LCEXPT (teachers’ Leaving Cert. expectations of the pupil) is of
major importance in reducing the probability of choosing Higher Maths. So,
for girls, their perception of the expectations of their Leaving Certificate
performance held by teachers (and also parents, since their perceived expec-
tations are very highly correlated with those of teachers) are important in
regard to whether or not they choose to do Higher Maths, whereas for boys
this is unimportant. This is despite the fact that, of those who may choose
Higher Maths, girls score more favourably on LCEXPT. LCEXPT may be
important for girls, but not for boys, for the following reason. Since Higher
Maths is considered a difficult subject, it may be that girls, because they have
a lower perception of their own abilities (as we saw in earlier chapters), require
high levels of teacher support and encouragement before they will attempt it.
For boys, their perception of future sex roles, as captured by WORK, is
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important. Boys who perceive their sex roles in a more traditional light will be
more likely to choose Higher Maths. For girls, on the other h~nd, their
perception of future sex roles are of no direct consequence in this respect. This
may occur, however, because for girls, holding non-traditional expectations of
the working/child rearing relationship may be strongly related to some of the
other important variables in the equations, such as UNIVSCI (aspirations to
third-level Science course). In other words, the effect of WORK on girls’
subject choice may be mediated through more specific educational ambitions.

Turning to Physics, the major cause of the sex difference is the difference in
intercepts of the boys’ and girls’ equations. If the boys’ intercept replaced the
girls’ in the girls’ equation, then the girls’ probability would come to exceed
the boys’. The intercept value represents the effects of sex, net of differences
in both mean values and logit coefficients. It may, therefore, represent either
discrimination against girls by schools or teachers (direct or indirect) or some
other area of sex difference not directly accounted for in our model.

Finally, in Biology, the effects of IGPA and ICSCI (having taken Inter.
Cert. Science) are ofmajor importance. Whereas IGPA is ofno importance in
determining the girls’ probability (the coefficient is not statistically significant)
increasing IGPA markedly reduces the boys’ probability. Conversely, having
done Inter. Cert. Science is unimportant for boys, but has a strong positive
effect among girls. Another variable which is unimportant for girls but not for
boys is SUBJEVAL. It appears that boys who take Biology tend to be
dissatisfied with their choice of Leaving Cert. subjects.

At this point, it may be useful to summarise our findings thus far. Our
analyses have sought to discover what combinations of those variables listed
in Table 9.6 best predict the probabilities of taking Higher Maths, Physics,
Chemistry and Biology, among those boys and girls who are given the option
of taking these subjects. We found that these variables showed some consist-
ency across the subjects and the two sexes; in particular, IGPA, and those
variables that indexed pupils’ attitudes towards the subject and the kind of
third-level course they aspired to, were consistently important and acted in a
consistent direction. Biology was, to a degree, an exception to this. Not only
is girls’ true rate of choice higher than that of boys, but different factors are
important for the two sexes in determining the probability of choice, and in
some cases (as with the effect of IGPA on the boys’ probability) the direction
ofeffect ofvariables is the reverse ofwhat it is for the other subjects.

We then noted that, for those variables that occur consistently in our Iogit
equations, boys and girls are distributed differently across them, girls tending
to score lower on those variables relating positively to choice of the subject.
We then assessed the mean probability of choice for each sex in each subject
and asked to what extent the sex differences in those probabilities were due to
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this different distribution of the sexes across common independent variables.
We found that, except for Chemistry, this did not account for much of the sex
difference, the bulk of which must, therefore, be due to the different effects on
boys and girls of the independent variables. So, we gave the example of Higher
Maths, where LCEXPT (teachers’ Leaving Cert. expectations) has very
strong effects on the girls’ probability of choice, but none on the boys’.

A crucial question raised by such a finding is the following: why do the
various variables used in these analyses have different effects on each sex? Put
another way, why, for example, is the return to Inter. Cert. performance in
terms of an increase in the probability of choosing Higher Maths, greater for
boys than girls? In fact, this is, in cross-national comparisons, a common
finding. For example, Kelly (1981, p. 38), writing ofsex differences in Science
achievement, notes that "boys’ achievement was more highly correlated with
attitudes than was girls’, and boys achieved better in science than did girls
with equally favourable attitudes".

One possible explanation for our finding of a greater return (in terms of the
probability of choosing the Sciences) to boys than girls of scores on the
independent variables in our analysis, is that girls’ adult roles are, in general,
viewed as less certain than those of boys. This has effects both on the pupil
and on the way in which girls and boys are dealt with by teachers and the
kinds of roles schools see themselves as playing. In particular, girls’ labour
market participation is probab[y seen as more equivocal than boys’. Thus,
girls themselves may be less likely to extract the full labour market returns
from their current position and achievements. This need not be a direct effect
(as might be the case, for example, when a professionally qualified woman did
not participate in the labour market); rather, it may be indirect, such that
girls, even though aspiring to certain jobs and having achieved certain levels
of educational performance, still do not translate these into subject choices
that maximise their labour market potential. Secondly, given the equivocal
nature of female labour market plans (or even given simply an assumption of
it on the part of the school), schools may not push girls towards subjects
presumed to be both demanding and yielding a high return in the labour
market, and may actually discourage them.

In Chemistry, however, the strengths of the factors influencing whether
pupils choose to take or not to take the subject, appear to be very similar for
both boys and girls. In this sense it may represent a mid-way point between
Biology, which is dominated by girls, and Physics and Higher Maths, domi-
nated by boys. Some consideration of the nature of the subject would tend to
support this view, in that Chemistry, while more abstract than Biology, is
certainly not as abstract as Physics or Higher Maths, and like Biology (though
less markedly) deals with tangible and immediately concrete matters to a
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greater extent than do Physics or Maths.
To conclude this section of the chapter, we shall discuss what sorts of

features are characteristic of girls who choose Higher Maths, Physics and
Chemistry (i.e., the subjects in which girls are under-represented). As we have
already noted, a number of variables will be found to be common to’all three
subjects. So, for example, those girls choosing Higher Maths will, in, contrast
to those who choose not to take it, have, on average, higher IGPAs, have
aspirations either to a third-level pure or applied Science or Technical course,
they will, in general, prefer Maths/Science type subjects o~er Lan-
guage/Literature subjects, and they will perceive their teachers and parents
as having high expectations of their Leaving Cert. performance. In the case of
Chemistry, those girls choosing this subject will have an almost identical
profile, except that for most of the variables, the coefficients are smaller. This
implies that the influence of, say, wanting to do a third-level Science course,
on the probability ofchoosing Chemistry is much less than on the probability
ofchoosing Higher Maths. Nevertheless, it is in these same respects -- ICPA,
third-level Science course aspiration, perception of parents’ educational expec-
tations, and a preference for Maths/Science subjects -- that takers and non-
takers may be distinguished. In the case of Chemistry, however, social class
also has direct effects; girls from the higher social classes tending to be more
likely to choose the subject. Finally, in Physics, as Table 9.9 shows, four
factors are important; girls choosing Physics will on average tend to have high
IGPA (but not as high as those choosing Higher Maths), will aspire to
third-level Science courses, will have a high degree of interest in the subject
and will prefer Maths/Science subjects.

School Effects on the ProbabiliO, of Subject Choice
We have identified a number of variables associated with individual female

pupils that influence the probability that they will choose Higher Maths,
Physics and Chemistry. We will now conclude this analysis with an investi-
gation ofthe extent to which schools might be held to influence these variables.
We shall look at how, if at all, aspects of schools themselves are associated
with systematic variations in girls’ scores on these crucial variables; are there,
for example, schools where girls score particularly highly on UNIVSCI or
LCEXPT, and where, therefore, we might expect high rates oftake-up, of say,
Higher Maths? If this is the case it will show that schools do have an influence
on the true rate ofsubject choice.

In the analysis we chose to examine three variables which appear to be
important in determining the probability of a girl choosing one of the science
subjects: these are whether or not she aspired to a third-level Science or Maths
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course (UNIVSCI), the extent of her preference for Language/Literature
subjects over Science (MATHLIT) and the perceived level of teachers’
Leaving Cert. expectation of her (LCEXPT). The features of the schools
which we hypothesised would affect these variables are those we previously
discussed as ethos variables. In this case we used four such variables; these
were the median social class of the pupils (SOCLASS) -- this was included
as a control variable -- the level of achievement ethos in the school (ACH-
ETHOS) -- which we hypothesised, would influence a variable such as
UNIVSCI -- and two measures of pupil/teacher relationships, SCHTEACH
(measuring teacher supportiveness) and TEACHNEG (the extent to which
teachers constitute a negative reference group). The former measures the
performance expectations and support given to pupils by teachers relative to
that given by parents, and the latter measures the extent to which teachers,
relative to peers, constitute a negative reference group. These variables are
likely to have a substantial effect on measures such as LCEXPT.

In the analysis we first entered the variables IGPA and SOCLASS (meas-
uring the pupil’s IGPA and individual social class) in order to control for
these variables, (as our primary interest is in the effects ofvariables that index
features of the school rather than of individuals) since it is highly likely that
IGPA and SOCLASS will bave a considerable influence on our three depend-
ent variables -- UNIVSCI, MATHLIT and LCEXPT.s7 A final point is that
we carried out the analysis for girls only, and we used three subsamples of
girls, namely, those who were given the option ofchoosing (1) Higher Maths,
(2) Physics, and (3) Chemistry -- in other words, the same female samples
involved in the preceding Iogit analyses of the probability of choosing the
subjects.

The results of the analyses are shown in Tables 9.14, 9.15 and 9.16. These
tables give the results of the regression analyses for each of our three dependent
variables in each of our three subsamples. We note initially that the pupil’s
IGPA is uniformly significant in predicting each of these variables for all three
samples: a high IGPA leads to the perception of a higher level of teacher
Leaving Cert. expectations (since LCEXPT scores high for low expectations)
a lower level of preference for Language/Literature subjects and a greater
likelihood of aspiring to a university science course.~ Against this we see that,
controlling for all the other variables in the analysis, the pupil’s social class is

sT. We also included in the initial analysis the variables representing the school clusters and a dummy

variable indicating whether the school was coeducational or not. Entered into the analysis after the ethos
variables, none of ffiem had significant coefficients and they were omitted from the final analysis.

:~. Since UNIVSCI, the dependent variable in this analysis is dichotomous, we should have used a logit
procedure had we wished to obtain fully accurate parameter estimates. Our interest, however, was in the
direction of the effects of our independent variables and whether or not they were statistically significant,
for which an Ordinary Least Squares analysis is adequate.
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Table 9.14: Regression Analysis of Effects of Certain School Level Variables on LCEXPT;
Girls Only

Subsamph
1. Those who May 2. Those who May 3. Those who May

Choose Higher Maths Choose Physics Choose Chemistry

Independent
Variables
Pupil’s social class -0.004 -0.023 -0.013
IGPA -0.298* -0.268* -0.226*
School social class -0.031 0.025 -0.009
ACHETHOS 0.733* 0.817* 0.424
SCHTEACH -2.012" -I .746* -I .367*
TEACHNEG 0.301 0.198 -0.197
1NTERCEPT 5.130 4.280 5.422
R2 ¯ .20* .14" .12"
R2 adjusted .18 .12 .I 1
N 273 301 712

*Significant at p ~<.05.

Table 9.15: Regression Analysis of Effects of Certain School Level Variables on MA THLIT;
Girls Only

Subsample
I. Those who May 2. Those who May 3. Those who May

Choose Higher Maths Choose Physics Choose Chemistry

Independent
Variables
Pupil’s social class 0.006
IGPA --0.109"
School social class -0.012
ACHETHOS 0.186
SCHTEACH -0.282
TEACHNEG -0.046
INTERCEPT 2.149
R2 .11"
R2 (adjusted) .09
N 273

0.006 0.002
-0.119" -0.787*
-0.094* -0.002
-0.010 0.201
-0.061 -0.210

0.555* 0.094
1.284 1.489

.13* .06*

. I 1 .05
301 712

*Significant at p ~<.05.
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Table 9.16: Regression Analysis of the Effects of Certain School Level V~iriables on UNI VSCI;
Girls Only

Subsample
1. Those who May 2. Those who May 3. Those who May

Choose Higher Maths Choose Physics Choose Chemistry

lnatptr~ent
Variables
Pupil’s social class -0.008 -0.011 -0.008
IGPA 0.134" 0.143" 0.095*
School social class 0.008 0.035 -0.013
ACHETHOS 0.211 0.205 0.203
SCHTEACH 0.691 * 0.766" 0.136
TEACHNEG 0.060 -0.322 0.070
I NT E RC E PT -2.699 -2.109 - I. 283
R2 .11" .19" .10"
R2 (adjusted) .09 .I 7 .09
N 273 301 712

*Significant at p~<.05

not significant in any of the analyses. If social class has an effect on these
dependent variables -- which its simple correlation would suggest is the case
-- it must be mediated through the other independent variables.

Our central concern, however, is with the influence of the school variables
ACHETHOS, SCHTEACH and TEACHNEG. The fact that the equations
of Tables 9.14 to 9.16 are generally relatively poor predictors of the dependent
variables, indicates at once that the effects of these variables will at best be
modest and examination of these equations suggests that this is indeed the
case. However, these variables do show statistically significant effects, in
particular, SCHTEACH shows clear effects on LCEXPT and UNIVSCI.
SCHTEACH measures the influence of teachers. We saw earlier that its value
depends, to some extent, on the social class of the school; however, if we
control for this (by including school social class in the analysis) we see that in
those schools where teachers are perceived as supportive, girls will perceive
teachers as holding a higher set of Leaving Cert. expectations for them, and
girls will also be more likely to aspire to a third-level Science course. The
school’s achievement ethos level (ACHETHOS) is related to LCEXPT.
However, in this case girls in schools with a high acievement ethos will
perceive their teachers as holding lower Leaving Cert. performance expecta-
tions for them. Beyond these two variables, however, there is no other
discernible pattern of school effects, and indeed, in explaining MATHLIT,
our school level variables perform very poorly.
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Three points can be made in summary. As regards the dependent variables
of this analysis, a considerable amount of variance remains unexprained by
our independent variables. That is, most of what accounts for, say, a girl’s
score on LCEXPT, is not captured by our analysis. The kinds of aspirations
held by both sexes and the beliefs they have about their future adult roles are
widely shared by parents, friends and the community at large. Thus, ifschools
are to try to influence pupil choices it may be that, if they try to do this alone,
they will find themselves operating against these widely held assumptions.
Thus, it seems likely that any successful attempts by schools to influence pupil
choice into non-traditional directions will have to involve, and require the
support of, parents. Secondly, there is evidence for the effects of schools on
LCEXPT and UNIVSCI, even though these effects are relatively weak.
Thirdly, it is of interest that SCHTEACH should be so important since it
suggests that girls are more responsive than boys to the type of relationship
they have with their teachers, to the point that this can clearly influence their
future aspirations and ambitions.

Conclusions and Summary of Findings
1. In the first part of this chapter we examined variables influencing the

proportion of pupils taking certain Science subjects at Leaving Certificate.
These subjects were Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and Biology. We
found that the percentage take-up of these subjects was related to the propor-
tion of the curriculum devoted to Science which, we hypothesised, reflected
the importance accorded to Science by the school. Furthermore, for girls,
whether the school was single sex or coeducational was also important in
influencing the proportionate take-up of Biology and Higher Maths.

2. Subsequendy we analysed the relationship between changes in Science
take-up rates and changes in Science provision between 1968 and 1978 among
our samples of secondary schools. Here we found that, in Science and Com-
merce subjects at Leaving Certificate, the increased take-up associated with
increased provision was much greater among boys than among girls (Table
9.5). Conversely, in the Language and Accomplishment subjects, the increased
take-up associated with increased provision was much greater among girls.

3. In investigating hypotheses about variables that influence whether or
not a pupil, when given the choice of a particular Leaving Cert. Science
subject, actually chooses it, we noted that a large number of variables were
related at the bivariate level to the probability of choosing the subject.
However, the relationship between these variables and the probability of
choosing Biology was different from the relationship between these variables
and the choice of Higher Maths, Physics or Chemistry.

4. Our analysis then sought to discover what combination ofvariables best
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predicts the probabilities of taking Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and
Biology for each sex, among those pupils given the option of taking these
subjects. We found that these variables showed some consistency across the
subjects and the two sexes; in particular, IGPA and those variables indexing
pupils’ attitudes towards the subject and the kind of third-level course aspired
to by the pupil are consistently important and act in a consistent direction.
Biology was something of an exception to this; not only is the rate of choice
here higher among girls than boys but different factors are important for the
two sexes in determining the probability of choosing the subject, and in some
cases the direction of the effect of a variable (whether it is positively or
negatively related to choosing the subject) is the reverse of what it is for other
subjects.

5. We noted that for those variables that occur consistently in our Iogit
equations as having an influence on pupil choice, boys and girls are distributed
differently across them, girls tending to score lower on those variables relating
positively to choice of the subject. However, we found that this difference in
distributions only accounted for a small amount of the sex difference in the
probability of choosing one of the Leaving Cert. Science subjects we analysed
(except for Chemistry, where it accounted for a considerable proportion of the
sex difference). Rather, the sex difference in the probability of choice was
mainly due to the different effects on boys and girls of the variables in the
analysis.

6. Finally, we examined the influence that schools have on those variables
that are, in turn, important determinants of choice among girls. We found
that the ethos of the school has a clear statistically significant effect on these
variables, but this effect is modest. This suggests that schools can influence
pupils’ choices but only to a limited extent, and that any intervention pro-
grammes aimed at influencing pupil choices would have to be more broadly
based, involving parents. However, such intervention would not necessarily
seek per se to alter aspirations to adult sex roles, but rather, those aspirations
that unnecessarily reduce girls’ level and type ofcareer aspirations, no matter
how they might be combined with adult familial roles.

In Chapter 5 we pointed out that, in order to increase girls’ rates of take-up

of the Leaving Certificate subjects we analysed there, increased provision,
taken alone, would have little effect. In this chapter we have presented some
evidence to support that contention; particularly we might point to Table 9.5
which shows that, for each Leaving Certificate Science subject added in a
secondary school between 1968 and 1978 only an additional four per cent of
girls (compared with 15 per cent of boys) took two or more Science subjects
at this level. In Chapter 5 we also argued that girls’ true rates ofsubject choice
would have to increase if their overall rate of take-up was to grow. In the
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analysis of this chapter we have isolated what factors contribute to forming
the true rate of choice and we have indicated that the strength of these factors
among pupils varies according to features of the school ethos. The inescapable
conclusion is that schools can influence pupils’ choices but the extent to which
they can do this acting alone is probably limited.



CHAPTERIO

Summaly of Findings

Introduction
In this chapter we have three main objectives. The first is to summarise

those findings of previous chapters which bear on the central aim of this
researcb, namely to describe and explain differences between both schools and
pupils in tile extent of sex differences in subject provision, allocation and
cboice, particularly in Maths and Science subjects. Our second objective is to
provide an indication of the relative importance of different policy-relevant
variables in their effects on such sex differences. A third objective is to
summarise our findings on the role of the Guidance Counsellors in schools.

In the model underlying our analysis the take-up rate ofsubjects in schools
can be viewed as the product of both school and individual pupil factors. As
we have seen (a) a school may not provide a particular subject or (b), even if
provided, the school may exclude certain categories of pupils -- on the basis
of sex or ability, for instance- from taking that subject. However, (c), even
given equal levels of subject provision and allocation, male and female pupils
may differ systematically from each other in their choice ofsubjects.

In summarising our results, therefore, we must keep in mind that we are
operating at two different levels of analysis:

(i) At the school level, where we examine differences between schools in
tbeir individual subject and total curricular provision, as well as in
school rules which discriminate amongst their pupil categories in terms
ofthe level and type ofsubject allocated;
At tile individual pupil level where we describe and attempt to explain
differences between boys and girls, as well as amongst boys and amongst
girls, in their subject choices amongst the alternatives available. At the
school level we are concerned with the factors which predict why
different categories of schools provide different types of subjects or
curricula. At an individual pupil level we are concerned primarily with
tile internalised ("personality") consequences of differential sex role
socialisation processes for individual boys and girls.

283
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The Context of Sex Differentiation

Before we review our research conclusions in detail, we need to place the
extent and implications of the sex differences in subject take-up in second-
level schools in the context of the overall educational and labour market
inequalities of men and women; otherwise we may misinterpret their meaning
and significance.

Girls are more likely than boys to complete second-level education. Girls’
participation levels in the senior cycle of post-primary schools are substantially
higher than those of boys (Chapter 3) and are also greater than most other
EEC countries -- only Belgium, The Netherlands and France having higher
rates. (Eurostat, Social Indicators of the EEC, 1960-1975, pp. 231-232; Eurostat,
Education and Training, Statistical Bulletin, Oct. ’82). Early school leaving is
much more characteristic ofboys than girls; by age 16, for instance in 1980/81,
43 per cent of boys compared with only 23 per cent of girls had already left
school.

A high proportion of boys, however, drop out early from second-level
schooling to enter apprenticeships, while almost no girls enter apprenticeship
training or take up skilled manual or craft occupations. In the school year
1980/81, for instance, of 1,137 male school leavers sampled 22 per cent went
into apprenticeships or related AnCO training courses; while only three per
cent of 1,062 female school leavers did so. (NMS School Leavers’ Survey,
1981. See Appendix Table 10.1). Of male school leavers who left before or at
Inter. Cert. level 30 per cent entered such apprenticeship or related training
compared to less than 8 per cent offemales.

Moreover, although more females complete second level substantially fewer
go on to third level, and of those who do, fewer enter applied profess-
ional/technical scientific courses in the Universities or RTCs. Girls, on the
other hand, are more likely to enter Arts, Commerce, Nursing and Teacher
training and other related semi-professional occupational training courses.

Even with the same educational qualifications in Maths and Science, girls
are far less likely than boys to take applied Science or Engineering courses in
Universities or RTCs. With more than 5 honours in the LC, 53 per cent of
boys and 43 per cent ofgirls went on to University in 1980/81, and with less
than 3 honours, nine per cent of boys but only one per cent of girls did so.
Girls with more than three honours are far more likely to enter teacher-
training or nursing (see Appendix Table 10.2). Equally discrepant patterns
exist for those with different Science qualifications in the Leaving Cert. Over
half of the boys with two or more Science subjects went on to do Applied
Science or Engineering Courses in third level compared to less than one in
four girls with equivalent qualifications. (See Appendix Table 10.3). Such
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girls are disproportionately concentrated in teacher-training, nursing or even
Arts or Commerce courses at third level.

In other words, even if girls take the same second-level courses as boys and
achieve the same level of honours in the Leaving Certificate they do not then
go on to take the same kind of third-level courses or enter the same kind of
jobs as boys. Sex differentiated values and expectations even appear to extend
to such third-level choices.

The results of our pupil interviews (Chapter 2) show that, compared to
boys, girls have more negative attitudes towards Maths/Science subjects, have
lower educational self-images, are less competitive in class, but feel more
rewarded for academic success and feel less sanctioned for misbehaviour --
given the former differences the latter feelings of reward must be due to
different reasons for girls and boys. Also, while girls’ sex-role attitudes are
more egalitarian than boys’, they are nevertheless far more involved in
household task performance than boys are. Whether these differences in values
and attitudes explain differences in subject take-up at post-primary level was
examined in Chapter 9 and will be summarised later.

So although girls are less likely to drop out of school -- leaving without any
educational certificate-- and are, as a consequence, on average, more employ-
able than boys; and although they are less likely to enter low paying unskilled
or semi-skilled manual or service employment, their employment opportunities
are nevertheless so concentrated in a relatively narrow range of female domi-
nated lower non-manual or white-collar occupations that their labour market
opportunities are extremely limited (see Chapter 3). Roughly two out of three
working women are in occupations which are dominantly female in composi-
tion (Appendix Tables 10.5 and 10.6). This high degree of sex segregation of
the labour market exists as part of a more widespread social and cultural
system which dearly differentiates men’s from women’s roles in adult life.
This sex role differentiation extends back to the early learning and socialisation
experiences of male and female infants and it is also clearly represented in the
cultural assumptions shared by the main educational institutions in their
provision and allocation of subjects. In this system of interrelated influences
it is not easy, therefore, to isolate any discrete set offactors which on their own
could be changed to substantially reduce sex inequalities in take-up ofsubjects
in the junior and senior cycles of post-primary schools.

But if this system of sex roles is so deeply institutionalised, why should we
worry about its current functioning? There are several reasons why our highly
differentiated sex role system should be a cause for concern. As we saw in
Chapter 3, in terms of the attitudes of older married women and the actual
practice ofyounger married women the traditional division of labour between
the "male provider" and female "housewife" role has become somewhat less
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accepted in practice. Secondly, there are serious elements ofinequa!ity in the
sex-role system which become more diffficult to accommodate ~.s society
becomes increasingly more industrialised and urbanised.

Thirdly, in women’s accommodation to an essentially servicing role in
family, communal and economic life, certain psychical costs are involved --
their general undervaluing of their own abilities, and a significant educational
and occupational under achievement, relative to men -- which hate increas-
ingly become less balanced by alternative rewards from other sources. Or, to
put it another way, those educational, occupational, and general social
achievements that are most socially rewarded in our society are those in which
women have significantly under-achieved; while those roles in which they do
achieve---in family, communal and general caring roles -- are ones which
have become increasingly less socially rewarded.

But finally, much more obvious and pragmatic reasons exist why we should
worry about the continuation of earlier relationships between the education,
employment, and marriage patterns ofwomen:

(i) Women have become increasingly concentrated in a limited number of
occupations. In 1979 -- about 60 per cent of working women were employed
in general clerical jobs -- in mainly clerical-administrative jobs in commerce,
insurance and finance; and in professional/technical occupations such as
nursing, teaching and pharmacy (see Appendix Tables 10.4 to 10.6). Contin-
uous expansion in these clerical and semi-professional "female" occupations
persisted up to 1979 (Appendix Table 10.4). Contrariwise there has been a
substantial relative decline in service, some manufacturing but, particularly,
in agricultural occupations (Appendix Table 10.4). And, as we pointed out in
Chapter 3, the level and type of education provided for girls from the early
1960s to the early 1980s, in fact, was far more adaptive to these labour market
changes than was the general education provided for boys.

But the advent of microelectronics is likely to have a substantial impact on
office employment -- both in terms of a decline in the demand for ordinary
clerical labour and through a shift in the type of technical and analytical skills
required in future office employment (see Appendix 10.A). Many studies of
the impact ofoffice technology on large corporate employers of clerical labour
in banking, insurance, and the public service, for example, not only estimate
substantial declines of employment over the 1980s, (see Science Policy
Research Unit 1982; Bird, 1980), but also indicate a shift in the balance of
office/administration employment towards more technical-analytical skills
(see Appendix 10.A).

(ii) Over the coming decade cut backs in public expenditure and a relative
stabilisation in the number of primary school pupils (White Paper, 1980) are
likely to significantly reduce the demand for primary and second-level teachers,
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and the position ofnurses and related occupations, is equally pessimistic.
(iii) The retention of younger married women in the labour force grew

rapidly over the 1970s. As we indicated in Chapter 3, there are a series of
underlying economic, social and cultural reasons for this trend. It is likely to
continue. As a result, the number of job vacancies produced by such with-
drawal from the labour force on marriage is likely to decrease further.

(iv) Significant changes are occurring in the family life cycle which have
reduced substantially the age of completion of childbearing and early child
rearing for married women (See Chapter 3; and Rottman and Hannah, 1981
p. 107; Walsh, 1980). The age at which the typical married woman completed
childbearing was estimated at 34.5 in 1971 (Brahimi, 1978). Fertility is
estimated to have declined significantly since then with median age of marriage
remaining static (Walsh, 1980). As a result, some educational preparation for
a post-childrearing stage -- which in most other, though more industrialised,
countries involves a return to the labour force -- would be most advisable.
Given the likely trends in clerical employment, education and training in
conventional office skills or related types of employment, would quickly
become redundant for older married women wishing to return to work.

Summary of Main Findings: Provision, Allocation, Choice

1. The "Take-Up" of Subjects by Girls and Boys

Throughout our discussion of take-up we have emphasised the point that
the overall take-up of a subject is the net result of the effects of at least three
variables: Provision, Allocation and Choice. Thus, not only may rates of
take-up vary according to sex and school type, but so may the relative
importance of these three factors in contributing to this rate. The take-up of
Leaving, Intermediate and Group Certificate subjects was analysed using
various data sets, examining take-up rates at the national level, the school
level, and school sector level (secondary, vocational, community/com-
prehensive):

(a) Historical changes in national rates of subject take-up by each sex
over the recent past were examined in detail in Chapter 4;

(b) current sex differences in take-up at a national level were described
in detail according to school type, in Chapter 5;

(c) variations in the rate oftake-up ofspecific Leaving Cert. Science and
Honours Maths subjects were examined at an individual school level
in Chapters 7,8 and 9.

In examining contemporary levels of subject take-up in both the junior and
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senior cycles, we have seen that there are considerable differences in these
levels between subjects, between schools and between the sexes. Indeed, we
have seen that not only do particular subjects show sex differences in their
rates of take-up, but also that these sex differences may vary, depending on
what type ofschool one is analysing. Broadly one can distinguish between two
types ofsubject displaying sex biases in rates of take-up. On the one hand are
those subjects which are always biased in take-up in favour of one sex,
regardless of school type. The amount of sex bias in the take-up of these
subjects may vary depending on whether we are examining rates of take-up in
secondary vocational or community/comprehensive schools, but the direction
of their bias is always constant. Stated in the order of this "male bias"; the
Technical subjects, Hons. Maths, Applied Maths, Inter. Cert. Science and
Leaving Cert. Physics are all "male" subjects; and Home Economics, Music,
Art, and German are consistent "female" subjects. All of these subjects
showing a consistent "sex bias" do so either because of a consistency across
school types in their provision/allocation biases, or individual pupils have
such consistent biases in their choices that they override any contrary provision
arrangements. Despite this overall consistency, however, there is wide varia-
tion from individual school to individual school in the provision and allocation
arrangements for these subjects to girls and boys, as well as apparent school
influence on pupil choices, with some schools, as a result, showing minimal
sex differences in take-up even in the most "sex typed" subjects.

On the other hand are those subjects such as Inter. Cert. Commerce and
the Leaving Cert. Commerce subjects-- Accounting, Economics and Business
Organisation -- which, although showing sex bias in their rates of take-up,
display a different direction to this bias, depending on school type. Thus, as
we noted in Chapter 5, these Commerce subjects tend to be associated with
girls in vocational schools but with boys in secondary schools. This bias in
vocational schools is due in large part to the specific allocation policies pursued
in these schools, where Commerce and the Commerce subjects are often
timetabled as an imp[icit "girls’" alternative to the "boys’" Technical subjects.
The conclusion that we drew from these findings in Chapter 5 was that schools
can be seen to influence the rates of take-up ofsubjects; indeed, in the case of
subjects like Commerce which fail to show a consistent pattern of sex bias, it
appears to be primarily school factors rather than pupil choice, that determine
the extent of this bias. Elsewhere, however, the relative importance of these
three factors is less obvious, and most of our subsequent research involved
gauging this importance.

A further aspect of take-up differences, however, should be mentioned here:
that is, as a cohort of pupils passes through the post-primary system, sex
differences in subject take-up become more marked. For example, Table 10.1



Table 10. h Percentage of Inter. Cert. Survey Respondents Taking Certain Subjects in their 1st, 2nd and Inter. Cert. years in Single Sex and
Coed Schools

Ist),ear 2nd year 3rd year

Boys in Girls in Boys in Girls in Boys in Girls in Boys in Girls in Boys in Girls in Boys in Girls in

Boys" Girls’ Coed Coed Boys’ Girls’ Coed Coed Boys’ Girls’ Coed
Coed

Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools Schools

O44.0" O64.4 O60.5

Maths 99.6 99.5 99.7 99.6 H 55.2* H 34.9 H 36.6 H 32.3 H 53.6 H27.7

Science 97.9 68.9 94.6 79.5 97.4 57. I 89. I 72.9

Commerce 66.3 60.3 40.4 66.5 62.7 55.0 33.5 62.4

Home Econ. 3.1 71.5 9.6 81.8 0.6 58.8 1.8 76.3
Mech. Draw. 28.4 1.4 57.5 9.3 23.1 0.1 56.0 1.2
Woodwork 16.0 0.5 64.9 7.1 l 1.5 0.1 53.9 0.9
Metalwork 3.5 0.9 39.9 5.2 2.0 0. I 34.0 0.8

Z

96.2 54.2 84.5 70.8
57.8 53.5 32.7 58.8 x

0.2 56.3 0.2 72.8 o
22.9 0.1 54.7 0.9 ~"I-I
10.9 0.0 50.7 0.6

1.9 0.1 33.0 1.4

O66.9 O45.6 O71.6 O65.1 O68.8
H 32.0 H30.4

*O = Ordinary Level; H = Higher Level.
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shows, that, among our Inter. Cert. sample, sex differences in the percentages
of boys and girls taking the subjects listed increased in both single sex and
coeducational schools, as they moved from first through to third year (although
it is interesting to note that, while this trend occurred in Commerce, the
direction of the sex bias was towards boys in single sex schools and towards
girls in coed schools). And in the most sex-typed subjects-- Technical Subjects
and Home Economics -- although a small proportion (less than 10 per cent)
of boys and girls took the subjects in first year, they had dropped them by
second year.

In the move from junior to senior cycle, this widening of sex differences
continues. For example, Table 10.2 shows that of those who obtained a C or
better in Inter. Cert. Higher Maths, a very much lower percentage of girls
than of boys in our Leaving Cert. sample, went on to take Leaving Cert.
Higher Maths. These sex differences, however, are less pronounced in coed
than between single sex schools.

Table 10.2: Percentage of Male and Female Leaving Cert. Respondents who Obtained C+ in
Inter. Cert. Higher Maths, Who were Currently doing Honours Maths for the Leaving Cert., in

Single Sex and Coed Schools

% of respondents who got grade C+ % of those with C+ in IC Higher

in IC Higher Maihs Maths now taking Leaving Cert.
Honours Maths

Boys 38.5 61.9
Girls 16.5 13.6
Coed Boys 19.8 52. |
Coed Girls 15.3 31.4

In Table 10.3 we see much the same pattern is evident in the Leaving Cert.
Sciences. Taking only those pupils who obtained a C or better at Inter. Cert.
Science, a much higher percentage of boys than of girls went on to take
Leaving Cert. Physics and Leaving Cert. Chemistry. Again, single sex schools
show the greatest overall sex difference, with coed schools showing only a
small difference in Chemistry. In Biology, coed schools again show less sex
difference but this time the subject is taken by a higher percentage of girls
than of boys.
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Table 10.3: Percentage of Male and Female Leaving Cert. Respondents with C+ in Inter. Cert.
Science who were Currently Taking Physics, Chemistry and Biology for Leaving Cert. in Single

Sex and Coed Schools

C+ in IC Science % of Those with % of Those with % of Those with

(% of Total) C+ now Taking C+ now Taking C+ now Taking
Physics Chem. Biology

Boys            68.8 43.4 46.9 40.2
Girls 38.8 7.8 32.0 85.5
Coed Boys 56.9 29.6 29.9 49.4
Coed Girls 45.7 6.3 22.4 82.7

Perhaps the major finding to emerge from our analysis of the effects of
Provision, Allocation and Choice in determining sex differences in the rates of
subject take-up was that, for most of the subjects analysed, although sex
differences in Provision and Allocation were often great they tended to be less
pronounced than sex differences in the true rates of pupil choice. Furthermore,
for individual subjects the importance of these factors could vary widely, so
that in some subjects such as Leaving Cert. Biology, Provision factors play
only a minor role, whereas in, for example, Leaving Cert. Technical Drawing,
provision is of major importance. Figure 10.1 shows, graphically, the relative
importance of each of these factors for each sex in determining the overall
take-up of six Leaving Certificate and five Inter Cert. subjects among our
sample. It also permits a ready comparison between the sexes of the effects of
these factors.

In the following sections we shall return to our model of Provision, Allocation
and Choice to summarise, in each area, those findings which are of chief
importance in relation to policies that might he pursued to attain greater sex
equality in subject take-up.
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Higher
Maths

Figure I 0.1 : Bar charts showing overall rates of provision, allocation and choice among both
sexes for five Inter and six Leaving Certificate subjects

Inter. Cert. Subjects." (percentages based on Inter. Cert. Sample):
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Leaving Cert. Subjects: (percentages based on Leaving Cert. Sample)."
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2. Provision
In Chapter 6 we dealt with some of the variations in the school provision of

subjects. The junior cycle curricula of schools show less variation than the
senior cycle; at the former level there is a core of subjects common to most
schools, including Science, Commerce, History/Geography, French; but there
are then other subjects such as Home Economics, Technical subjects, Art and
Music, whose occurrence in the curriculum is much less common across
schools, and which lead to variation between schools and school types.

Our analysis, in Chapter 6, concerned itself chiefly with the senior cycle
where greater variation is present. Here we found that quite wide variations
in curricular provision between schools could be explained only moderately
by variables such as school size, location, age, composition of intake, and so
forth. We did find, however, that there were six basic curricular types within
our sample ofpost-primary schools: one which was associated with vocational
schools, another with community/comprehensive schools, and the remaining
four with secondary schools, two (clusters 2 and 6) being made up primarily
of boys’ schools, and two (clusters 1 and 3) being largely girls’ schools. We
suggested then that these clusters reflect not only differences in the environ-
mental constraints on schools (that is, those factors largely outside the control
of school management) but also differences in the policies pursued by school
decision makers. For example, the fact that there is a particular curriculum
associated with vocational schools which is distinct from other types ofschool
curricula, indicates substantial agreement across the VECs regarding the kind
ofsubjects that vocational schools should offer. The curriculum of a particular
vocational school will thus differ from that offered by a secondary, or a
comprehensive, school even if, in terms of their intake, size, location, age, and
so on, the two schools are similar. Vocational and community/comprehensive
schools each have clearly distinct curricula; however, this is not true of
secondary schools as a category.

We argued that curricular variations are due largely to policy decisions and
we attempted to locate the level at which these decisions are made. In the case
of vocationa[ and community/comprehensive schools decisions about the
curriculum appear to be the product of a general consensus within these
respective sectors regarding the goals of vocational and commu-
nity/comprehensive schools and what curricula are appropriate to achieve
them. On the other hand, while there are a number of independent schools
whose curricula are clearly the product of decisions taken by the local Prin-
cipal/Manager, the religious orders appear to play a variable role in deter-
mining the curricula of the individual schools under their control. For example,
in Christian Brothers’ schools there is a common curricular principle; they
have what we described as instrumental curricula: highly specialised, in
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Science, Commerce, or, in Technical subjects, with relatively little choice
offered to pupils. On the other hand, in the largest female order -- the Mercy
-- there is less evidence of centralised planning of curricular goals, and the
Principals of these schools report very high levels of autonomy in decision
making.

In examining school provision differences between boys’ and girls’ second-
ary schools, we noted that for girls’ schools Principals in genera[ have, in their
own view, high levels of autonomy relative to that enjoyed by the Principals
of boys’ or even coeducational secondary schools. The senior cycle curricula
of boys’ schools are more specia[ised and narrower than those of girls, which
tend to be broader, less specialised, and to afford a wider range of subject
choice, even when we allow for differences in school size. Such differences are
reflected at other levels in our model of provision, allocation and choice, as we
shall see. In general, however, we can say that boys’ education is more heavily
guided -- in terms of choices that pupils are allowed to make -- than is girls’,
to whom much more freedom ofchoice is offered.

Taking the two most distinct and most usual school types for our purposes
-- boys’ secondary and girls’ secondary schools-- they have distinct curricula,
distinct organisational characteristics and a distinct ethos. Boys’ schools tend
to be smaller; highly specialised in Science, Hons. Maths and Commerce
subjects; have a high achievement ethos shared by parents and teachers, but
where teachers are, in general, relatively less important than parents. Girls’
schools, on the other hand, have much less specialised or broader curricula,
with less Science and Commerce but more Languages and Accomplishment
subjects. They have generally lower levels of achievement ethos but have
teachers who are relatively more important than in boys’ schools in affecting
pupils’ choices and aspirations.

Provision differences between secondary schools -- both in the size of the
curriculum and in the provision of Science subjects -- are closely related to
size of school, as one would expect. But in neither case does school size explain
more than half the.variance in overall provision levels, less than one-third in
the case of Science subjects. Besides size the main social class characteristic of
the school’s pupil intake; whether the school was a boys’, girls’ or coed school;
as well as the religious order running the school, had independent influences
on curricular size and direction. But even taking all these environmental and
formal organisational characteristics into consideration it became quite clear
that a lot of freedom still existed for individual Principals, or decision-making
coalitions within schools, to determine their curricular priorities -- partic-
ularly in schools where pupil (and teacher) numbers were increasing rapidly.
It is clear from our results that some schools used these expanding opportun-
ities innovatively and consciously, while others failed to capitalise on such
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resource additions. So that in the expansion of pupil/teacher numbers over
the decade from 1968 to 1978, although certain circumstantial factors (original
size of school, correcting original deficits in the curriculum, changes from
single sex to coed schools, the demanding attentions of a middle class clientele,
etc.) had significant influences in curricular expansion or development, some-
what over half of the variance remains unexplained. We have proposed that
much of this residual is explainable as the result of individual schoo! innova-
tiveness in decision making.

Similarly the encouragement of Science specialisation by pupils, implicit in
increased provision by schools over the 1968-78 decade, is clearly realised in
boys’ schools, but is not to the same extent in girls’ schools. And it is also clear
that in girls’ schools contrary curricular objectives have greater consequences
on take-up rates of Scien~ze and Hons. Maths: expansion in Commerce and
Accomplishment subjects particularly has negative effects on Science speci-
alisation by girls.

3. Allocation
At the senior cycle, the most important aspect of school allocation policies

concerns the academic prerequisites, as we termed them, that schools establish
for those pupils wishing to choose particular subjects. We showed in Chapter
5 that, although these prerequisites for subjects such as Physics, Higher
Maths, Chemistry, and so on, show little difference between boys’ and girls’
schools, in general a h]gher proportion of girls than of boys, who might
otherwise be in a position to choose these subjects, is lost through this aspect
of allocation. "]’his is largely because oftlic higher proportion of girls who have
not sat for the required Inter. Cert. subject. This is most marked in the case
of the technical subjects where, because girls are not allocated to Inter. Cert.
TD, Woodwork and Metalwork, they cannot meet the prerequisites for the
senior cycle equivalents of these subjects. Thus, junior cycle allocation has
clear effects on senior cycle options. A less extreme case is Science in the junior
cycle, where 80 per cent of boys, but only 20 per cent of girls, are obliged to
take the subject; no boys but 13 per cent of girls are not allowed to take the
subject, and the remainder of each sex (20 per cent of boys, 66 per cent of
girls) are given the option. The basis for this differential allocation is that low
ability girls in single sex schools are not given the opportunity to do Science,
whereas low ability boys in single sex schools are. Even among high ability
girls, Science is often an option, as opposed to boys (often of all ability levels)
among whom it is obligatory.

Indeed, allocation practices are of greater consequence at the junior than
the senior cycles in determining rates of take-up, but, because these junior
cycle subjects are often prerequisites of certain senior cycle subjects, these
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allocation differences at junior cycle have consequences that extend beyond
Inter. Cert. In Chapter 5 we analysed allocation differences in five Inter. Cert.
subjects, and we found major allocauon differences in four of them; we have
already mentioned Science and MD, but allocation differences are also found
in Home Economies and Commerce. Home Economics is often allocated to
girls in coeducational schooJs but not to boys; while in Commerce, there are
two sources ofsex difference. On the one hand, in vocational and community/
comprehensive schools, Commerce is often either allocated or placed as an
ahernative in a set of 0ptions, to the Technical subjects; while, on the other
hand, in boys’ schools, Commerce may be allocated according to ability
(which less commonly occurs in girls’ schools) such that low and moderate
ability boys are offered or allocated the subject, while high ability boys are not.

In general, if we examine allocation policies at junior cycle level, we see
that boys are more likely to be required to take subjects as part of the core
than are girls, a greater proportion of whom are allowed to choose their
subjects as part of an option package. We have already given the example of
Science, but, if one examines Table 5.14 it can be seen that, of Science,
Commerce, Home Economics and Mech. Drawing (MD). in all but Home
Economics a greater percentage of boys than girls are obliged to take the
subject.

4. Choice
We defined our notion of a true rate of choice in Chapter 5, where we also

showed that the sex differences in choice, at least for the seven Leaving Cert.
subjects we analysed, were greater than the sex differences in provision or
allocation. However, Table 5.11 shows that in subjects such as Technical
Drawing choice is a minor factor (compared with the other two) in determining
the overall rates of take-up for either sex, while in History and Biology true
rates ofsubject choice are roughly equal between the sexes (the sex difference
here is greater than for provision or allocation simply because in these latter
two there are virtually no sex differences).

In the junior cycle, choice is less important, especially for boys, and
allocation differences and provision factors (in Home Economics and Mechan-
ical Drawing (MD) among the subjects we analysed) are correspondingly of
greater weight. However, as Table 5.17 shows, rates of choice are sex biased,
particularly in Home Economics and MD.

In Chapter 9 we dealt with true rates of choice at some length, in examining
factors influencing the choice of Higher Maths, Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. These subjects were chosen because, as we showed in Chapter 5, the
true rate of choice is both important in determining the rate oftake-up ofeach
sex, and is itself markedly sex biased in Higher Maths, Physics and Chemistry.
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Biology was included as a subject in which, in contrast to the others, girls’
take-up is proportionately higher than boys’. ".’c : ’ ¯ ., "

Analysing what factors influemfed those who chosc:’or did:nbt-i:h6ose:each
of these subjects, when offered the opportunity, we foufld three factors to be
common to both boys and girls. These were their level of examination
performance in the Inter. Cert. (IGPA), their aspirations (particularly whether
or not they aspired to a third-level Science course) and their attitudes towards
the particular subject and to Maths and Science in general. Beyond this,
however, we found that these variables bad differing effects on each sex, and
that certain additional variables influenced one sex but not another. An
example of the latter was the clear effect that the level of pupils’ perception of
teacher expectations had on the girls’ probability of choosing Higher Maths.
This variable had no effect among boys (Chapter 9). Despite the significant
sex differences in other values and attitudes described in Chapter 2, these
variables added little to the explanation of differences between takers and
non-takers of senior cycle Science subjects once the above variables bad been
controlled for.

The crucial question from the point of view of the research pursued here
related to whether or not schools could influence these true rates of choice,
since much of our earlier discussion (for example, in Chapter 5, and the

" discussion of the relationship between curricular change in the Science subjects
and changes in the take-up of these subjects, in Chapter 9) indicated that any
increase in the rate of take-up of these subjects among girls would depend
very heavily on an increase in the girls’ true rate of subject choice. In the
concluding part of Chapter 9 we demonstrated that schools (specifically,
aspects of schools’ ethos) could influence those variables which, in turn,
influence the probability of a girl choosing a particular Leaving Cert. Science
subject, but this school effect was, though statistically significant, quite mod-
erate. It was particularly clear that teachers’ expectations/support was an
important independent influence on girls’ choice of Science subjects -- and
that such "teacher effects" were mediated by schools.

Since the level of performance of pupils is also influenced by such school
organisation factors (Madaus, Kel~eghan et alia, 1979, Rutter et alia, 1979);
and individual performance levels are closely related to pupil choice (Chapter
9) it is clear that schools as corporate units can have independent though, it
appears, moderate influences on subject choice patterns.

It is clear also from many intervention programmes carried out in the US
and Britain that the subject attitudes and aspirations of pupils and teachers
are open to intervention. Some of these studies will be reviewed in the final
chapter where we will examine some strategies ofintervention which might be
put into practice were one to attempt to change subject choice patterns -- the
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crucial variable, as we have shown, which affects differential subject take-up
ra.tes. Before we do that, however, we need to review the role of the Career
Guidance Counsellors in schools -- a role which one might expect to be closely
related to subject choices.

5. The Role of the Career Guidance Counsellor
In this section of the paper we shall turn our attention to the role of the

Career Guidance Counsellor in influencing both pupil choice and the organ-
isation of the curriculum; in other words, the packaging of options, the
allocation of pupils to classes and their choice ofsubjects. We use three sources
of data here: first, the results of the interviews we carried out with Guidance
Counsellors; si:cond, those parts ofthe interviews with Principals which related
to the Guidance Counsellor’s role; thirdly, the responses of the Leaving Cert.
pupils to their interviews.

Of our sample of 95 post-primary schools, 68 had one or more Guidance
Counsellors. Three of these 68 schools had more than one Counsellor. Of the
68 Guidance Counsellors interviewed 45 were ex-quota.

As Appendix Table 10.7 shows, only about an eighth of guidance teachers
were entirely exempted from class teaching; the great majority teaching
between one and ten hours per week. They spend relatively little time on
administrative work, almost a half spending none. But almost 3 out of 4 spend
more than ten hours per week on guidance duties. Those who spend least time
on guidance tend to be ex-quota. Appendix Table 10.8 shows that in those
schools in which some selection of students for entry takes place, over half of
Guidance Counsellors are not involved at all, though 40 per cent have an
important role in this respect. This division between those heavily involved
and those not involved may depend upon such factors as whether or not a
remedial teacher is present to whom this duty may be transferred. Much the
same may account for the distribution of responses to the question dealing
with involvement in the allocation of pupils to first year classes. Here again
there is a bunching of responses at both ends of the distribution. Involvement
in allocation at higher levels is, as Appendix Table 10.8 shows, much less.

There is little evidence of any high degree of involvement of Guidance
Counsellors in planning the structure of classes at any level -- that is, in
deciding on the number and structure (whether streamed or banded, etc.) of
classes. The majority (between a halfand three-quarters) have no involvement
or only a minor involvement, while around one-third claim a greater degree
of involvement than this, as Appendix Table 10.9 shows.

If we turn now to the involvement of Guidance Counsellors in subject
allocation and choice we see from Appendix Tables 10.10 to 10.11 that they
play almost no role in timetabling and a large proportion have no involvement
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in setting up the option packages in the school; although at Leaving Certificate
just under half have a significant involvement though they are not the main
person involved.

It is in helping pupils to choose subjects that the guidance teachers have
high levels of involvement, although this is very marked only at the Leaving
Cert. level. A surprisingly high percentage of Guidance Counsellors claim to
have no involvement in subject choice at first year and Inter. Cert. level
(Appendix Table 10.13) but over 80 per cent are highly involved at senior
cycle level. But in the choice of jobs and careers (Appendix Table ]0.14) the
Guidance Counsellor appears to be the main person involved at all levels --
indeed in some schools Guidance Counsellors appear to organise what almost
amounts to a placement service for school leavers.

Another aspect of the Guidance Counsellor’s role which is very important
is that of personal counselling. Between 70 and 80 per cent claim either
significant or main involvement in personal counselling (Appendix Table
10.18): much more important than the junior cycle advisory role or that in
any of the pupil or subject selection and allocation decisions within the school;
and almost as important as that of the senior cycle subject advisory functions.
It is substantially less important, however, than the involvement with occu-
pational choice at all levels.

The picture that we build up from these tables ofthe Guidance Counsellor’s
own perception of his/her job shows a high degree of involvement in personal
counselling (at all levels in the school) and in helping pupils choose jobs
regardless ofwhen they leave school. Involvement in helping in subject choice
is relatively low until senior cycle, and involvement in option packaging and
determining what subjects are offered, and in the selection of pupils for entry
and the allocation ofpupils to classes, is modest. In timetabling and the design
of classes, Career Guidance Counsellors generally play little part. Although
there is clearly a considerable amount of variation between schools, the role
of the Guidance Counsellors seems to allow relatively little involvement in
policy decisions or in planning, but rather more involvement in the practical-
ities of job selection by pupils and personal counselling. Asked which classes
in the school obtained most help, 73 per cent of Guidance Counsellors said
either the fifth or sixth year classes or both.

According to the interviews with Career Guidance Counsellors they spend,
on average, 15 hours each week on guidance, 1.6 hours on administration and
7 hours on teaching. There is a good deal ofvariation, however, in the number
of hours available to Guidance Counsellors for the different types of work.
Appendix Table 10.19 59 examines the effect of the number of hours available
~Variables measuring degree of involvement, in decision making, subjec( choice, job choice, persona~
counselling and pastoral care -- while no~ strictly interval scales -- are correlaled wilh number of hours
On guid~iflCC~ eIC,~ HS a lneall$ ofsummarlslnS the Irends present.
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for each task on the degree of involvement of the Guidance Counsellor with
subject and job choice and personal counselling as well as in decision making
in the school.

Turning first to involvement in school decision making, this seems to be a
function of the Guidance Counsellor’s duties as a teacher and to a lesser extent
as all administrator -- rather than being linked to the role of counselling per
se. Thus, the greater the teaching responsibilities of the Counsellor the greater
the involvement in decisions made by the school. The negative correlations
between number of hours spent on guidance and involvement in school
curricular or allocational decision making (although only the correlation with
involvement in decisions to change admission policy is significant) very clearly
indicates that the roles are not seen as complementary: the negative correlation
being due to the fact that both variables are related to the extent of teaching
duties within the school --greater involvement in teaching corresponds with
less involvement in counselling and more involvement in school decision
making.

We can see from Appendix Table 10.13 thatthe Guidance Counsellor is
highly involved in helping pupils to choose subjects at Leaving Cert. level and
it is at this level also that teaching responsibilities most reduce the Guidance
Counsellor’s involvement. On the other hand, while the Counsellor tends to be
the main person involved in belping pupils decide on jobs or careers at all
levels (Appendix Table 10.14) only involvement at Leaving Cert. level is
reduced by high teaching responsibilities. Thus, the extra time available to
Guidance Counsellors with few teaching responsibilities seems to be used to
help pupils choose subjects and decide on careers at the Leaving Cert. level.
As teaching hours go up, therefore, involvement in subject and job counselling
goes down at Leaving Cert. level. Personal counselling, as we can see in
Appendix Table 10.18 is another significant responsibility of most Guidance
Counsellors. In this instance, however, involvement is reduced at all levels as
the burden of teaching duties on the Counsellor increases. In schools which
have a pastoral care programme, the Guidance Counsellors’ involvement
seems to be related to administrative rather than guidance or teaching duties.6°

In summary, the Guidance Counsellor with low teachit)g or administrative
responsibilities tends not to be very involved in school decision-making but
tends to have a greater than average involvement in helping pupils to choose
subjects and decide on careers at Leaving Cert. level and a greater than
average involvement in personal counselling at all levels. Any discussion of
the "effectiveness" of Guidance Counselling must take into account the fact

~While longitudinal data would be necessary to assert with certainty that, e.g., the Guidance Counsellor
would be more involved in personal counselling it the teaching duties were lighter, the present cross-
sectional data do sugg~t that this might be the case.
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that few Counsellors are totally free of teaching or administrative responsibil-
ities and that these latter can curtail both the time available for, and the
degree of involvement in, work considered the main function of the Guidance
Counsellor.

If we now turn to the Principal’s views of the Career Guidance Counsellor’s
role, these concur largely with the Guidance Counsellor’s own perceptions.
For example, in only nine per cent of schools with Guidance Counsellors was
the latter the main person who decided on timetabling. In helping pupils
decide on Inter. Cert. subjects, the Guidance Counsellor had an important
role in 54 per cent of schools where this was relevant, in 13 per cent of cases
being the only teacher so involved. At the senior cycle, however, the Guidance
Counsellor was important in subject choice in 90 per cent of schools, being the
only teacher involved in 26 per cent of schools. Finally, in occupational choice,
the Guidance Counsellor appears in almost all cases to be the crucial figure.

Finally, we turn to pupils’ perceptions of the importance of the Guidance
Counsellor in helping them to decide on jobs and careers: these results are
shown in Appendix Tables 10.15 to 10.17 and refer only to those schools where
a Guidance Counsellor is present and where the question is relevant (for
example, we exclude from Table 10.15 those schools which offer no subject
choice at Inter. Cert.). We must also note that these are the perceptions of
Leaving Cert. pupils. We have already seen that Guidance Counsellors’ efforts
are concentrated on such pupils.

At Inter. Cert., in helping pupils decide on subjects, the Guidance Coun-
sellor is relatively unimportant; being perceived by both sexes as less important
than ordinary teachers in the school or than friends, and substantially less
important than parents, particularly mothers (see Appendix Table 10.15).
Only the school Principal was clearly perceived as being of less importance.
Such a finding would not surprise us, given that we have already seen that
Career Guidance Counsellors themselves allocate more of their time to the
senior cycle, and consider themselves to play a greater role in pupils’ decisions
at senior level than earlier in the school.

At senior cycle the Career Guidance Counsellor is perceived as the most
important figure within the school in helping pupils choose subjects, although
for girls the ordinary subject teachers are almost as important (Appendix
Table 10.16). For both sexes, however, parents are the most important figures,
with the mother, on average, of more importance than the father.

It is, however, in the area of job selection and decision making that the
importance of career guidance comes to exceed markedly that of the other
teachers (Appendix Table 10.17). Almost half of the pupils claim to have
discussed jobs with the Guidance Counsellor "quite a lot". Even here, how-
ever, the Guidance Counsellor is of rather less importance in this respect than
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parents or friends; the latter being particularly important among girls. Of
course, such figures reveal nothing of the quality of information given to pupils
by these different contacts; it is reasonable to suppose that, in the area of job
selection, Guidance Counsellors are much better informed than parents or
friends. In all the three areas dealt with in Appendix Tables 10.15 to 10.17
girls perceive all significant others as more important than do boys.

In summary then, we may point initially to the quite wide variance that
exists in the role of the Guidance Counsellor. For example, while in most
schools Guidance Counsellors play a minor part in school management
decisions, there are notable exceptions. Such variation appears to be related
more closely to their teaching and administrative roles within the school and
to characteristics of the school’s own organisation; for example, some schools
may give greater management responsibility to staff than others. Thus, we
should emphasise that the picture of the Guidance Counsellor’s role which we
present here is an average around which considerable variation occurs.

In general (and all our data sources agree On this) there are three main
areas in which Guidance Counsellors operate: personal counselling; helping
pupils choose jobs or careers; and helping with subject choice in the senior
cycle. They appear to play only minor roles, if any, in the broader policy
decisions of the school -- relating to option packaging, timetabling and so
forth. Similarly they do not appear to be very involved in subject choice at the

junior cycle levels.



CHAPTER 11

Policy Implications

Introduction
Our main objective in this report was to describe the nature and extent of

sex differences in curricular provision and subject choice in Irish post-primary
schools and to identify the main influences affecting this. We were not asked
to evaluate alternative programmes of intervention to change that situation,
although we were requested to isolate where and how the most useful and
effective interventions might be made to that end. Although this is, therefore,
primarily a research report the policy recommendations presented in this
chapter follow from, or are based upon, our main research findings. As such
they are an outline of policies rather than a set of specific policy blueprints
which have been fully evaluated and costed.

Our aim in this chapter, therefore, is first to briefly summarise those areas
of s~:hooling practice where interventions might be made if we wished to
significantly increase the proportion ofgirls taking Higher Matbs, Science and
Technical subjects at the junior and senior cycle levels and the proportion of
boys taking subjects like Home Economics, Art and Music. Our second aim
is to suggest what kinds of interventions would be most effective in reducing
the sex differences in the take-up of these subjects. In some cases, before one
could come to clear-cut recommendations, a further stage in policy develop-
ment is required: the institution ofpilot programmes ofintervention to evaluate
which of a series of possible interventions would be most effective.

In our analysis, for practical reasons, we accepted as given the current
subject boundaries and syllabi. However, it is clear that altering the syllabus
of a subject can have substantial effects on sex differences in take-up; as the
mid-1960s change from Drawing to Mechanical Drawing and Art, or the
dropping of Elementary Mathematics, clearly demonstrated (see Chapter 4).
Hence, sex equality in education may require sy[labus revision in order to rid
subjects of those areas that, while not of crucial importance in strict syllabus
terms, serve to demarcate the subject as a "boy’s" or "girl’s" subject. For
example, it may only be via syllabus revision that some form of core junior
cycle programme could come about, which would allow all pupils access to
the central areas of Language and Literature, Cultural, Technical, Scientific,
Mathematical and General "life skills" (Home Economics) knowledge. The
main syllabus problems arise in a few sex stereotyped subjects: Technical

304
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subjects, Hons. Maths, Physics, Home Economics and so oil. No published
work exists in Ireland on syllabus bias, on textbook bias, or on examination
bias in any of these subjects. But their structure and content is unlikely to be
any different to the situation in the US, France, the UK, and Scandinavia
where many studies have shown significant sex bias in these subject areas (see
review in Chapter 1 .) This area, in our view, requires urgent attention by the
Curriculum and Examinations Board envisaged by the Minister, and by the
syllabus review committees.

Besides the content of subjects, the boundaries of subjects are equally impor-
tant -- particularly applied subjects, like Home Economics or Technical
subjects, which are not based on unitar5, disciplines at third level. "Hand-
crafts", "Homecrafts", aesthetic and general "living skills" subjects appear
now to contain many elements which maximise their traditional sex role
associations¯ Need this be so? Some of the associated content of these subjects
deserves close attention. At present in Metalwork or Woodwork classes, for
instance, where heavy materials have to be manipulated by pupils, many
teachers see them as too onerous for girls. This requirement may not be at all
essential to modern Woodworking, Metalwork or applied Engineering work
outside the classroom (see Council &Europe, 1982; Byrne, 1978 (b)). For the
purpose of this research, these questions were regarded as beyond our brief.
There appear, however, to be some inbuilt elements of sex role stereotyping
in the Technical and Home Economics (Inter. Cert. and General) courses
that require attention¯ However, for our purposes we focus on sex differences
in the provision of subjects, in the allocation of subjects, and in the choice of
subjects, as these are currently defined¯

The Objectives of Policy
These policy proposals are being made witbin the context of government

commitments to equal opportunity between the sexes made in the While Paper
on Educational Development (1980), the commitments to the Council of Europe
proposals (in 1979), and explicitly contained in the resolution of the EEC
Council of Ministers of Education (in 1976) which committed all EEC govern-
ments to equality of opportunity in all forms of education. The White Paper
(1980) recognised the need to ensure that: "equal opportunities for education
and training and, hence, career choice are available for girls"¯ .. particularly
¯ . . "opportunities to follow approved courses in Mathematics and related
subjects which are of growing importance in a technological society’~ (Ibid.
para. 7.21).

The objective being proposed above is that of equality of access to subject
areas. Of course, such equality in formal access to non-traditional, sex-typed
subjects is an essential prerequisite for reducing inequalities; but unless it is
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accompanied by changes in the attitudes, expectations and supportive behav-
iour of teachers, parents, peers and the pupils themselves, only minor changes
in the take-up of non-traditional subjects -- like Technical subjects by girls,
or Home Economics by boys -- will occur (see Chapters 5 and 9).

In other words formal access to subjects needs to be accompanied by a
strongly supportive school environment if girls or boys are to make such
non-traditional choices and perform to their capacities in subjects that have
become largely sex stereotyped. If the ultimate objective of policy, therefore,
is to effect a significant reduction of inequality in the take-up of these subjects
by boys and girls, then some crucial supportive changes are also necessary in
the way individual subjects are provided and allocated, changes in the rela-
tionship between teachers and pupils, and changes in the self attitudes and
aspirations of pupils themselves -- particularly of girls’ attitudes to Maths
and Science and Technical subjects and in their own level of academic self
confidence.

This view of curricular innovation at a school level may suggest that such
organisational and attitudinal change can only come about under the guidance
ofoutside "experts". However, there are a small number of schools within our
sample, as well as schools known to us outside the sample, which show quite
high levels of non-traditional subject choices -- and examination performance
-- by girls. Such a situation has often been brought about by innovative and
committed school management and teachers, in some cases acting on their
own and without such "expert" help, in other cases with help and advice from
the curricular development centres. Furthermore, some "mixed" vocational
schools have moved away from operating in a coinstitutional tradition and
have become genuine coeducational schools. In man), of these schools it
appears that significant increases in non-traditional subject choices have taken
place.

In this study we take it, therefore, that the objective of policy is to reduce
gender inequalities in the take-up rates of certain subjects, in addition to
instituting formal equality ofopportunity to take these subjects. It is, therefore,
not only a policy of reducing inequalities of provision of subjects to boys and
girls but also one of diffusing or spreading out those effective schooling or
organisational changes from those innovative schools which have succeeded
in significantly reducing these inequalities, through the most effective means
possible. This policy raises two questions:

1. Is there evidence that such reductions in inequality would be to girls’
benefit or, conversely, that gir.ls are handicapped by their low levels of
Maths, Science and Technical :ubjects take-up at present? And, is there
evidence also that boys are handicapped by their low take-up of such
subjects as Home Economics?
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2. Is there evidence that schools can achieve increases in take-up; that is,
can schools go beyond formal equalisation of provision and allocation to
achieve some greater equality oftake-up? -

In regard to the latter there is clear evidence that schools not only can do so
but have actually done so. This question, however, will be dealt with in more
detail later. In regard to the former, we note that the difference in subject
take-up by the sexes relates to much broader differences in the type of
education they receive. It is particularly true of secondary schools that,
especially in the senior cycle, girls’ education is, on average, general -- giving
more subject choice and discouraging subject specialisatioo; whereas boys’
education is more narrow, specialised, with little choice, and with a much
more pronounced bias towards subjects with (assumed) utility in the labour
market.

It is clear from our discussion in Chapters 3 and 10 that traditionally girls’
education was closely linked to a very specific and very segregated labour
market role, but also more broadly to a set of adult family, spousal, childrearing
and more general social and cultural roles which had become very specialised
in the overall division of labour in our society. Indeed, as our society became
more industrialised and urbanised the extent of this sex based division of
labour increased: the distinction between the "husband-provider" economic
role, and the "wife-mother" role widened, although the level of emotional
bonding between the spouses may have significantly increased and the level
of experienced inequality in family power and decision making declined,
(Goode, 1963; Hannah and Katsiaouni, 1977).

It is clear also from our analysis that sex differentiation in our educational
system is very deeply institutionalised: in the ideological and cultural pre-
sumptions underlying the provision ofsubjects and the design of curricu|a by
the different school owning authorities, in the expectations of parents and
teachers, and in the selfdefinitions and educational attitudes and expectations
of the students themselves. However, if this system of conventional sex roles
is so deeply institutionalised -- so widely taken for granted and so deeply
intcrnalised within our personalities -- why should we worry? Particularly
given that girls in our second-level system have significantly higher partici-
pation rates than boys -- and have suffered lower unemployment rates on
leaving school.

In the last chapter, as well as in Chapter 3, we have indicated, however,
that even accepting the legitimacy of the conventional division of labour
between the sexes, there are serious pragmatic grounds for worry about the
continued viability of that pattern and about the type of very general
second-level education being received currently by girls, which places many
of them at a serious lifc-long disadvantage in the labour market and in the
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relationship between work and family roles. We, therefore, have put forward
an urgent case for intervention to change existing patterns of provision,
allocation and choice of subjects at second-level for girls. This case rests
primarily on the following considerations: (i) The degree of sex segregation,
if not sex discrimination, in the labour market restricts women’s medium and
long-term earning capacity and promotion opportunities~ In so far as the very
general second-level education received by girls is presumed to fit them for
these restricted positions in the labour market, it seriously disadvantages them
in competing more widely for positions in that market and in adjusting to
changes in it. (ii) The likely depressing effects of the "microelectronics revo-
lution" on office employment in the 1980s, combined with declining demand
for teachers and ’nurses -- the most popular female professions -- require a
shift in curricular emphasis in so far as the traditional one was based on the
assumption that demand in these occupational outlets would remain’ strong.
(iii) The rapidly increasing participation of younger married women in the
labour force now means that women’s role in the labour market is playing a
more significant part in their adult life. It also means, of course, that fewer
positions in the labour market are being released by the early retirement of
younger married women. Up to 90 per cent of Leaving Certificate girls
interviewed aspired to wife-mother roles in adult life, but half aspired to
combining the maternal role with part-time working. And it is significant that
such variations in career-marriage aspirations are not important discrimina-
tors in girls’ subject choices (Chapter 9). Those with traditional marriage/work
expectations are not any more or less likely to choose these non-traditional
subjects. (ix,) Declining fertility within marriage and much earlier completion
of the childbearing period, combined with the increasing span of post-child-
rearing life, has to be adjusted to by older married women who -- surveys
indicate -- would like to return to the labour force. But they would be at a
considerable disadvantage in doing so given their current educational and
training patterns and likely labour market changes.

On all of these grounds, therefore, we have argued that the presumptions
on which, within very many schools teaching girls, current school curricular
provision, current subject, allocation policies and the associated set of expec-
tations held by school authorities and teachers are organised, require serious
revaluation and change. In particular girls’ educational self attitudes and
their attitudes towards certain crucial subjects need to be changed to fit them
more adequately to the challenges ofmodern life.

Boys’ education on the other hand -- and particularly that of boys in single
sex secondary schools -- has a highly instrumental, achievement-directed
orientation with an emphasis on individualistic and competitive achievement.
Attention to the practicalities of domestic life, to interpersonal relationships
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and to what Tornes(1982) calls the "rationality of caring" is generally lacking.
Given the trends towards less traditional sex-role expectations on the part of
girls ofequivalent status (Table 3.16) and the fact that the more high achieving
boys tend to have the most traditional sex role and familial expectations
(Chapter 9), these deficiencies and the more narrow and more technical
educational patterns for boys may cause problems for them in building and
maintaining happy and satisfying spousal and parental roles and relationships.
The general taken-for-granted, male expectation that the female would do
most of the adaptation to changing work and familial roles is unlikely to be as
often realised in the future as in the past, for many of the reasons given above.
Change in male education to meet these changing demands of work-family-
parental roles appears to us to be as important as that of female adaptation.

The kinds and seriousness of the various disadvantages suffered by boys
and girls depend crucially on social class (see Chapter 3). Working class male
pupils stiffer disproportionately from very earlS, drop-out from post-primau,
school, the consequence of which is their very high-rate of unemployment.
Without the necessary certification they are in a very poor position to enter
any of the skilled trade apprenticeships. And boys’ post-primary education is
far more likely than girls, to "shed" both working class and acadcmically
poorer pupils at an earlier age. Working class girls are far less likcly than
working class boys to drop out early from the system, but those who do arc
similarly disadvantaged in terms of high unemployment. Working class girls
who achieve higher levels ofedncation, however, are likely to find themselves
competing, at some disadvantage, with girls from middle class backgrounds
for places in a restricted range of occupations. These middle class girls
themselves are most seriously disadvantaged, not in their level of education,
but in its type, and in their consequent bunching in a set of intermediate
non-manual and lower professional positions in the labour markct; their
occupational horizons being significantly constricted. Obviously, priorities in
intervemion must take account ofthese different social class positions.

The policy recommendations proposed to correct these deficiencies are
being advanced at a time of severe financial stringency. Man)’_ of the most
important recommendations, however, require little or no increased expend-
iture from public funds. The), are more concerned with changes in the
management and maxim|sat|on of the resources already in the system, being
suggestions for the assignment ofnew or alternative tasks or roles to currently
existing bodies, or changes in the rules of resource allocation. However, some
policy changes do require some funding, but we would argue that even at the
present time it would be necessary to start with some such allocations. A lot
ofwork, however, can be done at relatively little expense.

The adoption of specific policies i or the establishment of priorities
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amongst competing policies -- is ultimately a political decision. Our objective
in the following is to present a number of policy interventions which would,
in our view -- and given the results of our research -- be effective in reducing
sex inequalities in second-level schooling. We would hope that in this, and in
previous chapters, sufficient information and analysis is provided for policy-
makers to ensure that whatever choices are made they will be based on an
accurate and well informed understanding of the existing situation.

These policy recommendations are being made at a number of levels: at a
national curricular policy level; at an individual school management level; at
a pupil-teacher interaction level, and at an individual pupil, or category of
pupil, level. If our objective is to increase the proportion of girls taking
Technical subjects, Honours Maths or Science subjects, for instance, and the
proportion of boys taking "living skills" and aesthetic subjects, the following
policy interventions appear to us to be the most effective ways ofdoing so.

National Policy

(i) School Curricular Policy
There is no effective corporate influence on the curricular policy of secondary

schools which operates at a national level, except the minimal obligatory
curriculum which is laid down by the Department of Education in its Rules and
Programmes.

As we have seen, the different curricular management practices of schools
have resulted in considerable inequalities in both the size of curricula and the
depth ofsubject specialisation provided by schools (see Chapters 6, 7, 8). And
such subject provision differences are closely related to the educational out-
comes of their pupils (Chapter 9). These curricular differences are most
marked amongst secondary schools. Community school and vocational school
Principals have less autonomy in deciding the curriculum of their schools
which show substantially less variation in the type of curriculum outcomes
involved (Tables 6.9 to 6.12). Even controlling for size ofschool and associated
resource implications, substantial differences in school curricular outcomes

.still occur (see Chapters 6 and 7).
Given the importance of such school provision and allocation factors for

pupils’ life chances, the extent of public expenditure on education, the relative
isolation of school Principals (particularly secondar), school Principals) from
each other and from any central curricular advisory body, it would appear
essential to develop some central curricular monitoring and advisor), service
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for school decisionmakers. Indeed, unless some such service is set up it is very
difficult to see how effective curricular developments can be successfully
diffused from curricular development centres or from the minority of innova-
tive schools.

The functions of such a body would be to:

1. Monitor the curricular, subject allocation, and teacher (qualification),
appointment policies of individual schools. This is largely carried out at
the moment for community and vocational schools by VECs and the
relevant sections of the Department of Education. However, outside the
minimal curricular requirements; it is not carried out for secondary
schools. But through the submission of timetables to the Department of
Education, through the registration records of teachers and through
examination records, etc., very detailed information is available for each
school on these issues. Some of those records are used by the inspectora.te
in their consultation with schools. If the current records were computer-
ised and fully analysed, it would provide vital monitoring information
on individual schools to any national curricular body.

2. Act as a curricular promotion and advisory body to individual schools’
decisionmakers, using the detailed nationa[ and individual school cur-
ricular information available; but also have some power to insist upon a
minimal set ofcurricular provisions by individual schools.

3. Link with the teacher and resource allocation sections of the Department
so that those sections ofthe Department act in unison in their relationship
with individual schools, particularly in the areas of the curricula offered
by schools and the qualifications of additional teachers, etc.

Such tasks could be carried out by allocating new functions to existing
sections within the Department of Education. Alternatively a new section
might be established to consolidate those sections already dealing with post-
primary schools. To be effective at a school level, however, such a body would
need the full support of the school teaching bodies-- particularly the secondary
schools; and in reducing inter-school inequalities in these respects, such a
body would require a very close working relationship with school authorities
and teaching bodies as well as the relevant sections ofthe Department.

The Minister for Education proposes to set upa national Curriculum and
Examinations Board which would be widely representative of all second-level
teaching interests, and would have overseeing functions for the development
and balance of the second-level curriculum and co-ordlnate the work of the
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syllabus committees; as well as having responsibility for the modernisation
and diversification of the public examinations (speech by the Minister at the
Association of Secondary Teachers, Ireland (ASTI) Conference, Blarney,
April 5th, 1983). If widely representative and accepted, such a body would
have the necessary legitimacy to influence the sort of"within school" decisions
that need to be made. And to be effective in the deliver5’ of the curriculum at
the individual school or a teacher-pupil level, such a body would need these
kinds of powers in any case. What we would suggest, therefore, is that the
proposed Curriculum and Examinations Board be given the responsibility for
reducing inter-school inequalities in the curriculum and in influencing schools
in their subject allocation policies so as to minimise sex differentiation.

Whether this function is carried out by such a Board or by a section within
the Department, or by some other mechanism, it is difficult to see how else
inter-school inequalities in the delivery of the curriculum -- particularly in
secondary schools -- can be dealt with effectively.

At the moment we would not envisage that additional teacher resources
would be allocated to those schools which have unsatisfactory curricula, except
in a very limited set of circumstances to be mentioned later; and particularly
where these teaching resources had significantly expanded in the 1970s.
However, we would envisage substantial improvement in management advi-
sory services to schools -- so as to maximise the use if resources already
allocated; to encourage co-operation amongst neighbouring schools; and to
give guidance in the correction of weaknesses within the curricula of schools
through specific recruitment and replacement policies.

At the moment Department of Education inspectors appear to have a
minimal function in such curricular developments at an individual school
level; indeed, although we had no detailed information on the subject, the
ordinary school role of the inspectorate appears to have declined substantially
in recent years. Linking a changed inspectorate role -- towards greater
involvement in school curricular and overall school policy -- to that of the
Curricular Board as above would substantially improve this situation. Again
this proposal, we feel, would be highly cost effective in the long run; but to be
effective such a real change would require significant increases in the currently
depleted numbers of inspectors.

To be effective, such policy-making bodies would need very detailed inform-
ation on individual schools’ curricular provision and practice. Much of this
required information is already available, as we have seen, in the Department’s
files. These records are, however, very widely dispersed in different sections
of the Department of Education and almost none of them is computerised.
Consolidated into a central computerised file, and using a standardised
analysis framework for each school, this information could provide vital indices
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of curricular provision, teaching resources and subject/teacher allocation
practices, as well as pupil take-up rates, etc., for each school in the system.
This would be invaluable information for individual schools as well as for
national curricular planning, particularly as trends could be quickly and
comprehensively picked up. Given that many of the Department’s routine
administrative records, etc., are being computerised in an), case, we are
suggesting that this computerisation be done in ways that allow extraction of
these records in a form that is suitable for both school level and national level
analysis and not exclusively for administrative purposes.

(ii) School Size
Thirty per cent of boys’, 15 per cent of girls’ and 40 per cent of coed

secondary schools have under 250 pupils; over one-fifth of boys’ and coed
secondary schools have under 200 pupils. Since 42 per cent of vocational
schools -- catering mainly for boys -- have under 200 pupils, boys are in fact
more seriously disadvantaged by size-of-school problems than girls. These
small schools with less than 10 teachers, on average, can teach only a
necessarily restricted curriculum. Although’ the number of teachers is only
partial[), predictive of tile range of the curriculum, small school size is,
nevertheless, an inescapable constraint on tile curriculum -- particularly
limiting the extent to which tile school can provide speeialised packages of
subjects -- Science, Commerce, Languages, etc.

These small schools are not generally consequences of location in sparsely
populated areas. In fact less than one-third of non-urban secondary and
vocational schools -- outside the five count), boroughs -- appear to be in
single school catchment areas (White Paper, para. 1.12). Most appear to be
present in catchment areas where one or more secondary schools and a
vocational school are competing with each other for pupils. While a clear case
can be made for additional aid to isolated small schools located in sparsely
populated areas, one cannot justify any extra allocation of resources in cases
where small size is mainly a consequence of the existence of two or three
competing institutions in a small catchment area. Either amalgamation or
co-operation appear to be the best options in these cases. Some successful
examples of such co-operation exist -- as in Rathmore, Co. Kerry; or Balli-
namore, Co. Leitrim; but these are very few, and there have been man),
failures. In the interest of equality of opportunity, the promotion of such co-
operation or amalgamation would be a task suitable for the Curriculum Board
or a reconstituted Development Unit within the Department. In the case of
small isolated schools, where no possibility ofsoMng problems by co-operation
or amalgamation with other schools from the immediate area exist, there
would appear to be an unanswerable case for additional resources.
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(iii) School Management
In our research we have paid particular attention to school management

factors. Although "external constraints" -- those over which management has
no control -- are important determinants of the overall size of the curriculum,
as well as the level of specialised subject provision, there is considerable
management autonomy in determining the curriculum, the categorisation of
pupils, the allocation of subjects and levels to different categories of pupils,
and the nature and effectiveness of timetabling. This is particularly true of
secondary schools (see Chapters 6--8). Some schools, for instance, have
obviously designed their curricula and organised their teaching to maximise
Science and Maths take-up by girls, while other schools -- with roughly the
same resources -- remained with their very general and unspecialised curric-
ulum (see Chapter 6). Nor is the teacher employment policy of schools
necessarily predictive of curricular specialisation. In Maths, for instance,
pupil specialisation depends mainly on how Maths teachers are used, not on
their mere presence in a school (Chapter 8).

Given the significance of such school organisation factors, and the wide
variation that is found, there would appear to be a strong case for comprehen-
sive management training courses for school Principals and other teachers
intimately concerned with managing the schooling process. The complexity
and the importance of the management tasks involved are so great that, given
the evidence of significant differences in school effectiveness (Madaus and
Kelleghan et alia, 1979; Rutter et alia, 1979), it would appear essential to set
up management training courses that are geared towards maximising effec-
tiveness, and that incorporate the most up-to-date information from research
studies. In regard to reducing the levels of sex differentiation in both single
sex and coed schools, school managements play a vital role in the way physical
and teaching resources are allocated and managed. The White Paper (para.
11.6) recognises this need but, from all the indications available, the issue
would need to be treated with greater seriousness and urgency.

Despite substantial curricular changes in the 1970s a.rather high proportion
ofgirls’ schools continue to teach a broad but shallow curriculum; and even
within that curriculum, do not encourage specialisation in Science, Maths or
even Commerce subjects. The comparison of clusters 3 and 6 (Table 6.6) is
particularly relevant in these respects -- both are small scbools having around
300 pupils and with relatively small curricula. But whereas cluster 3 (mainly
girls’) schools provide a broad but shallow curriculum, cluster 6 (mainly
boys’) schools teach a narrower but highly specialised one. However, even
where a much more generous Science/Commerce/Language specialisation is
provided, as in cluster 1 schools, girls are far less likely than boys in the same
kinds ofschools to take up specialist options. However, they are far more likely
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to do so than are girls in other schools.
Given these differences in curricular policy, any school curricular develop-

ment, therefore, must include a major school management advisory role -- on
how to effect a change in a school’s ability to mobilise its resources so as to
increase the take-up of currently unpopular subjects by girls and boys. This
would help to spread the adoption of those curricular and resource mobilisation
policies that a small minority of innovative schools are now successfully
carrying out. We are not, therefore, advocating a policy of providing additional
curricular resources, as such, where deficits exist -- except in the small
number of cases mentioned -- but, given our results, of improving the use of
resources already there or changing the criteria by which additional resources
are allocated.

(iv) Maths Teaching
Maths teaching, though an obligatory subject in second-level schools, has

a much less qualified teaching body than Irish or English -- the other
obligatory subjects. This is particularly so in girls’ schools where only 16 per
cent of teachers have Maths qualifications compared to 31 per cent with
qualifications in English (Table 8. I). As a result, a much higher proportion of
teachers qualified in Science and Commerce in girls’ "schools are involved in
Maths teaching, thus, not only providing a less qualified Maths teaching body
but also depleting the extent of their involvement on their own major subject
(Table 8.2). This weak position of Maths teaching has not changed very much
from the mid-1960s (Investment in Education, 1966, para. 10.14ff.). Given the
importance of Higher Maths -- particularly in the junior cycle -- for senior
cycle Science and Honours Maths specialisation, some means of improving
the situation in girls’ and coed schools -- the most seriously deficient schools
-- appears necessary. We do not have sufficient information from this inves-
tigation to specify which policies would be most effective: release for teachers
with Maths in the first year of their degree course so as to complete the B.A.
or B.Sc. Maths course; inservice training courses; the use of part-time teachers,
etc. Some effective action to improve the situation is ceriainly required.

(v) Allocation Rules and Practices
In many ofthose coed schools which teach Home Economics and Technical

subjects the former is frequently assigned to girls, the latter to boys. In most
mixed vocational schools (14 out of 23) surveyed, explicit exclusionary rules
existed which allocated both Technical subjects to boys and Home Econom-
ics/Commerce subjects to girls. The position in community schools (4 out of
9) and coed secondary schools (7 out of 17) surveyed was slightly better--
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although these differences were not statistically significant*. However, up to
a quarter of vocational schools sampled and over a third of community and
coed secondary schools did not discriminate between the sexes in this way
-- they were genuine coeducational schools. But even in these coeducational
schools, where no such explicit rules exist, the usual practice is to timetable
Technical subjects against Home Economics, Art, Music; or in vocational
schools, commerce subjects. In fact, in almost all the coeducation,’i.l schools
-- whether vocational, secondary or community -- in which such subjects are
taught, such direct timetable clashes occurred. And it is clear fi’om our work
on choice that such practices significantly reduce the probability of girls taking
up Technical or even Science.subjects, even where they may feel inclined to
do so. Such timetabling practices, combined with other aspects ofthe "hidden
curriculum" -- the informal expectations and sanctions ofteachers and peers,
etc. -- are likely, as in Britain (where formal exclusionary rules have been
made illegal) to remain as important constraints on take-up.

Whether as explicit exclusionary rules, as explicit timetabling arrangements
or as implicit assumptions about the appropriate subjects for boys and girls,
it is obvious that such sex differentiation is widely present within the total
system of coinstitutional and coeducational schools. But it is particularly
important in vocational and community schools where Technical and Home
Economics/Commerce options are present. The five groups of subjects, for
instance, from which pupils must choose in the Group Certificate--C0mmerce
(2), Domestic Science, Manual, Rural Science -- to be eligible for an award
of the Group Certificate, tend to formally reinforce sex boundaries ifi subject
take-up, by making it unrewarding and difficult to cross subject category lines.

What we recommend, there]ore, is that such exclusionary rules should be
disallowed and that timetabling practices be changed to encourage rather
than discourage non-traditional options: by leaving subject choices open
initially and subsequently timetabling to maximise "unpopular" choices; by
being supportive of "unpopular" choices; by leaving options open as late as
possible in the junior cycle, etc. A number of schools that have been successful
in encouraging "sex-inappropriate" choices, for instance, teach all subjects to
all pupils in the first year and choices are made only after pupils have had
experience of subjects and are supported and encouraged by the schools in
making non-traditional choices.                                      ..

In Higher Maths (Inter. Cert.) sex differences in school take-up rates are
significantly greater than differences in the provision ofthe subject by schools.
The greater take-up by boys is due partly to their greater selection, a higher

*The distinction here is made between schools which make both distinctions. Previous measures indicate
schools which e/ther exclude girls from Technical or boys from Home Economics, etc., subjects.
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proportion of Iov.,er ability boys having dropped out by the Inter. Cert.
Overall, boys appear to have less freedom than girls to opt out of Higher
Maths. For example, greater streaming is present in boys’ schools and in
many cases upper streams are assigned higher level Maths rather than being
given any choice in the matter,m Even in equally streamed girls’ schools more
flexibility is afforded to pupils in taking or not taking Higher level Maths.
Given that girls have, on average, less positive attitudes than boys to Maths
-- even at the higher levels of performance -- they need much more support
than boys in staying at the higher level. They appear to receive less support.
A much more supportive attitude is, therefore, required for girls taking Higher
Maths -- and particularly so in the transition from junior to senior cycle
where so many girls drop out, even when their Inter. Cert. marks were very
high. Again, changes in teaching practice seem vitally important here.

(vi) junior Cycle Science
Science provision and allocation show a significant sex difference. Almost

all boys are offered the subject and the great majority is given no choice in the
matter -- it is mandatory for 80 per cent of boys, but for only 20 per cent of
girls. Furthermore, around one in seven of all girls is not offered Science,
primarily because they are in the lower ability stream in large schools. And
where it is offered as an option it is very frequently offered against popular
girls’ subjects like Home Economics, Commerce or Languages at a very early
stage in the junior cycle. In other words not only are boys obliged to take
Science but girls, if they want to take it, are in many cases asked to choose it
in preference to subjects that are far more popular; and they are often asked
to do so at the start of the first year.

Not being allowed to take junior cycle Science or not being encouraged to
take it at such an early stage (age 12 or 13) pre-empts later educational and
occupational options, reinforces a stereotyped image of females as having
difficulty in understanding elementary scientific and technical processes and,
therefore, increases their dependence on males in understanding and manip-

m’l’able I I. I: The Prolmnion of Different Schools that Slream their Glasses and Allocate Different Subjects to Different
Strearlt$

Boys’ Girls’
Seconda0’ Seconda[y Coed Vocational CommuniO,

Proportion of Schools that: School School Secondaq School School

(i) Stream or Band .71 .,t6 .59 .52 .44 (p ~< .05)
(ii) Allocate different

subjects to different
streams (if present) .82 .70 .78 .92 .75 (p. = n.s.)
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ulating everyday scientific and technical processes in the home, office or
workplace.

A number of policy options exist: (i) A Science course could be rfiade part
of the core curriculum in the junior cycle in all schools. It would secm highly
desirable that all pupils should take courses in introductory Science. But ifthe
course was confined to the currently recognised Science A and E syllabi it
might create serious problems for low ability pupils. (ii) Syllabus change,
designed particularly to suit low ability pupils, and to emphasise the usefulness
and attractiveness of Science for female roles. (iii) If not in the core, it would
seem highly desirable that Science choices be postponed as late as possible in
the junior cycle; and timetabling and other allocational discouragements to
the choice of junior cycle Science in girls’ schools, or for girls in coed schools,
should be removed; and a policy of encouragement of Science take-up by girls
at the junior cycle be instituted. (iv) The possibility of commencing courses at
senior cycle level based on the foundation of courses other than Inter. Cert.
Science should be explored. The inclusion of a wider Science basis to Home
Economics, for instance, might be an option. This type of approach was to be
facilitated according to the White Paper, "...with a view to reducing the need
for pupils to make subject choices at too early an age" (para. 6.14). As the
most serious loss here appears to occur in junior cycle Science and Technical
subjects for girls, such a syllabus change approach might be more fruitful than
simply requiring everyone to take particular junior cycle Science, ’Technical
or Commerce courses.

(vii) "Skills for Living" Courses
The equivalent deficit subject in boys’ education is in Home Economics.

Here a vet3, high proportion of boys is excluded because of provision: only I
boy in 7 is in a school where he is free to take the subject. Almost no single sex
boys’ school offers the subject -- in contrast to an almost universal coverage
in girls’ schools. And in coinstitutional or coed schools, most boys are formally
excluded or informally discouraged from taking the subject. Junior cycle
Home Economics is the most highly sex typed of all subjects at the junior
cycle. For instance, needlework and dressmaking are linked with homecrafts
rather than tailoring. The introduction of the newer senior cycle Social and
Scientific course is much more "neutral" in these respects though also much
less skill based. Although less than 10 per cent of coed secondary schools
provide the subject to boys and only a minority of the coed community and
vocational schools, it has proved a much more popular option for boys in these
schools.

The situation is most serious in boys’ schools where there is a virtual
absence of Home Economics or "living skills" courses, or indeed ally serious
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curricular questioning of the traditionally segregated husband-provider role.
- ’Inzmost of the middle class boys’ schools there is a very strong instrumental
"orientationzinthe.curriculum and a high achievement ethos. Perhaps partly
as a result, it is in boys’ middle class schools where the most traditional sex
role expectations are found I particularly amongst the high achieving pupils.
Having regard to the likely spousal, parental and household roles that men
and women will play as adults, particularly given the shift that has occurred
in the familial and work role expectations ofsimilar status girls, the process of
negotiating and constructing a happy and satisfying familial life will not be
helped by such a traditional socialisation of boys for their future domestic and
familial responsibilities.

The White Paper (para. 6.14) suggests that the introduction ofshort curric-
ular modules might be considered to help balance the highly pressurised
curriculum provided in high achieving schools. Although the White Paper is
more concerned with aesthetic subjects, the deficit is even more marked in the
areas ofliving and social skills.

Some experimental courses in tile USA (Safilios-Rothschild, 1981) and
Scandinavia (Tomes, 1982), particularly short courses on "Skills for Living",
have proved successful with boys. However, some curriculum development
and evaluated pilot studies are needed in this area before likely successful
programmes could be recommended. To develop successful courses for boys
based on the "rationality ofcaring" (Tomes, 1982) or on very practical "skills
for living" courses, discussed by Safilios-Rothschild (1979, 1982) would need
considerable development work.

(viii) The Sign~cance of Teacher Expectations
The finding that teachers’ expectations and support for girls’ unconventional

choices were independently influential in subject choice making constitutes an
important policy finding. Combined with other findings on the effects of
schools it indicates that intervention can be effectively made at a school level.

One of the assumptions made in this study is that the indirect influence of
teachers’ attitudes and expectations is adequately reflected in pupils’ own self
images, expectations and attitudes, and can be adequately measured in pupils’
perceptions of these effects. However, since such "hidden curricular" effects
can be important constraints on choice or performance without pupils
necessarily internalising their effects, or can be such important reinforcements
of traditional expectations and behaviour or supports for non-traditional
behaviour, intervention at the level of the school and the teacher appears
necessary. Many of the intervention programmes being put into operation
abroad (see a description of the British Girls Into Science and Technology
(GIST) project by Small et al., (1982), and of American interventions by
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Safilios-Rothschild (1981 and 1979)) are aimed directly at reducing sex role
stereotyping expectations and behaviour by teachers. Most of these interven-
tions, however, are aimed at influencing teacher behaviour in coed schools.
Since the majority of girls are in single sex schools in Ireland, and since the
cultural and institutional context of girls’ schooling is considerably different,
equivalent interventions here would require careful design, piloting a0d testing
before they could be generally applied. We, therefore, strongly advocate the

funding of such a pilot intervention programme for this purpose.

(ix) Guidance Counsellors
The expansion of Guidance Counselling services in schools from the 1960s

onwards has ensured that currently over 400 second-level schools arid around
two-thirds of their pupils have their sen, ices (Whilte Paper, op. cit., 7.17);
although recent changes in funding may lead to some regression in these
respects. The growth in the complexity of, and the rapid change in, occupation
and career opportunities has heightened the need for services to help pupils
make satisfactory subject career choices. While we did not carry out a complete
study of the role of Guidance Counsellors in our sample schools we found that
their role in career and subject choice guidance is mainly concentrated at the
senior cycle level, particularly for those pupils who do the Leaving Certificate.
They are much less involved in junior cycle choices. They are not involved to
any great extent in curricular decision-making at a school level; and they are
only minimally involved in timetabling or in setting up or changing the core
and optional subject alternatives. They are highly involved in student assess-
ment and in the initial allocation of pupils to streams/bands, etc. though not
in the policy decisions that lead to banding/streaming, etc. As a result, most
Guidance Counsellors work within pupil categorisation and subject provi-
sion/allocation parameters set by school decision-makers, as well as within
the constraints posed by choices taken by pupils and parents at the junior
cycle stage.

Given the effects of such curricular and pupil/subject allocation policies at
a school level and the follow-on effects of very early choices, particularly in
girls’ schools, if the Guidance Counsellor’s role continues to be concentrated
on senior cycle individual pupil counselling, it cannot have much effect on
reducing sex differentiated curricula and pupil choices. The Guidance Coun-
sellor role does provide, however, an entr(~e to required areas of policy change
within schools. To be effective in these respects, Guidance Counsellors would
need to devote much more time to junior cycle pupils and their subject choices
as well as become more involved in school curricular subject allocation and
timetabling policies. Most Guidance Counsellors do not have that kind of
influence within schools, except where they have acquired it through long
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experience as teachers within the school. It is not treated as part of the
Guidance Gounsellor’s role per se. Any substantial change in role towards such
school curricular functions and towards greater involvement in junior cycle
choices would divert considerable time away from senior cycle choices and
their personal counselling role. Without further study of the consequences of
any such shift in roles -- particularly when a decline in the amount of time
allocated to it is like[), to occur as their teaching duties increase-- we can only
raise the problems associated with the current position.

(x) Timetabling
This appears to be a serious management problem in many schools. It takes

up a lot of management time and often with results that do not maximise the
full use of the subject~teacher~classroom~laboratory resources of the school.
With larger schools, conflicting demands, diverse resources but verb’ restricted
time constraints, it is an extremely difficult and time-consuming exercise.
Given tbe importance of timetabling and option packaging to maximise pupil
choice and the use of school resources, much more attention needs to be
focused on it. It is our impression that schools would welcome information,
guidance and advice or cousuhancy services in this area. In addition, it is an
area that lends itself to operations research procedures and it seems likely that
standard computer timetabling programs could be developed for use on school
computers. The development of such sophisticated approaches to timetabling
could also be designed to help school management form a clearer specification
of priorities regarding curricular objectives at a school level.

(xi) Coeducation
Most recent British research work in this area indicates considerable dis-

quiet about the "polarisation effects" of coeducational schools on the attitudes,
aspirations, subject choices and examination performance of boys and girls
(Dale, 1974; Dept. of Education and Science, 1975, Ormerod, 1981). Our
results do not support these conclusions. In fact girls in coeducational schools
in Ireland appear to be at somewhat of an advantage compared with British
girls in those respects.

However, there are so many different types of coeducational or eoinstitu-
tional schools in Ireland -- vocational, community and coed secondary schools
-- that it is very difficult to make comparisons with single sex schools. Most
secondary coed schools are smaller than single sex schools. The), are highly
diverse in size and social composition. They include, for example, the urban
Protestant upper middle class secondary schools and small rural convent
schools. But coinstitutional or coed schools also include the small vocational
schools which cater mainly for pupils from small farm or working class
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families, and the large new coed and, surprisingly, coinstitutional community
schools.

Most of the coed secondary schools, in fact, arose from amalgamations of
small single sex schools, or from single sex schools which took in pupils from
the opposite sex. In many cases, therefore, the original single sex traditions of
the school remain very strong, particularly if they are associated with an
unbalanced sex ratio in the coed pupil population. The newer community
schools are more likely to have balanced sex ratios, as well as a more balanced
social composition, and -- !f designed from the "green field" stage- to be
specifically designed as coed schools. Nevertheless, many of the older ones
appear to operate with rigid sex biased subject allocation rules also -- i.e., as
coinstitutional schools. Given this diversity of types ofcoed schools, it is very
difficult to come to any definite conclusions about their effects.

Nevertheless, there is a high degree ofsex bias in the allocation of Technical
and Home Economics subjects in most of these schools. These explicit sex
biases in subject allocation have been specifically barred in many European
countries. In England and Wales the first few years of second-level education
incorporate a common core of Science, Technical and Domestic Science
subjects which are taught to most pupils irrespective of sex (Kelly, 1982;
Ormerod, 1981). In fact, girls’ attitudes towards Science and Technical
subjects appear to worsen over that compulsory period (Ormerod, 1982); and
sex differences in the take-up of the main sex typed subjects at both O and A
levels -- the Physical Sciences, Technical subjects, Home Economics -- are
almost as marked as in the lnter, or Leaving Cert. (see Equal Opportunities
Commission (EOC), Research Bulletin No. 6, 1982). Consequently, the exclu-
sion of these allocation rules on their own, without other associated changes,
as we have pointed out, would have very little impact on sex "inappropriate"
subject choices.

I n so far as we could control for all of these relevant variables that distinguish
single sex from coed schools, however, it appears that Irish girls attending
coed schools are at some limited advantage in regard to Maths and Science
take-up rates, compared with girls in single sex schools. Boys in coed schools,
although they show no significant improvement in the take-up of non-tradi-
tional subjects, do exhibit less traditional sex role attitudes and expectations
than their peers in single sex schools. In contrast to these latter findings, the
most recent British findings (Ormerod, 1981, Dept. of Education and Science,
1975), show clear evidence of sex role polarisation in their coed schools, with
girls doing significantly better in single sex schools. In interpreting these
discrepant results it should be kept in mind that our coed schools are the
exception, where theirs are the norm; and that most ofour toed schools have
only recently been established and may not as yet have had enough time to
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have acquired those routine, taken-for-granted, working procedures that char-
acterise long established organisations and that would tend towards using
ascriptive characteristics, like sex, to allocate roles. As we do not have sufficient
information on the actual work practices and behaviour within these recently
established coed schools we can only sound a cautionary note, particularly
given the clarity ofthese research results from Britain.

(xii) The lnformation Needs of Schools
There is an urgent need to assemble, publish and disseminate to second-

level schools basic information on the labour market, and on the relationship
between the type and level of education achieved by girls and boys and
position achieved in the labour market or at third-level. At the moment three
regular sources of such information are assembled annually: the National
Manpower School Leavers Survey, the AnCO statistics on apprenticeships and
training, and the Central Applications Office data on third-level Higher
Education Authority (HEA) institutes. All of these agencies have available
such information by sex, educational level and type of education received. The
National Manpower Service publishes detailed annual data by level of edu-
cation, sex, and by type of occupation achieved by young people one year
after leaving post-primary school. For school curricular and pupil advisory
purposes, more information on the relationship between subjects taken and at
what levels taken in the various public examinations and subsequent job type
or third-level course taken would be of great benefit.

Currently AnCO do not provide apprenticeship or training data by sex,
educational level or type ofcourse taken in second-level education. We strongly
recommend that such data be made available on an annual basis. It would
provide invaluable data for school planners and Guidance Counsellors, and
help monitor trends in the extent to which apprenticeships or related training
courses are taken up by girls.

Similar data from the HEA and the National Council for Educational
Awards (NCEA) on Regional Technical Colleges, on the relationship between
type and level ofsecond-level educational achievement and third-level course
entry, would also be of great use to school planners and Guidance Counsellors.

Given that all this information is regularly collected and that most of it is
computerised and readily accessible, the further work of analysing it and
publishing it with the other data already published on an annual basis, would
be more than amply repaid in the wealth of information it would provide for
school decisionmakers. It would also provide a means of monitoring trends
and isolating bottlenecks, or over-subscribed queues, in the labour market or
third-level education.
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(xiii) Pupil Choices~Attitudes
The importance of sex differences in true rates of choice is shown by our

analysis in Chapter 9. The factors influencing whether or not a pupil who was
qualified to choose Higher Maths, Physics or Chemistry did so, appeared to
depend on four things: first, the pupil’s Inter. Cert. examination performance;
secondly, her or his attitudes towards the subject; thirdly, ambitions and
aspirations towards further educational and occupational goals; and, finally,
for girls, the expectations of their teachers. Sex differences in the true rates of
choice could be partly attributed to differences between boys and girls in these
respects; but was mainly due to their differential effects on boys and girls.

This finding raises a number of policy dilemmas. A significant reduction in
the inequality of take-up as between the sexes depends mainly upon a dimi-
nution of the sex differences in "true" rates of subject choice. How this might
be done constitutes our main problem. True rates of subject choice are, to a
large extent, a function of pupil ambitions, aspirations and attitudes: because
girls have more negative attitudes than boys towards Science subjects and
because they do not want to go on to third-level Science or Engineering
courses, they do not choose Science subjects at Leaving Cert. And these
ambitions and attitudes, are themselves a function of a wider set of influences
operating on pupils (see Figure 9.1).

As we have :;een, however, schools do intervene to change or influence these
attitudes, and schools also vary significantly in the relative influence of their
teachers on pupils (Chapters 6 and 9). As a result, it should be possible to
build on the experience of those schools that have been successful, as well as
on the experience of intervention programmes abroad, to design and imple-
ment effective programmes of intervention to improve girls’ attitudes towards
Science-Maths and to widen their career options.

However, the school itselfls only one source oflnfluence on pupils’ attitudes.
Such attitudes are, to a large extent, the product of a set of"taken for granted"
assumptions about girls’ abilities and what subjects and adult labour market
roles are appropriate for them. Such assumptions are widely held by peers
and parents as well as, in many cases, teachers. Thus, intervention pro-
grammes within schools, if they are not to find themselves operating in direct
opposition to such beliefs, must seek some degree of parental involvement.

A number of such intervention programmes operate in Britain and the
United States (see review by Kelly, 1980; Safilios-Rothschild, 1982): the use
of "Remedial Maths" classes and "Maths Anxiety" clinics (Tobias, 1978);
the design of curricula and courses to help pupils lacking confidence to an
understanding of basic concepts in Maths, Science and Technical subjects;
the use of "work clinics" for pupils with problems in understanding Science
lessons; in-school workshops with teachers which create awareness of sex role
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stereotyping processes by teachers and pupils (Guttentag and Bray, 1976;
Kelly, 1981, 1982); strategic timetabling, early career advice and counselling;
the incorporation of the Career Guidance Counsellor, not only at an early
stage in the process of choice by pupils, but having a more significant input
into the whole curricular decision-making process; the creation of awareness
of, and encouraging identity with, high achieving female role models with
non-traditional occupational roles-- like plumber, painter, engineer, architect
etc. See Appendix 11.1 for details ofsome ofthese interventions.

As these reports of intervention strategies show, change is possible even
within the short period for which most of the projects were in progress.
Underlying the slightly differing aims and strategies some common findings
emerge. The first is the fact that legislation prohibiting sex discrimination,
such as Title IX in the USA or EOC in Britain, is not enough. Even when
equalisation of formal provision occurs, reduction in the level of inequality in
take-up rates is small. The attitudes and behaviour of pupils, teachers and
administrators must also be changed. Secondly, the support of teachers is vital
to the success of the intervention. Time spent in raising their awareness of the
subtly different ways they treat boys and girls and of the differential expecta-
tions thus conveyed, is well spent. In single sex schools where comparison
with the opposite sex is less immediately salient, sex-typed expectations may
be just as prevalent even if less obvious. While most teachers professionally
espouse an egalitarian ideology they may unconsciously hold sex-stereotyped
attitudes about the capabilities and careers of their pupils¯ Indeed, most
research done abroad on this topic suggests the need for intervention at this
level if successful changes are to be brought about.

What we would suggest, therefore, is a series of intervention programmes
along the above lines; more particularly along the lines of the GIST (Girls
into Science and Technology) programme at Manchester. Such intervention
programmes would need to be substantially redesigned to suit Irish conditions:
the fact that most of our schools are single-sex and rather small by international
standards is particularly relevant. Before generalising to the mass of schools
therefore, a number of pilot intervention programmes would be required.
These are rel~.tively inexpensive62 projects and should fully repay the limited
investment required.

(xiv) Research Needs
Finally we conclude with an appeal for much more research on many of the
topics touched on in this report, but which we could not cover in sulficient

’ n~’l’he GIST (Manchester) project for instance, is a 4-year project staffed by one full-lime officer (schools
liaison), two part-time action researchers, a part-time secretary,, and relatively modest field costs and
overheads. It is jointly funded by the Brilish SSRC and EOC (see Girls into Stiente nnd Technolo~, Report
from ~roject team, 9A Didsbury Park, Manchester).

M
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depth: the process of schooling management; the in-school effects of
coeducation; the "hidden curriculum"; the operation of the female labour
market -- particularly the position of new female entrants and their adapta-
bility to changing (office) technology -- as well as the subject and curriculum
requirements for successful adaptation to changing demands of the labour
market; adjustment to early marriage and childrearing roles -- the extent of
"role overload" on working mothers and the extent to which young husbands
adjust to changing role expectations and actual family role demands; sex role
stereotyping in textbooks, etc.; the extent, effects and implications of increasing
"credentialism" within conventional office and service employment on the life
chances and education of working class girls; the very deprived position of
working class boys who drop out of school at a very early stage and have very
limited labour market prospects, etc. The list of useful research on such
policy-relevant topics is almost endless. With the cutbacks in the funding of
the social sciences by the National Board for Science and Technology, there
is urgent need for some annual social science research funding which would
allow many of these topics to be tackled; Ireland being one of the few European
countries without any Social Science Research Council.

(xv) Data Bank
As an aid to the promotion of such research most of the data collected in this
research project will be put into a data bank at the Institute -- with all the
confidential and identifying data removed. Access to it will be made available,
at cost of extraction, to research scholars who satisfy the Institute and, in the
case of the examination data, the Department of Education, of their bona
tides.

Summary of Policy Recommendations

1. Syllabus Review: Review of sex role stereotyping in textbooks, course
outlines and examination formats, etc. Review of the syllabi of the main
homecraft and handicraft subjects, as well as the boundaries between the
subjects, with a view to minimising sex stereotyped teaching or learning
programmes.

2. Girls andScience: Institution ofprogrammes which would lead to increased
provision, change in subject allocation practices and encouragement of
increased take-up of Science by girls in the junior cycle programme. Where
feasible, Science should be made part of the core curriculum at least for first
year. Where taught as an option, choice between Science and other subjects
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should be postponed to as late a stage as possible. Timetabling should
encourage, not discourage, Science take-up. Full advice on the implications of
not choosing Science should be made available to pupils. For low ability pupils
changes in the Science syllabus may be necessary.

Senior cycle Science choices -- particularly of Physics and Chemistry --
are even more sex typed. The main variables involved are attitudinal -- those
of girls’ attitudes towards the subjects and their capability of handling them,
as well as their relationship to post-school choices. But teacher support for
such choices is also crucial. We suggest intervention programmes to help
change these attitudes. The encouragement of junior cycle Higher Maths also
is important in this respect.

3. School Curricular imd Management Policy: (i) The establishment of a national
curricular review body which would have sufficient acceptance,.influence and
expertise to monitor, evaluate and effectively influence curricular changes at
an individual school level. It is suggested that this function be given to the
proposed Curriculum and Examinations Board. (ii) Changes in the role and
the resources of the inspectorate so that they can play a more active and
effective advisory and monitoring role in both curricular and general schooling
management policy at the individual school level. (iii) Review of the special
curricular needs of isolated small schools, and changes in teacher allocation
policy so that a school’s curricular needs becomes a more important resource
allocation principle. (iv) Establish and publish a minimum standard of subject
offerings by schools to both boys and girls which all pupils have a right to
expect. (v) The institution of school management training courses which
would be particularly geared towards effective school management processes.
(vi) The establishment of an advisory system to improve timetabling and
associated resource management processes within schools so as to maximise
resource use and pupil choice. (vii) The publication ofcurricular offerings by
school catchment area.

4. Subject Allocation Rules: The elimination of sex biased subject allocation
rules in coed schools which distinguish between boys and girls in the allocation
of Technical, Home Economics, and Commerce subjects and the development
of timetabling and option packaging procedures which encourage non-tradi-
tional choices. For historical reasons the majority of vocational schools are
coinstitutiona] rather than strictly coeducational, so that the existence ofthese
rules is not primarily an indication of current discretionary prejudgements of
Principals or teachers but rests on the consequences of much earlier decisions,
taken usually when these schools were being set up. We are, therefore,
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recommending change towards a genuine coeducational school where all
subjects are offered to both girls and boys and cross-sex subject choices are
encouraged not discouraged.

5. Maths Teaching." We need to correct the clear deficit in the qualificatinn
of Maths teachers in girls’ and coed secondary schools particularly.

6. The development of"l’v’ng sk’lls ’ courses for boys, particularly in single
sex schools.

7. Review of the roles of Guidance Counsellors, towards their increased
participation in curricular and subject/pupil allocation decision-making
within schools, and their greater involvement in junior cycle subject choices
by pupils.

8. PublicationofDepartmentalStatistics: The examination results for theGroup
Certificate examination should be published by sex of pupil. And the current
excellent statistical series dealing with subject availability, and take-up, and
Inter. and Leaving Cert. examination results, should be continued, with all
results shown for girls and boys separately.

9. Publication of AnCO Statistics on Apprenticeship Training: These data should
be made available by sex of trainee or apprentice, and the examination and
subject qualification of entrants to ihese courses published. This would be
invaluable information for schools. More extended analysis of the NMS School
Leavers" Surveys and of H EA statistics is also advised.

10. Pilot lnter~’ention Projects." Pilot intervention projects should bees’tablished
to help change schooling and teaching policy and pupil attitudes at three
levels:

(a) At a school management level to help design and effect changes in
curricular, pupil/subject allocation, and timetabling and resource mob-
ilisation processes; so as to reduce the level of inequality in curricular
provision/allocation, and in pupil choice and performance.

(b) Institution of intervention programmes in schools which would be
concerned with changing differential teacher expectations foi" boys and
girls, given the significance ofsuch differential performance expectation
for girls’ non-traditional choices,                        i
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(c) Establishment of intervention programmes to help improve girls’ edu-
cational self confidence, their attitudes towards Maths and Science
subjects, and their’aspirations towards and expectations about the
labour market; and the relationship of these expectations to subject
choice and performance.

I 1. The need for curricular innovation being proposed here comes at a time
when not only are real resources for education declining but also in a decade
when pupil numbers are increasing at a fraction of the rate they did in the
1970s -- pupil numbers in second-level education increased by 50 per cent in
the 1970s but are projected to increase only by 10 per cent in the 1980s --
(White Paper, Table 1). Therefore, methods other than getting new posts or
replacing retiring teachers will have to be used to the maximum to achieve
curricular change, i.e.:

(a) Greater flexibility in the possibility of transfer of teachers between
schools so that, where subject qualification mismatches exist, some
reduction in inequalities of provision can be achieved by permitting or
encouraging such transfers. Significant changes in and revision of
agreements on seniority rules would be required here, however.

(b) Greater sharing of specialist teachers between schools.
(c) Amalgamations of smaller single sex schools to form coeducational

schools.
(d) In-service training courses, and grants for full-time retraining ofteach-

ers for subjects that need to be strengthened.



APPENDIX l

Questionnaires

A copy of the Leaving Cert. Pupils Schedule is included in this Appendix
Copies of the Inter. Cert. Pupils, Principal and Guidance Teacher Schedules
may be had on request from the authors at The Economic and Social Research
Institute.
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CUI~CULUM DIFF~NCES PROJECT

LEAVING C~T SC}IEDUL£

co+° I I//

|N TERV1EV,’L~

SCHOOL

GRAD~

$CIIOOL 1-1"PE: Bo)’s .... 1 GOb .... 2 Cocd.... 3 Cofnstlt .... 4

"11~e p~pose of this queszio~n~Ltc l~ ~o ge~ )’o~ vle~’s about the dl~crenl subjects

you arc zaklng abo~lt ¢ducazloo. aboul your futu~c wcxk and youz fultue aduh life geneJ~lly.

The IMotmatlon p~ovidcd will Ix: of great value fn ~sscssing Ihe ~uhablLity of current educational

pxogrammes and tn developing wayl to bclp people like you with theft educaIlonal and Job-

Rcklng problem~. Thc answci~ which you ghc wfll be txcatcd whh the sT+Iciest confidcnoc

IDd WIll ~ Usc.d fo~ le.$¢alch pulpo~J~ onJy.. T~I~ ~�~ciEch wotkecrl arc th~ ot~]y people who will

�v¢1 ~c :;our qucstlonnah~. Yore name is nccdcd for lamplin~; ptuposes only a,d wi]] nevc~

be b~ in any connection. Wc ~t¢ lnleJvlcwing ove~ 4. 000 students In 100 ~chools in

~reland tm zhe SLudy a~d the answc~s will be combined ~o form a gcnc~al picture of their views.

Mo~t of ~he questions can b¢ an~werecl by qLrclLng ~hc ~ppzopriat¢ number like zhls;

Ale you ILl ~chool7 yes ...... @ No ........ 2

o¢ by ~’rltlng ¯ numbe~ 1o a box Like thl~

age a~¢ you~" ~ yeats
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CARD 1

I"4

6-6

?’9

I0

11

12



],

3.

,4.

"l"

Nirn.¢

"Chat age were you on you: fast blsthday?~

What was the name tnd adthcu of the Jazz primary school which you azzende~

Addzc~

How far away was it from ztds schooD (CLrele the number beside the answer which h true

In your c~.e)

Wldlfn 3 mil~ of this school ............... ~ .......... 1

menceen 3 and 10 mile~ away ......................... 9

Dsewhere Jn Ireland ................................. g

In another ¢otJnuy ............................. ,, .... 4

Have yov atzendcd any othe.~ posz-prlmary school (chci¢ the appzoprlazc number)

YU ......... I No .......... 2

a bottde./ ............ I

¯ day pepll ......... 9

& bo~,....,.,.,. .... ]

¯ gL’l .............. 2

(a) ]’low many olde: tlstegs and b~oth~t have you!, E~"

(b) How man)’ youngel sisxess and txolhcss have you~[~

IF YOU HAVE NO OLD£R SISTERS, GO ON TO Q, 9

HoW many older sisters have you)(if

(b) Do you have any older slate¯ who is ma:tled and w~)dng oul~lde the home)

yes .......... 1 No .......... 9

BOW many )’ears did you spend between entc:ing post" [nfmasy school and taking the |hie.:

C¢~1 exam? [~
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] 15

]6

19

20-21

22-23

24-25
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CARD I
Gobtg back to the flr~l 2)’ezi! you spent In }’K~t*prima~ school, what sub~cct~ did

you take in d:=l year, (Ploa~ c~clc thc number c~rc~ponding Eo cacb ~ubJccx Zon took)

SuhJ~cu taken in First )’cat

Irish ..................

En$11sh.. ~ .............

kiaths .................

History ................

c+.og~ + pl,y .............

Reach ................

Scinnce ^ cf l: .........

Commerce ............

A~t ..................

Home E c~�~om i r~ ......

Mechanical Drawing .....

Woodwc+k .............

b4cta Iw~<, ...........

Music ................

Latin c( Cleck .........

Ilcincw ...............

Spanish ...............

O~hcr (1)
(spccZ fy )_~ 1

O~bet
Opcci~)             l

11. "Rhlch of thee subjects were you best ~t?

L (ecs~)

s. C~d e~tL

Subjects taken in Second )’car.

[plesse mrcin )q

Irish (Pass) .............. 1
~ons) ............. 2
(Common Level) .... 1

EngLish (pass) ........... 1
(Hons) ........... 2
(Common Level)... 3

MaLhS (pass) ............. 1
(HQns) ............ 2
(Conlmon l~vcl).,. 3

Hfstmy ................. 1

C.eography ............... 1

FrCncl~ ................. l

Scienc~ A c¢ E .......... 1

Commszce .............. 1

All .................... I

|[orri~ I[r.olto m I ca ........ 1

Mechanical Drawing ..... 1

Woodwork .............. 1

Metilwolk ............. 1

Muric ................. 1

Latin of Greek .......... 1

HcNcv ................ 1

Gczmsn ................ 1

Spanish ................ 1

od~ (1)
(,peclr).)_             k

(spccl[y)_~ I

12. Which O[ th~� subjects WCXe you Worst at?

L (Worst).

9. (Hcxz ’,,orsz)__

13. At zhc time when you were choosing youz later. Cut. Subjects. did you have a choice

taking any other subjects, other than tho~.� you did take} (Pinas¢ circle tile number

betide lhe. statem~nl that IS most talc in your case).

th~o wcfe no other SUbjects Ih~l J could have taken .............. 1

yes. there was one other subject that I C0~ld have taker+ ............. 2

~:s_.. 11z¢1� were 2 osi!c+ subjects thai I COtJtd have taken .............. 3

~’~ss. there were 3 or mole other subJ’ccts I COI+ILJ h.lv4~ taken .......... 4
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50
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59
43
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44

61
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64
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14. Look/rig back now ,it the other ~bjec~ which were tauf~ in the school when you were

cho~ingyour Inter Cezt subject, azetheaeany, whlch you now thLrlkyc~ should have

uLkr~ I

ye~ .........

~ ...........

2

IF YES. which one.t)

L

18. Are thece any other subJecU whlch you now wish you had take~ for the inter Cert but

could not becau~ they were not taught in your school It thlt time~

I ye~ .........

~ ..........
IF Y~. which oces~

I.

2.

16. When yc~ were decid/ng on youx Inter Cert. subJecls, how Important weze each of the

followL~g people to you L~ helping you to make up your mind~ (Circle one numbe~ co

each line)

Very Somewhat Not The~e is no Such
Important ImportAnt Impo~an[ person, cr this

person is dead
of absent

My Father 1 2 3 4

My Mot h¢~ 1 2 3 4

The School l~/nclpal 1 2 3 4

^ F~rcicul~ teacher in Primary School 1 2 3 4

The Career Guidance teache~ 1 2 3 4

A paz~cular teacher(s) in Secondary
School 1 2 3 4

My fr[end(s ) 1 2 3 4

CARD 2
DUP 1-4

10

15

16

11

18

19

20

21
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lq. Wh~ subJec~ did yOU take for the Iaw.rmcdiste ~flcate~ And what grade dld you get

each mb)ect in ~e Inter Ce.n~ Place ¯ cick (t/) after thosc of the foL1owlng subJecu

whfch you took, and fill tn the grade received in the accompanying box

Ple.~e rick (v’)    Grade
H dld subject recelved

tn In~r
Subject

Ir/sh - lower coursc (I) .......

- - higher course (2) .......

~gl/sh - lowtz coursc (I) .......

- ht~ course(z) ..... .. [---"1

Maths" lower course (1) ....... [~

- higher course (2) .......
1 Xtsmr/ (I) ....... ~’q

Oeo~.phy 0) .......

French (1) .......

Science ^ cr E (1) .......

Coram~ce (1) .......

~’~ (I) ....... ~-~

Home EConomi~ (1) .......

Mechan/cal Draw. (1) .......

Woodwork (1) ....... ~--]

Metalw~k (1) .......

MuSic (I) .......

Latin ~ C~eck (I) .......

Hcbccw (I) .......

German (l) .......

Spanish (1) ....... ~--]

Other 1 (1) ....... [~

~her 2___.__ (i) ....... ~-~

18. In your Intca Cert. clL~. how would you have placed yourself;, (Indlcatc the siAtemem which

in your cglnJoa, bell d~safbed youz paslt~on in that clau by ci~cUng the numbr~ aher it).

NeAr the lop of the clm ......................... I

Well above average b~ oo~ a~ the op ..... 2

Ira[ ¯ 11[tle above average ~or the cl~.s~ ............. 3

Just a~ ~e ave~sgc fc~ the clau ................... 4

]u~ ¯ I/rtlc below average for the class ............. 5

^ good bft below ave.ra~� fc¢ the class .............. 6
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22

23

24

25

28

2;

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

3T

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

46



"5"

Whaz subJec~ ate you ~ow [aklng a(schc~l) (please circle the ipp¢opfiaze number

below " indlcldng slso wbether you as� zak~g thc O~dlnar/(pass) or Htghe~ (bonours)

level; ff you hsvcn’t fully decided on pass o� Honours,c~cle the level you will be

nma likely to z~ke.)
pa~    Hcos

Ir~h 1 2

~glL~ 1 2

MAths I 2

£,eo~p~ z 2

HiStory 1 2

~encb 1 2

Physics 1 2

C~ernls~’y 1 2

~ology 1 2

PhysIc~ and Chemisw/ (combined) 1 2

Applied hla[hs 1 2

MeChanic~ 1 2

Ec~oorn/cs 1 2

Bus/ne~ Ocgan~ 1 9

Accotmzancy 1 2

Eccct. Histot7 1 2

An 1 9

Music Ind MuSicitnshlp: A Or B: 1 2

Home EcCl. (So~ & $cleadfic) 1 2

Home EC~. (General) I 2

Tcch~csl DrawLng                          2

~ginee~ing Wcxkship                     2

BuIldleg CosW~ cdon                     2

Latin ~ Greek 1 2

Hc~xew 1 2

S~mU.b Z S

C,e.rmen 1 2

lwllAo 1 2

Agrtc. Science 1 2

Agric. Econ. 1 2

O~hcE 1 1 2

O~e.z 2 l 9
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47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

56

6’;

.59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

68

69

?0

"/2

’/3

94

V5

’/6

’/8

~9 - Blenk
80=2



"6-

20. Fot each of the following 7 mbJecl~ taste, by clrelin8 the apfxop~la~ number, whether y~z

d~lek the mbJect Is: (I) Useful ot not, (ti) ~ ~ oot. and (tU) pl~c01t or noL

The:e ate no right or wrong amwert. It Is what you t~dnk about the mbJec~ thai is lmp~’tanL

(Please re.tpond Whethe4 you a~e taking theu: mbieet* or not. )

(i) (U) (w)
This m b.~c~ TriLl subject Tt~ subject

is Useful LS interesting ts Dlt’fleuit

N._9.o

1 2 1 9 9

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 9 1 2

1 2 1 2

1 2 2 1 2

1 2 2 1 2

1 2 2 1 2

21. Thinking bsck Io the time when you ¢Jtme back to school after the later CerL we*re the~e any

*ubJec~ you could have taken other than ~e you actually toek~ (please cl:cle the

number beJ[d¢ the amwer that is most U’ue in your cJse).

t4o. thec~ ~ln tto ~be~ subject [ eonld hav~ taken ..... 1

yc.% 1 Other sub~ect ] could have taken .............. 2

Yes, 2 oth~ sobJec~s ] ¢ould bav¢ taken ............. 3

Y~, 3 of mote other subJecu 1 cou)~ have taken ..... 4

2?. At that time was there any o~her mbJect taught in the school, wldch you would have llke~

(that is, apart from r~� one~ you did lake. )

~...~: (I) whtchoneJ~

(Other subjects [ would have liked to lake)

TAKII4G THE FIRST SUBJECT M]~’~TION~:

Was this subJec~ offe:ed to yot~ class}

Ye.s.., ........... 1

No .............. 2

IF YES: Why did you not take i[~ (Plea~ indicate whether ’Yes* of ’No’ for each of Ihe

following rea:4:m by c~rclLqg the appropriate number)

(I) [ had to choo~ between It and another subject wldch l
p~eferred¢o:akeatthattlme ........................ ,. yet.. 1 NO....~

(ll) I could have taken it. I~t 1 would ha~ had too many #ubJe~u Y~.. 1 tqo... 2

(IU) i would have prele~red to take il. rather than another subject.
but thue weren’t �;~ou*’~ places in the clels ................ Yes.. 1 NO..,

(iv) I was told I couldlt’[ take it. f~x otbe~ tea~t~s .............. Yc~.. 1 No ... ~-
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26
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At that ~rne wct¢ th~Je any subJecu not tau~hz In the school which you would have Ukad

W

I¯ yeJ ...........
I

,      I

No ............ 2 --7 Bcxt qu~on

(b) At that time were theze any wbJects which yo~ would hive Uked to ~ke it hooo~n Zcvel

but could BOt. bccau$� they were o~ly taught at pl~ level In the schoo|~

I¯
~cs. .. ........ I

l           l
NO ............ ¯

B

2

IF TES:. WbJch oc~

Of the ~ub}ecu you ire now tiring weJe [hcze any that you would hive preferred not to take

at thll tlm¢

I-    y¢l ............
I

-         1
NO ............. 2

IF y[3: V/h/oh onc~

1

2

TAKJH~ THE FroST SUBJECT MENTIONED

Why d~en did you cake it (ctxclc one number)

(l) [~c4me I was told by the school to do it - l had no choJra ............ 1

(//) 1 had a choice ~ | liked the other subJcct op~o~ even I~ .......... 2

(lfl) l had [o take it becau¢ there we.Jc other subjects L~nk~d to It that l
w~led to [aRc ................................................. 3

(Iv) Other - p1~asc explain 4
"i

CAP J) 3
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42

~ 3-44

5-46

4~

~ 48"49

50" 51

62
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Looldng back now aZ the other mhej~_ which were tau~ th the ichoo] zz zbe rime wben

you were choosLn8 yOU: bearing c~dflc~tt~ $ubJecm. gg¢ there imy of thot¢ vJbjec~

which you n..~ think you thou]d him ziken~
r

(a)
1 Tat ..........

1
l

No ......... 2
I

~ YES. which one4~

(b) Taking the fL, sz subject you mentioned, wbaz w~ your main rCaLSO~ fc¢ not teld~8

[Z al the tim¢~ (pineae cho4e whichever of the fOllowing 6 reasons is the mo~ [mpcczant

in youx case by circling the Ippropcltte numbez. If you c/~cin N~ 6 (’other re.a~on-),

piclse explein whiz this reason is).

Be:cJuse you didn’t think h would be u~ful, st the dine. although you could
ha v(:; taken it .............................................................

Because ahhough you coule have tcken h. you thought it wou]d be too dlffinuh ....

Because Jlthough you could have zahe.n It. you ~hougin it would be Ioo betting
o¢ not sdmulaglng enough .................................................. 3

I~caut,� you hadn’~ takarl II. og ¯ ~th]cct ]L~lhcd with It. up Io inter Cart inv~] .... 4

Bg~caus¢ you wcrcn’l given the opllon of taking it, for some’ olhmt so¯ton, although
you wanted to ...................................................... : .... 5

Other rcl~on (plc~¢ give dntaib)

6
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CARD 3

58

(c) And why do you now think that you should ha~e taken the subJccz~ (Please in0Jcal¢

below what your main re¯sot1 it)

~ciuse wfthouz it. ] w~n not be thin zo take up a partinulzr Job ] would rei]ly Hkc

Because whhouz it, I will nol be able :o do J parziculer course (c. g. ¯~ TechnlcJl
Colin~e, o~ Unlverslly) which I wOUld really Iik~ :o do i~er ]~¯ving school ......

~catwe [ think ! would like i~ bctz~ th~n som~ otber subjce~ which ! am now
zlking ..................................................................

Other season (pin¯~� giv~ dczaib)

3,/O



How suonsly do you agree or ~saoe~ with each of the following statement, Tbez¢ are

no fight ~ wrong aa~en ° thb is Just ¯ way of gcu~g yot~ opinin~ (Finasc c~rcin

the apptoptinte number).

L l prefer to do subject* that involve a lot
of reading:

2, 1 like to be ahead of others in my cins~

3. 1 prefer to do tubJec~ in wh/ch I have to woth
~t problems as in Maths o~ Science

1 I l l
Strot~gly Agree Disagree S~ot~gly

Agree Disagree

1 2 a 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

4. I prefer mhJecu that deal with absuact Ideas so
aubJecU that deal with people or everyday llfe. 1 2 3 4

~. 1 umatly give in when people dtsagree strongly
with me 1 2 S 4

6. I always t~ so answer questions in clat* 1 2 S 4

7. l have mcce ccmlidence dealing with a subject
Ube English than with any Science subJecL 1 2 3 4

8~ I d~a’t like compctthg against others in clau 1 2 3 4

9. 1 have taken some of my subjects became of
the teacher, rather than anything to do with the
subject* 1 2 S 4

10. I get a grease* sense of satisfactic.a out of
appreciating a pice.~ of poelTy Or prot~ than OUt
of solving a difficult mashs problem 1 2 S 4

41. I don’t like people who always want to stand
out in cla~ 1 2 S 4

12. Science and Maths subjects arc Just too dlfflcuh
lot a ins of studertt~ to master: 1 2 3 4

°
At the time when you were choosing your Leaving Certificate subjects how important were

each of the folinwing people to you in helping you to make up your mind- {Citcl~ the

one numbe~ on each Line),

Person Very Somewhat Not There IS no such
Importlnt important important person, or he/she

is dead or absent

l. your fath~ 1 2 3 4

~. Your mother 1 2 3 4

3. A particular [caches
of teachers in school              1 2 3 4

4. The tchcol Principal 1 2 3 4

The career guidance teacher 1 2 3 4

6. YOUr liinnd(s) 1 2 3 4

7. YotJt older ~other 1 2 S 4

8. your old~ sister 1 2 S 4
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28, Hexe Is ¯ [[st of reu~ss which people could give for choosing theLx lub~ct~ HOW tmpr.rElal

wee each of the fol~wthg Eels L~ yo~x ¢aze! (Cbc~ ~e aumbcx on each Erie),

l picked my mbJec~s because

L They w~e the mo~ useful

9. It Is earle: to get ¯ good Job If you do
well in tbese s~bJect$ 1

3. They would help me get o~ with people 1

4. l knew ] could do well L~ them in the exarr~ I

f~ I could learn things I vould need io know
when I leave w.hooi, to help me get ~ in
llfe 1

6, I would need them to get into luther
ualnJng or further educltlon                1

~. I needed them to get trno an *plxeazleethlp 1

29, HOW t~.rocgly do you ¯grce or disagree with each of the lollowleg slatemenu} Thee is no rlght

or wr~g answer o We would Jus[ Uke yo~ opleloo 00 each t~atemen[. {Circle one numbeg On

each llne).

L MO$! of th~ mbJect3 1 have ehc4e~ turoed out
to b~ ¯hi=resting

2. Most re¯cheers help you to dec~de whit tub~cts
|o |¯he

I dldn ~ l~ow what I was letting myself in for
with mine of the subJecu I chose

4. Mo4t tcacher$ ~e ~oo bur/ when you ask them
for advice.

& [ wlth l had been given mote help tn choor,/ng
my wbJects

I se.cm to be gertleg on well with the tubJects
I h¯ve chosen

?. Teachers are Ilways ready to help y~ With
advice ~ what you tho,~Id do

lflcouldchc*~eag¯lnlwoold chomedlfferent
$11bJecu;

9. M~ reachers ~e h~d to ~,th ~o

10. 1 think that the subjects that 1 h~ve ch~,en will
help me 18:e~

Strongly Agree Dlstgree Suongly

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 ~ 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
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30. Oyez the last two weeks ~at you have been L~ ichoo], aboez how many h~rt ~d yce spend

on ~-udytng ~x homew~k o~z eich night from Moeday to Fridly. (Circle ~ of Lh~: code

~,mben).

between I and 2 houri ................ 2

~etwcr~n 2 ~md 3 hcexs ................ 3

Between 3 Jtnd 4 houg$ ................ 4

M(~e thzxz 4 houri ................... 5

NoUme ......... , .............. ,... 6

31. What 2 wbJccu t~kc up most of your homcwc~k (x stu~ time~

1

32. Over the last two w~ek$ that you have spent Ln school how ’often did you prepare thtng~ -

]Jl~ ~.says o¢ ~xoJecu o LncfudLng Science ~nd Maths proJecu - fox clazs~

Almost cvez7 quy .................... 1

About cece every two days ............. 2

A~t 3/4 tlmc~ ...................... 3

About once/twice .................... 4

A]m~t never ........................ 5

33. How Is m(~t of your homew(xk checked ~ (Circle one number only)

It I$ col)ected ~nd giwn back with commenu
and/c4 Cor~cc[ons ............................. 1

It is collecled and given back without commenu
or ColT(~ct ] o¢15 ................................. 2

Pupib check ~e[z own homework in class ........ 3

ItS not usually checked ........................ 4

Other (give details)

34. Oyez the last t3u~e weeks that you have specnt

In cljtqis, how often.

1. Haw you been told that your work is goodl

2. Have you been blamed becau~ you~ wink
¯ tt untidy~

3, Have you been asked questions in cl~s~

4. itave you been blamed for misbehaving~

5. Have you been ixal~d I:¢cause youg
written work lz tidy and done on t:[me;*

6. Uave you fcl~ v~ry stimulated and interested

% Have ~o~ been told that your work l~ poor~

8. Have you been ~oable to expce~ fully what
vo~J meztn ?

(C/rele one number on eich line)
Vcry A few
Often Often    times Never

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Z 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

! 2 3 4

1 ~ 3 4

1 2 3 4

l 2 3 4
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35.

36.

How would you place yourself in yotu pr~cnt class~ 0~thcate the statement which, In yottr4

opinion, best de.sa[be-s your petition, by clrciing the number be~lde it. )

Near the top of the cins~ ..................... , 1

Well above avezage but not tt the top .......... 2

Just a lJnfe above eve.rage f¢~ the class ......... 3

Jun at the average fo¢ the class ................ 4

Just ¯ llufe below ave¯age for the claSS ......... 5

A good bit below ave.gage ¯ix the cld¯s .......... 6

HOW m~ongly would you agree o~ disagree with each of the followhig natemeatt about yowseLf~

(Circle one numbez on etch llne)

$1aongly Agree MOderately Stxongl~
agree mode¢ately disagree disagree

L I’m hardly ever able so do what my
teachers expect me to do 1

2. In my fes~ons I tnoa[ly do more than the
teachers expect of me                    It

3. 1 uJu¯l/y lind Iz difflcuh to concen~ate ¯
00 what I toad 1

4. I could do much hetles it my la.sto¢~ if [
xeaLly w¯n[ed [o                                    3.

& I’m usually well ahead of the class in my
1

6. 1 feel that I :e¯lly can m¯s:eJ any subject
1 ~[ my mind [o                               1

7. 1 usuJlly have to give up on dlffin~h
~obhims in matbomatic~                    1

8, Most people can learn to rnLttea even the
most dlffleu][ stth~ecLs if they ieally want to 1

9. I feel thlt I still never really he able to
ufldeJstand an¯tin                                   1

10. l become veay discouraged ff it tahe~
me a long dine and a in¯ of hard wcck
to really understand something 1

2 3 4

2 3 ¯

2 3 4

2 3 ¯

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 :3 4

2 3 4

2 3 ¯
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37. Wh*[ Is the highen cenJfinlt¢ you expect to get as a re~uh of your educadon?

In[¢t Cer[ .................................... I

t~Iving Cen ................................. 2

Technic¯! (cw A~ic. ) College CerL of dlploma,.

Nur~ng m reLIied ~ype of diploma .............

Univer~Ir/cr equlvaleo~(e, g. NI~E) de~ee .....

Other- s~clfy ...............................

If you Intend to go on for further ¢ducltlon af~cr yore Leaving Cert.. state pcecisely the

course you intend Io take or. If you are not ~xactly sure, the course which you would

plefei" [o tlke.. $~[~ aLso lh~ pince ii which you In~nd to pursue this course.

(1) Exact Course you inI~nd to pursue ~ : (�. g. : Lab~atoty Technician. A Nuzsing

Dip)ore¯, ¯ Chemical F~gin~e, lng Degree etc. )

(ii) How sure are you of youz choic~ at thls stage ~ Veay ~e ............. I

Sure ................. 2

$orncwha[ unsure ...... 3

ve~7 unsuze ........... 4

(i~) And where exactly do you intend to pLusue thls cour’*e~

At ¯ Un/vezslty ............... 1

Teacher Tralnlng College ...... 2

At a Regional Tectmical CoLlege. 3

At ¯ College of Technology ..... 4

A[ ¯ ~HE .................... 5

AI ¯ TraLnlng HospIt¯l ......... 6

Othea 7

38. Whal, in your opinion Is the highes~ cerdl’icat¢ which yow inthct expects you Io gel as ¯

tc~Jh of your educallon~ (If your father [s dead o~ ab~nt in¯re [his que.~on bl~nk).

In~.~ Cert ................................... !

l,¢aving Cen ................................. 2

TeChnical College C*-Jtlflcatc or diploma ........ 3

Nu~dn~ o~ related P/pc of diploma .............. 4

Unlvc~d P/ degree ............................. 5

Other- ~pecify ............................... 6

39, What. In your opinion, is the htgh~st ceJtifIcat~ which yo¢~ moineJ expects yo~ to g~t

is ¯ re~Jlt of your ¢ducadon~ Of your mother h dead or ab~nt l~av¢ this question blank),

lnt~J Cer[ ................................... 1

L~aving C~rc~ ................................. - 2

Technical Colinge O’Jtificate or diploma ........ 3

Nursing 0� relat¢d type of diploma .............. 4

¯ UniveJd~ degree .............................

O~hcr- ipecify ............................... 6
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40, What, in your op/rfion, is the hJghen certificate which your teachers expect you to

get as ¯ result Of your education?

ln~er Ce~t ................................... 1

Leaving Cert... ............................. 2

Technical College Certificate ~ d/ploma ....... 8

Nutting or tel¯ted type of thplom¯ ............. , 4

Un|vf/l~ty c/ equiv4t]ert[ ~gree: ........ ¯ ¯. ¯ .... 6

Other- ~cc|;y .............................. 6

41. Whir, In you: op/nlon, is the highe~ certificate which your best friend W/H get al ¯

result of his/her education~

C~cep Cert .................................. 1

In t CA" Cot! ................................... 2

Leaving C~rt ................................ 3

TeChnical Coll~ge Certificate or diploma ........ 4

Nursing cc tel¯ted type of diploma ............. 5

Univers/ty degree ............................ 6

42. Hc~ well do you~ parents, your teachers, you: best friend expect ycm to petfcxm In the

I~aving C~:rtJflcate~ How do you expect io do, yot~c:lf?

(P]ca~ answer aboul e~ch person, circHr]g orte number CA3 each Ltrte)

Very well Well Not too badly ~dly ] have no such
relative or he/she
h dead cx ab~*e~t

L Yo~ mother 1 2 3 4 5

2. Your f~thet 1 2 0 4 0

0. YOUr leachers 1 2 3 4 h

4. your best friead 1 2 3 4 5

5. And yourself 1 2 8 4

43. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE, WHE~ YOU FINALLY FINISH YOUR EDUCATION. WE

WOULD LIKE TO IC~OW ABOUT THE KIND OF WORK YOU HAVE 088~ CONSIDerING

(PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE JOBS AS FULLY AS F~6SIBLE).

(a) If you h¯d yotu chelcc, what Job would you really Ukc to ge:;~

(b) What Is the fir~ Job you ihink you will actually get

(C) HOW sere ate you of your choice at thiJ stage?

Very m:e ................ 1

0u:e .................... 0

Unsure .................. 3

vm ,~s~e ............. 4
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How fully. If e~r. have you dbcmsed yore plato or pr~pecu about Jo~ with each of

the fol/owlng~ (Circle oce’number ~ e~ch line).

Qulte a Vaguely Nevea ] haw ao such
lot relldve/~acher

hel~he b dead
a~nt

L yo~ lathes 1 2 S 4

2. Yc~r mother I 2 g 4

3. A patt/cuIar teacher or ~ache.~
in Icho01                      1 2 3 4

4. The pclnd~l 1 2 3 4

~. The eat¢er guldance LeAcher 1 2 S 4

6. Youl frlends 1 2 3 4

I. Old~ brotheE 1 2 3 4

8. Older llster 1 2 3 4

(=) ’~hat job. In your opinion, doe= your father expect you to go In[o~

(b) Whal Job. in your opinion, does you mother expect you togo into)

(c) Whir job, in you," opinlou, do your teachers expect you 1o go lnto~

NOW WE WOULD LIKE TO ASK SOME QUES’HONS ABOUT EDUCATION, WORK AND

MARRIAGE.

(a) Do you think that gizls should have a different educallen from boys~

Y¢= .......... 1 No ............ 2

~a[ Is you! reason for Ihll)

(b) Do you think thal girls shou]d have diffei’ent careers from boys)

yea .......... 1 No ............ 2

Whl[ is your reason for this?

Ideally, it what age would you like to gel m~rrled?

(Circle the apptopda¢e number)

between 18 and 20 .............. 1

21 - 23 ....................... 2

24- 26 ....................... 3

E? ° 29 ....................... 4

30 o1 over ..................... 5

dctl’t wan[ [o mat~y ............ 6
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48.

49.

Suppot/ng It Is 8 m ? ye~t in th~ furore. Imagine that you have Just got mlLrz~d to

somebod7 who has Ju~ ~ good ¯ Job as you haw, bet t/v~.~ about 120 miles away horn

yo~. Either you ~ your spouse {L e. your wl~ If you .~e ¯ boy. your husbind if you

¯ girl) will have to give up the Job ,rod move boule to be with each och~. Which

of the following outcomes would be mo~ likely to occ~ In y~ cA~e, do you dt/nk~

(Circle oBc number on elch LLoe).

L My =pOU$� Would move to
wbe:e ! was IWing and n7
to flnd a new ~ob there.

2. I would move to where my
spo~ WU llvLng and look
inf ¯ new ,~ob

Llkc}y Outcomes

(I) (U) (W)     (Iv)

lu very likely Its Ukely Its unt/kely Its very
this would this would unlikely
happen happen

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Supposing that you were much older And were worldng and married, and then you had

cht/then, what do you think you would do in these cbcumstancc*~ And what would yo~

mothel and falher expect~ please indicate which of the following S outcomes you think

would be mort likely to occur in your ease? (Circle the numbez Indicating the ~nswer

that is mot| u~e in yot~ care).

O) (lJ)        (Hi)     (iv) (v)

you would give You would You would Both you You would
up your Job to combine part- both and your work full-
mind your time wcck c~tlnue spouse time ~s
children on t with minding to work would before
fuUt/me basis, the children fuU t/me work while

while your as before pz~-t/me your
spous~ ~md you and share spouse
cc~t/nued to would pay. in minding would mldd
work fulJ someone the the children
t/me. else to children fulP- t/me

lock after
the
children

What would you be
m~t Hkely to do? 1 2 3 4 5

Wintt would your
mother e.xpect ~ 1 2 3 4 5

What would youE
father cxpecl ~ 1 ~ 3 4 5

What do you think
your tpetae would
expect ~ 1 2 3 4 S
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50. NOW WE WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU AB(EUT WHAT YOU DO IN YOUR SPARE TIME

Outside SChOOl hotwS and Dot as par( of any eleanora suhjeor, about how m&0y times

to the pa~t month did you take part in any of the following aedvitie.s: and (ll) were

these acdvlt~e~ otganBed by the school or not~ (Please cJzcle the number csnz~:~adtng

to what is moat tm*e In your case),

(t) (S)

How often have you taken part in these Was this Activity
acdvifiet in the last month~ organised by the

school or not)C~C~ fit" 3 Or 4 ~ OF mote
twice     times t ime.I

L MUSic or singing c~ cho~ 1 2 3 4

2. Deb,te.s of Play= 1 2 3 4

3. Dtnces[Dtscoa 1 2 3 4

4. Team game.s (like football,
c¢ hockey etc, ) ! 2 3 4

5. Glmes like te~niz or
bgdndnto¢* or table°

t ermis 1 2 3 4

& Watch matche~            1 2 3 4

7. $¢e a film 1 2 3 4

8. Hih~ or long walks etc.. 1 2 3 4

El. Do you have a job ouuide school hours;’

/J
yes ............. 1

L             ~

No ........... 2

I+o oZ72+20o o0+.o++

1 2

1 2

1 2

1    2

2

2

2

2

52.

53.

In the past month, how many times have you been out on a date) (CL~cle the appropriate

numheO,
Not at IH .................... 1

Once or twice ................ 2

Three c~ fore times ........... 3

More: than fot~ times .......... 4

I ......t ......./P A BOY~ Do you have a tegula[ gLrllriend~
Yes ...... 1 No ...... 2

IF YEE~ About how many times have you gc~e out together in the past rnonth~

COizcin the appropriate numbe~

Once o~ twi¢~ ........... 1

Th~¢ or" fot~ times ...... 2

More than ~om ~lm~$ ....

349
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54. ladica[e which of the following statemenu tells where your best ~lend ls - by clrci[ng

one o[ the numbers below

In your class .................. i

In another clau in the Ichool .... 2

I~ another school .............. 3

Ha* left school ................ 4

55. In the la~z zwo weeks how ohen have you done any of the fo]lowlng Jobs at home ~ Of

you are ¯ boarder foc~ on the work you do at home d~ring the holidays). (Clscle o~e

number on each ’Line).

5&

Never Once c� three to 6 to 10 more than 10
twice 3 [lrnes dme~ dines ~ every

day

L Made your bed I 2 3 4 5

Made any beds other than your own l 2 3 4 5

3, $wcp~ the noor or used the vacuum
cleaner 1 2 3 4 5

4. Set the Gable for meals 1 2 3 4 6

5. Cleaned the windows 1 2 3 4 5

6, Did the dishes 1 2 3 4 5

?. ]Hrought in fuel for the f/ze 1 2 3 4 5

8. Prepared the dinner of tea I 2 3 4 6

9. Did the ironing I 2 3 4 0

10. Looking after the younger chll~en    1 2 3 4 S

FINALLy. WE WOULD IJKE TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR PARE~ITS.

THIS INFORMATION IS NEEDED FOR SAMPLING PURFOSES " UKE ALL OTH~ DATA

YOU HAVE GIVEN IT WILL BE TREATED AS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

What dld your fathez’s education consls~ of~ Anawer ~o the ben of your knowledge by

c~cllng the apl~opriaKe number.

Primary education ................................. 1

Some vocadon¯l school educ~tfon ................... 2

Completed vocLHonil school educarleu .............. 3

One or two year* of ~econdar/school education ....... 4

Thxee or fou* years of ~ecoada~ school educadcc..... S

Finished secondary school edecidon ................. 6

Some unlverdry education ......................... 7

Dn/verdty degree ................................. 8
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What did your mother’s education co~lst of;* (Answe~ to the best of your knowledge,

by clscling the approptiat¢ numbe~).

P~lm at/ education ............................ 1

Some vocatiotlaI schl:x)] education .............. 2

Completed vocational school education ......... 3

One ~� two years of secondary schOOl education... 4

Three or four ye&rs of zecondazy school education..g

Finished secoodaty school education ............. 6

Some unlve~lty education ..................... 7

U’~J vend ty degree ............................ 8

(a) What ls.yot~ father’s principal occupationl (If he Is retired or if he is dead, stale

what his occupation was), please state the title of his Job and the kind of work

he doeJ. not Just the name of the place he works in.

Job Title

Kind of work

(b) If your father Is a farme~ - what size of farm has he~ statute aaeL

How much of this land is arable~

(c) If your father it an employer, how many people does he employ~

59, (a] Does your motheJ have a paid job. outside the home7

IYet ......... 1 [      No ........... 2

(b} IFYE3. dceJthew~kparttime..: ...... 1 or fuU-time ....... 2

fc) What kind of work doe4 she do~

(d) What is her exact Job title)

(e) If she is ¯ farmer, what size of farm hal she;* statute ac~-et

HOW much of this land is arabin~ acre4

(l) If she is an cmployeJ, how many pedple does she employ lull-time;*

Thank you very much for your cooperation. We would like to su~ess, once agatn, that the

inform¯lion which you have given us is completely confidential and will he used for research

Ix~poses only¯ YoUr answers will no_.~t be revealed to an~.

We only need your name fox sampling purples - It will be changed into a code number for

the analysis. Your answers will be combined with th~ of the otheJ students being interviewed

(the.re are mc<e than 4. 000). to give an oveiall picture of the views o[ $¢corld" level pupils ¯bout

what ahoy are doing now and are likely to do in the futere.
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354 THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Appendix Table 2.1: Comparison of Percentages of Examinees in Sample and Population Who took
Various Subjects in the 1978 Leaving Certifizate and Group Certificate Examinations

Percentage of Group Certifitate 1978,
1978Published Sampled LC

L C Results Candidates in
Subject % Total LC Sampled Subject Sample in

Candidates Schools taking Total pop. of Vocational
taking Subjects Subjects Examinees Schools

Irish Pass: 66% 69%
Hons: 26% 25%

English Pass: 53% 51%
Hons: 49% 48%

Maths Pass: 83% 85%
Hons: I 1% 12%

Physics Pass: 5% 5%
Hons: 8% I 1%

Chemistry Pass: 7% 4%
Hons: 12% 18%

Biology Pass: 23% 21%
Hons: 25% 32%

Irish 75% 63%
English 89% 77%
Maths 83% 70%
History 55% 41%
Geography 57% 43%
Science 42% 32%

Woodwork 48% 46%
Metalwork 35% 38%
Mech. Draw. 50% 46%
Typewriting 13% 14%
(general)
Shorthand I 1% I 1%
(general)
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APP END I X 2.2: Attitudinal Scale Construction

355

These 12 scales were constructed from pupil responses in the following
manner.

(i) Attitude towards Maths/Science subjects ("MATHLIT")
Responses to the following eight items were used in this scale. The scored

responses were aggregated in the following manner to give a scale which
ranged in total value from 8 to 16. Only between 1 to 3 per cent of items were
not responded to. To control for non-response the total score was divided by
the number responded to by each pupil giving the final score with values

ranging from 1.00 (p~eference for Maths/Science) to 2.00 (preference for
Language/Literature)/The overall reliability was very high: Cronbach’s
Alpha = .77.

Bern Response~Score

1. (C306)*

9. (c307)
3. (c362)

4. (C366)

5. (C369)

"Maths is interesting"

"Maths is difficult"

"I prefer subjects in which I have
to work out problems as in Maths
or Science..."

"l have more confidence dealing
with a subject like English than
with any Science subject"

"I get a greater sense of satisfac-
tion out of appreciating a piece of
poetry or prose than out ofsolving
a difficult problem in Mathe-
matics"

Yes -- I; No = 2

No-- I; Yes=2

Strongly Agree Disagree or
or Agree = I Strongly

Disagree = 2

Strongly Agree or
Disagree or Strongly Agree
Disagree = 1 = 2

Strongly Agree or
Disagree or Strongly Agree
Disagree = 1 -- 2

6. (C371) "Science and Maths subjects are Strongly Agreeor
just too difficult for a lot of stu- Disagree or Strongly Agree
dents to master" Disagree = I -- 2

7. (C452) "l usually have to give up on dif- Strongly Agree or
ficult problems in Mathematics" Disagree or Strongly Agree

Disagree -- I = 2

8. (C454) "I feel that I will never really be Strongly Agree or
able to understand Maths" Disagree or Strongly Agree

Disagree = I = 2

*C306, C307, etc., refer to the column numbers used for coding the responses from
the questionnaires.
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(ii) EducationalSelf-image ("EDhMAGE")
This is a five-item scale with an Alpha of.73. It indexes the pupil’s image

ofhis or her own educational ability relative to that of peers. The items below
were aggregated for each pupil and divided by the number ofvalid responses.
Thus the values of the scale range from 1 (ve~, high educational self-image)
to 4 (low educational self-image).

I. (C445) "How would you
place yourself in your pres-
ent class?

2. (C246) "How would you
have placed yourself in your
Inter. Cert. class?

3. (C446) "I’m hardly ever
able to do what my teachers
expect ofme".

4. (C450) "I’m usually well
ahead ofothers in my class".

5. (C469) "How well do you
expect to do in the Leaving
Certificate?"

ResponsdScore
Top/Well A little

Above Above Below
Average Average Average Average

I 2 3 4

I 2 3 4

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4

Very Not too
Well Well badly badly

1 2 3 4

(iii) Perceived level of reward or praise from teachers ("POSCLASS")
This is a five-item scale which measures a pupil’s level of interaction with,

as well as receipt of, rewards from teachers in class -- mainly though not
exclusively for educational achievement. The scores of the 5 items below were
aggregated for each pupil aud divided by the number of items responded to.
The final scale has values ranging from 1.0 (high level of interaction/praise)
to 4.0 (low level). The scale is relatively highly reliable with an Alpha of .63.
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Item                                                Response~Score
Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

(C365) [ always try to answer
questions in class              1

Very
Often

Over the last three weeks in
class bow often:

(C437) Have you been told
that your work is good?

(C439) Have you been asked
questions in class?

(C441) Have you been praised
because your written

work is tidy and done
on time?

(C,M2) Have you fch ve~,
stimulated and inter-
ested?

2 3 4

A few
Often times Never

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

(iv) Pupils" perception of level of sanctioning (correction)--mainlyforpoorpresentation
and classroom misbehaviour ("N EGC LASS")

This is a three-item Likert scale of moderate reliability (Alpha = .5,1-). The
final scores range from 1 (high level ofcorrection) to 4 (low level ofcorrection
by teacher) when the aggregated scores were divided by the number of items
responded to.

Item Response/Score
Over tbe last tbree weeks in Very A few
class how often Often Often times Never

(C’t-38) Have you been blamed
because your work is
untidy?                        I

(C,t40) Have you been blamed
for misbehaving?              I

(C,M3) Have you been told
that your work is poor?        I

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4
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(v) Perceived level of sanctioning (positive or negative) for scholastic reasons
("SCHOLAR")

This five-item scale has three items in common with "POSCLASS". Instead
of measuring positive teacher rewards however, it is designed to tap the level
of pupil-tea.chef interaction concerned with school and class work. This may
take the form of praise, correction, or level of pupil-teacher classroom inter-
action. Despite some evidence from the literature and pretest results, however
(see Chapter 1), its reliability is somewhat lower than that of"POSCLASS",
with an Alpha of.51.

Item Response~Score
Over the last three weeks in Very A few
class how often Often Often Times Never

I. (C437) Have you been told
that ),our work is
good?

2. (C439) Have you been asked
questions in class?

3. (C442)Have you felt very
stimulated and
interested?

4. (C443) Have you been told
that your work is
poor?

5. (C444) Have you been
unable to express
fully what    you
mean?

2 3

2 3

2 3

3 2

4 3 2

4

4

4

The final scores range in value from 1.0 (a high degree of scholastic-oriented
interaction) to 4.0 (low degree).

(vi) Pupils" perception of level of sanctioning for social or behavioural reasons
("SOCIAL")

This scale is similar to both ’POSCLASS’ and ’NEGCLASS’. It taps both
classroom praise and correction related to social, presentational or behavioural
reasons rather than for purely scholastic or intellectual reasons. It has three
items and the final score ranges from 1.0 (a high degree of such sanctioning)
to 4.0 (low degree). Its reliability is only moderate, however, with an Alpha
of.49.
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Item Response~Score
Over the last three weeks in Very A few
class how often Often Often Times Never

I. (C438) Have you been
blamed     because
your work is untidy? 1 2 3 4

2. (C4’t0) Have you been
blamed for mis-
behaving? 1 2 3 4

3. (C441) Have you been
praised because your
written work is tidy
and done on time? 4 3 2 I

(vii) Pupils’competitiveness andattitude towards competitiveness ("COMPETE")
This scale has three items which were aggregated for each pupil and the

scores divided by tile number of items responded to. h has an Alpha of .41

and is thus not very reliable. The final scores range from 1.0 (low competi-
tiveness) to 4.0 (highly competitive).

Item                                  Response~Score
Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree    Disagree

I. (C361) I like to be ahead of
others in my class 4

2. (C367) I don’t like compet-
i.g with others in nay class I

3. (C370) 1 don’t like people
who always want to stand
out in class 1

3 2 I

2 3 4

2 3 4

(viii) Satisfaction with Subjects chosen ("SUBJEVAL")
This is a five item scale with an Alpha of .70. The following items were

aggregated and divided by the number of valid responses for each pupil. The
values of the scale thus vary from 1.0 (low evaluation of subjects chosen) to
4.0 (high evaluation of subjects chosen).
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Item                                                Response~Score
Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

I. (C420) Most of the subjects
I have chosen turned out to
be interesting 4

2. (C422) 1 didn’t know what
1 was letting myself in for
with some of the subjects 1
chose I

3. (C425) 1 seem to be getting
on well with the subjects I
have chosen 4

4. (C427) If I could choose
again I would choose differ-
enl subjects I

5. (C429) 1 think that the sub-
jects 1 have chosen will help
me later on 4

3 2 I

2 3 4

3 2 I

2 3 4

3 2 I

(ix) Satisfaction with teachers’helpfulness ("TEACHVAL")
This five-item Likert scale had an Alpha of .69. The items below were

aggregated for each pupil and divided by the number of items responded to,
giving a scale with values from 1.0 (low level of satisfaction) to 4.0 (highly
satisfied with teacher helpfulness).

Item                                                Response/Score
Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

I. (C421) Most teachers help
you to decide which subjects
to take. 4 3

2. (C423) Most teachers are
too busy when you ask them
for advice.. I 2

3. (C424) I wish I had been
given more help in choosing
my subjects. I 2

4. (C426) Teachers are always
ready to help you with
advice on what you should
do. 4 3

5. (C428) Most leachers are
hard to talk to. 1 2

2 1

3 4

3 4

2 I

3 4
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(x) lmportance o f utilitarian values in subject choice (" U T I L V A L " )
This four-item scale is moderately reliable with an Alpha of .50. The final

score ranges fi’om 1.0 (usefulness of subject was important in deciding to
choose it) to 3.0 (usefulness ofsubject was not an important factor).

Item Response~Score
Very Reason of Not an

I picked my subjects because: important some important
reason importance reason

(C413) They were the most useful

(C414) It is easier to get a good job ifyou
do well in these subjects

(C418) l would need them to get into fur-
ther training or further education

(C419) I needed them to get into an
apprenticeship.

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

(xi) Expectations of pupils in relation to combining work and childrearing roles
("SEXROLE’)

"[’his scale contains two items and is highly reliable with an Alpha of .71.
Tbe final score ranges from 1.0 ("Traditional" attitudes) to 5.0 ("Modern"
attitudes). The scoring given below is that used for female respondents. The
scoring was reversed for male respondents. In addition, for male respondents
scores 2 and 3 below (on responses (b) and (c)) were reversed since (b)
involves more of a role-change for the male than (c) does.
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"Supposing that you were much older and were working and married and then you
had children, what do you think you would do in these circumstances?" ’1

item

Response/Score
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

You You
would would

combine both
parl-time continue You

work to work Both you would
You with full-time and ),our work full-

would minding bs before spouse time as
give up the and you would before

your job children would work while
to mind while pay part-time your

),our your someone and share spouse
children spouse else to in would

on a full- continuo:l look after nainding mind the
time to work the the children

basis, full-time, children, children, full-lime.

I. (C531) What would you
be most likely to
do?                  I 2 3 4 5

2. (C534) What do you
think your spouse
would expect? I 2 3 4 5

(xii) Participation in household tasks scale: ("HH TASK")
This is a 10-1tern Likert scale constructed from the total responses for the 10

items given below.
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Question55: "In the last two weeks how often have you done any of the following jobs
al home?" (Circle the most correct number)

Item Response/Score
In the past two weeks how More
often have you Once or Three to Six to ten than ten

Never twice five times times times

I. (C562) Made your own
bed?

2. (C563) glade any beds
other than your own?

3. (C564) Swept the floor
or used the vacuum
cleaner?

4. (C565) Set the table for
meals?

5. (C566) Cleaned the
windows?

6. (C567) Cleaned the
dishes?

7. (C568) Brought in fuel
for the fire?

8. (C569) Prepared Ihe
dinner or tea?

9. (C570) Done    the
ironing?

10. (C571) Looked after
younger children?

I 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

The scores were summed for each pupil and divided by tire number of
responses. A highly reliable scale (Alpha = .83) which ranged in value from
1.0 (very low participation) to 5.0 (very high participation).
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Appendix Table 3.1: Ratio of Male to Female First Year Students and Graduate and

Postgraduate Numbers in the Different University Faculties in 1976/77. Number of Males per
Single Female

lst yenr Undergraduate Postgraduate
Faculty Entrants Degrees Degrees

1976 1976 1976

Arts and Soc. Sc. .617 .575 ’1.436
Econs./Soc. Studies/Commerce 2.645 3.645 !4.500
Law 2.370 2.338 2.000
Engineering/Architecture 15.122 16.190 43.000
Medicine/Dentistry 1.371 1.886 6.500
VeI./Ag. Sc./Dairy Sc. 6.929 18.750 26.000

Total 1.341 1.324 2.018

Source: Relevant HEA reports.

Appendix Table 3.2: Percentages of Boys and Girls (in 1981 NMS School Leavers Survey)from 5 Social
Class of Origin Categories who (a) completed their education before the Inter. or Group Cert. Level and (b)

Completed Leaving Cert.

Social Class Origin of Pupils~’

"’Dropout"and Upper Farmers Lower Upper Lower
"Completion" Middle and ’Middle’ Middle* Working Working "

Total
Rates in Second Class Class Class Class Class

Levd
l 2 3 4 5

M    F M    F M    F M    F M    F M    F
%    % %    % %    % %    % %    % %    %

Percentage who
completed their
education before
the Inter. Cert. 3.9 0.0 16.4 5.0 17.1 5.1 27.,t 12.6 ,t5.1 27.7 24.2 11.1

Percentage who
completed the
LeavingCert. 85.7 96.1 60.4 83.6 57.’t 76.3 38.9 57A 25.8 ’t5.5 49.8 70.0

Total Nos. 77 76 359 383 216 186 226 183 244 213 1,122 1,041

Source: Special tabulation from NMS School Leavers Survey 1981. The coding of E~ther’s
occupalion is as previously indicated except that three distinctions are made amongst those of
non-manual categories -- farmers being assigned to the middle catego~’.
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Appendix Table 4. I : Number of Second-level Centres Outside Cities Classified by Type of Facility

Sec,

Sec.&, only Sec. Sec. Sec. See.
}’tar Comm. Voc. Boys for for for for Total

and Boys & & Girls Boys V~¢. Girls Boys
Comp. Girls Girls & Voc. & Voc. only only only

1961162    -- 118 ,t1 28 4 81 ,t5 7 324
1978/79     29 128 5.5 4 J 70 l0 4 301

"I. 13 The following changes have taken place:

(a) Community and comprehensive schools have been introduced.
(b) A number of convent schools in centres which had only one secondaD’ school have

become co-edtlcational. This also applies, but to a much lesser extent, to boys’ schools
in similar elrcumslances.

(c) A limited number of centres offering minimal second-level facilities are no longer in
operat£on.

(d) In addition, a number of schools, both secondar)’ and vocational, have widened the
range of subjects taught.

This comparison thus provides a measure of the effect of the introduction of the free educa-
tlon/free transport scheme and of subsequent efforts to ratlonallse the second-level structure."

Source: White Paper on Educational Denelopment, 1980.
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The following tables, which are derived fi’om the Department of Education’s
Statistical Report 1980-81 show the percentage of Secondary, Vocational and
Community schools offering subjects to each sex. These tables then show the
effects of both Provision and Allocation, since, from these tables we can
calculate, for example, the percentage ofsecondary schools not offering Home
Economics to boys. However, among these schools, we cannot distinguish
those coeducational and boys’ schools where it is not taught at all from those
coeducational schools in which, ahhough taught, the subject is not offered to

boys.
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Appendix Table 6A.I : Percentage of Stcondaxy, Vocational and Community/Comprehensive
Schools Offering Various Subjects to Boys and Girls in the Junior Cycle in 1980-81

Community
and

SecondaO, Vocational Comprehensive
Subject Boys Girls Boys Girls " Boys    Girls

per cent
Irish (H.C.) 93.8 93.1 55.9 56.4 84,0 82.0
Irish (L.C.) 81.6 81.7 80.8 78.4 78.0 76.0
Irish (C.C.) I1.1 14.7 31.0 31.2 30.0 30.0
English (H.C.)" 95.7 93.1 61.6 60.6 84,0 82.0
English (L.C.) 76.4 72.7 79.9 78.4 84,0 82.0
English (C.C.) 10.8 14.7 30.6 31.2 28,0 28.0
Mathematics (H.C.) 95.4 94.0 55.0 50.9 76,0 74.0
Mathematics (L.C.) 83.9 84. I 82.5 79.8 84,0 82.0
Mathematics (C.C.) I 1.8 15.9 28.4 28.9 32,0 30.0
History & Geography 100.0 100.0 91.3 93.6 96,0 96.0
Latin 41.0 25.8 -- -- 22,0 18.0
Greek 1.6 0.6 ....
Hebrew 0.3 0.3 ....
French 99.0 99.4 79.9 83.5 90.0 88.0
German 18.4 37.5 2.6 1.8 28,0 28.0
Spanish 14.1 22.8 2.6 2.3 18,0 14.0
Italian 1.3 3.0 ....
Science A 95.4 90.7 55.5 50.0 78,0 74.0
Science E 3.0 3.6 53.3 53.2 24.0 18.0
Science (Comm6n Course) 3.6 5.7 7.4 6.0 18.0 20.0
Home Economics I I. I 94.6 23. I 94.5 32.0 92.0
Music & Musicianship A/B 40.0 65.2 10.0 10.6 52.0 60.0
Art 68.5 89.8 54.1 53,7 84.0 88.0
Woodwork 50.5 4.5 99. l 17,4 92.0 32.0
Metalwork 8.5 0.9 86.9 8,3 88.0 22.0
Mechanical Drawing 60.0 9.8 99.1 24.8 100.0 62.0
Commerce 89,8 87.7 38.9 94.5 92,0 94,0

TotalNo. Schools 305 333 229 218 50 50

Source: Department of Education Statistical Report, 1980-81, pp. 45-46.

Note: Ten schools (six Secondary and four Vocational) in four centres are operating
a system of common enrolment. These were treated as four Community schools
for the purpose of this table.
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Appendix Table 6A.2: Percentage of Seconda!7, Vocational and CommuniO,/Comprehensive Schools
Offering Various Subjects to Boys and Girls in the Senior Cycle 1980-81

CommuniO,/
Secondary Vocational Comprehensive

Subject Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

per cent
lrisl~ (H.C.) 87.8 86.5 58.5 59.5 86.4 86.0
Irish (L.C.) 82.6 79.8 85.0 85.3 81.8 81.4
Irish (C.C.) 7.3 11.9 16.5 17.4 13.6 14.0
English (H.C.) 90.4 89.6 64.5 63.7 84. I 83.7
English (L.C.) 80.4 77.1 86.5 86.3 81.8 81.4
English (C.C.) 7.4 13.8 15.5 16.3 20.5 20.9
Latin 28.3 19.3 -- -- 20.5 11.6
Greek 1.6 0.6 ....
Hebrew 0.3 0.3 ....
French 92.9 97.6 61.5 81.6 93.2 95.3
German 16.7 33.9 2.0 0.5 31.8 37.2
Italian 1.6 4,3 -- 0.5 -- --
Spanish 14.5 28.4 2.5 4.2 20.5 20.9
History 93.6 94.8 47.5 53.7 90.9 93.0
Geography 94.9 96.6 58.5 58.9 90.9 88.4
Mathematics (H.C.) 80.7 66.7 31.5 23.2 75.0 74.4
Mathematics (L.C.) 88.1 90.8 89.5 90.5 81.8 79.1
Mathematics (C.C.) 5.8 8.9 14.0 14.2 13.6 14.0
Applied Mathematics 20.3 3.4 3.0 -- 15.9 9.3
Physics 73.3 45.6 30.5 15.8 68.2 62.8
Chemistry 80.7 78.6 21.5 13.7 68.2 67.4
Physics & Chemistry 12.5 11.3 14.0 10.0 20.5 20.9
Agricultural Science 13.5 4.0 19.0 I I, I 22+7 14.0
Biology 86.2 97.6 85.5 92.6 95.5 97.7
Agricultural Economics 2.3 0.6 4.5 3.2 2.3 2.3
Engineering Workshop 5.1 -- 81.0 1.6 70.5 9.3
TechnieM Drawing 39.5 2.4 96.5 6.8 97.7 30.2
Building Construction 14.1 0.3 75.5 4.2 88.6 7.0
Mechanics 0.3 -- 1.5 I.I 4.5 --
Home Economics (Social &

Scientific) 11.6 78.0 5.5 50.0 25.0 74.4
Home Economics (General) 3.2 54.7 3.0 56.3 11.4 58.1
Accounting 69.1 70.0 25.0 61.6 72.7 76.7
Business Organisation 65.9 73.7 36.5 58.9 79.5 79. I
Economics 64.0 48.3 27.0 33.7 68.2 62.8
Economic History 10.9 6.4 1.5 1.6 4.5 4.7
Art (incl. crafts) 55.9 84.4 35.5 41. I 77,3 81.4
Music& Musicianship 14.8 47.1 3.0 3.7 22.7 37.2

Tatal nurnber of schools 311 327 200 190 44 43

Source: Department of Education Statistical Report, 1980-81, pp. 47-48.

Note: Ten schools (six Seconda~’ and four Vocational) in four centres are operating a system
of common enrolment. These were treated as four Community schools for the purpose of
this table.
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School Ethos Scales

These scales are derived from school averages of Leaving Cert. pupils’
evaluations of the school curriculum, of teacher-pupil interaction and teacher
supportiveness, of pupils’, parents’ and teachers’ levels of aspiration and
performance expectations, of teachers’ classroom supportiveness and of the
relative importance and salience of teachers’ versus parents’ and peers’ levels
ofexpectation for pupils’ performance.

Starting off as individual pupil attitudinal scales (see Chapter 2) or as
individual responses to questions in the Leaving Cert. pupil interviews, those
responses are aggregated (summed) for all relevant Leaving Cert. pupils
within each school. So, for each of the schools which had Leaving Cert. classes
we get an average school score on each of the variables involved. These
average scores were factor analysed -- using Principal Factor with iteration,
and Varimax Rotation. These procedures yielded six discernible "school
ethos" scales, which indicate clearly the organisational climate or ethos of the
school concerned, the first four of which were employed in the analysis.

Scale I: Achievement Ethos (ACHETHOS)
This indicates the overall achievement ethos of schools. A high score

indicates schools whose pupils have high levels ofeducational selfimage, high
levels of individual competitive achievement goals, high levels of educational
and occupational aspiration and performance expectations, and associated
with these aggregate pupil attitudes/aspirations are high levels of teacher and
parental performance expectations and aspirations. In other words, these are
schools where parents, teachers and pupils have consistently high supportive
aspirations and expectations for pupils’ educational progress. At the other
extreme are schools which have the opposite characteristics.
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Appendix 6B. I : The :~ean and Standard Deviation of ltems in the Achievement Ethos Scale ACH ETHOS
and Intercorrelatioas of the Items

Grand Standard lntercorrelation Matrix
;t4ean of Deviation
schools of schools I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I. Mean educational self
image in schools 2.62

2. Mean class
competitiveness scores 2.33

3. Mean pupil level of
educational aspiration 2.87

4. Mean teachers’ level of
educational aspiration 2.72

5. Mean parental level of
educational aspiration 2.72

6. Mean pupil level of
occupational aspiration 2.92

7. Mean pupil levelof
Leaving Cert. Exam.
performance 2.59

8. Average extent to which
teachers’ Leaving Cert.
expectations exceed
pupil’s own expectations 4.86

.23 1.00 .70 .45 .55 .47 .’35 .44 .33

.21 1.00 .49 .52 .51 .47 .33 .38

.40 1.00 .89 .89 .85 .43 .41

.36 1.00 .89 .74 .47 .34

.36 1.00 .78 .38 .40

.36 1.00 .36 .46

.20 1.00 .58

.20 I.O0

An 8-item school Likert scale was constructed using these 8 school item
scores giving an overall mean score of 23.6 and a standard deviation of 1.84.
The overall reliability of the scale is very high: Alpha = .90.
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Scale 2." School Teaching (Quality) Intensity (SCHTEACH)

This is a 7-item Likert scale which indicates the comparative teaching

intensity of schools. A high score indicates schools in which pupils have, on

average, high intensity of positive rewards for classwork and performance; in

which teachers give more homework, are more likely to correct the homework,

are generally highly supportive of pupils, and in which pupils themselves are

moderately to highly satisfied with subject choices and provisions.

Appendix Table 6B.2: The Mean and Standard Deviation of Items in the Teaching Intensity Scale
(SCHTEACH) and Intercorrdatiotu of the Items

Grand Standard lntercorrelations
Mean of Dee. of
school school
scores ’ scores I    2 3 4 5 6 7

I. School mean of positive
classroom interaction scale 2.40 .15

2. School mean of pupils’ satis-
faction with teachers’ help and
supportiveness 2.65 .19

3. School mean value of pupils’
satisfaction with subjects
taken 2.90 .16

4. Mean value for school of no.
of times per week homework
is given and corrected 2.57 .40

5. Mean school value of pupils’
satisfaction with subjects
given by school 1.60 .18

6. Mean level ofteachers’
expectations of pupils’
Leaving Cert. performance 2.73 .19

7. Mean diff. in LC
expectations between
teachers and parents .19 .21

1.00

.36 1.00

.56 .37 1.00

.27 .15 .23 1.00

.25 .36 .35 .36 1.00

.26 A2 ,17 ,16 .251,00

.23 .34 .05 ,07 .14 .621.00

A seven-item school level Likert scale was constructed with an overall mean

score of 14.66 and a standard deviation of 0.91. The overall reliability of the

scale was moderately high: Alpha = .67.
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Scale 3: Relative Importance of Teacher in Subject~Ca reer Choices (I M PTC H)
This 3-item scale is constructed exactly as for that measuring the relative

influence of the school guidance counsellor; a school’s pupils’ average assess-
ment of the importance of teachers versus parents and peers in the subject/
career choices. The overall scale has very high reliability (Alpha = .88).
It has a mean value of 1.05 and a standard deviation of.66.

Appendix Table 6B.3: The Mean and Standard Deviation of llems in the "Relative lmportaace
of Teachers" Scale ( I M PTC H) and lntercorrdations of the Items

Grand
mean of Standard

individual deviation
school of school
means means

lntcrcorrclations

I 2 3

I. Average pupil assessment at school
level, of teachers’ irnportanee in sub-

ject and career choices

2. Mean (school) difference scores in
importance of teachers versus par-
ents in advising one in subject and
career choices

3. Mean school difference scores in rel-
ative importance of teachers versus
friends in advising on subject and
career choices

1.77 .22 1.00

-.27 .27 .73 .62 1.00

-.45 .24 .79 1.00
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Scale 4: Teachers as a negative Reference Group (TEACHNEG)
A low score he~:e indicates schools where teachers’ level of negative sanc-

tioning is high, where the level of expectation for pupils’ achievement is low
and where the relative importance of friends in educational and occupational
choices is high: schools with little aspirational influence flowing from teachers
-- low performance and achievement expectations and high negative sanc-
tioning; but where the pupil peer group is relatively important. But associated
with both of these are low parental expectations. The composite scale has a
relatively high reliability ofAlpha = .76.

Appendix Table 6B.4: The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Items in the "TEACHNEG"
Scale and lntercorrelatiolu of the ltents

Grand lntercorrelations
mean of

school Standard
average Deviation I    2    3 4

I. School means of "NEGCLASS"
scale: level of teachers’ negative sanc-
tioning in classroom 3.55 .13 1.00

2. School means for perceived teachers’
level of occupatiooal aspiration for
pupils 1.81 .50 .33 1.00

3. School means for perceived parental
level of occupational aspiration for
pupils 1.79 .50 .31 .92 1.00

4. School means for scaleofimportance
of friends in subject/career choice 2.05 .18 .37 .42 .39 1.00
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Scale 5: Relative Importance of Career Guidance Counsellor in Pupils’ Subject and
Occupational Choices ( | M PCGT)

This is a 3-item scale constructed of school means based on pupils’ assess-

ment of the guidance counsellor’s relative importance in subject and career
choices. The relative importance is based on comparisons with parental and
peer influences. The overall reliability of the scale is very high: Alpha = .89.

Appendix Table 6B.5: The Means and Standard Deviation of Items in the "Relative Importance
of Guidance Counsellor’Scale (IMPCGT) and lntercorrelations of the ltem.~

Standard lntercorrelations
Grand Deviation

mean of of school
school (mean)
scores scores I    2      3

I. Mean pupil assessment of impor-
tance of guidance counsellor in sub-

ject and career choices 1.94 .41 1.00

2. Mean difference scores in pupils’
assessment of importance of guid-
ance teachers versus parents in sub-
ject/career choices -.27 .39 .68 1.00

3. Mean difference scores in pupils’
assessment of importance of guid-
ance teachers versus friends -.09 .39 .69 .84 1.00

Scale 6: Amount of Subject Choice (CHOICE)
This scale measures the average amount of choice of Inter. and Leaving

Cert. subjects as perceived by the pupils. A high score for a school indicates
that, oil average, the pupils felt that they had a good deal of choice whilst a
low score indicates little or no choice of subjects. Table 6B.6 shows the items
that were used in the scale and the response scoring at individual pupil level.
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Appendix Table 6B.6: Items in "CHOICE" scale-- response scoring

379

R~$ponse
Yes: One Yes: Two    Yes: Three or more

No other subject other subjects others

Score
h At the time when you were

choosing Inter. Cert. subjects,
did you have a choice of tak-
ing any other subjects? 0 I

2. Thinking back to the time
when you came back to school
after the Inter. Cert. were
there any other subjects you
could have taken other than
those you actually took? 0 I

2 3

2 3

Scores on the two items were summed and divided by 2. Thus ’CHOICE’
is a two-item Likert scale with scores ranging from 0 to 3. The Grand Mean
at school level is 1.18 with a standard deviation of 0.57.
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APPENDIX 7A. 1 : A School Level Curricular Analysis

A number of methods of categorising and analysing subject packaging
within schools -- curricular provision I and the kind of linked choices made
by students within the curriculum offered were attempted. Essentially we were
interested in two curricular processes:

I. The process of segregation of pupils by virtue of their distribution over
the curriculum provided by the school; as well as by the extent to which
they are separated by the school into Pass and Honours streams, etc.
This is partly dependent on the size of the curriculum -- if the number
of subjects provided is barely above the number taken by pupils, there
cannot obviously be much segregation.

2. The nature of the partitioning or subject packaging done by schools, or
the associated process of take-up of subjects by pupils within the subject
allocation policy of the school. This can reflect the provision biases of the
school by maximising, for instance, the provision of a number of Science,
or Commerce or Languages while minimising other options. It can also
reflect a timetabling policy which encourages specialisation in one or two
of the above areas ofsubject provision or through a process ofencouraging
pupils to take up more than one subject in these specialist areas.

The nature and degree of packaging ofsubjects -- either as sets ofsubjects
which go together or as optional alternatives -- by the school, is partly
dependent on the number of subjects available in the school, as well as the
curricular management policy of the school, etc. The number of degrees of
freedom in curricular choice available to the students, therefore, depends on
the total unconstricted degrees of freedom within the curriculum, but also on
the number ofconstraints introduced by school management, etc. The nature
and reasons for the latter constraints vary very widely.

As a preliminary to the analysis of the nature and extent ofsubject linkages
or sets of subjects taken by students in the 1978 LC results, a cluster analysis
(McQuitty, 1961) was carried out on the matrix of linked proportionate
Leaving Certificate subject choices made by students within a sample of
schools: the proportion ofstudents taking subject A who took subject B, C, D,
etc., as well as the reciprocal proportion taking B, C, D, etc., who took A. This
is taken as crudely equivalent to a matrix of regression coefficients of A on B
and B on A.

This analysis yielded an almost consistently repeated set of findings from
school to school: the first dimension usually extracted referred to the distinction
between Pass and Honours students or students taking a linked set of generally
Pass subjects, and students taking a linked set ofgenerally Honours subjects.
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Even when this dlstmctiou is very sharp, however, some anomalies exist with
some Honours level subjects. A subject like Business Organisation or Spanish,
for instance, does not appear to discriminate between Pass and Honours
students or subject groups.

In most of the smaller schools only two clear clusters (Pass/Honours)
emerged with individual Scientific/Technical or Comn3ercial subjects attached
to a rather general Honours or Pass cluster of subjects. The larger schools
usually generate a number of clearly discriminable clusters such as specialist
Scientific (Physics/Chemistry), Business Studies (Business Organisa-
tion/Accot!ntancy, Economics, etc.) clusters emerging. In many schools Busi-
ness Studies subjects appear to be consistently taught as a set of Pass subjects.
And in many girls’ schools Home Economics subjects are equally and similarly
discriminatory. Scientific subjects, on the other hand, only appear to occur
consistently as a linked set at an Honours Level in boys’ schools.

Considerable variation exists amongst schools in the clarity or distinctive-
ness ol~the clusters. In some schools, for instance, there is very wide variation
in choice of subject options and even variation in level of subject choice (Pass
or Honours). In other schools the Pass/Honours distinction and the consist-
ency or tightness ofsubject packages appears quite high. In the following table
we reproduce the cluster characteristics of four schools, which illustrate some
of the above distinctions.

Appendix Table 7A. I : Characteristics of Subject Packaees Taken b)’ Students in the LC 1978

Bo~s’ School** Girls’ School"*
Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster

I 2 3 4 1 2 3

I..arge, Eng P* Eng H Mat H Acc P Irs P Eng H Eng P
well lrs P Irs H Phy H or Ilgng l’[[lrs HI lrs

P
endowed Ma, P F’re . H ~ lAce H[~

~Fre[fSL__...~ Mat
P

School Gco P or    I Eng H* ~ I’IEs
~                    Acc

P
His P ~ Ge~ "t Eag H or His P

Chc H Frc H Fro 1-1HEs P Ace H
Geo H Bio H lrs P
His H Mat P
Clusler I . Cluster 2 Cluster I Cluster 2

Small, [rs P Its H Mat P [rs H
Rural or Eng P Eng H Its P Eng H
"Poorer" Mat P Fre H Eng P Fre H
School Geo P Bio H Geo P His H

Bor P Geo H Bor P Bio H
Ecs P Mat P Hes P Bor H

*The first 3 letters refer to the subject name. They are self explanatory. The capital P or kt
refers to level, Pass or ]-lonours,

**Of 52 girls’ schools only 21 taught both Physics and Chemistry. This was true, however,
of 37/46 boys’ and 15/29 coed. schools; 10 girls’, I boys’ and 3 coed schools did not teach either
subject~
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Girls’ schools rarely yield a specific Scientific/Technical specialty’, whereas
it vet3, frequently occurs in larger boys’ schools. On the otheri hand, a
Language/Literature specialty is much more likely in girls’ schools. The
general impression is of a much more generalised curriculum being’provided
in girls’ schools, therefore, with individual Science subjects being taken with
Language and Commerce options. In large boys’ schools Honours Maths and
Honours Physics and Chemistry very frequently occur together. Besides the
ohvious fact, therefore, that the Honours Matbs and Science subjects are

individually less popular in girls’ schools, the overall school context in boys’
scbools is far more likely to accentuate or empbasise such a specialisation.

Finally, a point about Home Economics:’ vet3, rarely does one find it as a
member of an Honours cluster in girls’ schools. Whether at Pass or Honours
level, it is usually found as a member of the Pass cluster. Differences between
Pass and Honours Business Organisation also, although somewhat more
pronounced than that of Home Economics, are much less discriminating than
other subjects like Accountancy, Economics or most Scientific/Technical or
Language/Literature subjects.

Measures used in Analysis of Curriculum
A set ofsummarising measures was devised for each school to try and index

most of the dimensions ofinterest isolated in the above cluster analysis:

1. Measure of the overall degrees of freedom within the curriculum offered: the
extent to which students use -- or are allowed to use -- the full range of
courses offered by the school. The measure indicates the degree of dispersion
or scatter of pupils over the range of subjects offered or the degree of concen-
tration on particular subjects within the curriculum.

Two measures were devised for this purpose: (i) "VARPROP" a measure
of the extent of variance or unevenness of distribution across the various
subjects provided by the school. This is the equivalent of the coefficient of
variation, but is based on the distribution of percentages of relevant pupils
across the total range of subjects offered by the school. It is the standard
deviation of proportions divided by the average proportion (=’/~). This
measure however, is highly sensitive to the number of subjects taught. The
larger the number the necessarily smaller is the average proportion (the
denominator) and therefore, the larger is the resultant coefficient. Tbe measure
ranges from 0 (min.) to 1.0 (max.).

(ii) A direct measure of concentration which is directly sensitive to the
number ofsubjects is "CONC", a measure devised by Ray and Singer (1973)
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when N = number of subjects provided; pi=proportion oftotal subject choices

in subject i. lfp2 is large -- which can only occur if the distribution is highly
concentrated -- CONC approaches 1.0.

Although it clearly has serious deficiencies "VARPROP" turned out to be
the more useful measure. Its values and relationship to the size of school
curriculum is given below.

Appendix ]’able 7.A.2: Correlation between Number of Pupils and Number of Subjects, and
Level of Concentration in those Subjects

Year 1965 1968 1972 1975 1978

(i) Average no. ofpupils per school 194. 236 305 334 371
(ii) Average number of Leaving Cert.

subjects provided by school 8.2 8.6 10.2 I 1.3 I 1.4
(iii) "VARPROP", Grand Mean: .35 .44 .51 .59 .62

Correlation between
(iv) VARPROP and number of pupils .30 .44 .41 .43 .59
(v) VARPROP and number of subjects .64 .63 .63 .60 .73

Clearly, difl’ereutiation in subject take-up has markedly increased over time.
In the begimaing of the 1960s students were largely concentrated on a very
limited number of subjects and were necessarily almost evenly spread over the
range of subjects. As schools increased in size and in number of subjects
provided, students started to discriminate more widely amongst these options;
and correspondingly greater differences emerged in the mixture of subjects
taken, with greater differences emerging between popular (and easy) and less
popular and more difficuh options. The measure used shows very clear and
consistent increases in levels ofdispersion or concentration as schools increased
in size and complexity fi’om 1965 to 1978. This increase was relatively evenly
shared by both single sex and coed schools and is mainly a function of the size
of the curriculum as the correlations at the end of Appendix Table 7A.2 show.

2. Measures of the distinction between Pass and Honours students: There was wide
variation between sdhools in the extent to which Pass and Honours students
were diflin’entiated.
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Two overall measures were devised here to measure that vari’ation: (i)
coefficient of’variation in the number of’pupils taking 0 to 8 Honours subjects;
(ii) the number of "modes" or the number oF"changes in directiqn" in the
distribution oFpupils over 0 to 8 Honours subjects.

3. Measures of specialisation: Seven categories of subjects were isolated in
order to examine differences in the type of subjects provided by sdhools and
taken up by pupils at senior cycle. Thus, the analysis can be conducted at
both the school and pupil levels. At the school level it was assumed that if at
least three ofthe pupils in each school sample (or six pupils in all in the school)
took a subject, that the school provided it. The number of subjects in each
category provided by the school was used to examine concentration in the
subject areas. At the pupil level specialisation in a particular area of the
curriculum was said to occur if the pupil took a certain number of subjects
(usually 2 or more) in that area. The following are the categories of subjects
which were isolated:

(i) Science subjects: Honours Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Phy-
sics/Chemistry Ooint), Biology, Applied Maths, Agricultural Science.
(Honours Maths was included here as it was highly correlated with
choice of Physics and Chemistry.) Pupils taking 2 or more of these
subjects were regarded as specialising in science.

(ii) Commerce/Business subjects: Business Organisation, Accountancy,
Economics, Economic History, Agricultural Economics. Pupils taking
at least two of these subjects were regarded as specialising in this
area.

(iii) Accomplishment subjects: this category includes the subjects which
are cultural or "social" in content, i.e., Home Economics (General),
Home Economics (Social and Scientific), Art, Music. In some of the
analysis, Biology has also been included in this category. Take-up of
2 or more of these subjects is regarded as specialising in Accomplish-
ment subjects.

(iv) Language/Literature subjects: French, German, Spanish, Italian,
Greek, Latin, Hebrew. Irish and English arc not included it’m this
category since most pupils are obliged to take them. Again, specialis-
ation in Language/Literature subjects consists in take-up of at least
2 of the above subjects.

(v) Technical subjects: Technical Drawing, Building Construction,
Engineering Workshop, Mechanics. Take-up of 2 or more of these
subjects .was regarded as spccialisation in Technical subjects.
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(vi)

(vii)

"Social" Studies: History and Geography pupils taking both were
regarded as specialising in "social" studies.
General Subjects: This category was included in response to a con-
sistent finding from our preliminary analysis, i.e., a high proportion
of girls in smaller schools choose to take a "general curricular pack-
age" of subjects at senior cycle. Take-up of at least 3 of the following
subjects constitutes a "general subjects" specialisation: History;
Geography; Biology; Home Economics (General) or Home Economics
(Social and Scientific), Business Organisation or Accountancy and

French or Spanish. At the school level, provision of a large number of
subjects in this category indicates a failure to provide enough subjects
in any of the other categories to allow specialisation by pupils.

Appendix Table 7A.3: Number of Leaving Cert. Subjects provided, 1968, in Boys’ and Girls’
SecondaO, Schools ** Regressed on Eight Independent Variables

School Type
Independent Variables Boys’ Girls"

Schools Schools

B B
Number of Pupils 0.01 I* 0.009*
Munster 1.221 -0.232
Connaught/Ulster 0.957 -0.079
Fee Paying 1.523 2.020
Non-Calholic+ + -2.950 4.831 *
CBS -0.182 +
Mercy + - I. 188
Presen la lion + - 1.216
Intercept 3.444 5.435
R2 .47 .49
R~ (adjusted) .39 .41
N ofcases 47 54

*Significant at p < .05.

+ Variables omitted from the equation.

+ + Non-denominational schools are included in this category.

**In our 1968 sample, there were too few coed schools (N = 10i to justify multiple
regression.
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Appendix Table 7A.4: Number of Science Subjects provided in 1968, in Boys" and Girls’
Secondary Schools, Regressed on Eight Independent Variables

Boys~ Girls’
School Characteristics Schools ** Schools **

B B
Number of Pupils 0.006* 0.00 I
Munster 0.683 -0.074
Connaught/Ulster 0.199 -0.096
Fee Paying Schools 0.695 0.253
Non-Catholic -0.390 5.138*
CBS 0.321 +
Mercy + -0.070
Presentation + -0.328
Intercept -0.792 -0.005
R2 .54 .74
R2 (adjusted) .47 .70
N of cases 47 54

*Significant at p < .05.
+ Variables omitted from the cquation.
**In our 1968 sample, there were too few coed schools (N = 10) to justify multiple

regression analysis.

Appendix Table 7A.5: Number of Leaving Cert. Subjects provided in Secondary Schools, 1978,
Regressed on Eight Independent Variables

School Type Boys’ Girls’ Coed
Schools Schools Schools

Number of Pupils
Munster
Connaught/Ulster
Fee Paying
Non-Catholic
CBS
Mercy
Presentation
l utcrcept
R7

R~ (adjustcd)
N of cases

B B B
0.013" 0.010" 0.018"
0.425 0.282 I. 169
4.218* 1.344 0.900
1.424 0.435 -0.040

-0.623 0.855 .0.395
-0.211 + +

+ -0.,tO4 -0.565
+ -0.282 -I.523

4.392 7.205 5.548
.69 .46 .69
.6,t .38 .58

46 51 28

*Significacn at 1~< .05.
+ Variables omitted fron’t the equation.
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Appendix Table 7A.6: Number of Science Subjects provided for Leaving Cert. in Seco1!dary
Schools, 1978, Regressed on Eight Independent Variables**

School Type
Boys’ Girls" Coeducational

Schools Schools Schools

B B B
Number of Pupils 0.005* 0.002* 0.008*
Munster 0.438 0.202 1.986"
Connaught/Ulster 1.085" 0.092 0.369
Fee Paying Schools 0.259 0.828 -2.062
Non-Catholic Schools 1.356 0.993 3.350*
C BS Schools 0.108 + +
Mercy Schools + -0.046 0.130
Presentation Schools + -0.082 - 1.056
Intercept 0.573 0.152 1.286
R2 .56 .20 .57
R2 (adjusted) .50 .07 .42
N of cases 46 51 28

*Significant at p < .05.
+ Variables omitted from the equation.
** These regression equations are not the same as those used for Table 7.5, Chapter

7. The definition of school sex -- boys’, girls’ or coed -- is based here on sex-mix at
Leaving Cert. level. In Table 7.5 it is based on school sex-mix so that some schools
arc differently defined. The equations used for Table 7.5 can be obtained on request
from the authors.

Appendix "Fable 7A.7: Number of Commerce Subjects Provided for Leaving Cert. in Secondary
Schools, 1968, Regressed on Eight Independent Variables

School Characteristics
Boys’ Girls’

Schools** Schools**

B B
Number of Pupils 0.001 0.002*
Munster -0.141 -0.1 I I
Connaught/Ulster 0.208 0.060
Fee Paying Schools 0.347 0.400
Non-Catholic -0.560 - 1.061 *
CBS 0.142 +
Mercy + 0.139
Presentation + 0.156
Intercept -0.237 -0.467
R2 .26 .22
R2 (adjusted) .15 .10
N of Cases 47 54

*Significant at p < .05.
+ Variables omitted from the equation.
**In our 1968 sample, there were too few coed schools (N = 10) to justify multiple

regression analysis.
O
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Appendix Table 7A.8: Number of Language Subjects Provided for Leaving Cert. in SecondaO,
Schools, 1968, Regressed on Eight Independent Variables Characterising Schools

School Type
Boys’ Girls’

Schools ** Schools * ~

B B
Number of Pupils 0.003* 0.002
Munster -0.011 0.319
Connaught/Ulster 0.138 -0.184
Fee Paying Schools 0.604* I. 138*
Non-Catholic - 1.205" 0.812
CBS -0.634* +
Mercy + -0.876*
Presentation + -0.862*
Intercept 0.406 0.258
R2 .58 .47
R2 (adjusted) .51 .39
N of Cases 47 54

*Significant at p < .05.
+ Variables omitted from the equation.
** In our 1968 sample, Ibere were too few coed schools to permit multiple regression

analysis.

Appendix "Fable 7A.9: Number of Commerce Subjects Provided for Leaving Cert. in Secondmy
Schools, 1978, Regressed on Eight Independent Variables Characterising Schools

Boys’ Girls’ CoeducationalSchool Characteristics Schools Schools Schools

B B B
Number of Pupils 0.003* 0.003* 0.005*
Munster -0.291 -0. t 65 -0.598
Connaught/Ulster 0.935 1.465" 0.119
Fee Paying Schools -0.0 ] 3 -0.018 - 1.004
Non-Catbolic Schools - I. 127 - 1.557 0.32 I
CBS Schools -0.156 + +
Mercy Schools + -0.040 -0.705
Presentation Schools + 0.733" -0.47 I
Intercept 0.790 0.277 1.585
R2 .53 .50 .48
R2 (adjusted) .46 .41 .30
N of cases 46 51 28

*Significant at p < .05.
+ Variables omitted from the equation.
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Appendix Table 7A. 10: Number of Laaguage Subjects Provided for Leaving Cert. in Secondary
.Schools, 1978, Regressed on Eight Independent Variables Characterising Schools

BoA,s’ Girls’ Coeducational
School Characteristics Schools Schools ,Schools

B B B
Number of Pupils 0.003* 0.002* 0.002*
Munster 0.425* 0.291 0.388
Connaught/Ulster 0.423 -0.213 -0.048
Fee Paying Schools 0.789* 0.473 0.885*
Non-Catholic -0.283 1.333 -0.476
CBS -0.254 + +
Mercy + -0.663* -0.225
Presentation + -0.693* -0.51 I
Intercept -0.608 0.539 -0.407
R2 .61 .47 .42
R2 (adjusted) .55 .39 .22
Nl of cases 46 51 28

*Significant at p < .05.
+ Variables omitted from the equation.

Appendix Table 7A. 11 : Increase in the Number of Commerce Subjects Offered at Leaving Cert.
in SecondaO, Schools between 1968 and 1978, Regressed on Seven Factors Characterising Schools

Boys’ Girls’
School Characteristics Schools** Schools**

B B
Number of Pupils 1968 0.003* 0.003*
Number of Commerce Sub-

jects 1968 -0.803* -0.602*
Growth in numbers 1968-78 0.003* 0.00 I
Munster -0.208 -0.178
Colmaught/Olster 0.993 0.864*
Free Scheme -0.128 -0.691
Changed to Coed -0.435 0.079
I n tercept 0.812 1.286
R2 .38 .36
R2 (adjusted) .27 .27
N of Cases 46 55

*Significant at p < .05.
**The number ofschools which were cocd in 1968 is too small (N = 10) to justify

multiple regression analysis.
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Appendix Table 7A. 12: Increase in the Number of Language Subjects Offered at Leaving Cert.
in SecondaO, Schools between 1968 and 1978, Regressed on Seven Explanatory Variables

School Characteristics Boys’ Girls’7
Schools ** Schools **

B B
Number of Pupils 1968 0.002* 0.003*
Number of language sub-

jects 1968 -0.533* -0.696*
Growth in numbers 1968-78 0.003* 0.001
Munster 0.324* -0.008
Connaught/Ulster 0.200 -0.380
Free Scheme 0.555* 0.468
Changed to coed 0.487* 0.093
Intercept -0.749 -0.250
R~ .58 .62
R~ (adjusted) .50 .56
N of cases 46 55

*Significant at p ~< .05.
**The number ofschools which were coed in 1968 (N = 10) is too small to permit

multiple regression analysis.

Appendix Table 7A.13: Average per Pupil Take-up of Different Subjects in the Leaving
Certificate in the Years Between 1965 and 1978.

1965     1968     1972     1975     1978

Average per pupil
Average no. subjects taken in LC

(s)*
Average no. Hons. subjects taken
in LC

(s)
Average no. of Science subjects
taken

(s)
Average no. of Commerce subjects
taken in LC

(s)
Average no. of Languages in LC

(s)
Average no. of FMSP subjects in
LC (excluding Biology)

(s)

Number ofschools in sample
Number of LC pupils in sample

Average Average Average Average Average

7.2 6.9 6.68 6.76 6.70
(.88) (.89) (.82) (.89) (.96)

4.0 4.1 2.7 3.0 3.z
(2.3) (2.0) (2.2) (2.2) (2.3)

i.o 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.1
(1.2) fl.l) (Lo) (1.o) fl.o)

0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.7
(.4) (.4) (.7) (.8) (.8)
n.~ Lo ~.~ 0.9 0.8
(.8) (.8) (.8) (.7) (.6)

0.6 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5
(.8) (.9) (.7) (.7) (.6)
io5 112 ~19 121 225

1,276 1,574 2,448 2,915 3,565
*s = standard deviation.
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Appendix Table 7A. 14: Percentage of BoA,s and Girls in Sampled Single Sea’ and Coed Schools Taking
Science Subjects and Two or More Languages or Commerce Subjects in the Leaving Certificate, 1965 to 1978

School
TAPe Year
and 1978 1975 1972 1968 1965
Sex

DoingChemistryin L.C. Boys’    37.7% 41.8% 45.9% 44.0% 47.4%
Girls’    14.0% 9.3% 10.0% 8.1% 5.2%
Coed.:
Boys 21.7% 28.0% 2,1-.0% 13.2% 25.4%
Girls 10.0% 8.8% 6.3% 4.5% 7.3%

Boys’ 33.8% 27.8% 9.4% 2.9% 8.6%
Girls’ 60.5% 42.8% 28.9% 13.5% 6.8%
Coed.:
Boys 51.2% 45.4% 26.4% 5.5% 7.5%
Girls 58.4% 29.8% 22.5% 0.0% 9.1%

Boys’ 24.2% 23.8% 21.1% 31.2% 38.1%
Girls’ 6.2% 3.7% 3.4% 2.2% 5.4%
Coed.:
Boys 18.0% 17.3% 14.4% 19.8% 23.9%
Girls 5.1% 2.9% 2.5% 2.7% 0.0

Boys’ 29.6% 22.8% 22.3% 32.0% 33.7%
Girls’ 4.7% 3.6% 1.5% 1.4% 3.4%
Coed.:
Boys 23.6% 19.9% 19.8% 29.7% 35.8%
Girls 4.6% 3.3% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0

Boys’ 3.6% 19.6% 27.1% 25.0% 24.6%
Girls’ 10.8% 20.9% 31.8% 29.1% 28.2%
Coed.:
Boys 2.4% 7.8% 18.0% 23.1% 34.3%
Girls 5.4% 6.2% 23.3% 8.0% 5.5%

Boys’ 39.9% 34.1% 28.4% 51.4% 62.3%
Girls’ 15.1% 10.2% 8.6% 7.9% 9.5%
Coed.: 10.2% 22.7% 12.8% 14.3% 41.8%

Boys’ 18.6% 15.5% 13.2% 23.6% 34.1%
Girls’ 5.3% 3.0% 1.5% 1.6% 2.5%
Coed.: 9.7% 9.0% 5.2% 4.9% 11.5%

Boys’ 20.9% 20.5% 15.8% 0.0 0.0
Girls’ 8.8% 8.2% 4.4% 0.0 0.0
Coed.: 16.2% 22.1% 8.1% 0.0 0.0

Boys’ 6.7% 4.0% 2.5% 1.9% 2.7%
Girls’ 33.7% 34.1% 30.2% 47.3% 40.6%
Coed.: 24.3% 18.2% 16.7% 29.6% 21.3%

Boys’ 1,232 1,064 1,067 728 593
Girls’ 1,654 1,308 974 643 561
Coed.:
Boys 328 271 167 91 67
Girls 351 272 240 112 55

Doing Biology in L.C.

Doing Hons. Maths in L.C.

Doing Physics

Doing 2 Modern Languages in L.C.

Doing 2 or more Science Subjects

Doing 3 + Science Subjects

Doing 2 + Commerce Subjects

Doing 2 + Accomplishment Subjects

No. of Pupils in each Categor3, of School in
each year
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Appendix Table 7A. 15: Analysis of Variance of No. of lions. Subjects taken in Li C., by Sex,
School Type, }’ear .....

Sum of Mean
Source of Variation df Squares Square F P

Main Effects:* 6 2,979.8 496.6 102.8 .000
Sex 1 60.4 60.4 12.5 .000
School Type I 91.0 91.0 18.8 .000
Year 4 2,754.7 688.7 142.6 .000

2--Way Interactions: 9 841.9 93.5 19.4 .000
Sex x School Type 1 74.5 74.5 15.4 .000
Sex x Year 4 715.2 178.8 37.0 .000
School Type x Year 4 16. I 4.0 0.8 .503

.%-Waylnteractions: 4 38.88 9.72 2.01 .09
Sex x School T~t, pe x Year 4 38.88 9.72 2.00 .09

Total Between Group 19 3,860.6 203.2 42. I .000

Total 11,768 60,596.2 5.15 R2 = .05

*Three categorical indcpendcnt variables arc employed: -- scx of pupil (I, 2); type
of school -- single sex or coed. (1, 2); and year -- 196501; 1968121; 1972(3); 1975o1;
197815~.

Appendix Table 7A. 16: Analysis of Variance of No. of Science Subjects takeu by pupils by Sex,
School Type and }’ear

Sum of Mean
Source of Variation df Squares Square F P

Main Effects:
Sex
School Type
Year

2-- Way Interactions:
Sex x School Type
Sex x Year
School Type x Year

~- Way hlteractioas :

Sex x School Type x Year

Total Between Group

Total

6 1,769.7 295.0 319.0 0.0
I 1,566.0 1,566.0 1,693.6 .000
I 21.0 21.0 22.8 .000
4 223.9 56.0 60.5 .000

9 178.9 19.9 21.5 0.0
1 0.2 0.2 0.2 .64
4 160.2 40. I 43.3 .000
4 15.3 3.8 4. I .002

4 8.49 2.12 2.3     .06

19 1,957.! 103.0 111.4 0.000

I 1,768 12,821.1 1.09 R2 = .14
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Appendix Table 7A+ 17: AnaO,sis of Variance of No. oj’Commerce Subjects taken by Sex, School
Type and Year

Sum of Mean
Source of Variation: df Squares Square F P

Main Effects:
Sex
School Type
Year

2--Way Interactions:
Sex x School Type
Sex x Year
School Type x Year

.>--Way Interactions:
Sex x School Type x Year

Total Between Groups

Total

4

19

11,768

6               496.3 82.7 169.4 0.0
I 67.7 67.7 138.7 .000

4.G 4.3 8.9 .003
4 446.1 111.5 228.3 .000

9 33.6 3.7 7.6 .000
1 18.6 18.6 38.2 .000
4 7.5 1.9 3.8 .004
4 8.3 2.1 4.2 .002

3.3 0.8 1.7     .154

533.1 28.1 57.5    0.000

6,271.4 .533 R~ = .08



Appendix Table 7A. 18: Intercorrelations amongst School and Curricular Characteristics in 1968 and 1978

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9      i0     I|     o
School Curric. Curric. School Boys’ Girls" Coed. Change
Size Size Growth Growth Fee School School School to Conn.~ Munster    ~r

’68 ’68 68-78 68-78 Paying ’68 ’68 ’68 Coed. Ulster
>

1) School size ’68
2) Currlc. size’68
3) Curric. growth 68-’/8
4) School growth 68-78
5) Fee paying schools
6) Boys’ school ’68
7) Girls’ school ’68
g) Coed. school ’68
9) Change to Coed.
10) Connaught/Ulster
II) Munster

1.00
.54* 1.00

-.02 -.60" 1.00
-.09 .06 .19" 1.00
-.06 .15’ -AS* -.15"

.13" -.07 .08 -.28’
-.06 .14’ -.08 .37*
-.13" -.14’ .02 -.16"
-.23* -.25* .26* -.02
-.04 .03 .10 -.12
-.12 -.12 -.03 -.05

1.00
.10 1.00

-. 12 -.83 * 1.00
.03 -.26* -.31" 1.00
.06 -.02 .09 -. I I 1.00

-.12 -.14" -.05 .32* .09     1.00
-.19" .05 -.03 -.04 .01    -.31’

>1,.

W~
>
¢0

1.00
L~

*Significant at p ~< .05. ,H

o’1
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Appendix Table 8. I: The Number of Full-time Teachers and Estimates of the Completeness of
the Qualification Data on all Full-time Teachers and of all Maths and Science TeaChers in the 94

Sample Schools

Type of school

% of all % of all
No. of full-time Total No. full-timeTotal No. full-time teachers

Maths and
of full- teachers for whom of Maths Science

time for whom regis- and
teachers all regis- Science teachers

tration with qual-in tration teachers
school data is (qual.) in school

ification

data is not dataavailable available missing

Girls’ Secondary* 595 521 12.4 177 9.0
Boys’ Secondary* 512 422 17.6 188 14.9
Coed Secondary* 251 208 17. I 76 14.5
Vocational Schools 490 453 7.6 133 15.0
Community Schools 428 328 23.4 108 10.2

Total 2,276 1,932 15.1 682 t2.6

*All subjects in the sample are included.

Appendix Table 8.2: Percentage o fall Teachers in Schools (Whether Full or Part-time) who are
Part-time

Secondao, Schools
Vocational Community

Girls’ Boys’ Coed schools schools

per cent
Percentage of all teachers*
who are part-time 14.0 7.4 13.1 19.0 4.5

Percentage of all Maths/
Science teachers who are
part-time 6.3 2.6 3.8 8.3 1.8

*Of all teachers mentioned in Time Table returns. "Part-time" = all teachers not
receiving an incremental salary.
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Appendix Table 8.3: Correlations Between the Percentage of Boys and Girls in Schools Taking 17onours
Maths and the Relative Level of Maths and Science Qualifications of Teachers in Schools

Take-up of hons. Maths**~"

Qualif~ation of teachers within Percentage of
Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of

schools:
boys in school girls in school boys in school girls in school

doing hons. doing hons. doing hons. doing hons.
maths in the maths in the maths in the maths in the

I.C. I.C. L.C. L.C.

(N = 64)** (N = 58)** (N = 64)** (N = 58)**
I. Percentage of full-time

teachers in school qualified
in maths or related science +.02 -.2,1 -.01 -.03

2. Percentage of all teachers
teaching maths who are
qualified in maths -.05 -.14 -. l0 -.10

3. Percentage of those teach-
ing matfis in senior cycle
who are qualified in maths -.ll -.10 -.27* -.19

4. Percentage teachers quali-
fiecl in science +.26’ +.22 +.28" +.30’

5. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in physics +.26" +.42" +.26" +.43"

6. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in chemistry +.29* +.32* +.31 * +.28*

7. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in languages +.21 +.30’ +.34’ -.20

8. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in commerce -.08 -. 17 -. I I -. 18

9. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in accomplishment
subjects -.39" +.02 -.49’ -.29"

Kind of school ***

10. Boys’ school .45* -- .’t9" --

1 I. Girls’ school -- +.25* -- -.24

12. Coed sec. school .14 +.28* .07 .23

13. Community schools -.01 +.09 .06 .57*

*P ~< .05, two tailed test.
**Boys in boys’ or coed schools, girls in girls’ or coed schools. (Three very small coed. schools

have been excluded from the analysis), includes schools where Hons. Maths not taught.
***All dummy variables (1 = schools identified; O = else)
****Take-up rates are based oil returns from interview with Leaving Cert. and Inter Cert.

pupils in 1981.
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Appendix "Fable 8.4: Correlations Between the Percentage of Boys and Girls in Schools Taking Science and
the Relative Level of Maths and Scienge Qualifications of Teachers in Schools

Performance of Pupils
Percentage of Percentage of

Qualifications of teachers Percentage of Percentage of Boys in school Girls in school
within schools: Boys in school Girls in school doing 2 or more doing 2 or more

doing Science in doing Science in Science subjects Science subjects
the I.C.        the I.C.      in the L.C.     in the L. C.

(N = 64)** (N = 58)** (N = 64)** (N-- 58)**
I. Percentage of full-time

teachers in school qualified
in Maths or related Science: .15 .14 -.00 -.26"

2. Percentage teachers teach-
ing Maths who are quali-
fied in Matfis: . I I .25’ -.06 -. 10

3. Percentage of those teach-
ing Maths in senior cycle
who are qualified in Maths: .07 .14 -. 14" -.02

4. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in Science: .I I .36* .45* .44*

5. Percentage of Science
teachers    qualified    in
Science: -. 16 .03 .21 .35*

6. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in Physics: .08 .30* .39* .57*

7. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in ChemistrT: .13 .28* .47* .41 *

8. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in languages: -.05 -.25* .34* . II

9. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in Commerce subjects: -.06 .00 -.17 -.49*

10. Percentage teachers quali-
fied in Accomplishment
subjects: -.07 -.31" -.41 * .01

Kind of School°’°

II. Boys’ school: .13 -- .33’ --
12. Girls’ school: -- -.27* -- .30*
13. Coed See. school: -.25* -.01 +.26* .05
14. Commur~ity school: -.09 .22 +.12 .13

*p =g .05, two tailed test.
**Boys in boys’ or coed. schools, girls in girls’ or coed schools (3 very small toed. schools

have been excluded from this analysis). Includes schools where Science is not taught.
***All dummy variables (1 = schools identified; 0 = else).
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Appendix "Fable 9A. I: Mean Values for Each Sex on Variables Used to Predict Probability of
Choice of Higher Maths and Physics (Standard Deviation in Parentheses)

Those pupils who may choose Those pupils who may choose
Higher Maths Physics

Boys’ Girls’ Boys’ Girls"
Variable Mean Mean Variable Mean Mean

IGPA 5.18 5.05 IGPA 4.97
(0,95) (0.91) (0.96)

UNIVSCI 0.38 0.18 UNIVSCI 0.32
(0.49) (0.39) (0.47

.JOB I 2.17 2.83 MATHLIT 1.42
(1.50) (1.34) (0.28

DIFFICULTY 0.65 0.64 INTEREST 0.68
(0.48) (0.48) (0.47

MATHLIT 1.38 1.44 TECHI)IP 0.13
(0.26) (0.30) (0.34

SUBJEVAL 2.92 2.97 USE 0.86
(0.52) (0.53) (0.35

EDIMAGE 2.51 2.58 EDIMAGE 2.57
(0.73) (0.71) (0.72

WORK 4.36 1.70 SOCIAl. 2.80
(1.00) (0.79) (0.47

SOCLASS 3. II 3.49 TEACHVAL 2.61
(2.00) (2.24) (0.56

TECHDIP 0.09 0.06 UTILVAL 1.77
(0.29) (0.24) (0.44

LCEXPT 2.21 2.14 LCEXPF 2.13
(0.74) (0.70) (0.73

SOC LASS 3.18
(I .99

4.76
(0.91)

0.15
(0.35)

1.49
(o.31)
0.59

(0.49)
0.06

(0.24)
0.74

(0.44)
2.68

(0.75)
3.06

(0.44)
2.70

(0.60)
1.71

(0.43)
1.97

(0.65)
3.60

(2.20)
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Appendix Table 9A.2: Mean Values/or Each Sex on Variables Used to Predict Probability of
Choice of Chemistry and Biology (Standard Deviation in Parentheses)

Those pupils who may choose Those pupils who may choose
Chemistry Biology

Boys’ Girls" Boys" Girls"
Variable Mean Mean Variable Mean Mean

IGPA

UNIVSCI

COMMSOC

TECHDIP

MATHLIT

SOCIAL

UTILVAL

PEDEXPS

SOCLASS

FATHED

4.86 4.73 IGPA 4.60 4.31
(1.05) (0.95) (L~o) 0.07)
0.30 0.11 ICSCI 0.92 0.58

(0.46) (0.32) (0.27) (0.49)
0.20 0.10 CERT 3.13 2.81

(0.40) (0.30) (0.89) (0.85)
0.14 0.05 NURSING 0.01 0.16

(0.34) (0.22) (0.09) (0.37)
1.43 1.48 COMMSOC 0.17 0.08

(0.28) (0.3~) (0.38) (0.28)
2.81 3.04 USE 0.86 0.94

(0.48) (0.40) (0.35) (0.24)
1.81 1.70 INTEREST 0.83 0.87

(0.43) (0.43) (0.37) (0.33)
2.65 2.55 DIFFICULTY 0.55 0.61

(0.46) (0.49) (0.50) (0.49)
3.01 3.95 SUBJEVAL 2.86 2.88

(1.96) (2.16) (0.53) (0.52)
4.70 3.44 UTILVAL 1.77 1.70

(2.56) (2.47) (0.46) (0.45)
SOCIAL 2.82 3.05

(0.48) (0.44)
HHTASK 2.16 2.90

(0.65) (0.75)
EDIMAGE 2.66 2.80

(0.73) (0.72)
LCEXPT 2.50 2.41

(0.53) (0.52)
SOll 3.08 3.56

(1.84) (I.16)
PEDEXPS 2.56 2.45

(0.49) (0.49)
SOCLASS 3.18 3.94

(I.99) (2.17)
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Appendix Ta ble 10. I : Percentage of Girls and Boys entering Apprenticeship or Related Training
one year subsequent to leaving schools by the level of education received

Level of Education Received
Prt-

Sex of pupil Intermediate Intermediate Leaving Total
Certificate Certificate

Certif~ate

Examination Examination Examination

Male 25% 36% 14% 22%
(276) (294) (565) (I,135)

Female 7% 8% 1% 3%
(123) (192) (747) (1,062)

Source: SpecialTabulation ~omNationat Manpower Service, School Leaven’Survey,
1981.

Appendix Table 10.2: The relationships between number of honaurs attained in the Leaving
Certificate Examination and probability of Third Level Education and Status o f Job, in first year
after leaving school, 1981. (Percentages achieving third level education do not add up to 100, the

percentage not going on to third level represents the difference)

Number of Honours in Leaving Certificate Examination
0 -- 1 2 -- 3    4 -- 5     6 + Total

M F M F M F M F M F

per cent
Third Level Education
Achieved
University 10.1 1.4 7.6 1.1 38.9 9.3 52.8 42.7 24.1 7.9
Regional Technical
College 12.1 6.8 29.9 6.9 20.4 10.5 10.2 6.1 18.3 7.7
Teacher Training College 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.9 8.7 0.9 18.3 0.5 4.6
Nursing 0.5 5.8 0.7 7.4 0.0 12.2 0.0 4.9 0.4 7.7
OtherThirdLevelCourses 12.6 4.4 11.1 6.9 5.6 5.2 1.9 2.5 10.1 4.8
Total (N) (207) (295)(144)(175)(108)(I 72) (88) (82)(547)(725)

Status o f Job*
(For those at work)
I--3 15.4 13.0 13.8 13.3 17.0 29.2 44.4 33.3 16.7 17.6
4--5 33.3 76.0 43.7 78.3 60.4 63.5 44.4 66.7 42.7 72.7
6 28.5 2.4 18.4 2.5 11.3 0.0 I1.1 0.0 20.6 1.8
7--8 22.0 8.7 24.1 7.5 13.2 7.3 I1.1 0.0 20.6 7.7
Total % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

N (123)(208) (87)(120) (53) (96) (18) (27)(281)(454)

Note: *Hall-Jones, modified scale: 1 -- 3 = Upper Non-manual; 4 -- 5 = Lower
Non-manual; 6 = Skilled; 7 --8 = Semi and Unskilled Manual.

Source: Special Tabulation from National Manpower Service, School Leavers’ Survey,
1981.
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Appendix Table 10.3: Percentage of Boys and Girls with Different Number of Science Subjects
in 12aving Certificate Examination by Type of Institution and Third level Course taken: 1981

School I2avers’ Suroey

Number of Science Subjects in Leaving Certificate
Examination

0 1 2 + Total
M F M I" M F M F

per cent
Type of Institution:

University 19 4 19 7 54 43 26 9
Teacher Training or Nursing 0 5 I I I I 20 I 12
Regional Technical College 17 2 21 17 15 3 19 8

Type of Course:
Engineering/Applied Science 15 I 25 6 53 23 28 6
Arts/Commerce 19 9 16 14 7 23 15 13

Total Number 178 328 284 348 121 75 582 752

Source: Special Tabulation of National Manpower Service, School Leavers’ Survey,
1981.



Appendix Table 10.4: Percentages of Males and Females Gainfully Occupied ("at Work"for 1979 Figures) in l/arious Occupations Between
1951 and 1979

1951 1961 1966 1971 1979
Occupation % % % % %

M       F        M       F        M       F        M       F        M       F

0
O0

,..1

Agricultural Workers, Forestry,m:=
Fishing 47.3 21.0 42.9 14.7 37.9    11.4 31.7 8.8 24.5 6.2 m
Electrical and Electronic

OWorkers 0.8 0.1 I.I 0.3 1.6 0.7 2.2 I.I 3.4 1.5 ~e
Leather and Leather Substitute
Workers 0.9 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.6 1.2 0.5 I. I

Textile and Clothing Workers I.I 9.0 1.2 8.7 1.3 8.3 1.5 8.5 1.5 6.1
O

Food, Beverage and Tobacco
Workers* 1.1     1.9      1.3     1.7      1.4     1.6      1.8     1.8      1.9     1.2

Paper and Printing Workers 0.4 1.0 0.6 1.2 0.7 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.6
Other producers, makers and
repairers 0.2     0.4      0.4     0.5      0.5     0.8       1.4     1.6      2.4     1.3

Unskilled Workers 4.9 0.9 5.9 1.0 8.6 0.3 10.6 0.3 7.3 0.4
Foremen and supervisors of
manual workers 0.7 0.2 0.9 0.3 1.2 0.4 1.6 0.4 1.7 0.4 --t
Transport and Communication ~’~
Workers                             6.4 0.6 6.6 0.8 6.7 1.0 6.9 1.3 6.6 1.4
Storekeepers, Warehousernen,
Packers, Bottlers* 1.0 2. I 1.4 2.9 1.6 3.2 1.7 2.8 1.9 1.8
Clerical Workers 3.5 .11.7 3.9 16.2 4.2 19.3 4.3 23.3 4.5 28.2



Appendix Table 10.4: Percentages of Males and Females Gainfully Occupied ("at Work"for 1979 Figures) in Various Occupations Between
1951 and 1979

1951 1961 1966 1971 1979
Occupation % % % % %

M       F        M       F        M       F        M       F        M       F

Commerce, Insurance and
Finance Workers                     7.8 12.6 8.3 13.6 8.6 13.4 8.8 12.4 9.6 12.8 o°

Service Workers 2.4 24.4 2.7 21.2 3.0 20.2 3.6 17.5 4.5 14.8 F.

Administrative, Executive and >
Managerial Workers 1.0 0.3 1.2 0.2 1.6 0.3 2.0 0.3 3.6 I. I 7.

Professional and Technical
Workers 3.3    11.6      4.6    14.4      5.2    15.3      6.3    17.6      9.2    20.6

Other 17.0 1.2 16.3 1.3 15.4 1.5 14.3 0.4 16.7 1.2

Total (aged 14 +) gainfully
occupied: 939,374 322,552 821,529 286,579 829,060 289,144 831,664 287,867 883,400 377,400

% gainfully occupied (14+)
(15+ for 1979 figures)            85.6 30.4    82.4 28.6    81.4 28.3     79.2 27.3     75.3 28.7

*The classification of these occupations was changed slightly between 1951 and 1961.
Source." Census of Population of Ircland 196 I, 1966 and 1971. Labour Force Survey 1979.



Appendix Table 10.5: Percentage o fall Females at Work Employed in the Main Occupations of Females from 1951 to 1979.
(From 1951, 1966 and 1971 Census Figures and 1979 Labour Force Survey.)

1951" 1961 1966 1971 1975 1977 1979Occupation
(Rank) % (Rank) % (Rank) % (Rank) % (Rank) % (Rank) % (Rank) %

W,

Agriculture, Forestry,
Fishing (2) 21.0 (3) 15.1 (5) tl.8 (6) 9.1 (6) 7.1 (6) 6.2 (5) 6.2

Leather, Textiles,
Clothing            (6) 10.0 (6) 9.7 (6) 9.5 (5) 9.5 (5) 7.5 (5) 6.8 (6) 6.1
Clerical Workers (4) 11.7 (2) 16.3 (2) 19.6 (1) 23.6 (I) 25.6 (I) 26.5 (1) 28.2

Commercial, Insurance,
Finance (3) 12.6 (5) 13.6 (4) 13.5 (4) 12.5 (4) 12.9 (4) 12.8 (4) 12.8
Professional and
Technical (5) 11.6 (4) 14.6 (3) 15.5 (2) 18.0 (2) 20.3 (2) 21.5 (2) 20.6
Selx, iceWorkers (I) 24.4 (I) 20.6 (I) 19.7 (3) 16.9 (3) 15.0 (3) 14.4 (3) 14.8

Total % 91.3 89.9 89.6 89.6 88.4 88.2 88.7

Total number females
aged 14 +** at work 322,552 277,999 280,791 278,332 297,500 298,800 322,500

* 1951 figures represent number ofgainfully occupied females (as opposed to number actually working) as percentage of all
gainfully occupied females.

**Figures for 1975, 1977 and 1979 (from Labour Force Survey) deal with those aged 15+.
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Appendix Table 10.6: Occupations in which Females ore Disproportionately Employed, 1951-
1979. Percentage of All those Gainfully Occupied ("at Work"for 1975, 1977and 1979) in Various

Occupations who are Female*

1951 1961 1966 1971 1975 1977 1979

Percentage of all those gainfully occupied/at
work who are female 25.6 25.9 25.9 25.7 27.8 27.6 28.0

Leather, Textile, Clothing 63.2 63.7 63.5 62.5 63.3 58.4 61.4

Food, Beverages, Tobacco 36.9 30.6 28.5 25.7 26.3 21.5 20.2

Paper and Printing 44.7 40.6 38.0 29.7 37.1 32.6 24.1

Other Producers 37.4 32.7 36.3 29.6 17.4 17.4 18.1

Storekeepers, Packers, Bottlers 42.1 42.6 41.3 35.5 34.8 30.2 26.7

Clerieal Workers 53.7 59.4 61.9 65.0 69.7 69.0 71.0

Commercial, htsurance, Finance 35.8 37.0 35.3 32.7 34.7 33.7 34.4

Service Workers 77.4 73.1 70.0 62.5 60.5 58.0 56.0

Professional andTechnical 54.8 52.2 50.2 49.1 50.0 48.4 46.6

% all females gainfully occupied/at work
employed inaboveoecupations 75.7 81.4 84.5 87.5 85.0 85.0 82.5

*Source: Census of Population for 1951 to 1971 Figures; Labour Force Survey ( t 979 revised
estimates) for 1975 to 1979.

Appendix Table 10.7: Percentage of Gareer Guidance Counsellors spending a Certain Number
of Hours on Guidance, Administration and Teaching (Controlling for Non-response and Non-

applicability)

Number of Hours per l’lZeek
0 I-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 20 + (N)

On Guidance % -- 6.1 19.7 25.8 37.9 10.6 66
On Administration % 48.4 46.8 4.8 -- -- -- 62

On Teaching % 11.9 43.3 23.9 7.5 9.0 4.5 67
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AppeeLdix "[’able 10,8: The Degree of Involvement of Career Guidance Counsellors in Selection
of Students for Entry to School and in Allocation of Pupils to Classes (Controlling for Non-response

and Non-applicability)

Main Significant but
Person Not Main Minor

Involved Person Involvement Not Involved (N)

Selection of pupils
for entry % 17.3 23.1 1.9 57.7 52
Allocation of pupils
to classes:
in Entry Year % 28.4 28.4 9.0 34.3 67
in Croup Cert. % 12.9 25.8 6.5 54.8 31
in Inter Cert. % 13.6 22.7 15.2 48.5 66
in Leaving Cert. % 7.9 25.4 15.9 50.8 63

Appendix Table 10.9: The Degree to Which the Career Guidance Counsellor is Involved in the
Structure/Design of Classes at Various Levels (Controlling for Non-response and Non-

Applicability)

Structure/Design of Main Significant but
Person Not Main Minor

Classes: Involved Person Involvement Not Involved (N)

ill Entry Year % 5.9 33.8 11.8 48.5 68
in Croup Cert. Year % 3. I 21.8 12.5 62.5 32
in Inter. Cert. Year % 1.5 31.3 t3.4 53.7 67
in Leaving Cert.
Year % -- 27.0 I 1. I 61.9 63

Appendix Table 10.10: Degree to which Career Guidance Counsellors is Involved in
Timetabling at Various Levels (Controlling for Non-response and Non-applicability)

Main Significant but
Timetabling at Person Not Main Minor

Involved Person Involvement Not Involved (N)

Entry, Year % 1.5 7.4 4.4 86.8 68
Group Cert. % -- 3. I 6.3 90.6 32
Inter. Cert. % 1.5 7.4 5.9 85.3 68
Leaving Cert. % 1.5 7.6 9.1 81.8 66
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Appendix Table I 0.11 : Degree to which Career Guidance Counsdlor is Involved in Packaging
Subjects at Various Levels (Cbnlrollingfor Non-response and Non-applicabilio,)

Main Significanl but
Packaging Subjects at: Person Not Main Minor

Involved Person Involvement Not Involved (N)

Entry Year % 10.0 21.7 20.0 48.3 60
Group Cert. % 3.6 28.6 17.9 80.0 28
Inter. Cert. % 7.8 28.1 18.8 45.3 64
Leaving Cert. % 6.5 43.5 12.9 37.1 62

Appendix Table 10.12: Degree to which Career Guidance Counsellor is Involved in Subjects
Offered to Pupils at Various Levels (Controlling for Non-response and Non-applicability)

Main Signifu:ant but
Subjects Offered: Person Not Main Minor

Involved Person Involvement Not hlvolved (N)

in Entry Year 6.1 27.3 22.7 43.9 66
for Group Cert. 3.4 2,t. I 24. I 48.3 29
for Inter. Cert. 4.5 27.3 19.7 48.5 66
for Leaving Cert. 4.8 33.3 19.0 42.9 63

Appendix Table 10.13: Degree to which Career Guidance Cowuellors is Involved in Helping
Students to Choose Subjects at I/arious 12vels (Controlling for Non-response and Non-applicabilio,)

Main Significant but
Subject Choice at: Person Not Main Minor

Involved Person Involvement Not Involved (N)

Entry Year % 21.4 21.4 8.9 48.2 56
Group Cert. % 17.4 13.0 8.7 60.9 23
hater. Cert. % 17.2 27.6 13.8 41.4 58
Leaving Cert. % 55.6 30.2 7.9 6.3 63

Appendix "[’able 10.14: Degree to which Career Guidance Couasellor is Involved in Helping
Pupils Choose Jobs/Careers on Leaving School at l:arious Levels (Controlling for Non-response

and Non-applicability)

Choice of Job~Career
Main Significant but

Person Not Main Minor
After: Involved Person Involvement Not Involved (A9

Group C.ert. % 79.4 8.8 -- I 1.8 34
Inter. Cert. % 88. I 3.0 3.0 6.0 67
Leaving Cert. % 95.3 3. I -- 1.6 64
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Appendix Table 10.15: Percentage of Boys and Girls who Regard Certain Significant Others as Very
Important, Important and Not Important in Deciding on Inter. Cert. Subjects (Controlling for Non-responae,

Presence of Guidance Counsellors in the School, and Preserve of Choice of Subjects)

Car~er

Guidante Ordinary
Counsellor Teachers    Principal Mother Father    Friends

Very Important 10.1 13.0 8.7 30.5 22.7 6.5

Boys
Important 21.3 26.4 18.9 44.0 42.5 33.9
Not Important 68.5 60.1 72.4 25.6 34.8 59.5
(N) (572) (599) (609) (630) (617) (613)

Very Important 13.0 14.1 8.7 44.0 26.7 10.6

Important 24.4 30.9 24.3 42.4 42.6 41.4
Girls Not Important 62.6 55.0 67.0 13.6 30.7 47.9

(N) (1,008) (1,034) (I ,047) (I,083) (I,095) (I,072)

Very Important 12.0 13.7 8.7 39.1 25.2 9.1

Total
Important 23.3 29.4 22.3 43.0 42.6 38.7

Not Important 64.7 56.9 69.0 18.0 32.2 52.2

(N) (I,580) (I,633) (I,656) (I,713) (I,647) (I,685)

Source: Leaving Cert. Pupils’ Responses.

Appendix Table 10.16: Percentage of Boys and Girls Regarding Certain Significant Others as I1e~y
Important, Important and Not Important in Deciding on l~aving Cert. Subjects (Controlling for Non-

response and Presence of the Guidance Counsellor in the School)

Career

Guidante Ordinary
Counsellor Teachers l’rincipal Mother Father    Friends

VeD, Important 19.8 13.0 8.3 29.6 25.1 7.3
Important 32.6 36.3 21.9 44.5 43.9 34.8

Boys
Not Important 47.6 50.7 69.7 25.4 31.0 57.9

(N) (1,296) (I,357) (I,345) (I,400) (1,328) (I,363)

Very Important 20.7 17.4 8.1 43.1 28.0 10.2

Girls Important 35.7 40.8 23.6 43.5 40.8 42.3

Not Important 43.6 41.7 68.3 13.5 31.1 47.5

(N) (I,723) (1,754) (I,734) (1,774) (I,660) (1,754)

Ve~, Important 20.3 15.5 8.2 37.1 26.7 9.0
hnportant 34.4 38.9 22.9 43.9 42.2 39.0

Total
Not Important 45.3 45.6 68.9 18.9 31.1 52.0
(N) (3,019) (3,111) (3,079) (3,174) (2,988) (3,117)
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Appendix Table 10.17: Percentage of Bo.),s and Girls who DiscussedJobs with Certain Significant Others
"’Quite a Lot," "Vaguely’" and "Never" (Controlling for Non-response and Presence of Guidance Counsellor

in Schoo0

Ca~r

Guidance Ordinary
Counsellor Teachers Principal Mother Father Friends

Quite a lot ,16.8 16.6 5.5 63.5 52.6 56.3

Boys Vaguely ,1-1.6 46.9 28.1 32.9 38.2 37.,1-
Never I 1.7 36.4 66.4 3.6 9.2 6.3
(N) 0,405) (1,391) 0,382) 0,410) (I,337) (I,419)

Quite a lot 48.9 20.3 ’1-.9 79.4 45.1 81.7
Vaguely 40.2 50.0 30.5 19.,1- 41.9 17. I
Never 10.9 29.7 64.6 1.2 13.0 1.2
(N) (1,803) (I,783) (1,769) (I,777) (1,672) (1,804)

Qulte a lot ,!-8.0 18.7 5.1 72.4 48.4 70.5
Vaguely ’10.8 48.7 29.5 19A 40.3 26.0
Never I 1.2 32.6 65.4 1.2 11.3 3.5
(N) (3,208) (3,174) (3,151) (3,187) (3,009) (3,223)

Girls

Total

Appendix "Fable 10.18: Degree to which Career Guidance Counsellor is Involved in Personal Counselling
at Various Levels (C~ntrollingfor Non-response and Non-applicability)

Main Person Significant but Minor Not
Personal Counselling in: Involved Not Main Person Involvement Involved (N)

Entry Year % 37.1 32.3 16.1 I,t.5 62
Junior Cycle % 38. I 33.3 14.3 1,1..3 63
Senior Cycle % ’t6.8 33.9 11.3 8.1 62
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Appendix Table 10.19: Correlation~ between Amount of Time Available to Career Guidance Counsellor
for Various Duties and Involvement in Decisionmaking, in Subject Choice, in Job Choice and in Pastoral care

at Various Levels (N. -~ 68 total, but it varies depending on the lsi~ue)

Number of Hours per Week Spent on:
Administration

and
Guidance Administration Teaching Teaching

Degree of involvement in
decision to:

(a) add subject to
curriculum -.15 .21 .22* .3 I*

(b) change admission
policy - .51 * .07 .48* .56*

(c) employ a new
teacher -.I 5 .03 .27* .30*

Degree of involvement in
subject choice:

(a) in entry year .03 .04 -.01 -.01
(b) for group cert .23 -.01 .10 .10
(c) for inter cert .18 .08 .05 .08
(d) for leaving cert .33* .18 -.31" -.22’

Degree of involvement in
job choice after:

(a) Group cert .05 .08 -.16 -.14
(b) inter cert .10 .04 -.07 -.06
(c) leaving cert .25* .08 -.30’ -.26’

Degree of involvement in
Personal Counselling

(a) in entry year .33* .04 -.33* -.29*
(b) in junlor cycle .36* -.11 -.34" -.31"
(c) in senior cycle .37* .16 -.37" -.29*

Degree of invob,,ement in
pastoral care programme .12 .27+ -.06 .03

*Significant at p ~< .05.
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APPEND1X 10.A: Microelectronics and Clerical Employment

There are several reasons why developments in office technology are likely
to have a i)rofound effcct on the employment &clerical workers in particular.
First, many of the tasks performed by clerical workers -- typing, filing,
message carrbdng (Sleigh et al., 1979) -- are of a routine nature and lend
themselves to some degree of automation. Secondly, investment in technology
in tile office has, to date, been verb’ low compared to industry. Estimates in tile
US in 1975 put the figure for capital equipment per worker at $2,000 per office
worker and $25,000 per manufacturing employee. The equivalent UK esti-
mates are Z500 and £5,000 sterling, respectively (NBST Report, 1981). Thus,
there is a great deal of scope for labour displacing investment in office
technology (Science Policy Research Unit Report, 1982). Thirdly, standard
products can be marketed for the office sector which will meet the needs of a
variety of users with minimum "customisation" (Sleigh et al., 1979, p. 54).
This tends to reduce the cost of mieroelectronic office equipment. The price
of word processors, for example, has been falling and sophisticated screen
based models were available for under £4,000 sterling in 1981 (SPRU Report,
1982). Finally, rising office costs provide a major impetus to introduce cquip-
merit which will increase cost effcctiveness. The Stanford Research Institute
(Business Week, 30.6.75) estimated that office costs in tile US, formerly account-
ing for 20-30 per cent of total company costs, had risen to 40-50 per cent by
1975.

However, in spite of the strong impetus towards use of microelectronics in
the office, it seems likely that several factors will work to slow down an)’ large
scale change from manual to automatic processes. Atkinson (1980) in dis-
cussing this gives three reasons: first, because of a conservatism on the part of
both management and labour and a general lack of awareness of the potential
of microprocessors; secondly, a lack of resources in terms of skilled staff and
capital for investment in office equipment; and thirdly, problems of design of
the equipment and assimilation into the ongoing processes of office work. In
addition, the need to communicate with non-computer users -- either other
businesses or the general public -- would tend to slow down tile arrival of the
fully "paperless office". Another relevant factor in the decision to introduce
microelectronic equipment would be the volume ofoffice work. Because ofthe
high initial cost of much of the equipment, tile volume of work and expected
productivity gains would need to be large in order to justify their introduction.

Thus, tile electronic office is unlikely to be fully realised for some time
although its ultimate advent seems inevitable. In the following section we
examine some of the characteristics of the clerical workforce and the relative
importance of clerical work for women and men over time.
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Given that the electronic office is on its way, what are the likely effects on
employment? We have seen that women are concentrated in office employment
and any changes in office operations are likely to affect them seriously. Tile
SPRU Report (1982) listed some of the studies of the employment conse-
quences of microelectronics ill the office giving forecasts of job losses.

Tile authors caution that no one of the quantitative forecasts is likely to be
reliable but that it is significant that all the reports forecast substantial job
losses. The severity of the forecasts ranges from a loss of two million typing
and secretarial jobs ill Germany by 1990 to a shift in employment from low
grade clerical work towards higher grade computer systems work with a
reduction in employment by up to 15 per cent by 1985 in Britain, if present
rates ofgrowth are not maintained.

The Census and Labour Force Surveys indicate that the number of jobs in
clerical work has been rising. The expansion in office work generally is likely

to slow down any losses due to technology for some time -- especially since
the introduction of office technology is slowed both by trade union opposition
and by lack of investment capital. However, it would be foolish to use this
likely delay as an excuse to ignore the ultimate employment consequences.

What will actually happen when microelectronic equipment is introduced
into an office? First, as the NBST Report (1981) points out, insistence by the
Trade Unions on slow change and redeployment makes it unlikely that
redundancies will occur on a large scale. There will be a period ofadjustment
where existing files are transferred onto a computer medium and staff are
trained to operate tile terminals and word processors. A study by the Central
Computer Agency in Britain (1978) indicated that the learning and familiar-
isation curve for operators of word processors and typing management can
take months rather than weeks to level out. During this time productivity will
continue to rise. Retraining and redeployment will be available for some of
the Ibrmer clerical workers. Because of the characteristics of the mainly fcmale
clerical workers, however, a high level of"natural wastage" is likely to mean
that retraining and redeployment will be for the few rather than the majority.
This could be especially true in h’eland where lack of nursery facilities as well
as strong social pressure force women to leave the labour force upon the birth
of thcir children. Arnold, Birke and Faulkner (1981) in their 1982 article,
point out that it is this primary loyalty to home and family which is socially
expected of women which makes women easier to displace from work than
men. Thus, there is a danger that rather than retraining female clerical staff,

employers will simply wait for them to leave with little hope of returning at a
later date to a contracting clerical labour market.

Bird (1980, p. 57) points out that job losses in clerical and typing work
which are replaced by new technical jobs would tend to represent a movement
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of work from women to men. This shift in Britain has been reduced by an
overall growth of office jobs in the 1960s and 1970s. Gershuny (1978) estimates
that the number of new skilled jobs created by automation will be fewer than
the total number of jobs saved. This is especially true in view of the fact that
the falling price of electronic "hardware" is creating pressure to economise on
"software" by buying in software "packages" rather than employing program-
mers or system analysts (Computing, 1981).

The points so far have tended to assume a static economy with no growth
in the amount of office work to be done overall. Because of the high labour
costs in office work, however, expansion is likely to take the form of"jobless
growth" of the kind occurring in the output of the departments of Health and
Social Security in the UK (SPRU, 1982 p. 57). We have seen that a smaller
number of skilled jobs are likely to be created by a microelectronic boom.
Also, Sleigh et al., (1979, p. 56) point out that new technology will make it
possible for us to handle and exploit far more information than at present. It
may be false to assume that organisations will seize upon the labour saving
benefits of technolog7 -- ignoring the other benefits concerning the availability
of a large amount of easily retrievable information. The authors argue that
jobs are likely to be created in the field of information usage. This may be
especially true in the Civil Service since there is never any shortage of demands
on government to provide new services and the freeing of resources by
computer usage makes it possible to respond to these demands. They point
out that in the British Civil Service, between 1970 and 1977, the number of
major computer installations rose from 107 to 140 and that, though the
justification for each installation was the staffsaving it would make possible,
in the same period staff" in the categories most likely to be affected rose from
170,000 to 200,000.

Thus, the picture for future employment generally may not be as bleak as
the direst forecasts lead us to believe. However, the jobs created by new
technology in the office -- be the), technical, in computing or in information
usage and analysis -- are likely to bear little resemblance to the clerical and
iyping jobs which will be lost. Given this possible growth in opportunities in
new areas it is important that we look closely at the kind ofeducation girls are
receiving. Ratber than preparing large numbers of them for clerical employ-
ment which may soon he unavailable, we should begin at the post-primary
education stage to prepare them for the types of jobs that are likely to provide
a boom in opportunities by the time they leave school.

Some suggested syllabus changes reported by Frain and Healy (1982)
include modi~’ing the Leaving Cert. Maths course to include a section on
computing and dividing the Higher Maths course into two sections -- one
dealing with engineering-related Maths concepts and used as an entry for
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engineering degree courses; the other dealing with pure mathematics. A reason
for concern is the decline in the number of Leaving Cert. students taking
Higher Maths since 1977, given the large projected increase in demand for
engineers. Other suggestions include an updating of the Physics syllabus to
include elements of electronics and the development of a new course in
technology which would cover engineering drawing and design; materials and
process technology; applied mechanics, fluids and thermodynamics; electrical
and electronic technology and impacts of technology on society. The authors
caution that efforts to preserve international comparisons have made the
mathematics higher course less practical and more difficult. Perhaps the
present concern in our educational system with academic comparisons should
be balanced with a concern for practical relevance to work in an increasingly
technological society.
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Intervention Progmmmes
These have been most developed in the United States from the introduction

of federal legislation in 1972 which outlawed sex role discrimination in
schooling.

The introduction of Title IX in the United States in 1972 gave official
recognition to the negative effects of sex-role stereotyping in schools. This
piece of legislation required that "no person in the United States shall, on the
basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under any educational programme’or activity
receiving Federal Financial assistance". The US Department of Health,
Education and Welfare issued regulations two years later which provided
guidelines for the implementation of the act. The regulations covered admis-
sions, treatment and employment and affected virtually every public school in
the country as well as the large number of post-secondary institutions which
receive Federal assistance. However, as Wirtenberg and Nakamura (1976)
argue, legislation alone -- even if strictly enforced -- is not enough. In the
first place, many schools manage to avoid the spirit of the legisla’tion by, for
.example, requiring a specific request from a girl to do Technical/Workshop
courses. Thus, while the school technically complies with the ruling that sex
must not be a factor in allocating pupils to courses, it makes it more difficult
for pupils to choose non-traditional courses by subtly stressing the fact that to
do so would be to fly in the face ofconvention. In the second place, legislation
does nothing to reduce the attitudinal barriers -- on the parts of parents and
teachers as well as pupils I regarding what is proper for each sex.

In response to this inadequacy a number of intervention programmes were
organised -- often receiving Federal funding. Similar concerns in Sweden,
Britain and elsewhere have led to a number of programmes being undertaken
in those countries. The following few examples illustrate the nature of these
interventions.

The non-sexist intervention project of Guttentag and Bray (1976) was
aimed at 409 children in three school systems in Boston at kindergarten, fifth
grade and ninth grade levels. The aim was to study how sex-role attitudes
could be changed through the school system. Prior to intervention the chil-
dren’s sex-role attitudes were measured. The project placed a great deal of
emphasis on non-sexist teaching materials and the teachers participating in
the intervention were trained in non-sexist interventions. The intervention
with the pupils lasted six weeks and teacher-pupil interactions were observed
by the researchers. The actual intervention with the pupils was undertaken by
the teachers using the material I texts, music and film as well as games and
discussion ideas -- provided by the reseach team.

The attitude survey revealed that pupils were less likely to stereotype
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themselves than to stereotype others -- as measured by self rating on person-
ality characteristics. Also they were more likely to stereotype peers and adults
of the opposite sex than those of the same sex.

Following the intervention the sex-role attitudes of the children were reas-
sessed. At all levels the impact of the intervention on girls was greater than
that on boys -- the differences being most pronounced among ninth grade
pupils. Ninth grade boys tended to show stronger sex-role stereotyping follow-
ing the intervention than before it. The girls’ attitudes regarding occupational
roles and their lists of jobs for women broadened significantly. The girls also
showed greater flexibility in their lists ofqualities men and women may have,
while tile ninth grade boys remained more rigid in their attribution of ideal
personality characteristics to both sexes but especially to females. The fifth

grade boys changed little following intervention. Even at kindergarten level
girls were more interested ill, and affected by, the intervention than boys.

The lower impact of intervention on boys was also found in a series of "

evaluated workshops organised by Kesselman (1974). A series of workshops
were run for teachers dealing with sex-role stereotypes. Teachers showed fewer
such stereotypes at the end of intervention. Teachers then set up workshops
for fifth and sixth grade students. The results found that girls held fewer
stereotypes at the end of intervention whilst among the boys the results were
am biguous.

Guttentag and Bray (1976) suggested that peer group pressure on the boys
may have played a part in their reluctance to abandon stereotypes. Safilios-
Rothschild (1981) points out that non-sexist materials may be less salient for
boys since the fiction used, for example, tends to have fewer male characters.
In addition the occupations, occupational roles and personality characteristics
regarded as typically "masculine" generally receive more prestige and are
associated with greater power than those regarded as feminine. (On the
question of personality characteristics, Guttentag and Bray (1976) noted that

children of both sexes tended to rate themselves slightly towards the masculine
end of the scale indicating that they deemed these characteristics desirable in

themselves.) Unless the relative status of the "masculine" and "feminine"
occupations, roles and characteristics can be questioned in itself, boys are
unlikely to consider that they have anything to gain by abandoning sex-role
stereotypes which favour their own sex.

The EQUALS project at the Lawrence Hall of Science at Berkeley is
concerned with a more specific area than those of the programmes described
above. It grew out of an awareness of "math avoidance" in girls. The aim of
the project was to increase teachers’ awareness of the problem and to develop
strategies which would help to change pupils’ attitudes to mathematics (Krien-
berg, 1981). The main components of the programme are, first, to provide
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information on female enrolments in mathematics to increase teachers’ aware-
hess of the problem; secondly, to provide materials and instruction to build
teachers’ and students’ confidence in doing mathematics and thirdly, encour-
agement ofteachers in using EQUALS material and of students in their career
aspirations. The impact of the programme has been assessed. Eighty-one per
cent of teachers found the mathematics materials and activities suggested by
EQUALS useful and continue to use them while 87 per cent rated the career
activities similarly. The schools where the EQUALS programme has been
operating show a slow but steady increase over the years in the fiumber of
young women taking advanced mathematics courses as well as a significant
increase among females in awareness of non-traditional career areas. The
results reported by Krienberg indicate that it is possible to concentrate on one
subject area and successfully intervene to increase participation.

The Girls Into Science and Technology (GIST) project in Mafichester is
another project which attempts to intervene in specific subject areas -- this
time that of Physical science and Technical crafts (Smail, White, Kelly 1982).
The project has been working with the junior cycle pupils in eight post-
primary coed schools in the Manchester area -- following them from entry to
the end of third year choice ofsubjects. This age group was chosen because of
the finding that girls’ attitudes towards science frequently decline sharply over
the first three years of post-primary education.

Like the EQUALS project, teachers are involved from the start. They were
given information on girls’ underachievement in Science and Technology and
intervention strategies were suggested. In addition, "de-stereotyping" exer-
cises were organised to create awareness among teachers of the unconscious
tendency to treat boys and girls differently in the classroom despite the
egalitarian ideology of teachers generally. Information on the research that
has been done on sex differences in the classroom and on the origins of these
differences was also provided.

Another aspect of this project was the VISTA programme where women
scientists and technologists were recruited to speak to the pupils about their
work. By using video facilities and examples of the pupils’ written work the
women were given a picture of the language level and interests of the pupils
with whom they would be speaking. The response to the talks has been positive
and the impact of the talks on the pupils seems to increase as they become
more familiar with the experience. Since the pupils whose educational
experience is being followed by the GIST programme have not yet reached
third year, however, it will be some time before the full impact of the
intervention can be assessed.

A more informally organised project concerned with girls’ participation in
science grew up in a large mixed London comprehensive on the initiative of
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Hearn (1979). Hearn as head of the science department in the school became
concerned with girls’ underachievement in the physical sciences. The first step
in remedying the situation was to offer an open invitation to sixth form
students to take scientific studies -- even if no science had been done previ-
ously. The problem was discussed with pupils during science lessons and the
importance of Physics in careers -- especially careers with a biological flavour
-- was stressed. The non-science staffwere also involved.

The careers officer dealt with the topic with both parents and pupils. The
Director of Studies and third year tutor interviewed pupils before their third
year options are finalised and the Director of Studies gave a talk on which
criteria should and should not be used in making a choice. The girls were also
involved in giving demonstrations to parents in the science labs, in giving an
exhibition of posters showing third year exam results of both boys and girls in
physical sciences -- which indicated that the girls did as well as the boys --
and in giving an exhibition of career posters, many with a biological flavour
and many requiring physics.

As a result of relaxing the entry requirements to scientific studies by sixth
formers as well as the concentrated eflbrt to change pupils and parents
attitudes, Hearn reports a growing interest shown in physics by the most
talented of the girls~ as well as a significant increase in uptake of scientific
studies by girls.

A project in Sweden described by Brock-Ume (1981) was designed to give
both boys and girls an experience ofnon-traditional work situations while still
at school. Grade eight pupils (14 year olds) have a period where they get
acquainted with different work-places -- sometimes through excursions and
sometimes through a short period ofwork. It was found that girls usually went
to traditionally female jobs while boys usually went to "male" jobs. In the
1976-77 school year in several of the municipalities, pupils were given a list of
jobs which they were to rate either male or female. The girls were then asked
to cboose a job they had rated as male, the boys one they had rated as female
for their work experience programme. Pupils’ attitudes were negative at first
-- especially the boys’. The girls had more and generally higher status jobs to
choose from, and the boys had to choose many lower status jobs. Their
attitudes changed during the experiment however. In one municipality 100
per cent of the girls and 93 per cent of the boys thought that the practice
should be followed in years to come. The work leaders generally responded
positively and found no difficulty in putting the pupils to work. In two of the
eleven municipalities who had submitted the results of the experiment many
ofthe pupils made non-traditional choices at the next level.
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